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La La Land (2016) 
 

Director/Screenwriter: Damien Chazelle 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

A clogged LA freeway on a winter‘s day, ―Another Day of Sun,‖ cars backed up for miles on 

either side. Suddenly a spasm of frustration manifests itself not as shouting or horn-blowing, but 

as song, and the traffic jam erupts momentarily into carnivale, the humans caged in their rolling 

steel egoverses momentarily joining in shared celebration of the dreams and less glamorous reality 

that defines their lives. It‘s the sort of absurdist set-piece I‘m sure that has occurred to just about 

anyone who‘s ever been stuck in such a traffic jam, and it retains a certain spiritual connection to 

the early dream sequence in that eternal touchstone of artistic self-appraisal in cinema, 8½ (1963), 

and even to the music video for REM‘s ―Everybody Hurts.‖ Damien Chazelle ultimately follows 

those models arcs towards melancholy reckonings with the gap between private passion and the 

dismay of modern living, but for the moment goes for big, raucous this-is-going-to-be-a-ride 

showmanship. It‘s the sort of opening gambit that will surely split an audience right down the 

middle, between those who will be instantly swept up in the cued excitement and those who might 

uneasily gird themselves for what‘s coming. I was amongst the latter. Not because ebullient 

outdoors production numbers annoy me per se, but this one did. Chazelle‘s camera spins and 

twists and cranes with dramatic, athletic mobility. But the showiness of the camerawork is overtly 

strenuous, technique without actual purpose, distracting from the fact that what it‘s filming isn‘t 

actually very well staged or choreographed; it is in fact rather a hymn to its own existence, a 

―wow, can you believe I‘m pulling this in 2016?‖ statement. People stand on their car bonnets and 

throw their hands up and down and fling themselves about in conga lines. This immediately lays 

down a template that the rest of La La Land follows studiously: approximation of classic musical 

style served up like the coup of the century, but which on close examination proves to be all sizzle 

and no steak. 

 

 



 

Chazelle believes that the school of hard knocks is the path to greatness. This thesis he already 

explored in his scripts for Eugenio Mira‘s Grand Piano and his own Whiplash (both 2014), which 

purveyed the gym-coach mentality to artistic development: no pain, no gain, and never mind your 

pantywaist sensitivities. La La Land, his latest, depicts the exasperated romance of Sebastian 

(Ryan Gosling) and Mia (Emma Stone), two Los Angeles wannabes. Grazing each other on the 

freeway at the start – he blasts his horn at her, she flips the bird at him – they soon find their paths 

repeatedly crossing, not always in the best of circumstances. Mia wants to be an actress, and 

works as a barista in a coffee shop on the Warner Bros. studio lot. As such, she‘s surrounded by 

the legends of filmmaking past but entrapped within early 21st century economic impositions, 

pecked at by her boss and forced to watch actual famous people parade by whilst she develops 

contempt for the roundelay of fruitless auditions that is the rest of her life. Encouraged to attend a 

party by her roommate friends, Mia finishes up departing the disappointment and is forced to walk 

home when she finds her car has been towed. A salve for such sorrows comes as she passes by a 

restaurant and hears a beautiful tune being played, drawing her inside. The player is Sebastian, a 

talented pianist, whose love of classic jazz approaches religion: unfortunately he‘s just violated the 

restaurant manager‘s (J.K. Simmons) injunction to only play strictly timed Christmas tunes, and 

he‘s fired summarily for this, leading Sebastian to furiously barge past Mia as she tries to thank 

him for the beautiful performance. Some weeks later, she runs into him again, this time playing 

keys in a ‘80s pop cover band. Her chosen method of revenge is to request the band play A Flock 

of Seagulls‘ ―I Ran.‖ The duo‘s grazing, sniping humour and Sebastian‘s tendency to turn most 

encounters into some kind of confrontation gives way to sparks of attraction. 

 

 
 

This moment was the only one in La La Land that really entertained me, although it treads terribly 

close to Saturday Night Live-style shtick, in large part because it‘s one of the few vignettes that 

taps both Stone and Gosling‘s ability to play comedy, and also because it offers a combination of 

joke and character moment that revolves around the cultural attitudes of the two characters, the 

disparity between Seb‘s semi-messianic sense of duty by his chosen art form and the pop culture 

around him, and the infuriating way his and Mia‘s attraction continues to manifest through 

apposite impulses. Stone and Gosling are both accomplished neo-wiseacres, and Chazelle arms 

them with a small arsenal of zingers and prickles to make them convincing as representatives of a 

knowing and chitinous modern breed. But once their surfaces are scratched, both characters are 

revealed as deeply, almost suffocatingly earnest. Sebastian‘s dedication is seen first as monklike 

as he subsists in an apartment barely furnished, with a stool once owned by Hoagy Carmichael as 

object of veneration or seating depending on the moment‘s need. His sister Laura (Rosemarie 

DeWitt) appears for one scene, offering La La Land a jolt of call-bullshit sarcasm that cuts 

through the single-mindedness of Seb and Mia‘s obsessions. One quality La La Land badly lacks 

after DeWitts brief apperanace is a major secondary voice or voices to lend depth to the palette, 

the kind they used to get people like Oscar Levant or Thelma Ritter to offer, pipes of sarcasm to 

put some smog in the airiness. When the few alternate voices that do come in Chazelle‘s script, 

they‘re nearly strictly pitched as rhetorical devices to push our characters about, like Simmons‘ 

cameo as the asshole manager who prevails upon Seb not to play ―the free jazz,‖ and, later, John 

Legend‘s Keith, a successful band leader who seduces Seb into playing with his band with a get-
behind-me-Satan spiel about the need for jazz to evolve. 

 



 
 

Part of this might be explained by the fact that both Seb and Mia bring their own snark, but only 

long enough to be halfway convincing as contemporary types before we get into more traditional 

romanticism. But the course of true love and successful lifestyle maintenance never does run 

smooth. Mia lives with three other young women (Callie Hernandez, Jessica Rothe, and Sonoya 

Mizuno) at the start who form both her posse and chorus line, dragging her into action at the 

Hollywood party where the stage seems set for a good production number. Except no real 

production number arrives, just more of Chazelle‘s spinning camerawork and background dancers 

throwing their hands in the air again. After a certain point, Mia‘s pals vanish from the party, and 

then from the film. Her moment of transcendent bliss overhearing Seb‘s playing, is his moment of 

self-indulgence for which he pays an instant price. I can handle the notion of a restaurant manager 

so oblivious that anything but straight-up tunes to wheedle diners‘ ears will piss him off, even if I 

don‘t really believe it, and I sense it‘s just a device to set up Seb‘s humiliation; what I can‘t quite 

buy is the interaction of writing and vision we get here, the manager‘s quip about free jazz and the 

slightly pompous but pretty anodyne piece of improvisation that costs Seb his job but charms Mia. 

It‘s like the music supervisor had a slightly different copy of the script to the director and actors. 

Mia is suddenly seen to be saddled with a Chad Cliché yuppie boyfriend who turns up just in time 

for her to run out on him, heading instead to meet up with Seb at a screening of Rebel Without a 

Cause (1955), a venture that segues into a tour of the Griffith Observatory where rapture blooms 

and the heavens open, a lovely moment that nonetheless seems to come out of a different film. 

Later, Seb tries to explain to Mia the value of jazz as active expression of America‘s melting pot 

brilliance, the product of the constant shunt and shove of multiple voices. 

 

 
 

This vignette is irksome on several levels, not least because Chazelle makes Mia the easily 

schooled avatar of an audience he presumes associates this beloved musical style with smooth jazz 

bilge, not the rocky, high-stakes art form he worships. And it‘s not just the fact that the film turns 

into an NPR essay here. It‘s that Chazelle backs away from finding any interesting conceptual way 

of exploring Seb‘s love cinematically. In the end, the movie that proposes to revitalise certain 

classical precepts in the musical is just another contemporary film where someone talks too much. 

And it‘s on this level that La La Land repeatedly and conspicuously fails, in weaving its use of the 

form with its subject, until one climactic sequence towards the end, in which Mia‘s audition for a 

crucial role becomes a song number. There‘s no pervading sense of jazz as the informing art here, 
nor any other strong contemporary pop music form, although Chazelle evidently sees a connection 

between his understanding of jazz and his pursuit of giving new meaning to an old aesthetic in the 



musical form. His visual approach offers sublimation of Jacques Demy‘s The Umbrellas of 

Cherbourg (1964) and The Young Girls of Rochefort (1966) insistently, aiming to recreate Demy‘s 

skilful, deceptively rich blend of casual realism and stylisation, usually accomplished through 

careful redressing of real locations and employment of strong, colour-coded costuming and 

lighting. Sometimes, Chazelle succeeds, particularly in the shots of Mia and her gal-pals striding 

out to battle in their coloured frocks, her and Seb‘s tentative shuffle before the mauve-hued sunset 

in the Hollywood hills, and a nicely quiet diminuendo scene where Seb sings to himself and 

dances on a pier at sunset, stealing away an old man‘s wife for a moment of bewildered, good-

natured dancing. Chazelle at least suggests schooling in the musical and its craft, avoiding the cut-

on-the-beat style informed by music videos that‘s infected the form since the early ‘80s, instead 

going for long, lateral shots in the traditional musical manner to drink in physical context and the 

performers‘ actions. And Linus Sandgren‘s photography really is excellent. 

 

 
 

Demy‘s approach had hardly been forgotten to film history; in fact it was rather quickly 

assimilated and built upon by an array of American New Wave and Movie Brat filmmakers, many 

of whom tried their hand at fusing together the outsized fantasias of musicals with the kind of 

ragged, woozy, rough-and-tumble authenticity of their ethos. The 1970s and early ‘80s produced a 

sprawl of gutsy crossbreeds in the wake of the musical genre‘s official collapse as a mode 

following a string of huge-budget bombs. Some of these were deliberately frothy, like Peter 

Bogdanovich‘s At Long Last Love (1975), but more often they were sharper, grittier critiques of 

the genre‘s usual detachment from the realities of love, coupling, and society. Hence Martin 

Scorsese‘s New York, New York (1977) and Francis Coppola‘s One From the Heart (1981) 

focused on fractious romances raddled by human feeling in all its livewire anxiety, and Bob 

Fosse‘s All That Jazz (1979) turned Fosse‘s own life and experiences as a choreographer into the 

subject of a superlatively sarcastic opus. One thing all of these had in common was their spiky, 

anti-populist emotional intensity, which made them the opposite of what musicals have come to be 

considered as the genre languishing in a permanent pop culture demimonde. In the past 20 years 

or so, every now and then we get a film that‘s going to make the musical great again, be it 

synthetic pizazz like Chicago (2002) or full-on blazing shit like Les Miserables (2012). And if one 

apostatises with any of these, one will be told one just doesn‘t like musicals. Or not as much as 

another person, who wants the form reborn in all its old glory and will greet any new, major, 

proper version of it as manna. In the same way, the new-wave musicals aren‘t real musicals, 

because they‘re not pretty and escapist and nostalgic. And of course, let us not speak of what 

happened to the disco musical. 

 



 
 

Never mind the far more interesting examples of the oddball explorations of the genre in recent 

years, from the Outkast-scored and starring vehicle Idlewild (2006) to John Turturro‘s suburban 

karaoke tragedy Romance and Cigarettes (2005), Jacob Krupnick‘s On the Town rewrite Girl 
Walk // All Day (2011) and Spike Lee‘s Chi-Raq (2015), which commit the sins of using pop 

music and foregrounding artifice, and have moments your grandmother won‘t like. La La 

Land has been quickly celebrated as a new-age musical blending frivolity and melancholy, but I 

find on many crucial levels it hit me as a betrayal of the legacy of the gritty musical, one that 

quietly gelds this movement even whilst proposing to revive it. Particularly considering that its 

storyline and basic themes represent a filch not on Demy but on Scorsese. In La La Land, as 

in New York, New York, the theme is the troubled love of a couple joined by mutual admiration but 

torn apart by diverging career intentions, revolving around the disparity between jazz performance 

and mainstream pop celebrity, climaxing with an extended restaging of the basic plot as a stylised, 

more pure kind of old Hollywood fantasy designed to illustrate the contrast between the way 

things turn out and the way we‘d like them to. La La Land is squeaky clean in spite of its attempt 

to talk about some mildly distressing things as relationships that don‘t work out and the pressures 

of money that make people do things they don‘t want to, as opposed to the classic musical where, 

as Gilda Radner once memorably phrased it, people never had to work or buy food. 

 

 
 

La La Land‘s moments of bruising, disillusioning conflict are entirely contrived – the set-piece 

dinner table sequence where Mia and Seb first fight over Seb‘s compromised artistry and Mia‘s 

looming date with destiny, where mild peevishness substitutes for unforgivable words, and the 

subsequent scene where Seb misses her show, a moment that could have been avoided with the 

newfangled invention call the telephone. Compared to the scene in New York, New York when 

Robert De Niro gets dragged out of the club in a rage of stoked jealousy, this is so wet it would 

barely pass muster as dramatic development on a Chuck Lorre sitcom. Chazelle‘s nominal assault 

on musical tradition is not to give a traditional happy ending where love conquers all. But he 

leavens the experience by giving his characters everything else they want, which just happens to 

be a successful LA nightclub, a period recording and touring with a popular musical outfit, and 

becoming an international movie star. Wow, some takedown of the Hollywood dream. Instead, La 

La Land is an ode to hermetic qualities. Chazelle turns the urbane strangeness and sprawl of 

modern LA into a depopulated stage for weak song-and-dance numbers featuring two cute but 
underutilised white-bread stars, replete with odes to bygone pleasures that often reveal a crucial 

misunderstanding about what those pleasures work. There‘s nothing witty or sly or sublime or 



even particularly sexy about Chazelle‘s approach, in spite of his mimicry of the styles he sets out 

to recreate. La La Land is a bright neon sign describing its own facetious charm. 

 

 
 

This wouldn‘t count for much if the film was successful simply on the level of musical 

experience, but this is where it‘s most disappointing. The music score for La La Land is so brain-

numbingly banal that apart from Gosling‘s oft-repeated refrain (―City of stars, are you shining just 

for me?‖) I couldn‘t remember two notes from the film minutes after it finished. It bears no 

inflection of any musical style apart from the most flat-rate off-Broadway stuff—least of all the 

sinuosity and rhythmic complexity of jazz. Perhaps La La Land represents the total victory of the 

last decade or so of shows like American Idol and Dancing With The Stars, shows that have 

carefully trained audiences to whoop and holler wildly when blandly talented neophytes and 

familiar celebrities who can barely sing or dance make a show of their mastery of a few soft-shoe 

steps. I felt a certain empathy for Sebastian: like him, I‘m a jazz fan, particularly of the genre‘s 

heights from the 1940s to the early 1970s, and I have violently mixed feelings about what‘s 

happened to it since then. Seb however never feels like a real person – neither does Mia, but for 

slightly different reasons. Even the more interesting modern branches of jazz fusion don‘t seem to 

have registered with Chazelle – Euro electroswing for instance, which, with practitioners like 

Caravan Palace, is a vibrant and utterly danceable wing of the genre, and would have made a great 

pedestal for this project. Whilst the indictments of Seb as some kind of white saviour figure with 

his obsession with putting his talents to best use sustaining and helping reinvigorate jazz very 

quickly reach the end of credulity (the limit of his ambition in this regard is to open a jazz club, 

and thus provide a platform for artists like himself, rather than to become the king of all jazz 

musicians), it‘s hard to ignore the strident, rather strained aspect to the dramatic development 

whereby he becomes a member of Keith‘s ensemble and finds roaring success in a band that offers 

a squishy melange of pop, soul, and jazz. 

 

 
 

Chazelle offers one major performance scene for this outfit, during which Mia glances about in 

bewilderment over the crowd‘s enjoyment and Seb‘s apparent selling out. Although this song isn‘t 

anything particularly special either, it reminded me a little of the scene in Dreamgirls (2006) when 

―One Night Only,‖ the unctuously meaningful ballad, was restaged as disco schlock: the ―bad‖ 

song is more entertaining than the ―good‖ ones. Which might even be Chazelle‘s point — I just 
don‘t know. La La Land drops hints to a cultural thesis that it then keeps swerving to avoid stating 

in any depth. What it is officially is a bittersweet romance where Seb and Mia are pulled together 



and then apart by their aspirations, their mutual understanding of each other as artists who feed on 

creation and fade when caged but also knowing that life means compromise. Seb‘s commitment to 

Keith‘s band sees him forced to hang about for a publicity photo shoot whilst Mia performs the 

one-woman stage show he encouraged her to write, which seems to bomb badly, leaving Mia 

distraught enough with the state of her life to flee back to her home town. Seb tracks her there 

when he learns a casting agent saw her show and wants her to audition for a major part: Seb‘s 

coaxing draws her back into action, and her audition piece is a testimony to the example of her 

bohemian relative whose life in Paris has inspired her ambition to be an actress. It‘s a big-ticket 

moment that goes for all the feels and finally seems to flesh out aspects of Mia as a character even 

as it actually underlines how generic she is, and how carefully calculated this scene is. 

 

 
 

Gosling and Stone‘s chemistry, which first manifested in the otherwise dreadful Gangster Squad 

(2012), here at least gets some space to stretch its legs: they‘re both very good at making you like 

them even when playing faintly insufferable parts, a gift that‘s vital in selling Seb and Mia, 

particularly from Stone in her portrait of Mia‘s squall of apocalyptic feeling following her 

seeming humiliation in staging her play. Whatever else it does, La La Landunderstands what 

movie stardom is about, its facility in transmuting loose ideas and assortments of emotional 

reflexes into creations of great power on screen. And yet I‘ve seen other films that make far better 

use of both stars – take for interest Gosling‘s other film of 2016, The Nice Guys, which allowed 

him to reference a host of classic comedic actors whilst also stitching together a dynamic portrait 

of a man lagging slightly out of reality‘s time frame from a mixture of grief and booze. By 

comparison Seb never moves out of the status of a kind of human placard. The issue at the heart of 

the film, one that‘s relatively original and specific, is slightly removed from the more familiar 

making-it concerns; it‘s actually the attempt to delve into the problems that beset many show 

business relationships, the time spent apart enforced by asymmetric professional demands. This is 

the one theme attacked by Chazelle that doesn‘t feel done to death. What‘s interesting is that La 

La Land offers a kind of calculus to the modern audience about what it would find the hardest to 

deal with – career failure or romantic failure. The answer is given as both Mia and Seb gain 

everything they want except each other. So Chazelle skips forward a few years to when Mia is a 

success and married to some dude and has kids, and one night fate directs them into a club that 

proves to be Seb‘s, his apparently very successful showcase for old-school jazz. Seb, spotting Mia 

in the crowd, plays the same piece that enticed her into the restaurant all that time ago, thus 

sending the film off into an extended fantasia that re-enacts their relationship more perfectly, to 

the point where they‘re married with kids themselves. 

 



 
 

This sequence finally blew my tolerance fuse with this film, as Chazelle here rips off the ―Happy 

Endings‖ sequence at the end of New York, New York, in offering an upbeat restaging of the 

narrative as a full-bore, total-style facsimile of classic musical method. Except it‘s been shorn of 

all the ironic meaning Scorsese offered his climax with, for ―Happy Endings‖ converted the messy 

stuff of life into a vision that would seem joyful to some and a sour mockery to others, and also 

commented on the way Hollywood mines and distorts life, questioning the ways and reasons why 

we tolerate convenient lies. There‘s no such subtext to what La La Land offers, in part because it‘s 

avoided any dialectic between the false and real. For Chazelle, this is just another facet of his 

showmanship, sleight of hand pulled to suggest there was actually some depth to this coupling and 

to work his audience over. Meanwhile La La Land ultimately has nothing actually bad to say 

about Hollywood, the cult of celebrity or the problems of dreams deferred, except for the fact that 

the film industry tends to be so forward-looking that it has no time for the past – not a fault I‘ve 

noticed besetting the Academy voters lately. Somewhat amazingly, although not a word was 

spoken in it, Girl Walk // All Day managed to say far more about the uneasy relationship between 

personal art and joy and capitalism and society, building to the wonderful moment when its 

heroine realised her seduction by consumerism was erasing her identity and she kicked off her 

store-bought finery, all scored to music that captured the vibrant clamour of modern pop culture‘s 

manifold dimensions. By comparison, La La Land remains wedged in its comfortable, rather smug 

niche, challenging nothing, reinventing nothing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

Waxworks (Das Wachsfigurenkabinett, 1924) / The Man 

Who Laughs (1928) 
 

Director: Paul Leni 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Paul Leni‘s name might not be as instantly recognisable to movie lovers as his fellows in the 

legendary days of German ―Expressionist‖ cinema, Fritz Lang and F.W. Murnau. Nonetheless, 

Leni stands with them as one of the major creative figures of that style, of the budding horror film 

genre, and of the great mature phase of silent cinema in general. Leni beat both directors to the 

punch in emigrating to Hollywood in the mid-1920s, where he did vital work fusing the concerted 

visual effects of the UFA approach with the steady, rhythmically intense storytelling motifs of 

Hollywood, and so perhaps had the most immediate impact on a generation of directors emerging 

at the time, including Josef von Sternberg, John Ford, and Sergei Eisenstein. Like Murnau, he 

would die tragically young and at the peak of his talents, in his case from blood poisoning 

resulting from an abscessed tooth, a sad and ridiculous fate somehow in keeping with the tenor of 

Leni‘s ripely morbid works. Leni‘s initial work in cinema came as a set designer and decorator, a 

vocation he had learnt in the theatres of Berlin, and soon plied for directors including Joe May and 

E. A. Dupont. He continued to provide art direction for other filmmakers even after he made his 

debut as director, Dr Hart’s Diary (1917). Leni‘s true calling card was however to be Waxworks, 

one of the near-mythical works springing from the king tide of Expressionism in German film. 

 



 
 

Following Lang‘s Der Muede Tod (1921), Waxworks similarly offers an early take on the 

anthology film, composed of short, distinct but stylistically and thematically related stories. His 

screenwriter on the project was Henrik Galeen, who penned several Expressionist classics 

including Paul Wegener‘s Der Golem, wie er in die Welt kam (1920) and Murnau‘s Nosferatu, 
Eine Symphonie des Grauens (1922). Waxworks commences with a young poet, played by 

William Dieterle, later to become a significant director himself, invited to visit a waxworks show 

that travels with a carnival that‘s rolled into town: the carnival is popular but the waxworks is 

ignored. The poet speaks to the manager of the show (John Gottowt) and his daughter Eva (Olga 

Belajeff), and learns they want someone to write entertaining stories to lend mythos to the major 

figures in the show, which are Harun-Al-Raschid, the Caliph of Baghdad who featured in Arabian 
Nights, Ivan the Terrible, and Jack the Ripper, who is conflated here with Spring-Heeled Jack, the 

supernatural wayfarer who supposedly terrorised London in the late eighteenth century. The poet 

readily takes up the exhibitors‘ offer, and even quickly and amusedly amends a proposed tale 

when the owner accidentally breaks a limb off the Harun figure; thus the poet begins to tell the 

story of how the Caliph lost his arm. Leni then begins to illustrate the poet‘s historical fantasia, 

with Harun personified as a corpulent autocrat, played by Emil Jannings. Harun plays chess with 

his Grand Vizier on a terrace of his castle, only to be disturbed when a cloud of black smoke 

begins to spoil the day‘s splendour. Angry because he was losing the match, Harun sends his 

Vizier out to track down whoever is making the smoke and execute them. The source of the 

pollution proves to be the chimney of a baker (Dieterle again), who is married to the most 

beautiful woman in Baghdad, Maimune (Belajeff again). Delighted with the glimpse he catches of 

her as she flirts with her husband and then him from her vantage, the Vizier forgets his vicious 

duty and instead returns to tell the Caliph of this desirable jewel. 

 



 
 

The Cabinet of Dr Caligari (1919), immortal as the founding work of the film Expressionist style, 

had a cunning metafictional device to frame it, as the protagonists in the central drama of 

mesmerism and murder were revealed to be lunatics in an asylum, reconfigured into actors in a 

psychotic‘s fantasy. By comparison, Waxwork‘s frame has a lighter, humorous quality, as the 

poet‘s fancies are devices for flirting with Eva. Except that Waxworks‘ chapters essentially tell the 

same story over in variances, becoming increasingly direct and intensified in figuring the lovers 

and the deadly threat. Woven in with this is an equal and increasingly nervous contemplation of 

the individual vulnerable in the face of ravening power, couched first social and political terms, in 

Harun and Ivan, and then in the lurking, miasmic pure dread of Jack the Ripper. This first episode 

offers the theme in a mildly comedic manner, as Harun and the baker make expeditions to claim 

what the other one has: Harun wants the baker‘s wife and the baker, trying to appease her stoked 

desire for worldly rewards, decides to break into the palace and steal Harun‘s wish-granting magic 

ring. The Vizier‘s visit has stoked awareness in both baker and bride of their lowly, straitened 

circumstances, and their festering resentments break out afterwards, with the baker stomping out 

on his vainglorious mission with the declaration, ―I am a man!‖ This talismanic phrase recurs with 

more specific force in Leni‘s later film, The Man Who Laughs, but its implicit declaration of the 

innate rights and stature of the individual echoes throughout Waxworks. It‘s not hard to look for its 

relevance to real-world circumstances at the time – Germany was deep in the grip of the post-war 

reparations-induced economic crisis. Murnau‘s The Last Laugh the same year tackled, again with 

Jannings, the same theme of desperation and dehumanisation through fiscal crisis. 

 



 
 

In the first chapter, this battle resolves comically after Leni intercuts Harun‘s surprisingly clumsy, 

self-satisfied efforts to seduce Eva, with her husband‘s adventures. He steals into the palace and 

penetrates the shadowy, cavernous reaches of his bedchamber, locating what he thinks is the 

Caliph but is actually a dummy he leaves in his bed when he goes out on such nocturnal 

adventures. Believing the dummy is the real Caliph, the baker slices off the figure‘s arm and flees, 

dodging guards and finally escaping the palace with a daring leap onto a palm tree that swings him 

over the battlement. He returns to his home, as his wife hurriedly hides the Caliph in the only 

secret place available – the oven. The baker‘s venture to steal a fake version of the seemingly 

mystical jewel proves just as vainglorious as the Caliph‘s seduction, and it‘s left to Maimune to 

conjure a fittingly advantageous end for all concerned as she pretends to use the stolen jewel to 

wish the Caliph to appear alive, whereupon he crawls out of the oven, covered in soot but saved 

from profound embarrassment, and to repay the favour he appoints the baker the official baker to 

the palace, leaving off with a final image of the Caliph embracing both partners, cheekily redolent 

of a ménage-a-trois in the offing. This chapter of Waxworks somewhat belies the film‘s reputation 

as a classic specifically of horror cinema, instead signalling a link between the performative 

professionalism and flimflammer art of the carnival and the stage pantomime, as well as reaching 

back to the portmanteau storytelling tradition as represented by the Arabian Nights itself, as well 

as the labours of Germanic anthologists like Hoffmann and the Grimm brothers. 

 



 
 

This sense of Waxworks as a cultural bridging point is important in itself. The major ―characters‖ 

of the waxworks are introduced with the actors who embody them noted at the same time, 

reducing the great historical figures and the big stars to rigid figures, powerless without poets to 

animate them. Meanwhile the narrative performs a similar function, turning these real beings into 

functions of a private mythological and psychological universe. The stylisation of the settings, the 

quintessential flourish of the Expressionist style, aims not for realism but for a brand of 

minimalist, almost symbolic representation. Whereas with Dr Mabuse, The Gambler (1922) 

and Die Nibelungen (1924), Lang laboured to fuse together the dreamlike aspect of 

Expressionism‘s already-familiar twisting reaches and heavy shadows with a three-dimensional 

sense of scale and stature, here Leni pushes in the opposite direction, reducing his setting and 

backdrop as close towards the insubstantial as he can without quite going entirely abstract. The 

curving minarets and bowing walls of the palace, up which snakes the black spout of the baker‘s 

inconvenient chimney. The awesome yet almost melting halls of the palace interior, where 

minions steal between warped columns and smoke and incense dreamily fill the corridors, is 

definitely a place of the mind, an inner sanctum of libidinous greed, whereas the baker‘s home is 

almost a cave, curved and womb-like. The second chapter, shorter than the first, repeats the motif 

of the mighty, arbitrary ruler of life and death imposing himself on a pair of young lovers. This 

time, however, the theme is Ivan the Terrible, presented as a glowing-eyed lunatic stricken with a 

compulsive, almost childlike fascination for the horrors he can reap on just about anyone he 

pleases. Where Jannings‘ bluff, hammy performance was suited for the take on Harun as 

corpulent, casually murderous but actually easily tamed potentate, this chapter offers Conrad 

Veidt as an unnervingly fixated, spindly-limbed emanation of the sickliest part of the id, glimpsed 

moving in a stiff crouch along a dank passage that connects his apartments with the Kremlin‘s 

torture chambers. 

 



 
 

This tale, shorter and sharper than its predecessor, strips the bark off the fantasy figuration of lust 

and power. Leni presents Ivan as a monster governed and, to a degree, held in check by an 

elaborate network of irrational devices. In particular, a giant hourglass is used to measure how 

long his victims will be tortured, their names written on the glass. When the sand runs out, so does 

their tenure on Earth. Ivan‘s astrologer, his closest confidant, inspires suspicions in the tyrant‘s 

mind over the loyalty of his head poison-mixer, and so Ivan decides to have him arrested. The 

poisoner, in turn, vengefully writes Ivan‘s name on the hourglass before he‘s arrested. Ivan‘s 

dubious pleasures are interrupted with a boyar arrives, asking him to attend his daughter‘s 

wedding. The paranoid Tsar at first takes the old man‘s entreaty as a set-up to lure him into an 

assassination, but then agrees to be a guest, with one codicil: he insists that the boyar dress in his 

clothes, and vice versa. The Tsar‘s instincts prove right, as a hidden gang of assassins tries to 

skewer him with an arrow as he rides through Moscow, but their bolt, aimed at the regally-dressed 

figure, kills the boyar instead. Ivan arrives at the boyar‘s house and triumphantly announces his 

arrival, forgetting the detail that the bride‘s father is dead. The bride (Belajeff) weeps over his 

body and her husband (Dieterle) releases a tirade of fury at the Tsar, for which he is instantly 

imprisoned and tortured. The Tsar also has the bride spirited to his chambers to seduce her. She 

strikes him with a crop instead, so he drags her down to witness her husband‘s sufferings. His 

pleasure is however cut short as his astrologer brings him the hourglass marked with his name, 

believing it means the poisoner successfully dosed the Tsar fatally. Ivan spirals into complete 

insanity as he thinks he‘s dying, and he keeps turning the hourglass over, believing this will stay 

the moment of his death. A title card explains he kept doing this until the day he died. 

 



 
 

Here the insistent correlation of the eroticised id with a will to worldly power becomes more 

distinctly maniacal and driving, whilst the watch-like parts of the story tick on with swift, precise 

effect. This chapter of Waxworks seems to have had an almost endless influence on many who 

have followed, most especially Eisenstein, who clearly drew upon it for his similarly arch take on 

the Tsar in Ivan the Terrible Parts I (1944) and II (1958), reproducing the angular sets and equally 

angular performances. Leni himself would build upon it with The Man Who Laughs, and 

Sternberg would draw on both, surely, for his own visit to the realm of the historical fantasia, The 
Scarlet Empress (1934). The last chapter of Waxworks is very short, almost an appendix, but it‘s 

also the most bizarre and remarkable sequence. Here the poet imagines he and Eva are being 

stalked around the carnival and town by Jack the Ripper, who seems to disappear like a phantom 

and reappear, and even manifests in many places at once, as the world becomes increasingly 

strange and distorted. Finally the poet is shaken awake by Eva: he‘s been having a nightmare, and 

he gratefully embraces his new lover. Here Leni slips all bonds of narrative precept and essentially 

offers a visualised nightmare, a plunge into a formless state of irrationality, where the poet‘s 

invented enemies and rivals for Eva‘s affections void all forms to become a blank, implacable 

engine of erotic threat. Here is both the seed for the image of the slasher killer who would later 

maraud his way across many a movie screen in the next century, a psychological conception of 

threat stripped out of all zone of actual human interest – Leatherface, Michael Myers and Jason 

Voorhees are distant descendants. But Leni‘s flourishes of style here also veer into virtually 

experimental film style in his madly proliferating double exposures and increasingly formless 

sense of space, used to evoke the complete inward spiral of the psyche towards an ultimate 

confrontation with that dark character within. Here too is kinship with the lawless effects of 

filmmakers as diverse as Kenneth Anger, David Lynch, and Maya Deren. 

 



 
 

Waxworks made Leni‘s name, and within a couple of years he went to Hollywood on Carl 

Laemmle‘s invitation. His sense of humour as well as style and menace might well have put in 

him good stead with Tinseltown, and his first American project was to film Crane Wilbur‘s 

comedy-horror play The Cat and the Canary (1927). That film proved a big hit, laying down a 

template that would soon resolve into Universal‘s house style of horror and offering fillips of style 

that still recur in horror films today, like its restless, entity-suggesting camerawork. Leni‘s third 

Hollywood film, The Man Who Laughs, has a legendary lustre today, in part because of its pop 

cultural influence, particularly on that perennial enemy of Batman, The Joker. There‘s an irony in 

there, as the eponymous hero of Leni‘s film, adapted from the novel L’homme qui rit by Victor 

Hugo, couldn‘t be more different to Bob Kane and Bill Finger‘s enigmatic psychopath. Like 

Hugo‘s other, more famous protagonists Quasimodo and Jean Valjean, The Man Who Laugh‘s 

central figure Gwynplaine represents a politically abused but potentially powerful underclass, and 

like Quasimodo his exterior ugliness belies his fine, tortuously sensitive humanity. The film also 

reunited Leni with Veidt on new shores. The Man Who Laughs kicks off with a long prologue 

where, although the settings are more tangible and vivid, returns to the Ivan the Terrible episode 

of Waxworks as it depicts the English King James II (Samuel de Grasse) and his jester 

Barkilphedro (Brandon Hurst) descend from palace to dungeon at the news his soldiers have 

captured the rebellious Lord Clancharlie (Veidt). James gloats over Clancharlie for sadistic jollies 

as he informs him that, as a punishment in his father‘s stead, his young son Gwynplaine has been 

handed over to a sect of gypsies known as comprachico, who specialise in creating deformed and 

disabled freaks for carnivals, with the instructions to carve his son‘s face into a permanent grin, 

―to laugh forever at his fool father.‖ 

 



 
 

The opening scenes of The Man Who Laughs are a remarkable string of images and settings. The 

statue-lined environs of James‘ bedchamber. The jester‘s malignant face looking out of a secret 

passage framed by carved monstrosities. The iron maiden closing around Lord Clancharlie as he 

prays for his son. The wind and snow-whipped shore where the comprachicos, sent into exile by 

James after they‘ve done his gruesome bidding, flock onto a boat but abandon young Gwynplaine 

(Julius Molnar Jr) to the elements. The mutilated child gropes his way through a blizzard studded 

with hanged bodies dangling from gibbets, the harvest of James‘ repressions. Gwynplaine comes 

across a woman, frozen to death but with her infant child still clutched to her breast. He saves the 

baby and brings her to the parked caravan of travelling actor Ursus (Cesare Gravina), who 

recognises that the baby is blind and demands of the boy, ―Stop that laughing!‖ before he realises 

he cannot. Ursus takes both youngsters in and they make a living travelling between country fairs. 

By the time Gwynplaine (Veidt again) and the girl, named Dea (Mary Philbin), have grown into 

adults, Gwynplaine has gained fame, bordering on folk heroism, as a clown and entertainer. Along 

with a band of fellow players, he, Ursus, and Dea enact a play written by Ursus called ―The Man 

Who Laughs.‖ But fate has a mean gag in store when they roll into Southwark Fair in London‘s 

suburbs, a setting modelled after one of William Hogarth‘s famously ebullient but also viciously 

satiric engravings. Here the comprachico surgeon who gave him his remarkable countenance, Dr 

Hardquanonne (George Siegmann), now living under a pseudonym, recognises his handiwork on 

Gwynplaine‘s face, and writes a letter to the current holder of the Clancharlie estate, the Duchess 

Josiana (Olga Baclanova), a debauched aristocrat and illegitimate sister of the current ruler Queen 

Anne (Josephine Crowell). The message however is intercepted by Barkilphedro, now working for 

the court and visiting Josiana, and he alerts Anne to this strange and potentially propitious 

discovery: Josiana has been irritating Anne with her wilfully arrogant behaviour and wanton 

escapades, and a neat device of punishment is now open to her. 

 



 
 

Le homme qui rit was written by Hugo when he was in exile from France for his harshly critical 

writings on the national authorities, and he wrote it to serve as much as an oddball political 

parable as a standard historical romance. Leni keeps intact both its nominal setting in English 

history but also its weird, Ruritanian aspect, using this just as Hugo did – as an excuse to indulge 

his weird fancies. Although the sorts of things they‘re depicted as doing had been real practices in 

times much further past, the comprachicos were just the first of Hugo‘s inventions. After the 

gruesome, outsized fairytale flourishes of the opening, The Man Who Laughs slowly resolves into 

something more like a melodrama, if one still laced with dimensions of perversity. Those 

dimensions resolve as Gwynplaine is tortured by Dea‘s love for him, believing he has no right to 

impose someone of his grotesque stature on her, although she can‘t see the affliction. He sees 

some hope, however, when Josiana visits the fair where he‘s performing and, compelled by his 

strange appearance, invites him to her manor. Gwynplaine, convincing himself that if someone 

can actually love him in spite of his deformity than he has the right to love Dea, accepts the 

invitation. He finds himself the object of a fetishist‘s electric, potently erotic blend of repulsion 

and fascination, as Josiana rejoices in his hideousness, clearly turned on by it in a sick way that 

Gwynplaine correctly senses is merely the flipside of the more familiar horror and mockery he 

receives rather than a negation of it. But then Josiana receives a letter from the Queen, informing 

her that now Gwynplaine has been found, he will be restored to his rightful inheritance, and she 

will be obligated to marry him. Josiana‘s rueful laughter, signalling awareness she‘s about to 

nailed to this particular point of her character as her cross just as surely as Gwynplaine‘s face is 

his, sends Gwynplaine running. 

 



 
 

This proves the catalyst for Gwynplaine finally allowing Dea to feel the nature of his 

disfigurement, a moment that resolves with Dea‘s gorgeously corny line, ―God took away my 

sight to see the real Gwynplaine!‖ Both Philbin and Baclanova featured in two other, quite 

different yet pertinent takes on the fundamental dichotomy presented here, as Philbin had 

previously played Christine in The Phantom of the Opera (1926), opposite Lon Chaney, and 

Baclanova would go on to again be the figure of taunting sensuality before the misshapen in Tod 

Browning‘s Freaks (1932). Even on the cusp of happiness, Gwynplaine can‘t escape the peculiar 

trap that is identity: he‘s arrested by royal soldiers and taken to prison, to be press-ganged into 

Anne‘s plan for him. When Ursus follows him there, he mistakes a funeral procession for 

Hardquanonne, who had been captured and held there too, for Gwynplaine‘s. Leni continues to 

stage remarkable sequences, as when the players pretend to be putting on a normal show to keep 

Dea from learning of his apparent death, and the lengthy finale in which Gwynplaine is presented 

to the House of Lords whilst Dea, realising he‘s alive, gropes blindly to find her way to him. For 

all its facets of brilliance, however, The Man Who Laughs is peculiarly lumpy experience 

dramatically speaking, splitting the difference between gothic grandeur, sickly satire, and 

sentimental melodrama, before resolving in a manner fit for a Douglas Fairbanks swashbuckler. 

The hoary plot never quite builds to any sequences as memorable as those in The Hunchback of 
Notre Dame (which, interestingly, Waxworks star Dieterle would film in 1939), whilst the attempt 

to go for a crowd-pleasing tone in the final lap is underlined when Barkilphedro gets his 

comeuppance, his throat ripped out by Ursus‘ loyal dog. 

 



 
 

That such a mixture doesn‘t entirely blend isn‘t surprising, as Laemmle‘s determination to repeat 

the success of The Phantom of the Opera saw a few too many cooks adding to the broth on the 

script level. But The Man Who Laughs packs a wallop regardless because of the fervour Leni and 

Veidt invest in it. Here was the perfect role for Veidt and the perfect mythology for Leni. Veidt‘s 

appearance, a dental plate used to make his permanent smile-snarl seem all the more unnatural, 

offers a face turned into a kabuki mask, rigid and lunatic. And yet watching how Veidt sketches 

emotions around the edges of this offers a master class in expressive performing. Perhaps the high 

point of the film, at once hallucinatory and unsparing in its gaze, comes when Gwynplaine first 

appears on stage at one of his shows. The smile he turns on his audiences gains delirious power, 

sending the crowd into convulsions and bringing Josiana under the spell of a peculiar charisma, 

her fixation communicated in a series of superimpositions and dissolves, beautiful (but ugly) man 

and ugly (but beautiful) man bound together, a visual etude of awareness that one must exist to 

give meaning the other. His hideousness sparks merriment, becomes a leer of mutual mockery, a 

telegraph to the common folk suggesting the dark side of the society they live in, and finally 

locating an accord with them, on the level of frail humanity, the embodiment of all absurdity. To 

see Gwynplaine is to have an existential crisis that can only be resolved in laughter, whilst the 

man himself experiences the sexual thrill of intense masochism being satisfied, and exultation in 

his rare fame. 

 



 
 

The vividness of Leni and Veidt‘s realisation of this theme surely was to echo on through 

Universal‘s subsequent horror films with their tragic antiheroes. As Gwynplaine eventually rises 

from the status of clown to lord, he manages the more important evolution, finally voiced when 

bellows with righteous fury at the stunned toffs and fatuous queen: ―A king made me a clown! A 

queen made me a lord! But God made me a man!‖ It‘s the climactic moment of the film and of the 

revealing thread of interest that runs through from Waxworks to this film, the depiction of brutal 

power: Gwynplaine‘s declaration of the rights of man is every bit as totemic, and instantly 

punishable, as the baker and bridegroom‘s invective against their tyrants and the evils forced by 

life in the earlier film. Fortunately, Gwynplaine‘s new status cuts a swathe through the stunned 

lords, giving him a brief window of escape before the Queen‘s heavies move in, and he stages a 

successful flight across the rooftops of London. This sequence , as with the baker‘s escape from 

the palace in Waxworks, reveals Leni‘s gifts at the free rush of action as well in creating the 

tangled moods of psychic anxiety. In spite of the never-never setting of both films, or perhaps 

because of it, a genuine charge of palpable meaning emerges from such flourishes. Leni‘s world is 

a place of wandering, rootless but free artists and yearning poets, twisted beings full of humanity, 

and monstrous forces of political and social power. But, most fundamentally, for both the poet and 

Gwynplaine, the man himself is his own enemy. Leni‘s small but still vital oeuvre is charged with 

this sense of duality. The monster is stalking us; the monster is us. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The Manchurian Candidate (1962) 
 

Director: John Frankenheimer 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Almost since the day it was released, The Manchurian Candidate has known an aura of 

perceptiveness bordering on the prophetic. This quality extends from its alarming anticipations of 

the spate of assassinations of high-profile American political figures in the 1960s, to the dogging 

accusations of conspiracy and corrupting influence of Russia behind Donald Trump‘s election as 

U.S. president, which sent political journalists scurrying to use the film‘s title for an appropriate 

likeness. This, if nothing else, proved that The Manchurian Candidate remains a touchstone, in 

spite of the fact that John Frankenheimer‘s fourth and greatest film is hardly a cool, analytical, 

realistic take on the exalted spheres of power and policy at the height of the Cold War. It is, rather, 

a wild, perverse, near-surreal study in personal and political horror, a look into a point in the 

modern psyche where all opposites blur together and evolve far faster than our ability to 

comprehend them. Perhaps, indeed, only such a film could really hope to encompass the schizoid 

extremes of the age. Cinematically and generically, the film is just as unique. The Manchurian 

Candidate plays out one level as straightforward and gripping tale, and indeed could well be the 

first truly modern political thriller, replete with the usual paraphernalia of the style–conspiracy by 

cabals within government, the lurking sniper, and the relentless, almost outmatched lone hero. 

Generations of such films, from Alan Pakula‘s tense 1970s conspiracy dramas to 

the Bourne series, owe it something. But on another level, it‘s a madcap fever dream that captures 

the tone of the most hysterical conspiracy theory, and on yet another, a bleak and epic revision of 

the Greek tragic mode for a malign epoch, one where the entities on high playing infinitely cruel 

games with people‘s fates are no longer gods, but nations and ideologies, with the fixtures of 

identity that hold us to fate remaining unchanged. 

 



 
 

Like many of his generation‘s talents, Frankenheimer emerged not from the studio system or 

direct from the stage as before, but from television in the late 1950s, ranks that also included the 

likes of Arthur Penn, Delbert Mann, Franklin J. Schaffner, Martin Ritt, Robert Altman, and Sidney 

Lumet. Frankenheimer had learned how to deal with the straitened productions and how to put 

across the intimate, often socially conscious vicissitudes of early television drama. He gained 

particular credit for shooting a Rod Serling script for The Comedian, which established 

Frankenheimer‘s interest in tales about difficult and obnoxious characters, whilst his first two 

films, The Young Stranger (1957) and The Young Savages (1961), both wore their civic ethics on 

their sleeves and boasted titles concerned with teen misfits whose resentments and short fuses put 

them at the mercy of hypocritical power or leave them stranded between communities and 

afflicted by alienation and troubled states of mind. Birdman of Alcatraz (1962) was a portrait of 

dogged humanism persisting in a man totally removed, for good reason, from humanity. Such 

straightforward studies set Frankenheimer neatly amidst the likes of Mann and Ritt as a maker of 

solid, adult, if rather middlebrow dramas. But his third film, All Fall Down (1962), whilst still 

revolving around a young man‘s attempts to make sense of the world and people around him, 

signalled a shift into more complex and pensive dramatic concerns, and also made him acquainted 

with the potential of Angela Lansbury, largely untapped in her time as an ingénue in Hollywood. 

With The Manchurian Candidate, Frankenheimer was handed a doozy of a script by George 

Axelrod, adapted from Richard Condon‘s novel, which took as its starting point an eerie and 

widespread legend thrown up in the early years of the Korean War that captured GIs and allied 

soldiers were being subjected to ―brainwashing‖ techniques of intense indoctrination induced 

under stress to make them mouthpieces for propaganda. Condon‘s concept went several steps 

further in proposing that some might well have been programmed as unwitting sleeper agents 

waiting to be pressed into some covert action. 

 

 
 



The Manchurian Candidate‘s antihero, Sgt. Raymond Shaw (Laurence Harvey), is glimpsed at the 

outset as a barking martinet, rounding up his unit for a night patrol to their sneering contempt and 

dutiful obedience, as he‘s forcing them to abandon their off-duty boozing and whoring to go hump 

around enemy territory in the dark. But the squad, under the command of Capt. Bennett Marco 

(Frank Sinatra), is lured quickly into the hands of a waiting Communist outfit by their double-

agent guide Chunjin (Henry Silva). The enemy leap out of the dark, successfully knock out the 

entire squad, and take them to waiting helicopters to be spirited away. The opening credits set the 

seal on this brief and creepy opening (in a way, not so coincidentally, reminiscent of the prologue 

commercial break as used in TV), and when the film recommences, Raymond is being met on his 

return home by saluting senior officers and wildly enthusiastic crowds celebrating his 

homecoming as a hero and Medal of Honor recipient. The return of Raymond and his fellow 

soldiers sees all apparently easily reabsorbed into everyday life. Even Raymond, who lives under 

the thumb of his archly political and vicious mother, Eleanor Shaw Iselin (Lansbury), uses his new 

status to get a job working for a political journalist, Holborn Gaines (Lloyd Corrigan), and break 

out on his own. But a gruelling, terrifying, recurring dream begins to afflict the former squad 

members, including Marco and Cpl. Allen Melvin (James Edwards), in which they remember their 

time in captivity. Russian and Chinese military leaders and scientists have gathered to listen to Dr. 

Yen Lo (Khigh Dhiegh), who boasts of the effectiveness of his new hypnotic controls over them, 

and even demonstrates this control by having Raymond murder two of his squad mates. The 

terrible immediacy of these dreams is enough to have Marco and Melvin awakening in the night in 

blind terror and muck sweats. Ironically, only Raymond seems not to be afflicted by such dreams, 

but this proves to be because he‘s the special object of these machinations, deeply implanted with 

a series of controls and commands, chosen specifically as a programmed weapon that can be 

switched on and off on cue, and destined for an ultimate goal that will shake the world. 

 

 
 

It‘s easy to imagine that if The Manchurian Candidate had been made today (not discounting 

Jonathan Demme‘s solid remake from 2004) it would have hinged much more on the question of 

whether Marco‘s obsessive dream-memories are real or imagined. Frankenheimer‘s opening offers 

outright depiction of the unit‘s entrapment and capture, giving the game away right off the bat. 

But it‘s actually a very clever move, reminiscent of Hitchcock‘s similar ploy in Vertigo (1958), 

one that stops the audience from wasting energy asking if all this is real to watch instead to see 

what‘s going to give the game away, thus building tension and dread about what will happen when 

the veils drop. The missing time during which the squad was in Communist hands is slowly 

revealed in two dream sequences replete with virtuoso cinema work and brazen wit. 

Frankenheimer‘s camera pivots in long, deadpan revolutions that see the apparently anodyne 

surrounds of a hotel lobby filled with lady flower fanciers turn into a technocratic amphitheatre 

where Soviet and Chinese bigwigs listen whilst the hypnotised soldiers lounge in various states of 

attention and boredom, and the chirpy chairlady of the flower fanciers (Maye Henderson) 

transforms into Yen Lo explaining he‘s given the soldiers the suggestion they‘re being forced to 

wait out a rainy day in New Jersey in their company; African-American Melvin sees the women as 

black. ―Always a little humour,‖ is Yen Lo‘s motto, and Frankenheimer‘s, too: the funny aspect to 



all this both introduces the film‘s key motif of bottomless evil wearing an everyday face and also 

mediates the slow pivot from humorous disbelief and strangeness to a horrifying understanding of 

what is actually happening. Intimate displays of violence result, as Raymond shoots the squad‘s 

young ―mascot‖ member through the head, his brain matter spurting with iconographic precision 

across a giant poster of Stalin‘s face. 

 

 
 

The creed of the surrealists is made manifest in The Manchurian Candidate, as dreams point the 

way to reality, knitting connections that would seem otherwise ridiculous or tendentious with 

startling alacrity. It‘s true both within the story and in contemplating how the film‘s ideas work. 

At its heart, though, is a simple observation, that the so-called extremists of modern life need their 

opposites to gain definition, to provide meaning, feeding off them and gaining strength, even 

finding common ground of outlook in the desire to shatter the status quo. In this regard there‘s 

nothing fantastical about The Manchurian Candidate: it simply exacerbates and provides a 

thrillingly strange metaphor to illustrate this point. Undoubtedly, in 1962, the aspect of Condon‘s 

satire that would have seemed most timely was its biting portrayal of McCarthyism: Tailgunner 

Joe is transmuted into Raymond‘s stepfather, John Yerkes Iselin (a pearl of a comedic 

performance from James Gregory), who breaks into the press conferences of the Secretary of 

Defense (Barry Kelley) and gives fiery speeches on the Senate floor denouncing Communist 

infiltration. Iselin is quickly revealed as an alcoholic twit whose gift for theatrical display is 

manipulated and pushed along by Eleanor. One of the film‘s broader (if still very funny) gags 

comes when Iselin, frustrated by trying to remember the number of communists that are supposed 

to be in the State Department, begs Eleanor to give him one that‘s easy to remember: 

Frankenheimer cuts from her staring at the bottle of Heinz steak sauce he‘s shaking to him 

announcing to the U.S. Senate that 57 Commies infect the department  (indeed, given the recent 

outbreak of ―alternative facts,‖ this also feels weirdly timely again). The droll depiction of Iselin 

as stooge and feckless puppet of the imperious and ruthless Eleanor, again like the dream 

sequences, soon shades a comic element into something much more foreboding and terrible, as 

Eleanor soon proves to be connected with the plot that has turned Raymond into an unwitting 

puppet himself. 

 



 
 

Whilst the plot takes the paranoid essence of the fear of Communism evinced at the time to a 

perfect consummation – they really are trying to take over our minds! – central to The Manchurian 

Candidate‘s impudent take on Cold War politics is its exploitation of the suspicion that the far 

wings of both sides of politics at the time, and perhaps in any time, are essentially the same, with 

motivations that seem completely opposed but often hide mirroring wants. This note is sounded 

both comically here, as Yen Lo takes the chance to go to Macy‘s when in New York whilst the 

manager of the local cover operation takes pride in turning a profit, and with daunting seriousness, 

as Eleanor plots a scheme wherein she uses the Communists to stage a coup that give Iselin, and 

thus her, powers that will ―make martial law look like anarchy‖ as prelude to a savage and 

possibly cataclysmic war of revenge. The essence of the Marxist view of history, that it is driven 

by impersonal forces, is embodied in Raymond‘s loss of identity and control, and sublimated into 

greater causes; but so, too, is the faith in the individualistic and the entrepreneurial in American 

capitalism, as Eleanor carefully crafts her ascent to absolute power, complete with studious brand-

building. Another biting observation here is the way republics fosters a peculiar but extremely 

potent aristocracy, to which Eleanor and Raymond belong–Raymond‘s horror for sentimentality 

and other common pursuits (―Twelve days of Christmas  one day of Christmas is loathsome 

enough‖) stem both from his schooling in such snobbery and his attempts to rebel against the 

precepts of slogans and officially prescribed feelings. 

 

 
 

Not mentioned in the film is a telling touch from the novel, in which some of Eleanor‘s 

monstrosity is revealed to be the product of sexual abuse by her own father, a deeply buried 

mandrake root of evil based in the desire, like that of the ancient Pharaohs of Egypt, to keep power 

entirely within a gene line through incest. This last aspect, constantly lurking under the dense 

Freudian-mythical matter at the heart of the human drama, does come out when Eleanor, with her 
son seemingly under perfect slavish control, kisses him in definite erotic prelude. There‘s scarcely 

a taboo untouched in The Manchurian Candidate, befitting a film about the utter perversion of 



contemporary communal life by forces within it and working upon it. Thanks in part to Harvey‘s 

dynamic if, unavoidably, often unpleasantly phlegmatic performance, ―lovable Sergeant Shaw‖ is 

one of the great cinematic characters, so uncommon in his barely suppressed fury layered over a 

very deeply repressed sexuality, his stringent honesty and astringent snobbery, his detachment 

from and contempt for the usual signifiers of healthy all-American identity, as well as his mother‘s 

relentless perversion of the bodies both politic and familial. He has much in common with the 

tortured young heroes of Frankenheimer‘s early films, with his feelings of exclusion from the run 

of everyday life, his bitterness towards his parents, and his status as puppet being manipulated for 

other people‘s ends. Sometimes he seems like the barely human cyborg he‘s been programmed to 

be, except that a constant undercurrent of virulent trauma and raw feeling sometimes slips his 

façade, as when he drunkenly narrates to Marco the story of his one busted romance, with Jocelyn 

(Leslie Parrish), the good-natured daughter of her mother‘s political enemy, Senator Thomas 

Jordan (John McGiver). 

 

 
 

Raymond is privileged a flashback that seems initially much less gruelling than Marco and 

Melvin‘s dreams, a recollection of romantic happiness in which he met the energetic and outgoing 

Jocelyn and her upright liberal father, only for Eleanor‘s swift action in killing the romance to 

present a spectacle of coercion and emotional violence that makes being captured and 

brainwashed seem almost preferable. Slowly but surely, the deep humanity of Raymond emerges, 

even as his helplessness before his programmed state constantly asserts itself when he‘s triggered 

into his mesmeric state, marching out with calm, detached demeanour to kill. Raymond is pushed 

to kill both of the positive father figures he gains in the course of the film, his mentor Gaines and 

then Senator Jordan, whilst his actual father is a ghost supplanted by the grotesque Iselin. His only 

connections are with Marco, who grudgingly becomes something like a friend with the underlying 

understanding that Marco‘s path to salvation is probably Raymond‘s way to hell, and Jocelyn, 

who, after marrying Raymond when she‘s reunited with him thanks to a contrived but backfired 

attempt by Eleanor to make an ally of her father, convinces Marco she can help repair him, 

inspiring a moment of sentiment that has utterly hideous results. Eleanor, heading off the new 

danger such an improvement in Raymond‘s life portends as well as his own anger, suddenly takes 

control of him and sends him back to his new family, shooting down Jordan and then Jocelyn 

when she tries to intervene, just as he‘s been ordered to. There are few scenes as heartbreaking in 

cinema, particularly in Harvey‘s use of body language, his languid heavy limbs and attitude of a 

sleepwalker as he leaves the scene, reminiscent of Karloff‘s Frankenstein monster, another 

misbegotten son. 

 



 
 

Moments like this point to the paradox at the heart of The Manchurian Candidate‘s almost sui 

generis status. As rich with ideas and as clever in its machinery as it is, it‘s the film‘s strong grasp 

on the human level that makes it so powerful, the urgency with which it telegraphs the way its 

characters experience life and the torturous travails they‘re subjected to, with the added irony that 

the qualities of the inhuman are seen as politically valuable. Only Eleanor seems excepted from 

the normal roundelay of suffering and confusion everyone else knows, and even she‘s trapped to a 

certain extent, her carefully cultivated plots and ties having been turned around on her by the 

deliberate use of her son rather than some anonymous patsy as the perfect killer she wanted. 

Eleanor‘s psychic twin in American cinema is Psycho‘s Mrs. Bates (never actually seen, but also a 

monster who manages to infest her son‘s body and mind), and her ancestor Livia, the relentless 

force of imperial tree pruning in Robert Graves‘ I Claudius, from which Condon might have taken 

possibly a little too much licence. Lansbury‘s bravura performance communicates the degree to 

which Eleanor is the nonartificial version of the thing her son has become, a series of guises and 

gestures, clasping, wheedling, crassly self-promoting, all hiding a will to power that would make 

Stalin wince. 

 

 
 

Although the science fiction element in it is only very slight, nonetheless the film constantly 

nudges more psychologically into the genre with the feeling that it is depicting the birth of a 

bastardised race of mutants (interestingly, Frankenheimer would tackle that theme more directly 

decades later on the debacle The Island of Dr. Moreau, 1996). Paul Frees‘ voiceover near the 

film‘s beginning signals the latent connection with George Pal‘s scifi, posthuman myths like The 

War of the Worlds (1953). Yet the film‘s structural influence is ancient, borrowing motifs from 

Greek myth and theatre and dressing them in such contemporary drag. ―It‘s like listening to 

Orestes gripe about Clytemnestra,‖ Marco quips to Raymond during a bout of drinking and 

maudlin reflection, as the latter explains his hatred for Eleanor. It‘s a knowing line that underlines 

the already-percolating atmosphere of something primeval lurking below the surface of all the 



atom-age angst, as well as nodding towards the narrative‘s sarcastic approach to that vital 

populariser of Greek myth, Freud. Has humanity changed at all in the intervening millennia since 

Sophocles and Euripides? Are even the new theatre of mass media and the arts of mind control 

still subject to principles laid out in the infancy of rational contemplation? It is ancient, it is the 

future, and everything flows to and from the great Oedipal swamp. Frankenheimer‘s image-play 

leads into the epic climactic scene in which Marco tries to tap Raymond‘s programming and a 

false card deck of queens of diamonds, their faces bleeding sweat, glowing-eyed in states of 

extraordinary awareness, Marco finally emerging as conjure master and Raymond‘s buried 

alternate identity plumbed. The vital aspect lacked by Frankenheimer‘s otherwise superlative 

follow-up, Seven Days in May (1964), was this edge of the fantastic, the super-theatrical, of taking 

the theme of malfeasance in power and placing it into the nightmare realm where it proves 

endlessly metamorphic. 

 

 
 

The Manchurian Candidate is deeply involved with the new age not just of politics and 

technology, but also of mass media. Frankenheimer‘s background in television both equipped him 

with technical smarts so that he was able to startle many when he was able to use TV pictures on 

film and also a deep awareness of the medium‘s new role in civic discourse and the creation of 

shared reality. During a scene in which Iselin makes a ruckus during the Defense Secretary‘s press 

conference, which Marco haplessly tries to orchestrate, Frankenheimer makes a show of the duel 

of faces as seen through television screens, elucidating the new arena of battle. The mantra 

programmed into Marco and the rest of the squad attesting that Raymond Shaw is ―the kindest, 

bravest, warmest, most wonderful human being I ever met in my life,‖ feels comically reminiscent 

of both smile-and-be-damned political endorsement and advertising spin, a ready-made 

catchphrase coined all the better to sell Raymond as the perfect American hero. Again, a joke 

mediates the deepening of the theme, as Raymond quips after Jocelyn turns on a TV that the world 

is split into those who turn them on and those who turn them off. The war of iconography 

glimpsed throughout the film stretches out onto a more classical field of combat as Raymond‘s 

programming is switched on by playing cards, in particular the queen of diamonds, perfect avatar 

for the brittle and glittering empress Eleanor but also, in a brilliantly visualised twist, leading him 

back to Jocelyn, who turns up at a fancy dress party dressed as that oh-so-totemic suit. 

Frankenheimer makes a constant motif of Lincoln‘s image throughout as the inverse of meaning 

but mirror of use in terms of political iconography as the Communist heroes blown up to titanic 

size. Iselin and people at the climactic political convention dress as him, busts of the president 

festoon Iselin‘s house, and Honest Abe‘s noble nose and beard seem to jutting everywhere in 

solemn, silent mockery of the republic‘s stagger into the atomic age, constantly ripe for a slide 

into anarchy or authoritarianism. 

 



 
 

Sinatra, although a producer, took the less showy role of Marco, and it served him well, as 

although Harvey and Lansbury dominate much of the film, he plays river guide on the trip up to 

Hades. Sinatra‘s persona as the knight of cool purveyed as a singer almost always gave way in his 

mature screen career to far more thoughtful and ambivalent characters, perhaps as a way of 

mediating the intense discomfort that made him such an infamously dichotomous character. Either 

way, Marco as a role plays on his bulletproof aura to lend power to the spectacle of him as 

sweltering crack-up. Marco‘s recovery and return to able and persistent hero cuts across the 

increasingly neurotic and fraying tone of the story. In an early scene, Marco is visited by an army 

pal, Colonel Milt (Douglas Henderson), who surveys the great piles of unhealthily intellectual 

reading matter Marco‘s been consuming in his insomniac hours, reading which, ironically, has 

equipped Marco, in the mould of the perfect Kennedy-Camelot-era hero, for a new frontier of 

struggle, one for control of the mind (one reason why in spite of its abyssal cynicism, I still often 

think of this as the exemplary Camelot-era film), and Marco listlessly explains his reading habits, 

giving himself away as a closet intellectual, not the muscular man of action the military needs. 

Sinatra‘s punch-drunk performance sells the scene and invests the first half of the film in 

particular, with a sense of aching, fraying anxiety, one that begins to ease once he meets kind-

hearted hipster Eugenie Rose ‗Rosie‘ Chaney (Janet Leigh), who readily falls into an exchange of 

brittle punning and queasy humour to ease him out of his panic attack. 

 

 
 

Once again there‘s a mirroring aspect in the appearance of female saviours for the busted heroes–

Jocelyn‘s rescue of the snake-bitten Raymond in flashback rhymes with Marco‘s freak-out on a 

train attracting the Rosie‘s attention, except the two romances lead in gruellingly diverse 

directions. Parrish does a particularly good job inhabiting the role of knife through mouldy cheese, 

a force dispelling miasma (better than Leigh manages, frankly, one reason perhaps why many see 
ulterior motives in her, however unsupported by script or source); in the moments when she‘s on 

screen and Raymond‘s repression vanishes, replaced by a fervent if stunted romanticism, 



everything seems possible. The film‘s purposefully dissonant tone is perhaps most strongly 

illustrated when Raymond is accidentally triggered into his dissociative state by a yammering 

barkeeper rattling off an anecdote about his brother-in-law, with the punch line, a suggestion to go 

jump in Central Park Lake, sending Raymond off to do just that, chased by a bewildered Marco, 

who deduces important details from the ridiculous incident. This scene is both driven by and 

resembles a barroom joke, whilst also elucidating an aspect of the film and all its fanciful 

paraphernalia, a tale of generations of men gone off to war and returning only to find themselves 

plunged back into again by casual jests and everyday moments. The Manchurian Candidate could 

be regarded as a study in what would eventually be called PTSD, with Raymond‘s periodic shift 

into another persona and Marco and Melvin‘s traumas the manifestation of broken psyches 

urgently trying to tell them something is wrong, something hidden by the official resumption of 

peace and the even flow of history. 

 

 
 

The narrative‘s roots in the Korean War, so often called the Forgotten War, gives this aspect 

particular piquancy: Raymond anointment as official hero carries with it symbolic power, a desire 

to find a perfect icon in the midst of a very imperfect situation, and for that reason has been 

willingly and calculatingly supplied. Also, like Sam Fuller‘s The Steel Helmet (1951) and Lewis 

Milestone‘s Pork Chop Hill (1959) (the best combat dramas set during the conflict; Edwards had 

been in both, embodying the new, smart, forthright black soldier in the desegregated army), the 

landscape of a new America is in play and in contention, with African-American characters, 

including Melvin and Marco‘s major sounding board, a wry black army psychiatrist (Joe Adams), 

playing distinctive new roles. Even the Fu Manchu-esque quality to the theme of wicked Chinese 

brainwashers is purveyed with jabs of burlesque drollery, particularly in Yen Lo‘s talkative, 

pleasant demeanour and his shots of weird humour, like quoting an advertising line (that 

connection again) when noting he has the captured Yankees smoking yak dung just for kicks, and 

the protests of a Russian delegate to his presentation over the necessity of sacrificing a whole 

imaginary company for the sake of Raymond‘s heroic cover story. Chunjin turns up posing as a 

would-be lackey begging Raymond for a job, all the better to actually oversee his control, at least 

until Marco turns up seeking answers and, on first sight of the supposed minion, launches into a 

balls-and-all karate fight that sees them lay waste to Raymond‘s apartment in a sequence that 

might well have inspired the tussles between Clouseau and Kato in the Pink Panther films. 

 



 
 

Like many an eager young American director before him and after, Frankenheimer‘s style was 

powerfully influenced by Orson Welles. The influence is obvious in Frankenheimer‘s forced-

perspective shots bristling with Hogarthian energy and looming faces, people turning into aspects 

of the landscape or relics of ages and objects turning faintly animate. Canted camera angles 

illustrate moments of nauseous disorientation, as when Marco confronts Rosie with a newspaper 

revealing the murder of Jocelyn and her father, and desperate action, during Marco‘s final rush to 

try to head off the final act in the long and torturous plot. Hitchcock‘s influence is also certainly in 

the mix, in the punch-at-the-camera shot that commences Marco‘s fight with Chunjin, in the 

brutalist jump cuts conveying the sleep-rupturing power of the awful dreams taken from Vertigo, 

and The Man Who Knew Too Much‘s (1934/56) imprint on the carefully orchestrated climax in a 

bustling forum. But there‘s also the incipient influence of new wave and TV news techniques 

informing the creeping super-modernity of the story, handheld camerawork suddenly and 

vibrantly creeping into the lexicon of mainstream Hollywood during moments of furor in public 

places like the press conference and the political rally. Indeed, as prejudicial as it sounds, 

Frankenheimer‘s use of handheld technique probably planted the seeds for the eventual evolution 

of the pseudo-realist habits that would later grip mainstream cinema. Certainly the most famous 

flourish Frankenheimer conjures, one he‘d revisit in variations in later films, comes when 

Raymond shoots Senator Jordan, his bullet passing through the milk bottle he‘s holding, the white 

liquid spitting out in sickly simulacrum of blood. 

 

 
 

Just as Frankenheimer appropriates Hitchcockian gamesmanship and relocates Vertigo‘s swooning 

sense of dissolving reality where, nonetheless, hidden facts scuttle into the light, in a political 

realm, he also drags the frames of reference of Welles‘ Citizen Kane (1941) into the post-WWII 

world, one where the thwarted American aristocracy has sought new ways to control a 
metastasising body politic. That world‘s saturnine scion is pulled into the game of representation 

called democracy by an apparatus far beyond the relatively straightforward and easy comeuppance 



Charles Foster Kane received: no singers in love nests can derail this train, and consent will be 

manufactured with Hollywood bravura. Jordan‘s determination to resist Eleanor is easily dealt 

with by the simple expedience of having him killed, and the pompous, central-casting-delivered 

presidential nominee, Benjamin K. Arthur (Robert Riordan), is set up in the crosshairs to be a prop 

in a piece of political theatre that‘s been crafted with all the exacting showmanship of any 

televised extravaganza. Marco‘s attempt to return autonomy to Raymond is a dangerous act of 

faith that the machine can be smashed and that Raymond‘s will is strong enough to withstand the 

truth. 

 

 
 

The riveting finale, endlessly ripped off, is still charged with an ambiguity and a surprise pay-off 

that most imitations never think to offer, as Marco tries to track down Raymond amidst the 

clamour and excitement of a national convention where the frenetic excitement of American 

politics at a zenith rages on but the crosshairs of Raymond‘s sniper scope zeroes in on the 

nominee, blending newsreel and staged footage. Raymond‘s final gesture, gunning down not his 

assigned target but his mother and stepfather, is both a cracking good comeuppance and last-

second twist, and also designated importantly not merely as personal revenge but Raymond‘s 

ultimate act of self-liberation, a feat of self-sacrifice and faith in the thing he was supposed to 

destroy. The superfluous, but affecting epilogue underlines the symbolism of Raymond‘s last act 

of pinning on his Medal of Honor before shooting himself: he had earned it at last. Surely 

Raymond‘s act of faith will be lost, unprovable, in the swirl of conventional understanding, with 

only Marco left to bear witness. Raymond‘s tragedy is everyone‘s, every citizen brought up in our 

world where words of no worth feed us, and all of us do without knowing why. His triumph is that 

he needs no applause for standing up for himself and everyone else. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Remorques (1941) 
 

Director: Jean Grémillon 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Jean Grémillon was little-known outside France until relatively recently, in spite his place as one 

of the progenitors of French cinema‘s deeply influential ―poetic realist‖ style. Some of his lack of 

repute might have stemmed from his wayward career, which suffered through a series of bruising 

switchbacks in fortune, taking him to zones of both great success and ignominy. A violinist by 

training, Grémillon‘s interest in the link between music and film‘s sources of rhythmic propulsion 

was stirred when he was employed as an accompanist for silent film screenings, and became 

fascinated with the arts of film editing. He soon started making experimental short movies and 

then documentaries. When he advanced into feature films in the mid-1920s, he found initial 

success with an aesthetic approach that attempted to forge a new path at a time when cinematic 

style was being dominated by German Expressionism‘s overt weirdness, Russian cinema‘s showy 

montage schemes, and Hollywood‘s straightforward efficiency. Grémillon set out rather to mix 

naturalistic aspects, including location photography and realistic storylines, with careful visual and 

dramatic stylisation. Marcel Carne, soon to be probably the most significant of the poetic realists, 

worked as an assistant on Grémillon‘s first movies, and absorbed his ideas. In spite of initial 

success, the coming of sound saw Grémillon‘s efforts to adapt foiled by audiences struggling with 

the new format, so he went to make films in Germany and Spain. He regained traction at home 

when he started working with French cinema‘s big new star Jean Gabin, who was infamously 

difficult to manage on set, and yet with whom Grémillon found some measure of rapport. 

 



 
 

Grémillon became well-known for making romantic melodramas that tackled ordinary lives 

through a prism of vivid, heightened situations, and a feel for the less-travelled corners of French 

provincial life and labour, particularly Brittany, usually with strong admiration reserved for 

ordinary workers and labourers. The bleak years of the Occupation saw Grémillon‘s creativity 

raised to its highest pitch in the eyes of many, with the three films he released during the 

war, Remorques, Lumière d’été (1943), and Le Ciel est à vous (1944), usually cited as his greatest 

achievements. Grémillon‘s career ran out of steam in the mid-‗50s as he tried and failed to make 

several ambitious historical movies, and he went back to making documentaries before dying at 

61, whereupon his friend Henri Langlois, the legendary director of the Cinémathèque Française, 

read a eulogy celebrating Grémillon‘s role in modern French film and condemning the studios 

who cheated audiences of more great Grémillon works. Remorques was a particularly troubled 

production, as the outbreak of World War II had halted the initial shoot. Grémillon originally 

wanted to make the movie as authentic as possible with location filming around Brest and on ships 

in his depiction of the working lives of the crews of ocean-going rescue tugboats. But he was left 

without enough footage, and a brief recommencement of filming in mid-1940 was quickly 

scuppered by the end of the Phony War. The film‘s two stars, Gabin and Michele Morgan, soon 

fled to America ahead of the Nazi invasion. Grémillon, left to ride out the tides of war and 

occupation, eventually managed to finish the project by shooting model sequences. His efforts to 

get the film patched together were rewarded as Remorques became a big hit when it was finally 

released in cinemas in late 1941. 

 



 
 

Although it placed many constraints on filmmakers, the Occupation proved an ironic boom time 

for French movies, as they had no imported rivals to worry about. The delay for Remorques‘ 

release might even have been beneficial to the vision of Grémillon and his collaborator, the 

brilliant poet-turned-screenwriter Jacques Prevert. The cumulatively desolating tale of masculine 

mission and fleeting passion rendered pathetic in the face of inexorable fate and death found 

in Remorques, which might have struck an audience in the anxious pre-war days of 1939 as too 

dour, as happened to Jean Renoir‘s The Rules of the Game, surely packed the power of public 

myth two years later, when the country had been beaten to its knees. Remorques – the title, 

literally translated, means something close to ―Tuggers,‖ although the film‘s usual English title 

is Stormy Waters – opens with a swooping model shot descending on a mock-up of the old, 

fortified section of Brest, the great French sea port. The opening sequence depicts a social ritual, a 

wedding, an event for the crew of the tugboat Cyclone, captained by André Laurent (Gabin), as 

one of his crewmen, Pierre Poubennec (Marcel Duhamel), is marrying Marie (Anne Laurens). The 

wedding offers a panoramic view of both the tug‘s crew and their ladies, and the ways of relating 

between the two camps. 

 

 



 

The first flush of young love is plain in the just-married couple, whilst another crewman, Tanguy 

(Charles Blavette), is the half-witting target of common mockery because his wife Renée (Nane 

Germon) is having affairs behind his back. Laurent has been married for ten years to Yvonne 

(Madeleine Renaud), and they express themselves at first as a perfect union, barely able to believe 

so much time has passed since their own nuptials. But Yvonne confesses to her husband, in a quiet 

moment away from the drunken bonhomie of the celebration, that she gets very nervous when he‘s 

away at sea, but immediately dismisses the problem as trivial when Laurent laughs disbelievingly 

at her words. A messenger interrupts the gaiety with word that a ship is in trouble, and the crew 

have to return to the Cyclone and get under way, just as a thunderstorm rolls in from the sea. One 

crewman, Le Gall, is late getting aboard because he‘s been having a quick one with Tanguy‘s 

wife, and Laurent dresses him down for it. The tug travels out into the increasingly violent storm, 

ploughing with agonising difficulty through heavy seas, but eventually beats their main 

competitor, a Dutch tug, to the crippled ship. Captaining the Cyclone is actually the closest thing 

Laurent can withstand temperamentally to a desk job, as he used to regularly make long voyages 

and be away for months at a time during the early days of his marriage to Yvonne. During the 

night with their husbands off at sea, Yvonne cheerily entertains Marie, but also confesses her 

dangerously frayed nerves, which are exacerbating a creeping heart ailment diagnosed by her 

doctor Maulette (Henri Poupon), a man she describes as too good a friend to be fully honest about 

how bad her disease has become. 

 

 
 

Meanwhile, the Cyclone nears the crippled cargo ship, the Mirva XV. The Mirva‘s owner-captain, 

Marc (Jean Marchat), is reluctant to be rescued however, as the bill will be large. He bullies and 

berates his crew and his wife Catherine (Morgan), who return his contempt happily, whilst Marc 

refuses to rig a tow rope for the Cyclone, nominally in his anger at their slowness in coming to the 

rescue. Bedraggled and irate, Catherine at first demands he think of his crew and her before his 

own hip pocket, and when he continues to screw everyone around, she and some other crewmen 

abandon the Mirva and row over to the tugboat. This proves a foolhardy exercise that creates great 

hazard for all involved, including getting two of the just-married Poubennec‘s fingers crushed and 

amputated. Finally, Marc lets the Cyclone take the Mirva in tow, and by morning the seas have 

calmed. Travelling along the coast, the improperly tied tow rope breaks, forcing Laurent to string 

a new one. This accident gives Marc an idea, and just as the two vessels enter Brest harbour, he 

contrives to have the rope give way again, and then makes his own way to dock, cheating 

the Cyclone out of its salvage prize. Laurent, smouldering with rage, hauls Catherine back aboard 

her husband‘s ship, and clobbers Marc once he gets an earful of his obfuscations. 

 



 
 

Gabin and Morgan had first been featured together in Carne‘s Port of Shadows (1938), one of the 

canonical works from poetic realism‘s flowering, and Remorques similarly locates itself in a 

smoky, gritty, lightly stylised version of a working port. Taking on such a milieu, Grémillon 

courts romantic evocations in essaying seagoing stoicism and embracing the rich atmosphere of 

Brest and the tugboat community. But Gremillion also emphasises the wearying, nauseating 

experience of spending hours being tossed about in a tin can on the open ocean, and delves into 

this job as a rough and dangerous business that regularly claims lives or leaves its practitioners 

scarred and mangled. Laurent is extremely proud – perhaps to a fault – of his record as a captain, 

although he‘s really only an employee for a shipping company. He complains bitterly after one job 

goes wrong that now the company will be pleased his record has been spoiled: they don‘t like their 

underlings so unbowed. The humanitarian aspect of the tuggers‘ ventures is constantly suppressed 

in the face of fiscal demands and the daunting realities of the angry ocean. Laurent‘s forceful 

presence and hitherto unquestioned competence as a captain have given him standing and respect 

unrivalled in his world, befitting France‘s top male movie actor. Gabin, whose career had been 

boosted playing the voice of plebeian cynicism amidst the decaying aristocratic world in 

Renoir‘s La Grande Illusion (1937), had been the perfect embodiment of romantic fatalism in the 

likes of Pepe Le Moko (1936) and Le Jour Se Lève (1939), playing figures pushed into criminality, 

defying authority until their luck runs out, people close to the very bottom of society‘s priorities 

but invested with unique stature by cinema‘s ennobling imagistic force, through which even the 

most wretched character can become the axis of the universe. 

 



 
 

Gabin‘s role in Remorques pushes this persona and the attendant aesthetic to almost hallucinatory 

extremes, but also quietly revises and undercuts it. Still the working class hero, Laurent is 

however also a confident authority figure, one whose looming downfall is informed more by 

personal blindness than malign fate and social degradation, whilst still invoking something close 

to cosmic when the axe falls. Laurent‘s laughing disinterest in his wife‘s delicate warnings of 

trouble brewing soon gives way to more urgent implorations and finally a memorable crack-up 

when Yvonne lets loose on his egotism; even his expressions of tedium and exhaustion are 

symptoms of his overweening sense of himself as necessary stalwart and linchpin. ―People always 

know where to find me,‖ he says when chewing out Le Gall, setting the stage for his own 

degradation. Catherine‘s entrance into Laurent‘s world, appearing out of the sea like a siren, her 

remarkable feline eyes burning bright and wrathful in the face of her husband‘s sleaziness, seems 

at first just another absurd vignette in such a working life designed specifically to further goad 

Laurent‘s stern professionalism. But soon of course Laurent is utterly smitten with this lady as she 

parts ways with Marc once in port and takes refuge in a hotel. She calls Laurent over for a talk, 

and he lends a sympathetic ear as she explains how once she was a desperate youth in Le Havre 

who snatched at the first offer of marriage just get out of her rut. Meanwhile Laurent‘s sad-sack 

boatswain Kerlo (Fernand Ledoux, one of classic French cinema‘s most quintessential faces) 

muses on life‘s absurdity with proto-existentialist humour when he notes to the cook, ―It‘s 

impossible to escape boredom. I know, I‘ve tried everything.‖ 

 



 
 

Much of Remorques is set at night, with overwhelming elemental forces looming on the horizon 

when not already thundering about Grémillon‘s protagonists. Photographer Rene-Jacques took a 

much-loved picture of Gabin during the production which he entitled ―La Homme de nuit,‖ a 

perfect encapsulation of a certain brand of archly masculine mystique, the iconic French hero 

almost but not quite dissolving amidst rain and murk. Remorques is obsessed with this quality, but 

is also more sophisticated as it injects irony and inspects dichotomies until they lose shape. The 

special effects Grémillon was obliged to shoot for seagoing scenes are weak, but they‘re employed 

in a manner that fleshes out this sense of primeval furies on the loose, as the ships, expressions of 

human will and rigour, bob amidst crashing waves, staying afloat under all assaults. The warning 

call of the Cyclone, loud and strange enough to be audible and identifiable from miles away, 

pulling in the crew for action and alerting the ships they sail out to help of their presence, sounds 

vaguely monstrous. It‘s an appropriately bloodcurdling sound for when the tug circles the 

disabled Mirva under flare light, wounded ship and prowling tug dancing around on heavy seas. 

The dichotomy between the reasoned, orderly, settled world left behind back in port is illustrated 

with perfect economy, and no small technical skill, by Grémillon when he stages a camera 

movement retreating through the window of Laurents‘ apartment, a shot of Yvonne and Marie left 

behind to their contemplations passing invisibly through the glass into wild rain, in a moment that 

presages, and in some ways outdoes for thematic relevance tied to cinematic effect, the more 

famous nightclub roof shot in Citizen Kane (1941). These contrasted spaces, calm, well-found 

home and chaotic universe, are presented in near-surreal contrast, but Grémillon carefully probes 

appearances and quickly finds termites in the structure of domestic bliss, as Yvonne is slowly 

being killed by anxiety although she never ventures out onto the sea herself, slowly dissipating 

whilst playing out the role of loving wife. ―Everyone‘s got troubles,‖ Laurent rebukes Catherine 

when she first arrives on board: ―They should be left at home. Like women.‖ But his neat 

distinctions don‘t stand up to any pressure. 

 



 
 

Catherine, the one piece of salvage successfully recovered by the Cyclone, is cast as sylph 

temptress tossed onto the shore by the storm to lure in the virtuous Laurent. Except that no-one 

in Remorques quite fits their part, and Catherine, trying out her land legs again after years 

entrapped with the despicable Marc, reaches out to Laurent as the closest thing to a friend. Soon 

they‘re drawn into a quick fling both are willing to mistake for eternal passion, before the call of 

responsibility takes Laurent back to Yvonne‘s side and Catherine prepares to move on with the 

simplicity of someone who knows this drill, giving Kerlo a keepsake to give to his captain as a 

memento if ever he needs one. Morgan‘s eyes, rimmed with tears and phosphorescent with 

melancholic triumph, attract Gremillion for an epic close-up in her last moments on screen here, 

as she wishes happiness for Laurent even as she‘s already moving on.Remorques manages to 

coexist in both the rugged vicissitudes of a genre film close to the Warner Bros. working class 

action films and the Women‘s Pictures of the same era. But Grémillon also stands back to 

consider how the two styles relate to each-other, the web of cultural assumptions and personal 

fantasies invested in both, the tension between the official doctrines of manly workaday pride and 

the feminine art of knitting a safe space, whilst adding that most French of topics, infidelity, the 

hunger for passion that, like the storm, sets all settlements in riot. Arching over all is a 

metaphysical aspect, something close to the cosmic level found in Frank Borzage‘s films, if 

essayed in a grimmer hue. In spite of the unions civic, sexual, and contractual in Remorques, 

everyone is some form of solitary vessel floating around the others. ―Unhappy people easily 

recognise one another,‖ Kerlo tells Catherine: ―Life would be too sad otherwise.‖ The 

undercurrent of proto-feminist feeling that flows through the film, with both Yvonne and 

Catherine fighting in their way to avoid being dragged down by the contrasting yet ultimately 

similar obsessions of their husbands, is wound in uniquely with its accidental status as an 

Occupation-era film, as frustrations are voiced, taboos abruptly ruptured, suppressed feeling 

suddenly explode, everything suddenly thrown into flux. Grémillon would take this confluence 

further on Le Ciel est à vous, where he would cast Renaud as an aviatrix valiantly pursuing a 

flying record, purveyed as a metaphor for resistance against the fascist yoke. 

 



 
 

The first half of the film is close to one, long sequence unified as a series of interlocking events, 

commencing with careful deployment of the complex mesh of personalities and tones of the 

wedding, an event that encompasses modes of expression from pompous homilies to wine-soaked 

bawdiness in the margins, and seguing directly into the Cyclone‘s voyage out to rescue the Mirva. 

This is a sequence of careful, layered physical detail, interwoven with the continuing arguments 

and running jokes of the crew. The crew of the Cyclone, and the attention of the audience, only 

finds relief the following day when the tugboat returns to port, after the storm has died. The 

watery sun invades the humdrum parlours and cafes, presenting the illusion of returned stability 

and rationality, and washes over the coastline, just in time to catch Laurent and Catherine walking 

on the beach. There they toe the flotsam left on the sands, and retreat into an abandoned 

beachfront house where they play-act creating a home, whilst finding a good stage to finally enact 

what‘s been arcing between them unacknowledged. The serious romantic travails are contrasted 

lightly with Tanguy‘s cuckold status, a popular subject of allusive jokes and teasing around the 

tug. Laurent encourages him to confront his wife, but Tanguy is swiftly disarmed by her 

dissembling chattering. Later, Laurent, weighing up his own rapidly evolving hypocrisy, tells him 

to forget what he said, as no-one outside a marriage can really understand what makes each one 

persist. By this time he‘s committed his own crime by being hard to find, away with a woman 

who‘s not his wife, discovered by one of his crew combing the coast on a motorcycle. Yvonne‘s 

awareness that her husband has probably been off with another woman precipitates a gruelling 

scene of marital grievance-airing, punctuated by Yvonne‘s frantic demands Laurent recognise the 

reality of her problems. Her shots at his very identity, his pride as a worker and leader and a man, 

by claiming he likes to own things, from his boat to his wife, drive Laurent away in a fury, 

believing his marriage finished. 

 



 
 

The atoll of romantic fulfilment Laurent tries to retreat into with Catherine proves exceptionally 

short-lived, as Catherine predicts: ―The storm is coming to get me. I know what he‘s crying. ‗It‘s 

over. You‘ve been happy too long. Now it‘s time to go.‘‖ Quintessential fatalism for poetic 

realism, the doomed lovers sprawled on a hotel room bed, transient feelings from beings snatching 

a moment of bliss. But Remorques shifts into a more intense and spectacularly woeful key for its 

finale, as Yvonne experiences a heart attack, bringing Laurent back to her bedside for a desperate 

interlude of pathos as Yvonne suddenly dies begging for Laurent‘s avowal of love, his anguished 

scream echoing out to the others waiting in his apartment. When he appears to them, he‘s just the 

staring shell of a man, obligated to answer the call of duty even in the eye of utter desolation. He 

paces down to the dock to join the Cyclone, which has to go out on a mission, in another stinging 

irony, to save their Dutch rivals. As Grémillon tracks Laurent‘s progress through the drenching 

rain and the cold stonework and wrought-iron forms of the Brest waterfront, a strange liturgical 

recital begins to resound on the soundtrack, invocations of saints and angels dogging his footsteps, 

surging on to a creepy orchestral accompaniment that cuts out just before Laurent orders the tug to 

get under way, heading out into the dark. Grémillon‘s background in music surely played a part in 

executing this fantastical yet perfect matching of vision and sound in a climax that counts as one 

of the strangest, bleakest, and greatest in cinema. It‘s an incantatory moment that sets the seal on a 

domestic tragedy that has a conventional moral aspect, but which expands thanks to this startling 

flourish into something far more wild and unique. Here Remorques generates a frenzied aspect of 

baleful prayer, offering a requiem for an entire falling, drowning world, the end of a cinema genre 

and a human age. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Shoot the Piano Player (Tirez sur les Pianiste, 1960) 
 

Director/Coscreenwriter: François Truffaut 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

The evergreen lustre the early films of the French New Wave still retain stems in part from a 

tangible quality inseparable from the moment and place of their making. That sense of fleet-footed 

adventure encoded in their frames, captured by a bunch of ragged young men and women spilling 

out into the streets, informed by a sense of lawless enthusiasm, both in taking advantage of an 

urban space teeming with life usually edited out of films, not yet gentrified and legally corralled 

into sterility as so many big modern cities are becoming, and excited by the very idea of tactile 

communion with an art they had previously only worshipped from the theatre seats, theory and 

aesthetic, cliché and revolt suddenly fusing into new forms. One vital element that connected most 

of the early films the movement churned out was Raoul Coutard‘s photography. Somehow raw 

and stripped of the usual cinematic gloss and yet also humming with a sense of quicksilver beauty 

and poise all at once, Coutard‘s work was a great part of that mystique, with Paris as his set 

decorator, as if Cartier-Bresson or Capa had taken up shooting low-budget movies. Amongst the 

critics turned filmmaker who formed the core of the New Wave, François Truffaut had earned 

himself a measure of infamy as a reviewer for his harshness, to the point where he was refused an 

invitation to the Cannes festival in 1958. He took all the chances inherent in putting his money 

where his mouth was when he made his first film, The 400 Blows (1959), only to stun everyone 

with his dynamic, intimate, alternately gruelling and beguilingly autobiographical debut. Truffaut 

quickly followed that success by helping write the script for his friend and fellowCahiers du 

Cinema critic Jean-Luc-Godard‘s debut as director, Breathless (1960). 

 

 
 



Faced with the question of what to offer as his own sophomore feature, and with most people 

expecting him to continue in the vein of serious, evocative cinema he had forged, Truffaut balked 

at the idea of repeating his breakthrough and the kind of praise he received for it. Choosing instead 

to perform a seemingly radical swivel from personal artist to entertainer, and make a work purely 

to please himself and other film lovers, he next set out to make the kind of gamy, dynamic genre 

cinema fare he loved, particularly American gangster films. He chose as his basis the novel Down 

There by oft-filmed American hardboiled writer David Goodis. Shoot the Piano Player, as the 

film is generally known, nonetheless proved if anything an even more radically free-form, 

eccentric, wildly energetic exploration of cinema‘s raw textures and testing ground for the peculiar 

way theoretically trashy material can mesh with personal perspective and creative audaciousness 

and come out as something entirely new. Shoot the Piano Player has at once the breezy, cheeky 

flavour of a Parisian bar-room joke and an ultimately lacerating edge of the genuinely mournful, 

as well as a certain wry, distanced, but substantial perspective on Truffaut‘s coming of age as a 

filmmaker of repute. Goodis‘ novel, depicting a fallen piano prodigy and his ne‘er-do-well 

brothers who inadvertently draw him back into their seamy criminal world, has a fascinating key-

note that Truffaut latched onto, the disparity between the way we understand art as a zone of 

yearning, disciplined, transcendent reach, and crime, a grimy, degrading world, by offering a 

character trapped between both spheres. Truffaut, who had dropped out of school and taught 

himself whilst contending with authorities of all stripes and living by his wits before finding new 

grounding in the world of film, surely could understand such a schismatic worldview. 

 

 
 

Trouble was, Truffaut supposedly realised during the shoot how much he detested gangsters and 

found it stymied his commitment to the story, so he turned increasingly towards comedy and 

burlesque to defuse his discomfort. Right from the film‘s frantic opening shots, it‘s instantly 

obvious that Truffaut had no interest in emulating the poised, technically imperious art associated 

with Hollywood‘s noir masters, however. Basic rules of cinema as largely practiced up to that date 

are instantly, brazenly ignored, as shots hosepipe dizzyingly, focus drifts in and out, and Coutard‘s 

handheld camerawork records blurry car headlights and scantly-lit nightscapes in impressionist 

smears. Such rudely chaotic beauty and evocation of vertiginous urban menace seems to set the 

scene for some wildly paranoid flight, as it becomes clear a man is running from a car trying to 

run him down. But the plunge into action resolves when the man, Chico Saroyan (Albert Rémy), 

collides with a lamppost, a comic diminuendo to an opening that comes on with such nourish 

menace. Chico is helped up by a passing stranger (Alex Joffé) who then regales him happily about 

his life with his wife in a scene of ribald conversation: the urgency of a life-and-death chase, the 

essence of genre storytelling, gives way to its ambling, contemplative, gently humorous 

dissection. Only when it‘s done and they part ways does Chico take off in a madcap sprint once 

more, as if remembering what movie he‘s supposed to be in. Chico‘s flight brings him to a bar 

thrumming with evening life, thanks to the combo playing there, led by the pianist Charlie Koller 

(Charles Aznavour) whose poster is on the wall outside. Chico proves to have a distinct motive for 

coming here: Charlie is in fact his brother, the once-famous Edouard Saroyan, now leading a 

determinedly modest workaday life entertaining the flotsam of the night. The two heavies who 

have been dogging his trail, Momo (Claude Mansard) and Ernest (Daniel Boulanger), enter the 

bar, and Charlie helps stall their pursuit as Chico flees out the back door. 

 



 
 

This early sequence in the bar, run by the leather-skinned Plyne (Serge Davri), is a marvel of 

swift-serve incidents and character sketches, quickly establishing the terse, closed-off nature of 

Charlie, so different to his criminal yet gabby, friendly brother, and the people Charlie works with 

or entertains. Such folk include the sleazy but perversely sympathetic Plyne, the wary Mammy 

(Catherine Lutz), Plyne‘s estranged wife still working the bar, and roaming waitress Léna (Marie 

Dubois), the gorgeous but cagey object of Plyne‘s desire. Around them flit vignettes and oddball 

characters. Two gawky onlookers mull the quality of flesh in the bar (―The other night it was first 

class quality!‖). A man assures his dancing partner he‘s interested in her chest because he‘s a 

doctor. Chico chats up Mammy with gaudy patter: ―You‘re desirable—that‘s why I desire 

you…I‘m planning on getting married tonight.‖ A young man dancing with lovely prostitute 

Clarisse (Michèle Mercier) gets tired of her teasing way and gives her a slap, only to earn himself 

gentlemanly retaliation from Chico. Charlie leaps back onto the piano to distract the audience 

from the sudden invasion by the two heavies chasing Chico, inspiring the singing waiter (singer-

songwriter Boby Lapointe) to jump up and regale the audience with his bouncy, cheerfully bawdy 

song about a man driven to distraction by his wife‘s breast enlargements, with lyrics spelt out on 

screen singalong-fashion. The way Truffaut shoots Lapointe‘s performance, momentarily pausing 

the frantic pace of his images only to focus on a performer who throws out words and vibrates 

with rapid-fire energy to equal the director‘s. Here Truffaut calls back to the Hollywood tradition 

of shoehorning a musical performance into movies for the sake of broadening appeal, and 

establishes his own work‘s intense feel for the local, street-level cultural life, whilst also offering 

the director‘s own spin on the same phenomenon Godard would later pursue more intently: 

investigating the synergy of art forms purveyed within art forms, giving the movie over to a 

performer‘s use of space and sound to recalibrate how we react to such elements. 

 

 
 

Charlie lives in a drab apartment with his youngest brother, Fido (Richard Kanayan), with Clarisse 

his upstairs neighbour and friend with benefits. Clarisse sleeps with Charlie after both get home 

from their exertions that night, in a funny scene where Clarisse‘s pop sponge of a mind lends 

proceedings a mode of cultural burlesque as she recites jingles and gives critical opinions of a 

John Wayne film (―It proves America wants peace.‖), and stirs Charlie to make his own joke at 

the expense of film convention, as he covers Clarisse‘s bare breasts with a sheet: ―In the movies 

it‘s always like this.‖ His zipless, pay-as-you-go relationship with Clarisse suits Charlie‘s 
disengaged approach to life, but he soon finds the contracts of identity are about to snap into 

effect: Ernest and Momo start tracking him, hoping to find a way to use him to track down Chico, 



who, along with the fourth Saroyan sibling Richard (Jean-Jacques Aslanian), has ripped them off 

after a robbery they staged together. Léna alerts Charlie to the fact they‘re following him, and she 

walks with him through the night as Charlie grapples more with his unspoken attraction to Léna 

than with the dogging hoods. The next morning, Fido spots the two gangsters lurking outside their 

apartment block and drops a milk container on their bonnet from the third floor. When Charlie 

emerges from his apartment block, Ernest and Momo swoop on him and drag him into their car at 

gunpoint, and they soon pick up Léna the same way, intending to pressure Charlie into leading 

them to his brothers, and Léna realises that Plyne let himself be bribed into giving the hoods their 

addresses. Léna‘s quick wits see her contriving to attract a policeman‘s attention, giving her and 

Charlie a chance to slip away from their kidnappers. Léna then leads Charlie to her apartment 

where he discovers that, far from being indifferent to him, Léna has been worshipping him from 

afar, aware of his real name and former identity as a famous concert pianist. 

 

 
 

Charlie doesn‘t bear much apparent resemblance to the gutsy, inquisitive, often exasperating 

Antoine Doinel as introduced in The 400 Blows. Fido evokes Antoine more, with his pranks, 

quips, mop of Presley-esque hair and finger-snapping pursuit of the right jive rhythm, every inch 

the natural-born Parisian rascal. Charlie nonetheless offers Truffaut‘s first grown-up hero with a 

sense of linkage to his young alter ego, grown up and offered a taste of paradise only to be 

defeated by life. Charlie is alternately defined by his cool, detached manner and his almost 

crippling fear of human interaction, a fear that predates the various traumas that define his life and 

seem rooted in the act of distinction that cleaved him away from his brothers and set him on a path 

to refined artistry and success. He recalls young Chico and Richard tossing stones at the car that 

whisked away to his piano lessons, their mocking reminder, still resonating with Charlie, that in 

the end he‘s still their brother. Charlie‘s seemingly stoic, deadpan approach to most situations life 

throws his way, from gangsters chasing after his brother to the topless prostitute teasing him in 

bed, belies a deep-set sensitivity, and the voiceover narration Truffaut allows him affects a 

Bogartian cool but also reveals his timorousness in the face of challenges like whether or not he 

should try to seduce Léna, and the mantra of noncommittal he repeats to himself when situation 

get too emotionally charged. 

 

 
 

Charlie has been forged by a form of survivor‘s guilt, a trait bolstered by the grim fate of his wife 
and former career, described in a lengthy flashback halfway through the film. The former 

Edouard, a struggling musician, had nonetheless been happily married to Thérèse (Nicole Berger), 



who worked as a waitress whilst he tried to kick-start his career: their daily games of ―customer 

and waitress‖ in the café where she worked attracted the attention of impresario Lars Schmeel 

(Claude Heymann), a seemingly fortuitous meeting that resulted in Edouard‘s big break, leading 

to huge fame as a concert performer under Schmeel‘s guidance. But the Saroyans‘ marriage 

started to founder as Edouard finally grew more successful, and eventually Thérèse admitted that 

Schmeel gave Edouard his chance because she agreed to sleep with him. Thérèse then threw 

herself to her death after Edouard walked out on her, and he completely left behind his former 

existence, taking refuge for years in anonymous jobs until one day he worked up the courage to 

tickle the ivories in Plyne‘s café again. Finally, the man reborn as Charlie seems to complete his 

degradation when he and Léna confront Plyne over his betrayal. Plyne, equally steamed as he 

realises Charlie has ―soiled‖ the lovely Léna, starts a fight that turns deadly as he tries to choke 

Charlie, forcing the pianist to stab him in the back. 

 

 
 

The greatest quality of Shoot the Piano Player is also the most difficult to fully describe — the 

blithe way it steps between postures of raucous humour and wistfully earnest feeling, 

metafictional wiseacrey and waylaying emotional directness. Shoot the Piano Player, amidst the 

pile-up of jokes, genre touchstones, and romantic ephemera, probes what artistic success means in 

terms of personal identity, a notion that also extends the attitude of investigation as to what forces 

define us from childhood to adulthood and what happens to the self when its foundations collapse. 

This preoccupation would continue to bob up throughout Truffaut‘s oeuvre, essayed on an epic 

scale with his subsequent Doinel films but also evident in works like L’Enfant Sauvage (1969) 

and The Story of Adele H. (1975). Comedy and tragedy here are wound together like the disparate 

halves of Charlie/Edouard, right from the opening scene in which thriller canards suddenly swerve 

into a stranger‘s wry but poignant story about how he and his wife got married, had kids, and fell 

in love in that order, and so has the kind of existence everyone else in the film yearns for but fails 

at. Even the jokey use of Charlie‘s dissonant narration leads in with supple force to a sudden 

swerve in the way this device is employed, when, during the flashback, Edouard tells himself not 

to walk out on Therese. His conscious, rational self tries to retain command of his instinctual, 

emotional self, and fails with terrible consequences. Charlie tries to dispose of the disparity, but 

such traits remain integral to all human experience, even if some, like Charlie‘s brothers and their 

gangster enemies, operate purely on the level of sensual instinct. This idea is illustrated with 

bawdy gusto when Ernest raves with wild-eyed glee about erotic wonts and consumerist delights 

when he and Momo have kidnapped Charlie and Léna. They‘re like embodiments of the side of 

Truffaut‘s mind that‘s a magpie attracted by shiny objects of all kinds, complete with a watch that 

rings out the score ofLola Montes (1956). 

 



 
 

The New Wave directors were often driven to comment sarcastically on the fame they had been 

granted by their anarchic, rule-breaking impulses, which edged in some cases into genuinely 

revolutionary sensibilities, as suddenly a bunch of café bums and movie geeks found themselves 

media celebrities. Part and parcel with this was their study of their own schismatic sensibilities, 

their simultaneous immersion in the modes of cinema and self-conscious distrust for it, the critic-

intellectual‘s unease with the instinctively profligate method of art and the needs of the 

entertainment-seeking audience. Here Truffaut found a sly way to wrestle with the question of 

whether such a charmed life could continue, or if selling out would be inevitable. Cleverly, 

Schmeel, the devil who consumed Edouard‘s life, is presented not as a charming playboy but a 

kindly, fatherly type to Edouard, one who enjoys his pet pianist so much he puts his portrait on his 

office wall. Charlie‘s shyness is initially played for laughs, but we learn Edouard‘s anxiety and 

discomfort in the public eye harmed his personality, as he felt a need to boast and feed on acclaim, 

and fuelled the mounting sense of crisis in his private life even before that calamitous revelation. 

Success demands a price, the kind of price that hacks into the presumptions and recompenses of 

ordinary life. Léna‘s adoption of Charlie as lover also identifies him unapologetically as potential 

gold mine, as she admits to him she wants him to return to his old life to give her a better one. 

This signals the possibility of a rebirth for Edouard, but also puts Charlie on a collision course 

with every fact of his identity he‘s been ignoring. The bleak, incisive side to Shoot the Piano 
Player is rooted in a basic irony: the reawakening that life demands from Charlie promises 

rewards but instead simply replays bitter experience. To be alive is to be open to pain as well as 

joy, and whilst for some that very alternation can be a drug-like habit, for others shutdown is the 

only option to weather it. 

 

 
 

Although general audiences initially met it with bemusement, Shoot the Piano Player became a 

fetish object for movie lovers in itself for Truffaut‘s ebullient cinematic stunts, building upon the 

remarkable camera freeness and willingness to utilise seemingly antiquated or merely functional 

effects like the iris shot and the freeze frame with definitive authorial intent. It‘s still very easy to 

see what the fuss was about, as even the following decade or so of pop cinema that would 

relentlessly mine Truffaut and Godard‘s works would rarely recreate the pace and bravura 

ingenuity with which they‘re offered. The rough-hewn, almost home-movie-like crudeness 

apparent in the film‘s earliest shots resolves when Chico enters Plyne‘s bar into sudden 
professional precision, mapping out vignettes with Hawksian concision, but offered with a 

machine-gun pace that flies far ahead of the more measured studio style. Truffaut‘s more 



ostentatious flourishes come on with real wit and bratty showiness, like a triptych shot of Plyne in 

negotiation with the gangsters revealing him in different postures ranging from noble stonewalling 

to money-grubbing treachery. Or, most famously, a sudden cutaway after Ernest swears a story 

he‘s told is true on his mother‘s life, only to offer a glimpse an old woman suddenly keeling over 

from a heart attack. As opposed to Godard‘s increasingly studious preoccupation with the 

semantics of expression through cinema, Truffaut remained far more intuitive, catching ideas and 

whims and condensing them into visual motifs with intelligence but also carefree zest. One of 

Truffaut‘s greatest stylistic pirouettes comes during the flashback sequence, recounting Charlie‘s 

journey to give an audition for Schmeel: his finger hovers for a moment in giant close-up over the 

doorbell button, the momentousness of the act for the young, talented, but fatally uneasy man 

captured in all its epic intimacy. 

 

 
 

Truffaut, instead of following Charlie within for the moment of truth, instead tracks the glum-

faced violinist who was auditioning before him as she leaves Schmeel‘s apartment. The sounds of 

Charlie‘s thunderous romantic strains momentarily make her pause, and continue to resound on 

the soundtrack as she leaves the building and heads out into the streets, presumably, to a life of 

anonymity, whilst Charlie has been anointed, with the suggestion, ever so ethereal, that something 

is wrong. The hints of machinating fate Truffaut offers in this disorientating interlude soon takes 

shape but offers in its moment an islet of mysterious beauty that suggests another level to 

Charlie‘s journey, the power of music, celebrated again by Truffaut in parentheses with his film. 

Truffaut returns to the musical interlude motif late in the film, during Charlie and Léna‘s flight 

from the law, shots of the car‘s progress along misty highways and into snowy alpine hills set to a 

languorously romantic song about two lovers who signify their continuing ardour with signs like 

going bareheaded. Similarly dreamy is a bedroom sequence, as Charlie and Léna make love and 

sleep peacefully together, counterpointed in aching dissolves with the images of Edouard‘s old 

concert posters on the walls – past, present, and future all in flux. The soft edges of such 

sequences stand in contrast with the violent filmic syntax elsewhere, as in the rush of shots 

depicting Edouard‘s plunge back into his hotel room and out to the veranda only to see Therese 

dead far below on the pavement, a moment that communicates the suddenness and horror of such 

a loss in volubly immediate terms. Truffaut even displays outright contempt for standard movie 

grammar, as in the concluding moments when the criminal Saroyans and their nemeses flee in 

cars, Truffaut hacking up the action into summary shots, as if contemptuously farewelling these 

halfwits and bad seeds who leave human wreckage in their wake. 

 

 



 

Truffaut‘s admiration for Hitchcock, which he would later try to work out in more belaboured 

terms in his fascinating misfire The Bride Wore Black (1968), is first sighted here during Charlie‘s 

fight with Plyne, drawing on Dial M For Murder (1953) as a desperate fight for life sees a blade 

sunk into a spine, in a moment charged with perverse intimacy. But Hitchcockian erotic overtones 

are swapped for the weird spectacle of apparent masculine bonhomie, as Plyne affects to embrace 

Charlie after their hot heads have cooled, only to then start throttling him, a spasm of sexual-

nihilistic disappointment turning the bar owner deadly as Plyne grunts out his fury for Charlie 

despoiling his idealised, virginal version of Léna. Earlier on Charlie had given Plyne a 

sympathetic ear when he confessed his crush on the waitress, revealed in his gruff pathos as he 

readily admitted he was far too ugly to charm her (―Perhaps it‘s glands,‖ Charlie suggests; Plyne 

replies, ―No, it‘s my face.‖). Charlie‘s defensive killing is witnessed by neighbours, but he thinks 

he won‘t be able to prove the circumstances, so Léna and Mammy hide him in the café cellar and 

then help him flee to his parents‘ house in the Alps, which has already been taken over by Chico 

and Richard as their hideout. Meanwhile Ernest and Momo kidnap Fido, and force him to take 

them to the same place. 

 

 
 

Aznavour‘s lead performance was one Shoot the Piano Player‘s great coups, bringing to the part 

surprising physical wit, his weirdly charming molten-plasticine face, and definite comfort with 

playing the instrument central to the character‘s life and way of mediating the world. Although not 

at the time an experienced actor, he perfectly embodies Charlie‘s bipolar nature and wears his sad-

sack suppliance as assuredly as one of the trench coats he wears. Some of his best moments come 

during his first walk with Lena, counting off steps with his fingers behind his back as he tries to 

work up the courage to take her arm, before starting to suggest they get a drink together, only to 

find she‘s already flitted off into the night. But the whole cast is excellent, particularly the 

uncanny trio of ladies around him, Mercier, Berger, and Dubois, each a study in a diverse types 

demarcating different classes and ways of looking at female archetypes. Mercier the black-haired 

gamine, Berger the classical cool, continental blonde, and Dubois the fresh-faced, brightly smiling 

urchin: Berger is particularly effective delivering Helene‘s long, confessional monologue, 

prowling around the hotel room in an inescapable shot, pinioned like a butterfly in a collection. 

Mercier, who would later find great fame playing the cult heroine Angelique in French films, 

brings an insouciant delight to her role as a featherlight character happy to play bedmate to Charlie 

and part-time mother to Fido, but who hits the bottle out of guilt after the hoods snatch Fido from 

under her nose in a vignette of throwaway pathos. 

 



 
 

Dubois, who was Truffaut‘s discovery for the film (her real name was Christine Herze), has her 

finest moments breezily handing Charlie the mission of giving her a better life, which Charlie 

seems to accept with his familiar deadpan stoicism, only for her then to state, with a show of 

lancing vulnerability as she farewells him to work, that the only thing she really asks of a man is 

to tell her when things are over. Later, when Lena drops him off at his parents‘ mountain house, 

Charlie is stricken as he tries to work out how to cast her out of his life now that he seems to have 

been claimed by the family curse, Aznavour‘s face calcified by the conflicting desires to cut 

himself off from her as he‘s sure he‘ll bring her doom, and the urge to not let her go, resolving 

with the unspoken wish, ―I wish she‘d let me finish drinking that bottle.‖ The drive into the 

mountains shifts the film‘s gear into a more rarefied realm, charged with an ironically dissonant 

sense of romanticism and melancholia that cuts across the grain of madcap energy seen in the rest 

of the film, as Charlie settles down to wait out the night with cigarettes and weltschmerz as his 

brothers crow that their brother has finally joined them. The dawn brings good news, as Lena 

returns to tell Charlie he‘s been vindicated by the witnesses and can return to the world. But it also 

brings the two hoods, with the canny Fido snatching a chance to give them the slip. 

 

 
 

A gunfight between the two gangs breaks out, with Lena, sprinting through the snow to try and 

reach Charlie‘s side, gunned down accidentally. In spite of Truffaut‘s improvisatory shooting 

style, Shoot the Piano Player manages to coherently encompass its manifold impulses, starting off 

with shots of Chico running and building to the climactic moment when Lena dashes through the 

falling snow. The film is offered as an embodiment of perpetual motion until suddenly it doesn‘t – 

the gun cracks, Lena falls, and slides down the snow-crusted hillside like a pathetic toboggan, 

coming to a halt in anaesthetising snowfall, the streetwise yet innocent young lady finding an 

unexpected fate worthy of some Thomas Hardy heroine. Charlie and Fido dash to find her, but 

recover only an ice-caked corpse, whilst the battling nitwits speed away to whatever end they 

deserve. As for Charlie, Truffaut reveals in his final, delicately poignant last shots, he returns to 

his former place behind the piano with fingers dabbing the keys robotically, playing with stone-

faced detachment, hovering again in a place outside of life‘s regular flow. Truffaut‘s peculiar faith 

that cinema could be anything that he wanted it to be allowed him to dare offer a film so 

expansive and unruly in its sense of life and death and how the two sometimes overlap, affirming 

even in the midst of tragedy a romantic‘s conviction that life without love is meaningless, be it 
human or artistic. 

 



 

 

 

 

Fellini ∙ Satyricon (1969) 
 

Director/Coscreenwriter: Federico Fellini 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Thanks to the enormous impact of La Dolce Vita (1960) and 8½ (1963), Federico Fellini‘s name 

had been vaulted into the tiny canon of filmmakers whose names were household words. The 

phrase ―Felliniesque‖ came to spell out a brand of gaudy, sensual, yearning artistry in the same 

way Hitchcockian meant suspense and DeMille meant the epic. Fellini‘s panoramic grappling with 

the chaotic impulses of society at large and his own internal universe glimpsed in those two films 

had also seen the tension between the neorealist Italian cinematic model Fellini had inherited and 

the fantasticality, riven with expressionistic vividness, priapic excitement, and raw showmanship, 

that he was increasingly drawn to, seemingly resolved in favour of the latter. The rest of his career 

was to be given over mostly to riotous conjurations of spectacle, to the point where filmgoers 

would be split into camps, those who would by and large reject Fellini‘s later works as 

monuments to self-indulgence, and those who would continue to greet them as carnivals 

celebrating artistic personality at last given its proper imperial status in the cinematic realm, in a 

way previously denied to all but the most rarefied talents. When his adaptation of the ancient 

Roman novel Satyricon was to be released in 1969, another version of the same book was also 

being filmed. So, Fellini‘s name was added to the title, turning auteur into brand, a promise, an 

advertising gimmick, and soon his works like Fellini Roma (1972) and Fellini’s Casanova (1976) 

wore their authorial mark like haute couture designer labels. 

 

 
 

Fellini had first moved beyond 8½‘s fetid self-analysis approach when he made Juliet of the 
Spirits (1965), a showcase for his wife and consistent collaborator Giulietta Massina that also 

extended the navel-gazing favour to her, attempting to evoke a woman‘s inner life in similar terms 

to his own autobiographical tale, in flourishes of visual rapture alternated with discomforting 



personal confessions and obfuscations. For his next feature (with Toby Dammit, his contribution 

to Histoires extraordinaires, 1967, in between), Fellini took up the fragmentary novel most often 

credited to Petronius Arbiter, a contemporary of the Emperor Nero, who was famed in his time as 

a fashion guru and style expert, who nonetheless eventually committed suicide during an epic 

banquet, an act intended as both escape from Nero‘s wrath and a colossal goad to it. The 

weirdness, extravagance, and decadence of imperial Rome held obvious attractions to Fellini, as a 

place both to continue the theme of looking at civilisation‘s discontents by turning an eye to the 

past, and a new stage to turn his new delight in pure optical rapture upon. The artistic atmosphere 

of the late 1960s had evolved at blinding speed, and in some ways Fellini had done his part to help 

it along. The monologue about doing away with the dead and dated parts of the modern soul 

in 8½ had been taken up as a generational creed along with aspects of the film‘s technique and 

visual lexicon, and by 1969 Fellini‘s once-scandalous approach to sexuality and other corporeal 

perversities was, if not exactly quaint, certainly restrained. Fellini‘s artistic persona was fortunate 

in many ways, particularly as the things he was wrestling with inside himself were also the things 

he delighted in provoking others with. 

 

 
 

Satyricon was a particularly challenging project to take on in this regard as the book revolves 

around a daisy chain of sexual couplings, many of which are homosexual. In Petronius‘ book, this 

subject is tackled with blunt and lackadaisical acceptance in the classical way, if laced with 

Romanesque attitudes still sadly familiar to us today, in which gay activity was often a low and 

dirty business fit either for comedy or insults with political connotations. Fellini‘s ongoing 

exercise in self-purgation might well have also driven him to take up such a subject. The director‘s 

fascination with physicality as a realm too often ignored by filmmakers usually happy to offer up 

fantastic perfection, was rich with both fixated fascination and morbid unease. He filled his 

movies with galleries of oddball types, an allure that with Satyricon branched out into a more 

complete regard of the body as censorship limits fell away. Fellini‘s love of the great, fleshy 

maternal body, reminiscent of a pagan faith stretching back to the Venus of Willendorf, celebrated 

in 8½ was his natural theatre of sexual delight, but he pushed past this to try and encompass all 

forms of carnality. Bodies fill every cinematic orifice of Satyricon, young and muscular, old and 

pendulous, withered and gross, bulbous and bountiful. A rebellious artist trying to throw off 

Catholic moralism was also trying to connect urgently with this dance of repulsion and delight. 

Fellini had offered up some broad queer caricatures in La Dolce Vita, andSatyricon finds him 

caught in a posture, at once fascinating and perturbing, of trying to encompass pansexual lust as 

just another wing of the museum. 

 



 
 

Fellini also declared that Satyricon was less an attempt to delve into the past as it might have been 

but rather as a self-conscious modern attempt to dream it – or, as he put it, trying to give it the 

same atmosphere as an exploration of a Martian city. Right from its early frames, exploring the 

labyrinthine world where protagonist Encolpio (Martin Potter) subsists in Rome‘s lowest, 

subterranean precincts along with the rest of demimonde populace, Satyricon inhabits a space 

replete with dreamlike extrapolations of ancient paraphernalia, whilst the characters walk, squirm, 

wrestle, play, fuck, and fight in spaces alternately narrow and cavernous. Fellini‘s imaginative 

palate here might well have been stretching back to the spectacles of silent cinema. He had already 

hinted at his lingering fascination for the oversized zest of Italian cinema in those days when he 

referenced Giuseppe Pastrone‘s foundational work Cabiria with his beloved 1957 

tragicomedy Nights of Cabiria, a film that wryly correlated the exiled and enslaved eponymous 

heroine of Pastrone‘s work with a would-be modern equivalent. Pivotal images and motifs from 

Pastrone‘s film float to the surface here, like the face of the colossal temple of Moloch, here 

remembered in a glimpse of a huge sculptural face pushed down an alley, and a violent earthquake 

shaking the world of pathetically small people with contemptuous energy. Likewise the 

monumental sets (overseen by Danilo Donati) harken back to the likes of the grand silent projects 

of Fritz Lang and D.W. Griffith, whilst also taking licence from the oneiric worlds conjured by the 

German Expressionists. Satyricon takes place in a barely liminal place, a fact clear even before 

Fellini strays into a countryside where the sky glows hallucinogenic hues, like a ‗50s scifi movie‘s 

approximation of an alien world, and ocean-going galleys that look like crashed spaceships, 

painted in hues alternately trippy and earthy thanks to the superlative cinematography of 

Giueseppe Rotunno. 

 

 
 

Whilst signalling a never-never approach to the Roman text, Fellini‘s method actually allows him 

to get at the essence of another age in ways many more familiar approaches never manage. He 

creates an infinitely strange scene, full of painted faces and tinny jewellery and totemic objects, 

ringing dust and febrile sweat and stinky-looking clothes, all so immediate they threaten to peel 

themselves out of the screen and haunt your nostrils. The early scenes depict Encolpio living in 

fetid poverty, a student who seems to have abandoned his studies in favour of cohabitation with 

his beautiful young slave and lover, Giton (Max Born). But his fellow and former lover Ascilto 

(Hiram Keller) crows on the fact he‘s played a vengeful prank on Encolpio by selling Giton 

behind his back to the actor Vernacchio (Fanfulla) as a pretty face for his stage. Encolpio, after 

fighting with Ascilto and forcing him to tell where Giton is, confronts the actor, who surrenders 



the boy when a rich man in the audience reminds him he‘s already on thin ice for his habits of 

satirising the Emperor, making the actor afraid of any further legal troubles. Encolpio is gratefully 

restored to his bed with Giton, only for Ascilto to come in, and the boy promptly votes to go with 

him instead, leaving Encolpio alone and desolate again. The earthquake causes the underground 

complex where Encolpio lives to collapse, and he barely survives. Later, visiting an art gallery, he 

encounters a friend, the poet Eumolpus (Salvo Randone). He invites Encolpio along to a banquet 

being held by the immensely rich Trimalchio (Mario Romagnoli), who fancies himself a poet as 

well, but is really a might vulgarian who oversees orgies of self-congratulation and indulgence. 

 

 
 

Trimalchio‘s orgy is the kind of sequence Fellini always went to town with, an extravagant show 

of what wealth pulls into the plutocrat‘s orbit, but lacking the bohemian bravura that often gripped 

similar scenes in his earlier films. Trimalchio‘s festivities are instead crass spectacles where 

Homer is recited but the real entertainment highlight is the master ordering Eumolpus to be 

thrown into the kitchen oven as a punishment for his drunken outburst, after he‘s pelted with food 

for reciting his poems. Trimalchio‘s servants do drag the poet down to the kitchen and pour 

scalding matter on his face, but stop short of actually throwing him into the oven. Trimalchio 

boasts of his desire to own lands right down to Sicily so he travel the length of Italy without 

leaving his own property, and confesses to a youth spent as sex slave to both master and mistress 

as part of his long apprenticeship before becoming a crony of the Emperor, with the inference that 

anyone else who wants to get somewhere needs to get on with such an apprenticeship. Roast 

animals filled with smaller treats are sliced open, disgorging their goodies like steaming viscera. 

Trimalchio is carried up through the hills to visit his future tomb, play-acting the mourning rites 

and genuflecting obligated by his death for his pleasure whilst he‘s alive, only for one of his 

friends to narrate a comic narrative about ―the Matron of Ephesus,‖ a bride mourning her rich 

husband who falls in love with a soldier detailed to watch a hanged man‘s body in the same 

cemetery. After the soldier‘s charge is stolen, the widow quickly volunteered her dead mate‘s 

body as a replacement to save her new lover from punishment: the moment you‘re dead, even the 

greatest man isn‘t worth shit. 

 

 
 

The alternately tedious and violently compelling proximity of Eros and Thanatos is an obsessive 

refrain in Satyricon, depicting a world mostly lacking the kinds of safety cordons between 

activities and moral precepts we‘re used to today precisely because the cycles of life and death 

move much faster, push harder, demand reflexive action. Antihero Encolpius is finally stricken 



with impotence – ―I‘ve lost my sword!‖ – in the film‘s concluding scenes, stripping him of his 

purest device for expressing his life-lust after his many adventures driven by his own erotic urges 

and those of others. The only quality that elevates him over most of these others is that he is 

sometimes touched with an effervescent poeticism that comes at the end of such ventures. When 

Encolpius and Eumolpus stumble drunkenly away from Trimalchio‘s company, they fall down on 

a ploughed field as the poet recites rapturously and offers his spiritual gift of poetry to the younger 

man: the path through absurd plenty and grotesque wealth has granted the two men a moment 

sheer, unbridled beauty and essence-grasping. But Encolpius‘ finds his life about to take a strange 

turn, as he‘s picked up from the beach where he fell asleep by slavers and dumped in the cargo 

hold of a ship, where he finds himself accompanied by Giton and Ascilto. 

 

 
 

Friends of the emperor are collecting attractive young men for his sport whilst voyaging to his 

private island, and this wayward trio have been imprisoned on the ship of rich merchant Lichas 

(Alain Cuny). During the course of the voyage, Encolpius spies on the master of the ship and his 

wife Tryphaena (Capucine) in their floating pleasure dome. Caught in the act, Encolpius is forced 

to battle Lichas, who dresses as a gladiator and fights well. Instead of killing the younger man, 

Lichas prostrates and ravages him. This twist leads into pansexual romps that finally result in 

Lichas, smitten with Encolpius, engaging in a marriage rite with him, under his wife‘s seemingly 

approving gaze. But when the ships reach the Emperor‘s island, the passengers are just in time to 

see the Emperor (Tanya Lopert) surrounded by assassins sent by a usurper. The Emperor commits 

suicide before they can kill him, so they board Lichas‘ ship and when he protests their actions, 

he‘s swiftly and brutally beheaded. The prisoners are all dragged off to serve new masters, but 

Encolpius and Ascilto manage to give their captors the slip and traverse the rocky, unfamiliar 

shore they‘ve been stranded on. 

 

 
 

Petronius‘ Satyricon was a bawdy, talkative, cosmopolitan affair, both a lampoon of a civilisation 

at its height and a product of it, sarcastically annexing the wanderers of Greek and Roman 

mythology and forcing them to play out a humorously debased version of those myths, in a 

manner other artists would take up from Alexander Pope with his The Dunciad to James Joyce 

with Ulysses. Fellini, although building his film around characters and incidents from the source, 

nonetheless offered a very different artistic and conceptual beast, transmuting his basis into 

something that often looks and feels like the kind of crazy dream you‘re supposed to have after 

eating cheese and olives before bedtime. The book as passed down to us is actually a series of 



portions and extracts, with perhaps hundreds of other pages still missing. Fellini tried to 

incorporate the disjointed impression this gives the reader in his own film, which segues with 

dreamy dissolves and interludes between phases of a narrative that stutters forth as a series of 

tableaux, resulting in an initially bewildering, even maddening sense of flux pervading 

proceedings. He also bolstered the impression by utilising deliberately mismatched dubbing for 

the cast, which, as was common in Italian films of the time, was polyglot. Potter, a British actor, 

had established his fides for this material starring in two 1968 teledramas, Nigel Kneale‘s future-

shock parable The Year of the Sex Olympics and Philip Mackie‘s The Caesars, an intelligent 

precursor to the better-known I, Claudius. But he was asked to provide the eye of Satyricon‘s 

storm rather than give a star turn, his form an integral part of the wider canvas. 

 

 
 

Upon revisit, Satyricon actually proves quite straightforward, if still governed by its own 

rambling, discursive attention patterns. Throughout the film, Fellini reduces the screen to a kind of 

moving fresco filled with bodies and architectural designs, atomising the visual experience. The 

act of travelling with and through Rotunno‘s camera is as vital an act as paying attention to the 

story or dialogue, indeed moreso, as we are immersed in Fellini‘s constructed world. Trimalchio‘s 

banquet is repeatedly punctuated by guests staring at the camera as if it was another, fallible, 

intoxicated person present to witness this panoply of excess, and elsewhere the photography 

crumbles into variegated impressions, obliquely viewed. A tracking shot through the underground 

zone Encolpius inhabits at the outset cruises along a boulevard teeming with vendors, pedestrians, 

and flotsam of a floating world, and domiciles off the way filled with denizens including ordinary 

families and prostitutes with clients, all of them reduced to a kind of macrobiological diorama: the 

fecund business of being conceived, born, surviving, and dying laid out in a wild, near-mindless 

nest of human animals. Trimalchio‘s banquet repeats the same motif, starting with a purification 

ritual where the guests bob up and down rhythmically in the nude, before the feast where they‘re 

laid out in their prone rows like sardines served up not as food but as witnesses to generosity of 

the gross overlord. Satyricon certainly offered Fellini a chance to act out his most licentious 

fantasies about the past as well as way of appealing to the new mood of the cinema audience with 

his high-psychedelic vision. 

 

 
 

And yet Fellini offers such marvels whilst fumbling towards a new fulfilment, however perversely 

realised, of the old neorealist ideal of laying out society for the camera to see in all its layers. His 

mural seethes with a sense of life as lived in different zones, with Encolpio‘s journey spans 



highest social level to highest, by dint of his status as bohemian student and artist, perpetually 

broke but connected with the minds of the empire, and then as a fool of fortune scooped up and 

dumped down by the shifting tides of social action. The schism between mind and body had been 

a central theme Fellini chased down again and again, purveyed through figures like the clown 

in La Strada (1954) who operates from the most bestial urges and evolves into an empathetic 

human too late, to 8½‘s Guido Anselmi, tormented by the needs of his physical and erotic selves 

even as his intellectual and emotional aspect constantly strives to reconcile his facets. His final 

acceptance of himself and attempt to move past it opened the gate for Satyricon, which dives into 

a vision of the past that sees that age mostly free of such schisms. No-one is surprised by any urge 

of the body or mind, although there are opposing reactions to free indulgence. When Encolpius 

and Ascilto enter an abandoned villa looking for plunder, they instead find an African slave girl 

hiding away, who joins the men in a threesome, an interlude that‘s notable as perhaps one of the 

few truly joyful erotic moments in the film. The girl giggles in aroused delight at the two men 

caressing each-other, three free-and-easy people momentarily released from various forms of 

bondage in a moment of careless sensual indulgence. Earlier, by contrast, a society wife kissing 

Trimalchio‘s mate with tentative Sapphic fascination stirred the macho outrage and lust of her 

husband. 

 

 
 

Fellini also attempts, amidst all the carnal fetishism, to dig into problems persistent in our 

communal life. Access to all that splendour is the lot of the rich and powerful. Others are forced to 

take their pleasures where they can, and the use of other people‘s bodies, sexual and servile, is 

endemic. Encolpio is initially frantic in his desperate desire for his nominal slave, whom he 

nonetheless gives the freedom of choosing his own path, only to be repaid when the boy rejects 

him immediately. Vernacchio‘s actor troupe hacks off body parts from slaves purchased for 

performances, then have the actor playing the Emperor ―restore‖ them. Eumolpus is the voice of 

reason and beauty partly hiding a jealous man longing for sensual delights, bemoaning the decay 

of artistic and receptivity both thanks to the insidious power of Mammon and luxury dulling the 

senses whilst craving a little such dulling himself. Trimalchio is revealed as ancestor and avatar of 

the magnates and moguls who danced through Fellini‘s contemporary panoramic works, 

promising horns of plenty to the agreeable and destruction to the upstarts and time-wasters. The 

downfall of the young Emperor brings not liberation but a reactionary new regime, no less violent 

but seemingly more puritanical, celebrating itself with triumphal processions. Some seed here for 

Fellini‘s branding of Fascism as a mixture of holiday camp workout and Busby Berkeley 

production number in Amarcord (1973). A shot of the crew of Lichas‘ ship hauling in the carcass 

of a dead basking shark recalls the discovery of the mutant sea monster at the end of La Dolce 
Vita, signalling a continuum, the confrontation with the strangeness of nature and its role as 

bewildering foil to human arrogance. 

 



 
 

One of Fellini‘s boldest and strangest inventions was the figure of a hermaphrodite albino, 

worshipped as a holy oracle and demigod by people in the surrounding district to the profit of his 

keepers. In the fourth of the film‘s hazily bracketed chapters, Encolpio and Ascilto, looking for a 

way to make some money stranded far from home, kidnap the demigod with the aid of a hulking 

local. But the trio haven‘t reckoned with the pampered and crippled oracle‘s inability to survive 

the heat and dryness of the landscape, and s/he dies of dehydration. The angry third man attacks 

his fellows in this disastrous enterprise for their ignorance, forcing them to fight back, and Ascilto 

knocks him out. The hermaphroditic oracle embodies Fellini‘s fascination/fear in the flesh taken 

an extreme, one that edges into territory anticipating David Lynch‘s images of perverted birth 

in Eraserhead (1976) and the new flesh sagas of David Cronenberg, as the sorry creature pants 

desperately for water. Incapable of speech, rotund breasts jutting from a sickly white form, the 

oracle is a weird survival of a misbegotten creation ironically taken up as an icon of religious 

fervour, and an expression of hazy sexual identity beyond the healthy jutting pricks and mighty 

breasts of Fellini‘s homier fantasies. Encolpio, played by the blonde-haired Potter, and Ascilto, by 

the dark-haired, aptly satyr-like Keller, occasionally come across as arch queer caricatures with 

their flashing eyes and sneering, revealing the limitations besetting Fellini‘s efforts to escape old 

frames of reference. But then again, everyone else is turned into a Hogarthian study in essential 

nature, in the yawing lusty mouths of the high society women and the voracious maws of the 

menfolk. 

 

 
 

In this way, Fellini accesses one of the defining elements of a pre-modern literature and 

mythology, where the characters are functions of social or moral values or their antitheses, and 

embodiments rather than creatures of psychological reflexes. Pier Paolo Pasolini, one of his 

protégés and a successor as Italian cinema hero, was moving into similar territory with his takes 

on Oedipus Rex (1967) and Medea (1969), equally strange if cooler-tempered, headier 

explorations of the past through a meshing effect of artifice and authenticity in dialectic. Also like 

his former collaborator, Pasolini would eventually be drawn to study the recent past evil in Italian 

life, in Salo (1975), through the prism of classic literature, the dose of black arsenic to Satyricon‘s 

bitter but heady wine in contemplating the twinning of erotic excursion and will to power. Ascilto, 

when first glimpsed, crawls out of the shadows like a big cat, almost the actualisation of 

Encolpio‘s disruptively horny id. The film‘s most beatific visions of human nature, ironically and 

yet also as a consequence to all this contemplation of appetite, mostly involve death, although it‘s 

also present in Encolpio and Lichas‘ surprisingly lovely wedding sequence, an episode of tender 



affection, complete with the aging businessman dressed as a young bride, that defies cynicism. 

Following their initial escape from the galleys after Lichas‘s murder, Encolpio and Ascilto 

stumble upon an abandoned villa. They‘ve just missed the suicide of the master (Joseph Wheeler) 

and his wife (Lucia Bosè), after farewelling their children on the road, apparently having been 

obligated to die as adherents of the dead emperor: the husband commands his wife not to do the 

same as he slices his wrists and slowly bleeds out, but she follows him into death. 

 

 
 

The quiet, even ethereal evocation of loving in the face of death is later rhymed with Ascilto‘s 

death at the hands of a boatman-turned-robber: when he finds Ascilto‘s body, Encolpio pauses for 

a sad rhapsody over the man who has constantly baited and betrayed him but has also been, to the 

end, a being of enormous life-force, teasing, pushing, defying, aggravating, invigorating. The 

salutary, totemic quality of these rhyming scenes privileges the characters in them with a sense, 

however fleeting, of substance achieved in having lived, as opposed to the blithe insubstantiality 

of actually living, and the tenacity of affections in the face of nihilism. Lichas‘s death, which sees 

his headless corpse collapse to the deck whilst his heads bobs in the water, achieves on the other 

hand a bleak and shocking effect of suddenly curtailed life and raw violence, his wife gloating 

from the boat and his husband shocked back out of the bliss of his brief, peculiar nuptials. This 

moment is linked in turn to Encolpio‘s later fight for survival when, in punishment for the oracle‘s 

death, he‘s cast into a labyrinth and forced to battle a hulking executioner wearing a minotaur 

mask. This scene, shot in sweat-inducing close and oblique shots that distort and cut off 

understanding of the geography, conveys Encolpio‘s utter existential desperation as fate has 

brought him to this nightmarish zone. 

 

 
 

Encolpio escapes death by pleading for mercy from the executioner (Luigi Montefiori), who strips 

off his mask and vows fellowship with him. Encolpio soon learns he‘s been the victim of a mean 

prank, an amusement for the citizens of a town who celebrate a day in honour of Momus, the god 

of laughter, and his reward for his elegant pleas is to be presented to a woman, Ariadne, whom he 

must have sex with to cap the festivities. But this is when Encolpius finds his experiences have left 

him with only a limp noodle. Fate tosses him a salve as he encounters Eumolpus, who has 

stumbled his way into a lucrative governorship and has now given himself up to pure hedonism in 

a brothel called The Garden of Delights. Now he‘s surrounded with concubines who happily take 

to the task of trying to restore Encolpius‘s virility in a hilarious ritual where some beat him on the 

buttocks with twigs whilst others ride a swing over his head, with Ascilto gleefully joining them to 



pile insult upon injury. Finally Encolpius goes to visit a witch, Oenothea (Donyale Luna), whose 

own tale is pointlessly but amusingly narrated as her past involves lighting tortures with the 

radiant power of her crotch. But whilst he does regain his potency with the witch, Encolpius is 

distracted from the fight that claims Ascilto‘s life, like a karmic retribution, the loss of his wild 

and impish second self. 

 

 
 

Soon Encolpius learns that Eumolpus has also died, just before he was about to make a voyage to 

sell a fortune‘s worth of slaves. But Eumolpus was at least well-prepared for that end, as, with his 

body wrapped for the grave, his creditors learn that he‘s promised them a slice of his fortune in his 

will if they will quite literally eat him, piece by bloody piece, a gory task the businessmen 

nonetheless agree to. This makes for the poet‘s perfect kiss-off to banal beings of money he hated 

so much, and the reductio ad absurdum of the tale‘s refrains of wealth, possession, corporeal 

meaning, and death. Encolpio meanwhile joins the freed slaves in making off with the ship and 

sailing to a remote island that becomes home and haven. The fantasia finally flickers out to a close 

with Encolpius reaching a state of being roughly coincident with maturity, joining the escapees 

from the reach of the imperial yoke, entwining the achievement of personal and political freedom 

and signalling both as states towards which humans are doomed to strive through all the cruel and 

amusing learning processes of existence. Perhaps the most pungent quality of Satyricon from 

today‘s perspective, which is sometimes ironically celebrated as an artefact of the era of its 

making in a manner not dissimilar to the way Fellini in turn looked back to the distant past as a 

time of lawless possibility, is its attempt to encompass basic extremes of human nature in a 

manner free of sentiment or nostalgia, enslaved to no-one‘s idea of what cinema should look or 

sound like except its creator‘s, vibrating to its own madcap penchant, at once feverishly beautiful 

and garishly ugly. The film‘s last conceit is one of its most brilliant, after commencing with 

Encolpius‘ laments before a wall covered in graffiti, by returning to this motif with the characters 

all painted on ruins standing on the lonely sea-shore. These people echo through time in faded, 

remote images, the thrumming blood of their lives turned to dust but some transcription of their 

nature left persisting in art, fixing their baleful gazes upon the denizens of another, perhaps no 

wiser time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

The Silence of the Lambs (1991) 
 

Director: Jonathan Demme 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Jonathan Demme‘s death at the age of 73 sent a shock through the film world. Demme was one of 

the many talents to graduate from Roger Corman‘s school for no-budget auteurs in the early 

1970s, chalking up his first feature credit with 1973‘s Caged Heat, a women‘s prison flick that 

collected a studious cult following in the next few years for its oddball take on a seamy genre. 

1977‘s Citizens Band was a movie made according to a Corman precept, exploiting the CB radio 

craze, but started its director on his rise up the Hollywood ranks thanks to his gift for creating 

witty, humane movies sporting woolly characters, facilitated by Demme‘s love for actors. 

1981‘s Melvin and Howard confirmed his talents in that regard as he shepherded Mary 

Steenburgen‘s performance to an Oscar. As the ‘80s progressed, Demme increasingly satisfied his 

love for music and exploring the culture at large with a sideline in documentaries, whilst making a 

string of movies that are the core of his cineaste following: pop comedies often sporting a dash of 

the violent and tragic, including Swing Shift (1984), Something Wild (1986), andMarried to the 
Mob (1988). After he gained an Oscar himself and was set as one of Hollywood‘s reigning 

filmmakers, he started plying a more conscientious brand of prestige cinema with the sententious 

but brilliantly made Philadelphia (1993), but hit a reef with the luckless Toni Morrison 

adaptation Beloved (1998). Amidst a sprawl of further documentaries and music films, Demme 

recovered his mojo with two little-appreciated but entirely winning remakes, The Truth About 
Charlie (2002) and The Manchurian Candidate (2004), and vibrant revisits to his everyday 

comedy-dramas with Rachel Getting Married (2008) and Ricki and the Flash (2015). 

 



 
 

A quality most everyone loved about Demme‘s films was his big-hearted awareness of the world 

immediately about him, his sense of life and people as a cornucopia even when abutting grimmer 

facts of existence, and his unforced, celebratory delight in America‘s diverse makeup. Considering 

such qualities, it‘s both a glaring irony and a fitting twist that the one movie he made that 

everyone knows was his discursion into a dark and morbid annex of the modern imagination via a 

virulently intense and violent horror film. That film somehow became an instantaneous fixture in 

the pop culture firmament and was the first of its genre to win the Best Picture Oscar, on top of 

awards for Demme himself and his stars. This was chiefly the result of Demme‘s canniness as a 

hardy and tested director who knew how to shift and vary his style according to the rhythms of his 

material and the energy of his actors. The Silence of the Lambs was based on a novel by Thomas 

Harris, a former journalist who had broken through as a novelist with the terrorist thriller Black 

Sunday, filmed smartly by John Frankenheimer in 1976. But Harris had found his real metier with 

his 1981 novel Red Dragon, a tale depicting an obsessive FBI agent‘s attempts to track down a 

serial killer, a feat he accomplishes in part by seeking the advice of another killer he caught, the 

entirely mad, insinuatingly wicked, yet often bizarrely composed and helpful, cannibalistic former 

psychiatrist Dr. Hannibal Lecter. Red Dragon was filmed superlatively by Michael Mann in 1986 

under the title Manhunter, but that film proved a surprise bomb. Meanwhile, Harris composed a 

follow-up that recycled several elements of his first book, but with the inspired idea of substituting 

for Harris‘ first hero Will Graham a young FBI trainee named Clarice Starling, launched in verbal 

combat with the still-caged but relentlessly scheming Lecter. 

 

 
 

Most studios had passed on the rights to Harris‘ book, in part because of Manhunter‘s flop, but 

also because it seemed floridly unpleasant and left field, at a time when horror cinema was in a 

deep rut. The quality of Tally‘s script attracted Demme, who was on a hot streak, as well as a 

battery of stars who normally bypassed such a grim project. They soon had the services of recent 

Oscar winner Jodie Foster and Anthony Hopkins. Hopkins was long a British actor of great repute 
on both screen and stage. Since the early 1970s, he seemed in constant danger of becoming a 

major star, but just never quite got there, from his sub-James Bond action hero part in When Eight 



Bells Toll (1971) to his kindly doctor in The Elephant Man (1980). One peculiar freedom allowed 

Demme on The Silence of the Lambs was the fact that although there was a recent film sporting 

some of the same characters and essentially the same plot, he didn‘t have to worry about trying to 

meet any expectations. Nonetheless, his approach couldn‘t have been more opposed to Mann‘s if 

he had set out precisely to counter it. Mann had presented Harris through the prism of his terse and 

stripped-down modernist stylistics, his Lecter played by Brian Cox as a nerveless pervert whose 

sense of humour is colder than the surface of Neptune. Tally, Demme, and Hopkins instead 

presented him as a larger-than-life figure armed with Hopkins‘ sibilant, slightly alien-sounding 

vocal mannerisms and an array of blackly comic quips that make him as much the film‘s comic 

relief as its representative from darkest Hades. 

 

 
 

Demme‘s canniness in handling the material is quickly evinced in the film‘s opening moments, 

depicting Clarice called off the obstacle course at the FBI training school to perform a peculiar 

errand for senior serial killer tracker Jack Crawford (Scott Glenn). He captures Clarice hauling 

herself up a slope by ropes, literally coming up the hard way, before his camera tracks her with 

hungry precision through the woods, establishing the way the camera moves throughout the rest of 

the film, constantly tugged along, usually by Clarice‘s stride in all her alternations of confidence, 

intrigue, and timorousness. She‘s presented as a tiny figure getting into an elevator with a bunch 

of other, hulking trainees. Many films, both before and after this one, would waste reams of 

dialogue on a point Demme makes with swift, telling cinematic blows. By the time she‘s seated in 

front of the wiry, paternal yet enigmatic Crawford, we know who Clarice is and what she‘s up 

against. Her mission, given her by Crawford but with unspoken, ulterior motives, is to interview 

Lecter to learn more about his psychopathology. She does so, followed by the warnings of both 

the FBI honcho and Lecter‘s smarmy psychiatric keeper Dr. Chilton (Anthony Heald) that Lecter 

is a dangerous being in the extreme. Chilton even entertains Clarice by showing her a photograph 

of the awful damage he did to a nurse‘s face when she failed to keep him restrained. 

 

 
 



Clarice‘s trip to see Lecter is shot as a journey into subterranean wells, gaining a briefing for a 

descent into hell from Chilton and the sturdy attendant Barney (Frankie Faison) on the way before 

she‘s ushered into a murderer‘s row, in a sequence reminiscent of Val Lewton‘s Bedlam (1946). 

Except that‘s it not just clasping hands of the repressed reaching out from the bars but handfuls of 

sperm, tossed by the resident whacko sex fiend ―Multiple‖ Miggs (Stuart Rudin), representative of 

the masculine character reduced to its most bestial, counterpoint to Lecter‘s equal and opposite 

monstrosity of the same spirit lurking under the façade of the perfect civilised man. Here the walls 

are all suggestively medieval brickwork, matching the swirling autumnal hues of the opening for 

situating the film squarely in a neogothic state of fragrant, fecund dissolution. Lecter himself 

hovers behind a modern barrier of thick glass, standing straight and unnatural as some kind of 

lawn ornament when Clarice, and the camera, first glimpses him. Lecter, an irresistible mixture of 

great mental aptitude mated to unconscionable will, quickly discerns something Clarice has 

(deliberately?) not thought too hard about. Crawford has another motive for tapping his brain, the 

possibility that Lecter might be able to provide an insight into another serial killer currently 

perplexing Crawford and the rest of national law enforcement. That killer has been dubbed 

―Buffalo Bill‖ in a pitch-black piece of cop humour because ―this one likes to skin his humps,‖ 

leaving his female victims in rivers missing patches of skin. 

 

 
 

Demme‘s often subjective camerawork and use of close-ups represent film technique at its most 

easily parsed and recognisable, and accomplishes the important task not merely of animating the 

film‘s intense, headlong experiential quality, but also in inhabiting the driving notion behind the 

psychosis of its villains and the method of its heroes. As Lecter prods Clarice to realise, Buffalo 

Bill covets what he sees, most immediately, the skins of women and more existentially, their 

identities, like some corporeal incubus sucking in their beings to give himself solidity. Lecter 

himself covets freedom and achieves it through a careful and relentless process of keeping an eye 

out, most specifically demonstrated when he sets eyes upon Chilton‘s pen. Clarice and Crawford 

meanwhile are obligated to look at things almost impossible to look at for the sake of their jobs 

and their motivations, allowing the evil of others, in essence, to colonise their own minds and 

emotional reflexes. Thus Crawford has pictures of Bill‘s victims decorating his walls, and Clarice 

discovers the clue of the moth chrysalis by peering at a snapshot of a bloated and stinking corpse. 

Like Hitchcock, Demme tethers his deepest cinematic reflexes to this interplay of looks, although 

lacking an obvious analogue in the story for visual obsession, unlike what Hitchcock provided 

in Rear Window (1954) and in Harris‘s own Red Dragon, where the killer was a photographic 

processor who gazed at the home movies of others and wanted to write himself into their hermetic 

perfection. Seeing is a source of power in The Silence of the Lambs, particularly for Clarice, 

whose ability to look at life‘s worst facts in raw, corporeal form, is her key to success. Her 

viewpoint creates her reality, but also creates its own distortions. The pathetic and tragic photos of 

Bill‘s dead victims spur her sense of offended sympathy, but she needs Lecter to point out the fact 

that Bill ―kills women‖ is purely incidental to her quarry. Chilton‘s punishment of her for failing 

to respond to his chat-up line is to be shown that totemic photo and also informed as to part of the 

reason she‘s being sent in, as a pretty face to turn the monster on. 

 



 
 

Looking is also an act bound up with erotic wont and prelude, although here the erotic is always 

being channelled into other pursuits, or mangled via deeply weird psychological dynamics. 

Clarice, with eyes straight ahead, is engaged in her ambition to quiet her own sense of wrenching 

detainment by her past, wilfully oblivious to concerns others would love to impose. Demme notes 

the way Clarice and her pal and Academy roommate Ardelia Mapp (Kasi Lemmons) attract 

massed glances from other recruits, and fascinates the men in her life, even Crawford, a paternal 

figure who rivals Lecter for post of father-mentor and also with hues of potential lover, a point 

with which Lecter enjoys teasing Clarice. Demme makes a visual rhyme out of two moments of 

the most gentle physical communion (in a tale where that‘s a very wide gamut indeed), those 

when Lecter contrives to touch his finger to Clarice‘s and when Crawford shakes her hand in 

congratulations. Both moments have layers of import, especially from Lecter, who deduces things 

about Clarice purely by her smell where others only see, laying claim to Clarice in just about 

every way except physically until that moment. Lecter‘s own olfactory brilliance is again linked to 

Miggs‘ cruder immediacy: ―I can smell your cunt!‖ are the words with which he greets Clarice‘s 

entrance to the ward, and Lecter offers Clarice a compensating clue setting her on the path to Bill 

in part as compensation for Miggs‘ offensive behaviour, just before Lecter somehow contrives 

Miggs‘ death, killing off, at least temporarily, his bestial other. 

 

 
 

Clarice follows Lecter‘s clues and learns to decode his riddles through an affinity of intellectual 

seriousness in a generally much less attentive world. This affinity allows Clarice to understand 

immediately his advice to look ―deep inside yourself‖ not as a pop-psychological bromide but a 

direction to an actual place, a storage facility where the weird paraphernalia of Lecter‘s life 

resides, including, bobbing in a jar of preservative, a severed head. This sequence is grand, from 

Clarice‘s exchanges with the elderly mogul (Leib Lensky) who owns the facility to the exploration 

of this zone and her uneasy laugh before venturing into the dark place, a territory that works like 

Lecter‘s mind as a compartment of stored information, complete with hearse and mannequin 
without a head, and echoes back to the septic American gothic of Psycho (1960) and also to the 

baroque hideaways in Mario Bava‘s films, staged during a heavy downpour for extra flavour. The 



head, Lecter protests, is not from one of his victims but from a patient who died shortly after 

reporting his male lover was starting to show signs of hatching lunacy and intense fetishism for 

the skin of others. Clarice realises that Lecter suspects he knows the killer, but is soon distracted 

when she‘s roped in by Crawford to help him when another of Bill‘s victims turns up in a river. 

Clarice notices a vital clue, a rare insect cocoon jammed into the victim‘s throat during the post 

mortem, and learns from a pair of pleasantly nerdy experts (Dan Butler and Paul Lazar) that the 

cocoon houses a Death‘s Head Moth, a suggestive clue that has to bide time for unpacking when 

Bill (Ted Levine) snatches another woman. But this one, Catherine Martin (Brooke Smith), brings 

troublesome portents for the killer, who imprisons her in a pit in his basement. The terrified 

Catherine nonetheless has enough nascent spunk to try to find ways to escape, and she also 

happens to be the daughter of a senator, Ruth Martin (Diane Baker), stoking law enforcement into 

paroxysms of impotent action and giving Lecter a very good reason to help. 

 

 
 

The Silence of the Lambs casts a very long shadow over today‘s pop culture, as the seeds it planted 

soon sprouted hundredfold in film and television. Its success immediately disgorged nasty 

wannabes like Copycat and Se7en (both 1995), and now TV, in particular, is still filled with police 

procedurals where grisly, often misogynist fantasies are indulged via the actions of fictional serial 

killers only to be safely caged by swashbuckling law enforcers. That‘s one reasonThe Silence of 

the Lambs has also often suffered from blurred genre definitions, existing at once on the level of 

horror (intense, phobic images, a dark, near-surreal visual palette, sustained fight-and-flight 

sequences, monstrous figurations, and episodes of primal violence) and thriller (puzzle narrative 

with a proactive hero figure engaged in pursuit and detection). The film‘s success in this regard 

was not simply because of its ineffaceable pictures and catchphrases, but because, although hardly 

the first horror-thriller with the chase for a murderous fiend at its core, it took the serial killer to be 

the authentic embodiment of contemporary anxiety, a source of danger all too real but readily 

translating into the image of a beast from the id. 

 

 
 



One of the ways the film achieved this was in bifurcating the image. Buffalo Bill, whose actual 

name is Jame Gumb, is closer to the squalid reality of the serial killer, a misfit preying on the 

vulnerable whilst subsisting through a series of borrowed guises in a depressed and drearily fallow 

corner of the American landscape. Hannibal Lecter is a fantasy version of the same, deliberately 

removed from the normal realm of psychopathology (―They don‘t have a name for what he is.‖) 

and incarnating the idea of the casual thrill killer at an ultimate extreme, at once Renaissance man 

and man-shaped tyrannosaur, capable of doing extreme damage only with words, smart enough to 

fool and defeat law enforcement, finally becoming something like the bogeyman as he escapes 

into the world at large. Clarice‘s narrative involves the defeat of the former monster, but the latter 

is soon unbound. Like a vampire held in check by physical and cultural demarcations, Lecter‘s 

worst ravages can be held off in part through social graces – courtesy, attentiveness, intellectual 

engagement. Clarice Starling, for her part, was the kind of heroine 1991 needed very badly. 

Hollywood already had Ellen Ripley and a handful of other tough cookies, but most of those were 

in fantastic fare. Whereas Clarice was notable for her immediacy and solidity, whip-smart but not 

omnicompetent, focused but not a hard-ass, connecting to the case not just through professional 

commitment but from deeply personal motives rooted in the death of her policeman father. In 

short, an actual character and not a symbol or a contrivance. 

 

 
 

Lecter‘s easy job disassembling her poised veneer to diagnose her life history and motives shakes 

her up enough to make her think of her father, pictured by Demme in flashback along amidst 

memories of an idyllic small town where neighbours wave to each other and young Clarice‘s 

father is the literal and figurative embodiment of paternal protection. The absence of love interest 

is in part a function of her focus – one of the film‘s best jokes is that after just about everyone 

strikes out with Clarice, the one guy who gets a charmed smile from her is one of the museum 

entomological nerds, except that he himself is instantly distracted by an exciting development 

relating to his own field of obsession – and also because the real romance is between Clarice and 

Lecter. It‘s a clue that Starling grips Demme as a heroine, not simply as a small woman in a big 

man‘s world but because she‘s a fallen citizen of the kind of world he preferred, the one where 

human connections, no matter how evanescent, are enormously powerful. Clarice struggles to 

regain her right to live in such peace but is drawn into a labyrinthine netherworld filled with 

monstrosities worthy of any Greek hero like Theseus or Oedipus, with Lecter suggesting both 

imprisoned Minotaur and riddling Sphinx, and Buffalo Bill as lurking Procrustes (cross-reference: 

the visual kinship between Mario Bava‘s Hades in Hercules in the Center of the Earth, 1961, and 

Demme‘s depiction of Gumb‘s basement, with its earthy walls and invading roots). Clarice‘s 

journey is marked in a series of met tests, from being easily rattled in her first interview with 

Lecter to her confident rebuffs of his later attempts to wrong-foot her, building her poise on her 

path to an ordeal. 

 



 
 

Lecter‘s insidious delight in penetrating the minds of people and sadistic spectacle, 

counterbalanced by a psychiatrist‘s remnant ethos that sees a curious cleansing in the process of 

baring all, soon demands its own price from Clarice. The pair engage in a quid pro quo 

arrangement, Clarice offering up fragments of her traumatic experience after her father‘s death, 

including a time when she was sent to live with some farming relatives where she made a hapless 

attempt to save a spring lamb from slaughter, a symbolic rescue that had the powerful effect of 

leaving her even more rootless and rejected. There‘s a facetious facet to all this, derived from 

Harris, in the underlying faith that a great hunter of psychopaths must be a little mad themselves, 

but it‘s the powerful engine of the drama nonetheless. In these sequences, which undoubtedly 

won The Silence of the Lambs its acting awards, Clarice and Lecter are filmed in delirious close-

up investigating every nuance of feature. Where the film becomes less certain is where Harris‘s 

material diverts from espousing its best aspect, the theatre of psychological warfare, for more 

familiar bestseller business of wailing cop cars and low-grade political tussles. The venal Chilton, 

fully aware of what‘s going on between Clarice and Lecter thanks to his eavesdropping, outflanks 

her and Crawford by convincing the senator to give Lecter an authentic deal for better treatment. 

Lecter endangers his own good luck for the sake of his own sadistic gratification when he taunts 

the senator, but eventually, he gives up all the accurate details about Gumb except for his real 

name. Meanwhile, Clarice and Crawford catch stentorian protests from on high, rebuking 

Crawford for his methods (although Demme wittily cast Corman as the voice of such authority). 

When one examines the narrative, it‘s actually built not on Lecter‘s brilliantly intuitive 

understanding of another bird of the same feather but on coincidence, the fact that he encountered 

Gumb‘s handiwork in his practising days. Only that crucial act of coveting is explicitly revealed as 

Lecter‘s insight, in part because it is the motif of his own Tantalus-like existence. 

 

 
 

Demme‘s filmmaking, in spite of such narrative hesitations, retains a remarkable mixture of 

control and propulsion, and in particular his attentiveness to mood and atmosphere. Like the way 

he creates a cordoned hush around Clarice as, left alone in a small-town funeral parlour for a 

moment, she hears soft organ music, and slides into a sad reminiscence of her father‘s funeral, 



seeming to drift out into the service with a fixated purpose before reverting to her child self to kiss 

her father‘s cheek. This moment is again rhymed towards the end when Lecter‘s phone call to 

Clarice at her FBI graduation party again seems to cleave her out of the same reality as other 

people, reduced to spying back on a bash that was her seeming elevation. There‘s enormous craft 

in the intricate dance of actions and reactions in the post-mortem scene, Demme‘s camera leaning 

close to catch each face, in isolate character and their reactions to atrocity, as a universe in itself. 

Even the most off-hand gestures have meaning, like the smile Tracy Walter‘s character, one of the 

local coroner‘s aides who also doubles as organ player, gives to Clarice when he sees her peering 

in on the funeral – a moment that supplies a charge of friendliness to proceedings even as both 

these people go in to inspect a bloated, partly-skinned corpse. Demme‘s use of such controlled and 

sometimes deceptive perspective leads to more spectacular effects later, like the cunning cross-

cutting between Crawford leading a SWAT team to what he thinks is Gumb‘s house and Clarice 

ringing the doorbell of his actual home. 

 

 
 

The most ostentatious sequence comes when Lecter finally springs his long-anticipated escape 

plan, segueing from the soft lilt of Bach piano music to face-eating and brain-smashing and then 

back again. Demme holds his nerve even as he grazes the outer edges of authentically Sadean 

imagery – a policeman‘s face sliced off and used as a mask, another hung from Lecter‘s cage, 

eviscerated and used as a prop in an act of psychological terrorism that renders Lecter‘s all-too-

human adversaries too blinded by their own feelings to see what‘s in front of them. Several major 

American auteurs would follow Demme‘s example in trying their hand at horror in the following 

decade, but most, from Scorsese to Coppola to Zemeckis, would never reveal the kind of sure 

hand Demme seems to wield so effortlessly here. Demme himself had hoped to make a work 

equal to The Texas Chain Saw Massacre (1974) and smartly followed its lead in avoiding gore 

except for when absolutely necessary, on top of the already fitting connection between the two 

films, both being based in part on the legend of the ―Wisconsin Ghoul‖ Ed Gein. Part of Demme‘s 

legerdemain lies in how his camera notes all the important aspects of Lecter‘s design and yet 

carefully avoids revealing how they fit together, and the total concept is not apparent until Lecter 

arises from his hospital gurney, strips off his gory disguise, and grins hungrily at the hapless 

medic sharing his ambulance. It‘s a little like that famous The Twilight Zone episode about the 

man who accidentally unleashes the Devil and an age of calamity begins. 

 



 
 

The Silence of the Lambs was controversial as well insanely popular in its time for some 

understandable reasons, for its violent implications and also for its portrait of Gumb, a would-be 

transsexual, at a time when cornball queer villains were appearing quite often in Hollywood 

thrillers as a big red button marked ―malevolent other.‖ Less than reassuring portrayals of human 

behaviour are part of the territory with a horror film of course, and Demme and Tally still took 

care, perhaps spuriously, to use Lecter as mouthpiece to dispel the notion Gumb is actually queer, 

but rather a creature totally lacking in identity who tends to annex anything close at hand that 

gives shape to his unique drives. Nonetheless, Levine‘s Gumb is one of the film‘s less appreciated 

qualities, as is Smith‘s terrifically convincing performance as the object of his bleak intentions. 

Gumb, first seen as a fusion of human and technology as he spies on Catherine, has to convince as 

the more immediate and genuine threat in the tale in contrast to such a florid scene hog as Lecter. 

Hopkins‘ Lecter, with all his knowing, flashing-eyed deliveries and relish of a good laugh-line, 

comes on with calculated theatricality. Demme, whose usual playfulness as a filmmaker didn‘t 

belie his more radical side but rather facilitated it, intuited the rebellious aspect to Harris‘ dark 

fantasies, an aspect that gives The Silence of the Lambsconnection to its only rival as a mainstream 

horror hit, The Exorcist (1973), which similarly offered an audience thrilling jolts of revelling in 

extreme transgressive behaviour viewed through rigid moral veils. Chilton represents authority at 

its most petty and sleazy, and Lecter whispers with serpentine appeal to that part of everyone who 

wouldn‘t mind dealing out a little biting payback to such egotistical overlords. 

 

 
 

Levine‘s Gumb, by contrast, is a quieter, more authentically unnerving creation. Introduced play-

acting as an injured man moving a sofa to lure in Catherine, Gumb seems eminently and terribly 

possible, the kind of bland, unremarkable figure who can dissolve amidst the background details 

even whilst he commits unspeakable crimes, longing for ascension to Olympian stature. Gumb 

confirms the howling void of human being under his surface as he mimics and mocks Catherine‘s 

screams and literally objectifies her (―It puts the lotion on its skin or else it gets the hose again.‖). 
There‘s perverse humour, subtler than Lecter‘s quips, and a charge of anxious eroticism running 

under the sequence when he makes himself up in a feminine form as prelude to furthering his aim 



of completing a woman suit composed entirely of harvested skin. So deeply ingrained is Demme‘s 

humanism and his love of actors that he offers a certain pathos to Gumb here, seeing his frustrated 

and fervent creativity, his need to believe, like the insects he cares for, that he‘s constantly 

becoming something. There‘s a close kinship with Barbara Steele‘s mean but frustrated prison 

warden in Caged Heat indulging her covert fantasies of being a chanteuse. The appeal of his 

twisted life becomes apparent in the rainy, depressed town he lives in, a secret bole of radical 

detachment from the everyday, a secret bohemian lair gone horribly wrong. 

 

 
 

The crucial moment comes as climax not just to Demme‘s careful deployment of setting and mood 

but also his attentiveness to his actors: when the penny drops and Clarice realises she‘s standing in 

Buffalo Bill‘s house, the man himself is before her, sniggering like a conspiratorial school boy, as 

Clarice tries to keep her cool, and her fate, foretold throughout the film, is to one who descends to 

the labyrinth, alone and unaided. This finale is particularly superb not simply in managing 

suspense effects well but in drawing the film‘s consistent obsessions to a wicked point. Clarice is 

reduced a blind and groping interloper in a Stygian zone whilst Gumb, armed with infrared 

glasses, stalks her. But Gumb fatally forestalls his own chance to dispose of his enemy and elude 

capture because he must indulge his coveting, letting his hand hover over Clarice‘s face, rejoicing 

in his power over her, until he makes the fatal mistake of cocking his weapon, giving her a split-

second chance to retaliate. Even here there‘s a strong visual gag, in the way Gumb curls up, shot 

full of holes by Clarice and still wearing his night goggles, making him look like a man-sized 

insect who‘s just met his fated can of fly spray, his black abode suddenly filled with cleansing, 

diminishing sunlight. Clarice‘s defeat of one dragon is undercut by the reminder that the other, 

more eternal one is still out there, planning a moment of revenge on the haplessly fleeing Chilton 

with impudent cool. Demme manages something rare with his blackly mocking coda, transmuting 

his blood-and-thunder show into a modern myth, finding strange and saucy delight in Lecter not 

simply as a sharp-tongued rogue but as the embodiment of something eternally insurgent beneath 

the human spirit, dissolving into the crowd to become the daemon of the world. 
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Pink Narcissus is a relic of cinema that has journeyed from virtual oblivion to belated appreciation 

in a corner of the cinematic world that long hungered for elders to respect. The story of how it 

came to be unearthed and its worth today is bound up in who made it and why. Born in Madison, 

Wisconsin, James Bidgood arrived in New York in the early 1950s aged 17. Like many young gay 

men then and now, self-described farm boy Bidgood was surely on the search for a tenable 

existence and a community, and he carved out his place in the city‘s queer underground as a drag 

queen and night club dancer. He found commercial success as a dress designer prized for his 

opulent debutante apparel, as a window dresser, and as a photographer. This last passion became 

increasingly compelling to Bidgood, and through the 1960s his homoerotic studies were popular in 

the ―physique‖ magazines that allowed a little soft-core gazing to gay readers; at a time when most 

of their pictures were flat and trite, Bidgood gained attention by bringing his decorative and 

compositional gifts to bear. Bidgood sarcastically referred to his Hell‘s Kitchen apartment as Les 

Folies Des Hommes, in tribute to the Folies Bergeres, as that tiny abode doubled as his studio and 

theatre of creation, and he soon started using it as a pseudonym when publishing his photos. Soon 

Bidgood began trying to make a movie, shooting entirely within his apartment confines. 

Bidgood‘s partner of the time, Bobby Kendall, a former hustler, became the epicentre of his 

attempts to inscribe in pure cinematic terms an obsessive fascination with his lover‘s body and, 

beyond that, to create a total work dedicated to celebrating his aesthetic fetishes, in a film 

encapsulating a series of fantasy sequences built around what Bidgood himself described happily 

as ―gay whack-off fantasies.‖ 

 



 
 

Bidgood worked on the film off and on for about seven years, eventually spending about $27,000 

on the project. He utilised friends and acquaintances as actors, including Charles Ludlam, who had 

founded the landmark avant-garde ―Theatre of the Ridiculous‖ movement, which was to have a 

powerful effect on later expressions of camp aesthetics like The Rocky Horror Picture Show 

(1975). The time it took Bidgood to finish his dialogue-free, highly experimental movie testified 

to his fastidious dedication and creative verve, but also foiled what ambitions he harboured for the 

result. By the early 1970s, following the Stonewall riots and the explosion of the new liberationist 

era, gay culture was just starting to claw its way to the surface of modern life whilst also 

developing a taste for more direct and hard-edged self-portraiture. If Bidgood‘s film had come out 

a couple of years earlier, it might have seemed radically frank and a pivotal artwork. Instead, it 

was dismissed as a kitschy, already dated hunk of amateur showmanship. Bidgood‘s obsessive 

points of reference, encompassing a brand of lush, artificial expressiveness beloved of vintage 

camp enthusiasts including old Hollywood fantasy films featuring the likes of Maria Montez, 

belonged to a mode then falling out of favour. Not helping matters was the decision by Bidgood‘s 

distributors, who, having invested money in his never-ending project, eventually decided to finish 

the editing and release it without his permission. In retaliation and fond hope, Bidgood took his 

name off the film, on the off chance this might lend it an inscrutable aura on the underground 

movie circuit. He was right, as the film did begin to slowly accrue a cult following, and many fans 

theorised its director might be Andy Warhol. Over the next few decades Pink Narcissus had 

occasional revivals, but it wasn‘t until the writer, and fan of the film, Bruce Benderson set out to 

finally solve the riddle of its creator that the link was made between the movie and Bidgood. 

 



 
 

The sheer level of craft and ingenuity often on display in Pink Narcissus for a work made in such 

conditions is worthy of admiration purely in itself, but the real quality of delirious artistry Bidgood 

achieved is quickly evinced even in his opening shot, with his camera tracking through dense, 

obviously fake jungle. The full moon shines through the leaves, orchids bloom at night, and a 

butterfly emerges from chrysalis. All is touched with a quality of hand-made magic thanks to 

Bidgood‘s reverence for a certain brand of artificial yet pellucid beauty and mystique, and his 

utilisation of basic yet difficult cinematic effects like stop-motion animation. Pink Narcissuswears 

some of its inspiration in its title, a twist on Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger‘sBlack 

Narcissus (1946), as Powell‘s films were a potent influence on Bidgood‘s ardour for intense 

colour and drenched optical effects, and their method of bending established melodramatic 

narratives and exotic trappings to their own purposes. Pink Narcissus‘ title is also a statement of 

plain subject, as Kendall‘s central character is presented as both a love object and a narcissist, 

captured in all his self-love, which is also the love of the camera-filmmaker. The story, such as it 

is, finds Kendall‘s young and insouciant male prostitute, referred to as Pan by most reviewers 

because he‘s first glimpsed dressed up like that god of nature, lounging around an apartment 

presumably paid for by his sugar daddy, who occasionally phones up to make sure he‘s there. Pan 

seems to leave the apartment for a quick adventure, or perhaps only remembers doing so. He finds 

it in a tryst with a leather-clad biker in a toilet block. Back in the apartment, Pan idly masturbates 

whilst ranging through a series of fantasies in his head, including being served up as a dessert at a 

Roman emperor‘s orgy, being the favourite in a Sheikh‘s male harem, and escaping into green 

fields and jungle night. 

 



 
 

Pan‘s encounter with the biker is a great example of Bidgood‘s fearsome cinematic energy and his 

will to express erotic furore with unique concision, as Pan dips in and out of fantasy 

transformations of the event in contrast to the gritty immediacy of actually getting a blow job from 

some random dude in a toilet. He sees himself as a matador, waving his red cape for the biker 

riding his motorcycle who transmogrifies into a very horny bull. Bidgood puts across the idea of 

fellatio without quite showing it as the biker, mouth welded to Pan‘s crotch, is submerged in a 

bath of foaming water, filmed in orgasmic slow-motion, sexual thrill rendered as amniotic 

immersion and painted over with jets of ejaculate-mimicking soap foam. Pan‘s nasty streak 

emerges as the encounter turns violent: he knocks the other man to the ground and enjoys the sight 

of him squirming in both pain and auto-erotic pleasure. Pink Narcissus reveals itself at such 

moments to be about the very urge that drives Bidgood‘s filmmaking, the tension between a sordid 

reality and a transformative vision that can constantly remake that reality in an ever-shifting series 

of guises. Artifice isn‘t just a method but the essence of the work, as Bidgood painstakingly 

creates a series of little worlds, totally invented zones of being and imagining where caprices 

cordoned off from the main flow of life can bloom in private domain. 

 

 
 



Not that the fantasies are esoteric. Indeed, most have easy analogues with common straight 

fantasies, particularly that of the harem. But that passage appropriates the oh-so-common dancing 

girl scene of historical epics and disposes of the barrier of enjoyment so many gay fans found in 

such movies. Indeed, the commonality of the fantasies here seems very much part of the point 

Bidgood was trying to make, to synthesise a clear and recognisable shared ground, trying to map 

out the coasts of a hitherto largely uncharted continent. Pan exists as male houri kept around 

purely for convenient moments of sexual pleasure. His is a little uterine world of pinks and reds, 

gilt frames and mirrors where his own image lurks like some wistful spirit fascinated in his person 

looking in from a more real world as he lounges through the day. Pan is a satire-cum-inverted 

celebration of the great cliché of Orientalist art, the lounging odalisque – a figure embodying all 

voluptuous sensual potential happy enough to exist purely for that end and frustrated only when 

they cannot indulge it. This lineage is also clear in the harem sequence, where Pan and his master 

and fellow slaves watch a male belly dancer, whose shimmying fills the screen in images layered 

one upon the other, his penis shaking like a fire hose under diaphanous silk. Bidgood‘s frank 

enjoyment of eroticising the male body – or to put that another way, his delight in great butts – is 

in constant evidence throughout, as Pan‘s mental peregrinations drag him through various settings 

replete with fantasies of sexual wealth. But he‘s also subject to another pull, away from other 

people, to imagined scenes of lounging in fields and forests, jerking off on the grass and 

inseminating the earth. 

 

 
 

Pink Narcissus betrays evident influences, or at least precursors, from the history of experimental 

and underground film added to the stew of images harvested from popular cinema. There‘s a 

similarity to Joseph Cornell‘s fetishistic appropriation of Hollywood image-making and two-bit 

exotica, Rose Hobart (1936). Kenneth Anger‘s imprint is powerful throughout, in the use of 

double exposures for dense and oneiric incantation: the shots of the mystic moon strongly recall 

those in Anger‘s Rabbit’s Moon (1950) and the belly-dance, with its hallucinatory historical kitsch 

and double-exposed images, is reminiscent of Inauguration of the Pleasure Dome (1954). Equally 

Anger-like is the employment of music, ranging from surges of high-romantic classical music to 

harvested movie scores to electronica-tinged avant garde racket. When Bidgood makes occasional 

forays into the world outside Pan‘s apartment, he does so only with extremely stylised models and 

sets that hark back to silent Expressionist cinema. The imprint of Powell and Pressburger lurches 

to the fore again as Bidgood‘s use of highly stylised, purposefully theatrical approximations of 

reality often resemble those found in the grand ballet sequence of The Red Shoes (1948), all 

painted imps and cardboard sets. When his camera drifts out the window to survey the city night, 

Bidgood fills the soundtrack with audio harvested from radio and television, sarcastically 
portraying that world outside Pan‘s onanistic bubble as one of droning advertisements and flim-

flam – in short, another bubble contained by infinitely less personal yet equally masturbatory 



aesthetics than those exhibited in Pan‘s existence. Bidgood relishes not just the garishly colourful 

reaches of Pan‘s room but also the grimy fecundity of such sights as graffiti decorating the men‘s 

room wall, and the litter collected in a urinal rises on the swirl of flowing water and urine filmed 

the way other directors might survey some deep space nebula. 

 

 
 

Pan, true to his name, repeatedly leaves behind his invented lovers and overlords for wandering in 

forests and lounging on hillsides, escaping into nature, although even that can be feverishly 

eroticised, as when he gets caught up in reeds that he finds he has to please in a phallic manner, 

whilst drenching rain falls on him. At other points, Pan lies on a grassy patch of ground, playing 

with the butterfly seen hatching at the start, an emblem of furtive sexuality itself, in a state of 

constantly becoming. Pan‘s connection with nature suggests a part of Bidgood‘s mind pining for 

the lazy sensuality and beauty of a boyhood on the farm, caressing himself all over with a blade of 

grass in shots where Bidgood renders Kendall‘s nipples or navel as universes in themselves, which 

indeed they can be on such a sensual, nerve-sense level. In actuality, Pan tries to match the 

imagined/remembered sensation by pouring champagne on himself. Bidgood‘s camera strives to 

record sensuality in such moments on an intimately physical level, communing with his audience 

through sense-memory stirred by vision: it‘s hard to think of more intensely sensual moments in 

cinema. Bidgood‘s hunt for such electric visual similes for sensatory experience also sees a bundle 

of pearl necklaces caressed in phallic manner during the belly dance scene. This image leads to a 

climax, in both sense of the word, for the sequence when Pan‘s sadistically stoked excitement 

demands the belly dancer be executed by the Sheikh‘s bodyguards. The dancer is hacked down 

with scimitars, whereupon Bidgood fills the screen with a colossal penis jutting at the camera, 

squirting spunk both real and gleefully animated in pearl-like globules shooting through the air. 

 



 
 

Bidgood‘s confrontational streak is gleefully unleashed here, depicting ejaculation as the natural 

end of all these pictured labours, a fillip of hardcore footage offered not as mere punctuation for 

the sex act as in pornography but as a totemic event. The way Pink Narcissus proceeds from 

primly hiding away shots of genitalia to scenes in which extras stand around with their dicks out 

and increasingly direct sexual expression like this offers a telling incidental depiction of Bidgood 

responding to the loosening sense of what he could get away with during the laborious process of 

making the film. When Pan comes, he comes all over the presumed viewers, implicating all in the 

spectacular pleasure but also examining its strangeness, a wild, flowing vision of galactic 

panspermia. The death of the belly dancer, as in a slasher horror film, suggests the act of climax 

can only be matched and correlated in the remoteness of cinema with the spectacle of violent 

death, one form of violation of the body offered in lieu of another; it also a cyclical moment, the 

touch of Thanatos lending its perpetual spice to the cause of Eros. Although Pink Narcissus 

becomes increasingly brave in what it shows, it stands aloof from pornography in the sense that 

it‘s a film trying to purvey an aestheticized essence of experience rather than reflect the viewer‘s 

wont back at them. The only scene that actually describes Pan having sex with someone else, the 

blow job the biker gives Pan, is both cleverly illustrative but discreet in that regard, and this 

grandiose celebration of coming is as wildly amusing as anything else. No wonder the film failed 

to go over with the Times Square beat-off crowd. 

 



 
 

Ejaculation might briefly exhaust Pan‘s frustrated libido but it also signals a shift in the film into a 

different realm. An epic, dazzlingly bizarre sequence sees Pan phoned up by his keeper (Ludlam), 

who is exploring a downtown scene where the flotsam of the city night reel by and rough trade 

comes out of the woodwork. This sequence is a triumph of Bidgood‘s artisanal world-crafting, as 

he recreates the reaches of downtown Manhattan from its heyday, as glimpsed in movies 

like Midnight Cowboy (1969), as a place littered with human refuse, reconfigured as a guerrilla 

theatre playpen. Amidst all the wandering hustlers and cruisers, Pan‘s first meeting with his lover 

is described, an act that Pan is all too aware saved him from selling his body out there. Johns lurk 

like dapper neo-Bluebeards in their frock coats and bowler hats, satiric visions of classy 

conformity out seeking their own personal big-dick id-beast for kicks. The prettiness that 

dominates the rest of the film here is transmuted into a no less aestheticized but far harsher 

evocativeness. The languorous mood imbued by the orchestral strains on the soundtrack earlier 

in Pink Narcissus here gives way to spasmodic and grating scoring, approximating the cityscape‘s 

collective nervous system as a schizoid beast. The turn of seasons is noted with cardboard ice, the 

pavements are haunted by twisted wretches selling flowers and newspapers, and shaggy, filthy 

wastrels. Rival hustlers try to catch eyes with ploys like pouring mustard on their pricks. 

 

 



 

Pink Narcissus is quite often described simply as a perfect gay fantasia, a luxurious decorative 

object not unlike its hero. And yet Bidgood‘s statement about the lot of queer sexuality in his time 

deepens and becomes more critical here, setting up a new tension that resolves in a series of 

brilliantly effective images at the very end of the film. Mutual exploitation is in play here, and 

Pan‘s narcissism is much a rebellion against the exigencies of the situation where he plays love 

object at the convenience of another man as it is against boredom and solitude. And yet this theme 

is also eternally subject to Bidgood‘s engagement in alternations of exterior admiration and 

interior imagining, invading the object of gazing with an urgent, ferocious desire to possess the 

very quality of indifference. Pink Narcissus could be the deepest, most fiendishly obsessive and 

morbid dive into the essential problem of trying to know the lover in American art since Poe wrote 

about Morella and Ligeia, and yet its urges run in the opposite direction, away from the grave and 

towards the explosively sensuous. Bidgood opens up vast yet intelligible schisms between the 

lives we lead and the ones we imagine, and sees the way the two are rarely easily teased apart, as 

the acts of imagining, contrasting, masking, and discerning, are deeply enmeshed with all 

experience. The last phase of Pink Narcissus sees Pan, purified of sexual urge by ejaculation but 

plunged with new intensity into the wandering through his dream life, traversing formless 

landscapes, entering the jungle where the vegetation slaps against his body and torrential rain falls 

upon him, as if the very earth itself is intent on ravishing him, and Pan wants to dissolve into 

world-spirit, assailed by fluttering petals beating at his body, wandering in floods of hallucinatory 

colour. 

 

 
 

The knock at the door must come inevitably and drew the stud out of his fantasia. Except that 

when his lover comes into the apartment, Pan sees him with his own face, simply incorporating 

him into his fantasy life, contained as another doppelganger. But the infinite mirror is cracked in 

the end, the screen itself breaking under the strain of such much looking and the young man‘s 

projections can only stretch so far before he too will be an old man buying love. The crack 

becomes a spider‘s web, glistening in the jungle night again, the place where all dreams well and 

wane. One prominent modern filmmaker who might well have absorbed something of Bidgood‘s 

vision, or at least displays some telling intersection with it, is Nicolas Winding Refn, whose work 

often feels like it‘s taking place in a similarly subliminal realm, particularly his Only God 

Forgives (2013) and The Neon Demon (2016), similarly exploring environs of clashing, 

supernaturally rich colour, replete with dangling beads and boles of mysterious and engulfing, 

eroticised settings, offering up the sign-play of sexuality as a series of masks. As is so often the 

case, the out-of-time quality that prevented Pink Narcissus from gaining much favour in its day 
now seems like its greatest quality, the conjuration of the world the mind can contain. Certainly 



many will still be turned off by Bidgood‘s unabashed depictions of gay sexuality, but they‘ll only 

be missing out on a genuinely unique and mesmeric cinematic experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Alien: Covenant (2017) 
 

Director: Ridley Scott 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Ridley Scott‘s chimera of horror and science fiction, Alien (1979) launched its director on a 

Hollywood career and established a franchise that has become a fixture of the modern cinema 

landscape. Expanded by James Cameron, David Fincher, and Jean-Pierre Jeunet, the Alien series, 

whilst declining steeply in quality as it went on and spawning an army of imitators, still managed 

to remain distinctive. That distinctiveness stemmed from the films‘ unique blend of down-and-

dirty generic imperatives, telling blood-and-thunder stories of rampaging monsters, obscene 

pregnancies and infestations, and raw survivalism, fused with high-class production values, 

conceptual intelligence, and technocratic grandeur, lending a veneer of respectability to a portrait 

of a future far less cheery and far more id-like than the norm for such spacefaring tales. This is a 

future defined by eerie fusions of biology and technology, painted in chiaroscuro contrasts of 

assailed light against overwhelming blackness, a place where nightmares dwell and heroes survive 

only by pure nerve. The series reached a nadir when the menace of the xenomorphs was pitched 

into combat with the hulking Predators of Twentieth Century Fox‘s other beloved sci-fi action 

property for two readily ignored movies, but then Scott elected to return to the series that had 

made his name with Prometheus (2011). Suddenly the series, and its director, were exciting for 

many again. Prometheus proved a peculiarly indecisive concoction, however, and a divisive one. 

 

 
 

Undoubtedly, Prometheus was an ambitious and hefty piece of work. But many, including me, 

were hoping that Scott would extend his work not just in theme and scope but in style. The 

specific aura of his original, defined by a mood of miasmic dread and mystery, and tension slowly 

ratcheted then exploited with relentless effect, was attuned to environment as a tool and source of 

drama, in the twinned environs of space‘s unknowable expanse and the labyrinthine twists of 



the Nostromo. Such carefully worked filmmaking offered lessons too many contemporary 

directors forget, including, it seemed, Scott himself. Still, Scott poured a great deal of his matured 

technical and storytelling expertise into the film and many examples of his great eye, so that when 

viewed as a standalone thrill-ride, Prometheus was a fine effort, sporting one truly classic 

sequence depicting an excruciating surgical birth. But as a revisit to beloved universe by its 

progenitor, it was surely more conventional and clumsy. 

 

 
 

The curious squeamishness Scott revealed on Prometheus about drawing too many clear lines to 

his original gives way with Alien: Covenant, his latest foray into this zone, to a bolder 

reappropriation of his stylistic cues, opening the door for an instalment that moves a long way 

towards closing the linkage between the two entries. The titles recreate the assembling motif of the 

original‘s opening credits, and Jed Kurzel‘s music score quotes Jerry Goldsmith‘s plaintive, eerie, 

barely-there scoring for the original. Scott also quotes ideas from subsequent entries, like a 

projected image of lovely forest offered as a bogus panacea for grief and the stern rifle-wielding 

quoted from Aliens (1986). There‘s a deftly clever reason to this sort of conscientious trope-

harvesting, beyond mere homage and service to a conceptual universe, that becomes clearer as the 

film goes on. Prometheus dealt with an expedition financed by dying tycoon Peter Weyland (Guy 

Pearce) and his efforts to track down the possible source of life on Earth, discovering facilities 

used for genetic engineering and the remains of a colossal alien race dubbed Engineers, who laid 

the seeds for the genesis of the human race but also intended its destruction and supplanting by 

more fearsome creations. The finale saw sole human survivor Elizabeth Shaw (Noomi Rapace) 

appropriating an Engineer spaceship to track down their home world in the mangled company of 

Weyland‘s magnum opus in cybernetic engineering, David (Michael Fassbender). 

 

 
 

Alien: Covenant opens with a sequence depicting David‘s first conscious moments as a creation 

and tool of Weyland, back when the creator was still relatively healthy and David was 

immediately faced with a quandary of being the perfect and undying progeny of a very frail beast 

indeed. Most of Alien: Covenant however takes place ten years after the events of Prometheus. 

Following Prometheus‘ lead, Covenant is also the name of a spaceship, a craft carrying a load of 

2000 colonists in cryogenic stasis to a distant planet chosen as a new home. Their well-being is 

overseen by the on-board synthetic human Walter (Fassbender again), an upgraded, less 
independent version of David‘s make. In between leaps through wormholes with a solar sail 

deployed to recharge the ship‘s power supplies, the Covenant is struck by a surge of energy from 



an exploding star, frying its electrical systems and causing the ship‘s core crew to wake up. The 

captain, Branson (James Franco), is burned to a cinder when his stasis pod catches fire, leaving his 

partner Daniels (Katherine Waterston) distraught and his second officer Oram (Billy Crudup) in 

anxious command. Whilst repairing the solar sail, another crew member, Tennessee (Danny 

McBride), picks up an extremely faint and mysterious broadcast from a relatively nearby planet. 

Watching the broadcast, the crew realise it‘s a faint image of a woman singing John Denver‘s 

―Take Me Home, Country Roads.‖ When they look at the planet it‘s sourced from, a mere seven 

weeks‘ flight away, the crew decide it‘s worth travelling there to search for the mysterious 

woman, because the planet appears to be a closer and superior place to set up their colony. 

 

 
 

Arriving at the planet, the Covenant crew, who are mostly married or in relationships to better 

foster the colonial mission, leave a skeleton force to man the space vessel whilst most of the crew 

departs to the surface to investigate. Tennessee‘s wife Faris (Amy Seimetz) is one joins the 

landing team, which also includes Oram, Daniels, and stalwart Lope (Demián Bichir, under-

utilised), whilst her husband stays aboard ship with another couple, Upworth (Callie Hernandez) 

and Ricks (Jussie Smollett). Daniels has protested vociferously to Oram about his decision to 

come to this planet which she describes as too good to be true, a protest Oram registers as another 

slight against him, feeling a victimised status he blames on his oft-proclaimed religious faith. 

Touching down, the landing party soon find the planet apparently free of all animal life but 

weirdly rich in familiar, overgrown versions of Earth vegetation. They soon find a crashed 

Engineer spaceship and find Shaw‘s dog tags on board. Two members of the party, Ledward 

(Benjamin Rigby) and Hallett (Nathaniel Dean) also inadvertently find something else, spore pods 

that release microbes that latch themselves on their bodies and soon start a gruesome and grimly 

familiar biological process. Both infected men soon fall ill, bleed copiously, and finally have small 

but deadly alien organisms erupt out of their bodies. These things grow and go on the hunt, 

leaving several crew dead and their shuttle craft destroyed. What‘s left of the party is saved by a 

mysterious cloaked figure who releases a bright flare to scare the monsters off. This is soon 

revealed to be David himself, surviving a solitary existence on this planet with naught to do but 

pick up where the Engineers left off. 

 

 
 

The early scenes of Alien: Covenant confirm Scott‘s intention to reverse-engineer the series back 
to original specs, whilst also quietly stretching out sinew in readiness for hard exertions when they 

come, as he makes a film where its very status as a variation on a theme is an explicit part of the 



show. The workaday tedium that afflicted the denizens of the Nostromo is not quite rhymed with 

the more upbeat and expectant Covenant crew here, whose outlook is fixed on new horizons rather 

than hacky bonus cheques. This positive aspect to the crew makes them more harmonious and 

likeable for the most part, but also means most lack the hardened edge of survival instinct that 

finally sustained Ripley through to safe harbour. The crew‘s increasingly panicky, frail responses 

to hard-charging survival situations comes both in response to sudden swerves of fate but also 

repeatedly create them. Daniels‘ tragic loss of her partner which is also the loss of the expedition 

leader and pillar of stability has immediately punched a deep and ever-widening hole in the 

integrity of this unit. Oram cringes and privately fumes at presumed dissension to his authority, 

especially when the other members of the crew take pause during their repairs to give Branson a 

funeral. Tennessee becomes increasingly stressed and places the Covenant in danger from the 

violent storms that sweep over the planet‘s upper atmosphere as he becomes increasingly worried 

about his wife. The way stressful and lethally intense situations sort out personalities, a minor but 

consequential theme of the original, is here revisited and becomes an overriding part of how Alien: 

Covenant investigates humanity and alienness as conditions. 

 

 
 

This aspect is illustrated with particularly ruthless zeal when the long, investigative first act gives 

way to rapidly spiralling crises and hysterical goads to action. The creature in Ledward rips its 

way out of his back whilst he and Oram‘s botanist wife Karine (Carmen Ejogo) are in the shuttle 

craft‘s med bay. Faris locks Karine in with the monster and makes a frenetic but ineffectual 

attempt to get a weapon and kill the creature. Although new-born the creature still gnaws Karine 

to death and tracks Faris through the ship, finally driving her to accidentally blow up the craft with 

her wild gunshots. Scott repeats this process several times, as situations fall suddenly and 

ruthlessly on his characters, a callous quality given fresh bite by the fact most of these characters 

are in relationships, their functions as team members cut across by personal loyalties and instincts 

driving them in contradictory directions. Daniels‘ enveloping grief is employed both as a personal 

trait and an aesthetic keynote in a mad dream where everything spirals in towards to twinned 

moments of birth and death. Her hopes for building a log cabin on an alien shore with her husband 

are recited as pathetic confession, and she shares an embrace with Tennessee when they‘ve both 

lost loved-ones. Scott contrasts the increasingly frenzied, messy, and desperate actions of the 

humans against the ever-poised David, who, in spite of his solitary Ben Gunn-like existence on the 

planet and long, ragged castaway‘s hair, has kept his composure and found peculiar purpose. He 

takes the survivors in hand and leads them to a deserted city where the petrified remains of the 

Engineer race still lie scattered across agora cobbles, like some grotesquely apocalyptic, genocidal 

edition of Pompeii‘s dead. David explains to the survivors that the Engineer ship he and Elizabeth 

brought to the planet accidentally released a sample of the Engineers‘ own biological agents, 

killing them and all other animal life, whilst Elizabeth was mortally injured when the ship crashed. 

 



 
 

Although it has undoubtedly been composed of uneven individual works and has received little 

recognition, Scott‘s late career has been rapidly taking shape as one of the most vital and 

interesting runs in recent cinema from a major filmmaker. This is apparent on both on the level of 

sheer cinematic swagger, replete with genre-swapping skin-changes worthy of his xenomorphs, 

but also in the way the key fascinations of his films have become increasingly compulsive. This 

phase began after the flop of Body of Lies (2008), probably Scott‘s weakest film, and kicked off 

with Robin Hood (2010), both an attempt to recapture and to farewell a phase in his career defined 

by the success of Gladiator (2000), the movie which restored his standing as a major hit-maker 

but also reduced him to a spinner of simplistic fairy-tales for grownups. Robin Hood, although 

violently uneven and poorly focused, was nonetheless a complex conjuration, meshing closely 

observed historical context with mythology in a manner that highlighted several of Scott‘s career-

long concerns, particularly class conflict and the fate of the out-of-place individual, and the 

question as to how our contemporary humanity has evolved, in terms of one of Britain‘s most 

famous folkloric figurations. The films Scott has made since then – Prometheus, The Counselor 

(2013), Exodus: Gods and Kings (2014), The Martian (2015), and this one – have all agitatedly 

sorted and re-sorted an essential catalogue of ideas and images, taking on parables in various 

settings and each with a different tone for framework. The Old Testament punishments for hubris 

in Prometheus, The Counselor, and Exodus saw moral dramas played out in landscapes of jagged 

stone and bleak portent, whilst the communal efforts to achieve sanctuary in Exodus and The 

Martian evinced a positive but exacting sense of vulnerability in the face of eternal powers. Like 

Luis Bunuel, a very different filmmaker in obvious ways, Scott has explored his own 

contradictory nature as a person without overt religion but easily fired up by a religious sensibility, 

urgently examining the forces that make and break us, trying to live up to a humane creed but 

constantly offering sly sympathy to his Satanic figures. 

 

 
 

Alien: Covenant certainly extends this last aspect through the figure of David, who has slipped his 

bonds and become determined not merely to be excellent product but a most excellent and 

laborious producer. He‘s that figure Scott admires most and has most qualms about, the 

exceptional being straining against a world of lessers, an antihero driven to be rebel archangel in 

his outrage at the way things are. Oram is a man of religious faith but little faith in himself and, 

more importantly, little gift for leadership, and he falls prey to David‘s designs with tragicomic 
ease. The deliberate echoes and suggestions of direct connection provided here with Blade Runner 

(1981) flesh out something long implicit in the diptych offered by Scott‘s most evergreen films, as 



David here marches on fearlessly into zones of self-definition Roy Batty could not quite bear to 

contemplate: he still wanted his father to tell him things would be all right. One forceful idea 

of Prometheus was the notion that discovering God might be a colossally disappointing act, 

underlined here with the revelation David casually exterminated the Engineers with their own 

works. One mask of creation simply gives way to another, leaving more mystery and more 

frustration. This becomes a spur ironically not to despair but to further, ever-more restless 

engagement with the act of creation itself. But the creation is only ever a mirror to the faults and 

strengths of what produces it, and David‘s root programming error is suggested with a daisy chain 

of literary references that connects Lord Byron, Percy Shelley, and the latter‘s wife Mary, as the 

Frankensteinian progeny plans an elaborate and cosmically terrifying revenge on having been 

made so well and yet so impotent. His recitation of Percy‘s epistle to the titanic urge, 

―Ozymandias,‖ reveals his own trunkless legs by misattributing it to Byron – a mistake Walter, 

seemingly David‘s perfect replica, but carefully castrated by a more cautious and circumspect 

society, notices, the one clue that this would-be god is cracked. 

 

 
 

The relationship between David and Walter is one of Alien: Covenant‘s most sublime ideas, 

giving Fassbender a chance to give two supremely confident, carefully varied performances, and 

the ultimate actor‘s challenge and fantasy, to enact both seducing himself and killing himself. 

David introduces Walter to the pleasures of personal artistic creation when he teaches him to play 

a flute, the perfect Narcissus eventually even kissing his double in his effort to find a worthy 

companion in his solitude, and what could be more worthy than himself. But Walter resists and 

eventually becomes the only real force standing between David and victory over the pathetic 

flesh-bags. David has become as central and eclipsing to Scott‘s re-conception of this franchise as 

Peter Cushing‘s similarly cool, incisive, utterly unrelenting Frankenstein was to Hammer‘s series 

about the character, towering far over the monstrous by-products of his tinkering. The eventual 

battle between the two synthetics is the ultimate and perfect version of the essentialist struggle that 

Scott has meditated upon as far back as the inevitably titled The Duellists – at last the mirrored 

antagonists are actually, truly identical, distinguished only by the mysterious code called 

personality. Alien: Covenant eventually unveils another inspired notion as it reveals that the 

missing link between the Engineers‘ parasitic monstrosities and the familiar xenomorphs of the 

series is David himself, toying with these in his attempts to build a species perfectly adapted not 

just to survival but to actively exploiting and destroying humans. 

 

 
 



This provides an impishly clever explanation for why the xenomorphs seems at once so strange 

and so familiar, compositing animal types found on Earth and giving the Engineers‘ brilliant but 

mutable creations a new spin. At one point David acidly refers to one of his human male victims 

as the intended mother of one of his children. David has become in word and deeds his own god, a 

version of god blazing hatefully out of gnostic texts and bitter agnostic fantasy, a mad designer 

perched over neo-medieval texts splicing together misbegotten demons. The film‘s blackest joke 

involves two renditions of a passage of Wagner‘s Das Rheingold depicting gods entering Valhalla, 

and is also a cunning call-back to a motif again mooted in the original, where Ash celebrated the 

purity of the alien beast with ardent fascist admiration. The Hitlerian dream is unbound and now 

written into the music of the spheres. Appropriately, Alien: Covenant is a mad scientist‘s 

concoction itself, all mediated by Scott‘s utilisation of David‘s urge to creativity as a metaphor for 

his own, speeding through drafts, each one tossed off with ever-more feverish drive than the last 

no matter how good or how lousy the results; only the urge to keep moving counts. Thus Alien: 

Covenant is a highly perverse hymn to creativity as a natural law and urge, manifesting in 

whatever form it will. Scott‘s professional drive to keep working, so often the source of critical 

suspicion of his output, is constituted by him as the essence of his being. 

 

 
 

Scott does more than make a horror film here; he makes a film about the horror genre, its history, 

its place in the psyche, analysing the way the death-dream constantly underlies all fantasies of ego 

and eros. Scott reaches out for a hundred and one reference points, some of the already plain in 

the Alien series lexicon. The deserted Engineer city recalls the Cyclopean confines of the lost 

cities in Lovecraft tales like At the Mountains of Madness, the Elder Gods all left gorgonized by 

David‘s perfidy. At one point Scott recreates Arnold Böcklin‘s painting ―Isle of the Dead,‖ an 

image that obsessed H. R. Giger, the crucial designer behind so much of the Alien mythos, as 

much as it did Val Lewton, whose cavernously eerie psychological parables redefined horror 

cinema in the 1940s; Scott no doubt has both in mind. David‘s ―love‖ for Elizabeth, which has 

taken the form of relentlessly exploiting her body to lend genetic material to his creations, is both 

reminiscent of a particularly tactile serial killer worthy of Thomas Harris and of the obsessive, 

invasive eroticisation of the loved one‘s cadaver found in Poe, whilst the whole meditates as 

intensely and morbidly on its landscape of Poe‘s poetry. The design of the failed prototype 

xenomorphs and David‘s rooms hung with sketches reminiscent of medieval alchemic ephemera 

both pay tribute to Guillermo Del Toro‘s films and also poke Del Toro‘s oeuvre back for its own 

debt to Scott and Giger. A head floating in water comes out of Neil Jordan‘s self-conscious 

unpacking of fairy tales, The Company of Wolves (1984). The touch of Captain Branson‘s death 

struck me as a possible tip of the hat to Dark Star (1974), in which the captain had died in similar 

circumstances, and which was of course made by Alien co-writer Dan O‘Bannon. Late in the film 

Scott stages a shower sequence that sees Upworth and Ricks having a hot and steamy moment 

under the spigot only to be surprised by a xenomorph. At first glance this sequence revels in a 

trashier brand of horror associated with 1970s and ‗80s slasher films, but Scott also adds self-

reference – the xenomorph‘s tail curling in demonic-penile fashion around their legs calls back to 

the similarly queasy shot in Alien when Lambert was attacked by the monster, whilst also nodding 

back to Hitchcock and Psycho (1960). It‘s staged meanwhile with all the pointillist precision of 

Scott‘s most fetishistic visual rhapsodies – spraying water like diamonds playing over soft flesh, 

fogged glass, grey knobbly alien skin, and the inevitable rupture of red, red blood. 

 



 
 

Which points to another quality of Alien: Covenant – its deeply nasty, enthusiastic commitment to 

being a horror film, an anarchic theatre of cruelty and bloodlust barely evinced in any other film of 

such a large budget, especially in this age of gelded adolescent fantasies. If it‘s still not the deep, 

dank leap into a barely liminal space like the original, it is perfectly confident in itself and bleakly 

poetic in unexpected ways. I don‘t know if a film has ever been so casually beautiful even when 

deploying visions of hellishness, apparent in moments like the shower attack. Or in the following 

scene when a blown-out airlock results in air turning to million-fold vapour pellets and then ice, 

exploding in dazzling shards. Or in the surveys of the desolate sculpture garden that is the 

Engineer city. Daniels‘ resemblance to Ripley, in her short dark hair and singlets and pluck in the 

face of monstrous adversity is both another purposeful echo and a miscue, a by-product of Alien: 
Covenant‘s status as a logarithmic variant. Her embrace with Tennessee is one of the most 

unaffectedly humane moments in Scott‘s oeuvre, and a summation of the film‘s repeated 

statement that to be alive is to need others. Only that‘s a rule that cuts both ways in a predatory 

competition for lebensraum, and leads to such fragments of ecstatic insight as David‘s distraught 

look when one of his children fails. 

 

 
 

Scott stages another brilliantly executed, madcap suspense sequence as Daniels and Tennessee 

attempt to flee the planet surface with a xenomorph scuttling around the hull of their craft, Daniels 

trying to blast the beast on a wildly pitching deck as the monster tries to head-butt its way through 

Perspex to get at Tennessee. There‘s a skittish quality to Pietro Scalia‘s editing throughout the 

film that communicates the off-kilter will at the heart of this project. Only in its very last act does 

some of Alien: Covenant‘s assurance slip, as Scott doesn‘t quite match the patience with which he 

deployed his sneak-attack coda in the original. But there‘s still a final twist in store, at once 

galling and perfectly apt, deployed with obviousness but sustained in ambiguity with such malign 

showmanship that it becomes increasingly vexing and entirely riveting, before the axe finally falls. 

Scott builds with cold mirth to a punch-line for the tale that both echoes one he initially mooted 

for Alien, and which also recalls the sting in the tail of one of the signal influences on that film, 

Mario Bava‘s Planet of the Vampires (1966). Scott exploits his own well-worn material here to 

push right to the brink of the abyss in a way reminiscent to what he did before in The Counselor, 

complete with a note of predetermined evil fate, only in a context where he can bait people to 

swallow it. But he also leaves a tantalising question open that might still be answered in creative 
and thrilling ways. This is the worthy achievement of this entry – it rejuvenates a well-worn 

property and restores all its dark and unexpected power. But more than that, it‘s a testament of 



pure delight in his medium from a filmmaker who really has nothing left to prove, but likes to 

prove it anyway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Live and Let Die (1973) / The Spy Who Loved Me (1977) / 

For Your Eyes Only (1981) 

 

Directors: Guy Hamilton, Lewis Gilbert, John Glen 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Roger Moore‘s death at the age of 89 last week was a sad moment in spite of what was obviously 

a well-lived life reaching a natural end. There was a sting I didn‘t expect in losing Moore and his 

image, his unshakeable veneer of savoir faire and eternal boyish good-humour, and the fact that 

Moore had often never quite gotten his due. Certainly not a thespian of enormous range, Moore 

nonetheless shared a fate common to many actors in that he made difficult things look sublimely 

easy and remained perpetually patronised as a result. Moore is for the most part associated with 

his lighter roles, his dashing playboy heroes in the James Bond films and the TV series 

like Maverick, The Saint, and The Persuaders. His greatest talent was as a comedian placed in 

apparently dramatic circumstances, where his poker-faced whimsy and way with a perfectly 

sculpted wry look could bring the house down. But he could get gritty and command the screen 

with force when he wanted to, as he did in several films made between stints as more familiar 

characters, including Basil Dearden‘s doppelganger chiller The Man Who Haunted Himself 
(1970), two films he made with former Bond director Peter Hunt, the mining thriller Gold (1974) 

and the seriocomic war epic Shout at the Devil (1976), and two he made with Andrew V. 

McLaglen, ffolkes (1980) and the rowdy mercenary drama The Wild Geese (1978), where he‘s 

introduced executing the drug dealer responsible for killing an ex-girlfriend‘s daughter in a 

manner bluntly contrasting Moore‘s usual image. But Moore‘s greatest claim to fame is, 

inevitably, as 007. And also his greatest claim to infamy, for Moore was doomed to be described 

as perpetual second-fiddle and tailor‘s-dummy fill-in for Sean Connery in the role. Yet Moore‘s 

stint as Bond was so far the longest and busiest of any actor to date, racking up seven films in 

twelve years. 

 



 
 

Looking back on Moore‘s stretch as 007 with the gracing interval of a few decades and three other 

actors in the part, his is now identifiable as just another phase in the character‘s surprisingly 

unshakeable tenancy in pop culture, a phase that defined the character at one of several possible 

extremes, and mapped out its share of high and low points. The reason Bond has been trending 

back to a tougher, gamier edition ever since is bound up with that very modish popularity of 

Moore‘s take. Watching the series through again a couple of years ago, it struck me that when 

Timothy Dalton took over the part with 1987‘s The Living Daylights, he used more facial 

expressions in various scenes than Moore did in his entire occupancy, and yet Dalton simply never 

seemed eased into the part so well. Ian Fleming‘s Bond, under his veneer of classy traits and 

official duty, was an emotionally dysfunctional creature chasing after jolts of livewire excitement 

to his general existential numbness. This was an aspect of the character Connery captured well 

even as the film adaptations began to obey certain cues in Fleming‘s stories and drifted towards 

becoming modern-day editions of classic pulp heroic tales of Fu Manchu and Bulldog Drummond, 

and Louis Feuillade and Fritz Lang‘s serial thrillers. Moore‘s Bond adapted to the louche, jaunty 

mood of the 1970s, a seductive charmer, the driest of vodka martinis, quite often confounded by 

the strange sights his job thrusts before him but never entirely out of his depth. He could be 

offhandedly violent but usually only when snatching his chance before bigger bullies and insolent 

toerags. He was, in short, the perfect Boy‘s Own hero for a series that embraced its status as disco-

age entertainment, combinations of action movie, slapstick comedy, soft-core gaze-fest, and 

travelogue fantasia. 

 

 
 

Live and Let Die was helmed by Guy Hamilton, who had left an indelible imprint on the series 

with his first try at it, Goldfinger (1964). Hamilton had found a way to push the series towards a 

gaudier, flashier, more knowing brand whilst not entirely losing contact with Terence Young‘s 

lean and cool first entries. Hamilton had been brought back for Connery‘s one-off return to Bond 

Diamonds Are Forever (1971), produced as antithesis to George Lazenby‘s solitary run in the part, 

Hunt‘s On Her Majesty’s Secret Service (1969). Lazenby‘s film is perhaps still the greatest Bond 

film, but its relative seriousness and tragic finale, as well Lazenby‘s indifferently received 

performance, saw it written off by many as a miscalculation. Diamonds Are Forever, on the other 

hand, gave audiences exactly what they seemed to want, glib and glitzy thrills without a solitary 

thought. On Her Majesty’s Secret Service had laboured to introduce Lazenby in a manner that at 
once gave him instant iconic lustre whilst also authenticating him as the direct continuation of 

Connery. Live and Let Die takes the exact opposite approach of simply discovering Moore in the 



role, lounging in bed with a gorgeous Italian spy (Madeleine Smith). Bond was now an 

interchangeable part of his own franchise. Up until Live and Let Die, the Bond films had been a 

cultural force unto themselves, defining a central fantasy of the age. With this entry you can sense 

one aspect sneaking in that would both help keep Moore‘s films spectacularly popular but also a 

tad facile: aping of trends. Live and Let Die mixes together the vogue for urban cop thrillers and 

Blaxploitation flicks with Hammer horror and some nods towards real-life fixtures on the news 

landscape of the day, including the early days of the war on drugs, and a villain modelled after 

‗Papa Doc‘ Duvalier, then dictator of Haiti. 

 

 
 

Fleming‘s source novel had shown off both some of his finer gifts, like his pungent way with 

atmosphere and cunning for harsh violence, illustrated in vignettes when Bond‘s CIA pal Felix 

Leiter is lunched on by a shark, and also his least charming traits, like the gross racism constantly 

apparent in a story pitting Bond against Mr Big, an American gangster and agent of the Russian 

spy group SMERSH. The film‘s answer to this problem was simply to offer up one of the series‘ 

usual conspiratorial cabals in fly drag. As a result, Live and Let Die became perhaps the purest 

pop-art moment the Bond film has had to date and also the instalment that seems most in thrall to 

the series‘ deep roots in Feuillade and Lang-style thrillers. Here we see Bond contending with 

portals that suddenly open up between normality and the underworld, with a villain who rules over 

two worlds with disguises and who uses the paraphernalia of superstition to terrify and 

exterminate enemies, complete with scary craft-art voodoo idols that disguise hidden cameras and 

poison darts. A stylistic cue was presented by Paul McCartney and Wings‘ theme song, a helter-

skelter venture into raucous rock, setting the scene for the film‘s fever-dream plunge into such 

madcap climes. Maurice Binder‘s traditional opening credits took up the cue in presenting 

fiendishly beautiful, trippy images of blazing skulls and satanic fires and juju-eyeball lovelies. 

 

 
 



Some liberation came from the fact Live and Let Die was the first Bond film since Goldfinger not 

to use SPECTRE as the antagonist, and the filmmaking team, headed by impresario producer 

Albert ‗Cubby‘ Broccoli, were eager to take a risk in sporting black villains. One way the film 

mediated the idea is with humour, as it takes its bad guys fairly seriously, and instead presents an 

archetypal redneck sheriff, J.W. Pepper (Clifton James), as figure of clumsy comic relief and 

bogus authority, haplessly trying to keep up with Bond and his enemies as they carve a path 

through his parish: what had been a strict cultural power a decade before is now a figure of utter 

ridicule. There was even hope of making the Bond girl Solitaire black too, but fear of getting the 

film banned in certain overseas markets like South Africa nixed that idea. Instead Bond has a brief 

tryst with klutzy double agent Rosie (Gloria Hendry), and indeed that was cut out in some 

markets. Yaphet Kotto, who had made his name the year before in Superfly, was also eager to take 

on the part of designated villain, Dr Kananga, who also poses as Mr Big, head of a shadowy 

criminal enterprise that spans the US using the Fillet of Soul bar chain as a cover for his 

operations. Kananga is himself the president of a small Caribbean nation, San Monique, pictured 

gassing on about post-colonial politics whilst enriching himself by growing vast fields of opium 

poppies and planning to muscle his way into the North American drug trade by dumping two 

tonnes worth of free samples on the market. He has a pet fortune teller, Solitaire (Jane Seymour), 

whose virginity he guards jealously to preserve her sortilege genius, and a coterie of impressive 

henchmen, including mechanical-handed Tee Hee (Julius Harris) and the gangly Baron Samedi 

(Geoffrey Holder), who plays Emcee to Kananga‘s reign of terror based in voodoo worship. 

 

 
 

An obvious issue with Live and Let Die‘s assimilation of Blaxploitation tropes is that genre 

depended on black protagonists to mediate their morbid fixation with the bleak side of urban life. 

Bond is the whitest guy around, although he had also helped foster new heroic figures like John 

Shaft. By this point in his career, Bond finds himself contending for the first time with a cultural 

landscape rapidly turning unfriendly to his status as a rich, smug, quick-draw, highly libidinous 

Caucasian male – a motif that would extend through the Moore years as he would be confronted 

with aspects of feminism and détente-era niceties. Bond‘s adventure into Harlem in the film‘s first 

third sees him isolated and curiously helpless in a way he‘s never been before, as one character 

quips, ―like following a cue ball,‖ and he has to be saved by a black CIA agent, Strutter (Lon 

Satton). The film gets a kick out of this, but also interestingly points out the path that would see 

Bond safe for another forty years. Whilst his films would readily reflect changing mores, the 

filmmakers had accidentally struck upon a truism: the more retro Bond‘s style became, ironically 

the more appeal it retained. The supernatural aspect of Live and Let Die is also one that makes it 

rather unique in the Bond canon. The film takes the idea that Solitaire can really see the future 

seriously, and exploits this aspect to lend the film some tangy atmosphere, even to provide 

perhaps the most stylish moment in any Bond film: Solitaire‘s anticipation of Bond‘s arrival is 

visualised with her laying out tarot cards on a table, upon which is projected the image of Bond‘s 

plane on the wing, with the promise that he ―brings violence and death.‖ The paraphernalia of 

Kananga‘s operation reveals the voodoo terror to be so much smoke and mirrors, there‘s a 
suggestion right at the end that Baron Samedi really is the spirit of death lurking eagerly around 

the corner, Bond‘s eternal friend and foe. Bond seduces Solitaire by taking advantage of her 



susceptibility after she keeps turning up ‗The Lovers‘ in her tarot deck, by convincing her to go to 

bed with him with a stacked deck. Bond experiences momentary guilt at his ploy, only for 

Solitaire to eagerly embrace adult sexuality with a sly smile. 

 

 
 

This last touch helped show off a defining trait of Moore‘s Bond, his commanding ease as a 

seductive presence and way with a double entendre perfectly attuned to the oncoming disco era‘s 

predilection for erogenous exaltation. The early Bond films had done a large part to midwife an 

age in which sexuality was no longer a hanging matter and where it was generally acknowledged 

that everyone was hunting pleasure in the sack, but had mediated this by couching them in 

rigorously macho terms. Moore simply took the edge off the machismo. Meanwhile the film 

throws up a raft of mischievous touches, like the recurring joke of a New Orleans street funeral 

being held for one of the luckless do-gooders watching it, to Bond constantly dropping through 

secret hatches in Fillet of Souls into the midst of Kananga‘s operations, and roasting a snake snuck 

into his hotel room by improvising a flame thrower with a spray can. Only the slightly languid 

pace of Live and Let Die counts against it, as it seems to keep building to show-stopping action 

scenes and then throttling off, trying to whet the appetite for the epic boat chase in the last third 

that sees Bond trying to outrun Kananga‘s assassins through the bayous in stolen speed boats, a 

brilliant parade of stunt work (one boat jump was the longest ever staged at the time). The finale 

sees Bond venturing onto San Monique to rescue Solitaire from one of Kananga‘s cod-voodoo 

sacrificial rituals along with ally Quarrel Jnr (Roy Stewart), son of his former assistant from Dr. 

No (1962), in a sequence that splits the difference between The Devil Rides Out (1967) and dance 

number. Holder, a magnificent presence rarely utilised by film, is particularly memorable with his 

demonic laugh and physical grace, and Kotto comes into his own in the inevitable confrontation 

with Bond, alternating between gentlemanly bonhomie and feral grit as tries to knife our hero, 

before Bond force-feeds him a gas pellet that sees him blow up like a balloon and explode. 

 

 
 

Hamilton also directed Moore‘s second film, The Man With The Golden Gun (1974), which 
sported Christopher Lee as a born Bond villain but only afforded him a sluggish, ramshackle 

entry. Resolving to provide a true showstopper with the next episode, Broccoli brought back 

another legacy director, Lewis Gilbert, who had helmed 1967‘s You Only Live Twice, one of the 



most spectacular movies in the series. The Spy Who Loved Me could well be considered the design 

classic of Moore‘s films. The film‘s most famous flourish, punctuating the usual pre-credit 

sequence, apexes with Bond skiing off the edge of a great cliff, only to open a parachute festooned 

with a Union Jack, a perfect ideogram for and encapsulation of the series‘ wry tributes to 

parochial values and commitment to ridiculous yet breathtaking spectacle. The rest of the film 

comes at you as a perfect parade of essentialist Bond tropes that still loom large – a monstrous 

plutocratic bad guy with a plan to end the world, his environs of aseptic, asexual futuristic 

technocracy, a hulking henchman assassin, fast-paced globe-trotting, and plentiful opportunities to 

get laid. The plot sees Bond pitted against his Russian rival and opposite Agent XXX, aka Major 

Anya Amasova (Barbara Bach), in competition and then collusion for evidence that will explain 

why nuclear submarines belonging to both East and West keep vanishing at sea. The two spies 

follow the chain to shipping magnate and genocidal maniac Karl Stromberg (Curd Jurgens) and 

his plot to restart human life under the sea after starting World War III. 

 

 
 

The Spy Who Loved Me secured Moore‘s superstar status as Bond and started the series back on 

track for record-breaking profits, for unsurprising reasons. It‘s an act of grandiose showmanship, 

utterly confident in itself, avoiding all discomforting matters and even playing the Cold War for 

laughs as mutual spy bosses M (Bernard Lee) and KGB chief General Gogol (Walter Gotell) 

readily team up to take on a common enemy. But it also sports many of the problems with the 

Moore years. In particular, it idles along for nearly two-thirds of its running time, proffering an 

assemblage of regulation tropes and diversions lacking real wit, as Bond contends with 

Stromberg‘s heavies and Amasova‘s frenemy attentions. The series devolution into self-mockery 

and referential gags had become corny by this point, like playing theLawrence of Arabia (1962) 

theme over one scene, and pushing the beloved gadgetry to the point of silliness as Bond is kitted 

out with a Lotus sports car that turns into a submarine. Amasova was evidently intended as a 

feminist-era answer to Bond after the series had dodged the problem for a while with dim-bulb 

comic-relief heroines, like Diamonds Are Forever‘s Tiffany Case and The Man With The Golden 

Gun‘s Mary Goodnight. But the film doesn‘t quite commit to the notion, and Amasova emerges as 

rather less convincingly tough and kick-ass than some others amongst Bond‘s previous roster of 

heroines. Amasova does beat Bond at his own game when she seduces him and then knocks him 

out to get a valuable microfilm reel off him, but is reduced to regulation damsel-in-distress status 

by the end when Stromberg kidnaps her with evident intent of using her to repopulate his corner of 

the Earth. Not helping is the fact that Bach is painfully wooden in the role. Caroline Munro makes 

far more impression in a much briefer part as one of Stromberg‘s crew, a bikini-clad flirt who 

gleefully tries to riddle Bond‘s Lotus with machine gun holes whilst giving him a saucy wink. 

 



 
 

Stromberg himself is a solid series villain with Jurgens offering silken sadism in his abode, 

festooned with baroque accoutrements but actually contained within a colossal submersible city, a 

private sanctuary where he can dine, plot world domination, and feed underlings to sharks in 

peace. Richard Kiel‘s hulking henchman, dubbed Jaws because of his penchant for breaking necks 

with his deadly steel teeth, rightly became an instant hit and permanent reference point in the 

Bond lexicon. Eventually The Spy Who Loved Me springs into a last act that, although essentially 

just a replay of You Only Live Twice, nonetheless pulls out so many stops that you don‘t care 

much. Bond, Amasova, and the crew of a US submarine are captured by Stromberg‘s sub-

swallowing super-tanker, the Liparus. Bond stages an escape, breaking out the captive crews of 

Yanks, Brits, and Russkies to seize control of the ship in a brilliantly-staged battle on a colossal 

set (built inside the specially-constructed 007 Stage at Pinewood Studios, then the largest movie 

stage in the world). The no-expense-spared solidity of the settings and special effects here give the 

film a special kind of stature. Another of this entry‘s singular flourishes was Carly Simon‘s 

earworm theme song ―Nobody Does It Better,‖ fittingly an ode to the thrill of a lover who‘s not 

terribly good for you but so utterly accomplished as bringer of the big O you can‘t quit them. 

Composer Marvin Hamlisch repeats the song at the very end as a Broadway chorus tune, a 

genuinely funny acknowledgement that the series had reached a pinnacle as pure crowd-pleasing 

ham. 

 

 
 

The next instalment, Moonraker (1979), pushed many aspects of The Spy Who Loved Me even 

further, annexing the sci-fi craze sparked by Star Wars (1977) for the series‘ box office highpoint. 

But many also came away feeling this was a bridge too far for the franchise in pushing towards 

total cartoonishness. When the time came to make For Your Eyes Only, John Glen, who had 

served as editor and unit director on several previous entries, was promoted to director, a role he 

would hold for the next five films. Glen‘s credentials as series helmsman were obvious – he knew 

how to cut and shoot action and corral such elephantine production values. But unlike Hunt, the 

last director promoted from the crew ranks, his brand of flash was also rather anonymous, and 

when the series needed shots of fresh style to back up the changeover to Dalton, it instead trundled 

on until reaching a crisis point in the late ‗80s. All that was a long way in the future, however, 

when For Your Eyes Only was released to instant, colossal success, sufficient to save United 

Artists from oblivion after Heaven’s Gate (1980). Originally projected as an opener for a new 
actor in the role whilst Moore was having one of his legendary rows over pay with Broccoli, For 

Your Eyes Only stands as evidence the series had tried the art of the gritty reboot 25 years before 



Daniel Craig‘s Casino Royale (2006), paring away fantastical elements and trying to get the series 

back in touch with its roots as still-cavalier but more human-scaled adventuring. 

 

 
 

The pre-title sequence also offered a call-back to another era in the series, as Bond, after visiting 

his dead wife Tracy‘s grave, is almost killed when his helicopter is taken over by remote control 

by a bald man in a wheelchair and a white cat on his lap – evidently supposed to be old nemesis 

Ernst Stavro Blofeld (John Hollis) attempting a last act of revenge. Except that Bond manages to 

regain control of the chopper, scoop him up on a landing prop, and dump him into a factory 

chimney. This makes for a coldly amusing line scratched through a bit of unfinished business in 

the series, after rights disputes prevented a more thorough conclusion. The plot stakes when the 

story proper gets going still invoke worldwide menace but in a more convincing fashion. A British 

spy ship, the St. Georges, disguised as a trawler, is accidentally sunk by an unexploded mine 

caught in its nets, the secure, highly secret coding system that allows control of NATO nuclear 

systems left intact aboard. A marine archaeologist, Havelock (Jack Hedley) is hired by the Secret 

Service to locate the wreck, but he and his Greek wife (Toby Robins) are assassinated before the 

eyes of their daughter Melina (Carole Bouquet) by a Cuban contract killer, Ferrara (John Moreno). 

Bond is sent to follow in Havelock‘s footsteps, and he tracks down Ferrara hoping to learn who 

hired him. 

 

 
 

Bond soon finds Melina has the same idea: she plants an arrow from her crossbow in Ferrara‘s 

back, and his hirer, Belgian hoodlum Locque (Michael Gothard), absconds whilst Bond and 

Melina dodge the wrath of bodyguards together. Bouquet‘s Melina was probably the best Bond 

girl since Diana Rigg‘s Tracy twelve years earlier, Bouquet‘s powerful jawline and mystic-green 

eyes perfect for a heroine who explicitly compares herself to avenging Greek heroines like Electra 

(although even Bouquet still couldn‘t escape the Bond girl curse of being listlessly post-dubbed). 

Her program of revenge stirs both Bond‘s sympathy and caution. Bond finds his job complicated 

not just by Melina‘s itchy trigger finger, but also by the enmity of two smuggling organisations 

with roots in the Greek resistance of World War II, one run by Kristatos (Julian Glover, who had 

been one of Moore‘s rivals for the part of Bond years before), an anglophile and seeming 

samaritan, and that of Milos ‗The Dove‘ Columbo (Topol). Kristatos paints Columbo, his former 

partisan partner, as the villain trying to obtain the coding device for Gogol. But Bond learns the 

hard way that Kristatos is the real villain, and must contend with his coterie of thugs, including 

fake defector and Olympian Erich Kriegler (John Wyman), and Locque, who runs down and kills 



one of Bond‘s casual lovers, a fake Countess (Cassandra Harris, married to Pierce Brosnan at the 

time) who works for Columbo. Bond gets salty vengeance by pushing the trapped Locque off a 

cliff inside his wrecked car, before teaming with Melina to study her father‘s log and track down 

the St. Georges. 

 

 
 

The desire to stretch the now well-worn Bond formula in some new directions manifested here in 

some tweaks both slight and significant, including offering a glimpse of singer Sheena Easton as 

her sultry theme song for this entry plays in the credits, and signing off with a gag as Bond ignores 

a phone call from Margaret Thatcher (Janet Brown), the only time a Bond film ever nodded to a 

contemporary politician. This return to a down-to-earth take on Bond doesn‘t always pay off as 

potently as it might have, in part because the pacing problems that would dog Glen‘s entries are 

apparent, and the film still strides languidly through some regulation franchise business, like visits 

to swank casinos and doomed side romances. Kristatos and Columbo make for interesting villain 

and ally, but don‘t quite seem able to carve a space large enough for themselves, and Glover gives 

a distracted performance. An annoying subplot sees Bond contending with teenage maneater Bibi 

(Lynn Holly-Johnson), an ice skating protégée of Kristatos, which seems present to sneak in some 

youth appeal given Moore was over 50 by the time, and to demonstrate there are some thresholds 

Bond just won‘t breach. For Your Eyes Only also had to deal with the death of Bernard Lee, 

whose brief but inimitable turns as the crusty M had always been a series highlight. After offering 

a string of brilliant action sequences, the film builds to a climax that plays out with a weird lack of 

good action. 

 

 
 

These problems are however more than matched by the plusses, which include location work in 

the Italian Alps and the Greek isles filmed with fervent colour by Alan Hume, and a trio of 

excellent action set-pieces. The first is a combination ski and motorcycle chase that sees Kriegler 

trying to run down Bond, careening down snowy slopes and traversing a bobsled course. The 

second is an underwater battle when Bond and Melina find the St. Georges and obtain the coding 

machine, but then have to fight one of Kristatos‘ henchmen in a pressure suit, and another in a 

submersible. The third comes when Bond, backed up by Melina and Columbo, climbs a cliff to 

Kristatos‘ hideout in a former monastery at Meteora, only for the stays for his roping to be 

knocked out one by one by a goon. There‘s also a terrific sequence in which Kristatos keelhauls 

Bond and Melina behind his yacht, their bodies grazing coral crops and both desperately snatching 

for air, until Bond manages to tie their tow rope around a rock and snap it. Here For Your Eyes 



Only manages beautifully to tie together the more often divided spirit of the Bond series, the 

serial-like situation of peril mediated by an eminently credible and gruellingly physical sense of 

danger. Although he would remain for the most part a fairly stolid director, Glen manages some 

good directing touches here, based in his feel for editing, as when he repeatedly cuts away from 

Bond and Melina in the ship to the viewpoint of the approaching hardsuited goon, raspy breathing 

and menacing perspective ratcheting up surprisingly creepy anticipation. Later, the lights of the 

enemy submersible are glimpsed like the eyes of some great underwater beast far off in the murk. 

Glen warns the audience each time something is about to happen, but then holds off the reveal for 

a few beats longer than expected, so he can land the punch as a shock. 

 

 
 

Moore himself took the turn towards a tougher brand of Bond in his stride, perhaps reflecting the 

recent ventures he had taken out of this zone in other movies. The actor doesn‘t quite bring the 

same ease to the part he did to The Spy Who Loved Me, betraying the fact he knew he was getting 

a bit old for this sort of thing, and seeming a little strained by proceedings. But that also helps lend 

some depth to his performance, as Moore does the necessary trick of spinning on a penny from 

flip to gravitas when confronted by reminders of how brutal and irrational human beings can be, 

and then indulging the streak in himself, as when he kills Locque. His desire to present Bond as 

essentially a gentleman is apparent observed as he coaches Melina through a spasm of hate and 

determination to press ahead with killing her enemies, and when he fends off Bibi‘s advances with 

careful deflection and spry quips. The punch-line, in which Bond cheats Gogol of his prize by 

throwing the coding machine over the cliff and declaring this act the essence of détente, has a 

laconic kick that does seem worthy of Fleming‘s creation. Another of Moore‘s charming if not so 

purposeful qualities was his declining skill in the rough-and-tumble aspects of the role – the odd 

karate kick was generally the limit of his action man cred by this point. But this opened the door 

for the incredible stunt work that recurs throughout all entries, particular in For Your Eyes Only, 

which testify these days to a lost world of gutsy glories, in such contrast to our CGI-riddled days, 

when even the most lightweight movies really were made and not processed. These three films 

certainly confirm that Moore‘s Bond days were uneven, but just as readily speak of how, at their 

best, they offered sublime entertainment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

T2 Trainspotting (2017) 
 

Director: Danny Boyle 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Trainspotting was one of the signal cultural moments of the 1990s. After his helter-skelter 

debut, Shallow Grave (1994), Danny Boyle placed his name on the lips of the international caste 

of cineastes with his second work. Although set nearly a decade earlier, Trainspotting was the 

closest thing the decade‘s cinema offered to a big screen avatar for the zeitgeist of the already 

waning grunge scene in music: grimy, blackly comic, bitter in its evocation of society‘s margins 

and the up-yours attitude of its citizens. Adapting Irvine Welsh‘s cult novel, Boyle and 

screenwriter John Hodge depicted a landscape of scruffs and dropouts making do, without a 

countercultural era to lend them glamour, on heroin and dubious friendship, finally torn apart by 

money in an ultimate act of self-liberation that was also, in aptly sarcastic manner, an act of 

obeisance at last to an entirely commercialised world. Trainspotting‘s antic sense of humour and 

its equally vital if sometimes exceedingly grim depiction of the junkie were visualised by Boyle in 

ebullient cinematic terms. I remember describing it to a friend a few years later as A Hard Day’s 
Night’s (1964) evil twin, a comparison the film readily courted in quoting the Abbey Road cover. 

This sort of touch also confirms Trainspotting‘s complicity in the Cool Britannia moment of the 

mid-‗90s, when new pride in the nation‘s post-war cultural accomplishments surged in time with 

the oncoming Tony Blair era. As for me, like many, the film was a galvanising moment in my teen 

years, when the indie film scene was roaring at full blast and interesting moviemaking could come 

from anywhere and still find an eager audience. Now, at a time when everything old is new again 

in the movie theatre, revisiting beloved movies from beyond the usual roster of multiplex fodder 

gains a certain attractiveness, particularly when pitched as an investigation into nostalgic as a 

contemporary state of mind. 

 



 
 

T2 Trainspotting is officially spun out of Welsh‘s follow-up novel, Porno, but is as much about 

the original film, its place in the lives of anyone who saw it and loved it, as well as its 

unmistakeable lexicon of images and, perhaps even more crucially, sounds. This self-reflexive 

urge is both the most interesting aspect of T2 (the title itself is an act of cheek, appropriating the 

carefully groomed marketing contraction of another ‗90s hit, Terminator 2: Judgment Day, 1991) 

and its most irritating. Or to put it another way, it‘s like having a friend rave on in your ear about 

how great the good old days were whilst occasionally stepping back and making fun of himself for 

his nostalgia: the cake is had and eaten too. Reacting to this sequel also means reckoning with 

passing time and shifting attitudes. Boyle, who seemed to me the coolest cat on the street back 

when I was a teen, has long since revealed himself as a creature of facetious cinematic energy 

whose work I soon started to dread more than anticipate. Boyle and favoured star Ewan McGregor 

followed their breakthrough hit with the now blessedly forgotten A Life Less Ordinary (1998), a 

raucous mess that fulfilled the threat of ‗90s alternative culture to turn into a caricature of itself in 

throwing out all narrative sense and instead linking a series of pop cultural pastiches, and then 

actor and director purportedly fell out acrimoniously over McGregor being displaced by Leonardo 

DiCaprio on Boyle‘s next film, The Beach (2000). T2‘s status as a reunion project adds a charge 

of subtext to the scenes of angry and recriminatory but ultimately forgiving confrontation between 

old friends. Steve Jobs, Boyle‘s surprisingly measured if flagrantly theatrical 2015 release, 

suggested Boyle was capable of restraining himself still, and I hoped returning to this ground 

might provoke something latent in the director. 

 

 
 

Boyle and Hodge here try to entwine the characters‘ pining for a social past that was largely 

mythical with their own longing for their youth. The formerly dynamic duo of Mark Renton 

(McGregor) and Sick Boy, now going by his more mundane real name of Simon (Johnny Lee 

Miller), are now easily caught up in free-flowing rhapsodies about various national past 
touchstones in a way that feels less appropriate to these once-cynical drop-outs than to Boyle‘s 

self-appointed status dating back to the London Olympics as the framer of the national psyche, 



proxies for an imagined audience of barroom mates for whom the original Trainspotting is a 

fixture along with George Best and James Bond instalments. The storyline here mimics the act of 

revisiting the past as Renton is driven back to Edinburgh after twenty years living in Amsterdam. 

The collapse of his childless marriage and impending joblessness, on top of a suddenly nascent 

heart problem, events he attempts at first to cover up, have compelled him to return home. Soon 

he‘s walking along streets where wistful recall is forever accompanied by a low-key pang of 

anxiety, considering that he left Britain after ripping his mates off and absconding with the 

proceeds of a drug deal. Simon greets him by wrapping a pool cue around his ear, which is cute 

compared to what their vicious mate Francis ‗Franco‘ Begbie (Robert Carlyle) will do when he 

meets up with Renton. 

 

 
 

Begbie is currently incarcerated, serving a twenty-year stretch for his many crimes, but after he‘s 

rejected yet again for parole, he contrives to have a fellow inmate stab him to get transferred to 

hospital, and then to escape. Meanwhile Simon has taken over his aunt‘s old pub, but that building 

is a solitary monolith now amidst a bulldozed neighbourhood, leaving Simon trapped between a 

disappeared community and an oncoming wave of gentrification. To make extra cash, Simon sets 

up opportunities for blackmail, making clandestine recordings of his pseudo-girlfriend, Bulgarian 

prostitute Veronika (Anjela Nedyalkova), in her romps with respectable clients. Once the visceral 

business of dealing with old betrayal is done, Renton and Simon quickly fall back into matey 

ways, to the point where Veronika sarcastically tells them, under the cover of a language they 

don‘t understand, that they actually love each-other. Veronika and Renton quickly become lovers 

regardless, whilst Renton eagerly joins Simon in an enterprise to transform the pub into a brothel, 

an enterprise that demands capital, so they set about fleecing suckers whilst also applying for a 

business loan from a government panel. Meanwhile Begbie returns to his terrified wife June 

(Pauline Turner) and now-grown son Frank Jnr (Scot Greenan), only to experience impotence in 

bed and frustration with his wannabe hotelier son, whom he drags along with him on robberies. 

When Begbie visits Simon, he fobs him off with suggestions Renton is still in Amsterdam, but the 

two foes are doomed to encounter each-other in a rave palace toilet. 

 



 
 

Part of the original Trainspotting‘s cunning lay in the way it mused with carbolic acidity on the 

then still-recent sting of insult so many felt from the ‗80s conservative reaction, but refracted 

through the cracked lens of a bunch of fuck-ups whose personal deficiencies only gained 

relevance through that context. The characters‘ mordant pronouncements on modern life had their 

true side, but there was an irony involved, as their own lives were revealed to be littered with 

jagged shards of tragedy and violence and brushes with death, their rebellion a method of slow 

suicide. By comparison, T2 cannot commit to any new cultural thesis. There‘s a gag early in the 

film when Renton is met by a flotilla of female greeters at the airport, all dressed up like stars in 

the first reel of a porn film, who turn out to be immigrants. As this joke evinces, T2 buys not so 

subtly into the logic of Brexit, that the present is a deracinated joke and Britain is now full of 

foreigners living out the dreams that were those of locals however many years ago; this idea is 

literally the underpinning of the plot, as Veronika reproduces Renton‘s arc from the original. The 

film‘s most political interlude is also one that takes aim not at contemporary malfeasance but at 

the habits of backward-looking pockets of the British Isles, particularly a social schism that‘s long 

been niggling the Scottish community, as Renton and Simon infiltrate a club for right-wing 

Protestants who still celebrate ancient victories over Catholics. As Renton quips, ―They have 

something we don‘t – an identity,‖ for they retain a folksy brand of communality that just happens 

to be based in sleazy sectarian prejudices. Renton and Simon bluff their way out when they‘re 

almost unmasked by improvising a song about killing Catholics, and then fleece many of their 

bank accounts simply by punching in the date of the Battle of the Boyne. 

 

 
 

Renton himself can‘t even bear to listen to Iggy Pop‘s ―Lust for Life,‖ the original film‘s 

thunderous theme, on his old turntable, as the emotions it stirs are too intense. Meanwhile Danny 

‗Spud‘ Murphy (Ewen Bremner), the fourth pillar of the surviving gang, has relapsed into 

addiction after trying to settle down with old girlfriend Gail (Shirley Henderson) and their young 
son. Spud‘s attempt at suicide is narrowly averted by Renton‘s arrival, and as well as coaching the 

two eager entrepreneurs, Veronika pushes along Spud‘s attempt to supplant his mania for heroin 



with a mania for writing down his experiences. Following the lead of Porno, T2 substantiates 

Spud as Welsh‘s stand-in in this, the most wretched of the group whose scrappy creative gifts will 

nonetheless finish up the most viable for any real survival and prosperity. By contrast Renton and 

Simon‘s labours add up to nothing when they‘re leaned on by a gangster who nixes their project 

and dumps them in the woods, whilst Begbie romps around the city, alienated from his family and 

with no object in mind more profound than to visit cruel revenge upon Renton. The other three 

make an excursion into the hills to pay tribute to the missing member of their old gang, Tommy, 

whose death, Simon reminds Renton, was partly his fault in introducing him to the junkie lifestyle. 

Whereupon Renton reminds Simon in turn about how his neglect when high also killed his infant 

child. When the business loan is approved unexpectedly, Renton and Simon find themselves each 

trying to work up the nerve, and self-justification, to rip off the other man and flee to A Better Life 

2.0. 

 

 
 

The major pleasure of T2 is seeing these actors snap so confidently back into their old roles, many 

relishing the new dimensions of the original‘s rather Hogarthian sprawl of gangly, hyped-up 

caricatures. Miller‘s performance here is a splendid roadmap of egotistical traits that have lost the 

sexy edge they had when he was a twenty-something and settled into mere scuzzy pathos: far from 

tongue-swapping Es with girlfriends, now he‘s only gotten it up far enough to bang Veronika 

once, and prefers to get high and watch music videos on his big screen telly. Bremner, who has 

gained the charmed career natural character actors know, plays Spud with a blend of keen 

empathy for his flailing as he tackles the chance to regain control over his life, whilst retaining an 

edge of unhinged, almost alien attitude to his physical comedy, prancing like a denuded spider 

through some scenes, quivering like jelly in others, and sometimes finally locating the lode of 

character and creative zest under all his timorous, life-shy unease. Carlyle‘s act as Begbie is just as 

uncanny as ever in describing the terrifying side of the Scots character, that inchoate berserker 

will, but it‘s stretched here in some discomforting ways, as Begbie finally reveals a self-aware 

streak as he finally makes peace with his son. Welsh turns up playing the same part he did in the 

original, former small-time drug dealer-turned-fence Mikey Forrester. 

 



 
 

McGregor is by comparison not so well served as the straight man to these freakazoids: Renton‘s 

successful but only temporary integration into the world at large has left him bereft of the outsider 

cheek and verve that once served him well, and it‘s not until half-way through the film that he‘s 

allowed a glimmer of the bard-like state of cynical ferocity that so famously marked him in the 

original. This comes as he explains the meaning of his and his mates‘ old, sarcastic ―Choose Life‖ 

motto and updates it to take a poke at the bullshit of the present day. One problem here, however, 

is that the original Trainspotting was rooted securely in its portrayal of an era, an era that was 

already slightly antique when the film was made: by this logic, T2 should be set in the late Blair 

era. But the reference points here are much hazier and generally present-tense, and when Renton 

delivers an updated ―Choose Life‖ rant, it‘s a sprawl of whinges directly transcribed from a 

million Twitter accounts: ―Choose rape jokes. Choose slut-shaming, revenge porn…Choose 9/11 

never happened.‖ The angry thrill of rejecting officially sanctioned bromides has now become a 

SJW‘s list of bugbears, as a vast slice of society at large has stolen Renton‘s thunder but without 

the irony. In its best moments T2 coherently visualises the feeling of being plunged back into the 

past in the frame of the present, when that past was so much more vibrant if also often terribly 

ugly, as in a moment when Spud finds himself on a familiar street and remembers events that 

pierce him to the core – and the viewer, as those events are the iconic opening moments of the 

original. 

 

 
 

T2 locks itself into this pattern and can‘t get out of it, reproducing the fault of its characters. These 

middle-aged goons are left looking back perpetually to a time when, however squalid they were, 

they were at least confident in their disasters. Building an entire film around this reflex is a dodgy 

move at best: long after the point where this film should have moved on to new business, the 

filmmakers are still busy rehashing the old. Almost everything that takes place in this entry is 

beholden in some way to the original, rather than presenting a new piece of art that properly 
creates an interesting present-tense. T2 reminded me of some other attempts to synthesise second 

acts for reasonably serious hits. One unfavourable comparison is Martin Scorsese‘s The Color of 



Money (1986), which expertly crafted a mature continuation of a not-so-dissimilar character 

portrait whilst avoiding miring itself in retracing old steps.Trainspotting‘s concentration on 

characters barely holding on to a place in society and thus moving from scam to scam might easily 

have loaned itself to such fresh contexts, but instead T2 takes the least adventurous course, never 

quite making truly effective drama and only occasionally wringing fresh and outrageous comedy 

out of the thin plot. Porno was more concerned with Spud‘s reinvention as an artist and the other 

characters‘ gleeful repetitions of the past. Boyle and Hodge make gestures towards 

rendering T2 as a kind of work-in-progress, post-modern depiction of its own creation as Veronika 

urges Spud to give us an ending to his tale. But to call these gestures hamfisted feels excessively 

kind. Teasing snatches of familiar music keep bobbing up on the soundtrack, calling back to the 

original‘s anthemic use of ―Lust for Life‖ and Underworld‘s ―Born Slippy,‖ but the new 

soundtrack is very forgettable, or littered with tracks straight out of Boyle‘s iPod shuffle. 

 

 
 

The female characters retained from the original are left holding the bag in a way that confirms 

how suffocating the portrait of male ageing angst has become. Henderson, who loaned 

mischievous humour to the original, is reduced to a barely-glimpsed walk-on, a forlorn martyr to 

Spud‘s fecklessness. Sadly, Kelly Macdonald returns only very briefly as Diane, Renton‘s one-

time randy, underage party girl pick-up. Now she‘s a besuited, coolly confident lawyer installed in 

bright and shiny offices, whom Renton and Veronika hire to spring Simon from prison after his 

blackmailing racket rebounds. The spark in Macdonald‘s eye as she teases Renton about his latest 

too-young girlfriend gives the film a momentary spark of knowing, sexy energy that Veronika 

can‘t match in spite of Nedyalkova‘s admirable poise even cavorting in a strap-on dildo: the 

foreign hooker girlfriend looking for her chance is a little too cliché a figure. Indeed, too much of 

the film‘s would-be biting commentary has shop-worn aspect, like the opening that finds Renton 

not running through the streets but on a treadmill, an arch way to tell us he‘s devolved into just 

another yuppie, and the gangster‘s punishment of Renton and Simon‘s disrespect by leaving them 

naked and forcing them to venture their back home, a sequence that feels like it stumbled in out of 

another movie. A scene in which Begbie reconciles with his son feels entirely phony, a sop to the 

imperative in so many modern films to offer some kind of maudlin connection even as everything 

we know about Begbie shouts at us that he‘s an insensate psychopath without such capacity for 

introspection. Now Begbie has traumatic memories of a drunken father and a streak of class rage. 

But in the very next scene he‘s carrying around a bag fool of tools intending violation and 

dismemberment of Renton. So who cares what his issues are? 

 



 
 

The original Trainspotting was a daft ode to its own bratty energy but it was in that way true to its 

characters and their smart-arse viewpoint on pop cultural mores. Boyle‘s stylistic showiness was 

attuned to the frenetic highs of junkie life and to its wilful blindness and weak grasp on reality – 

moments of gouging tragedy passed by noted and then lost amongst oblivious recourse into more 

drugs, vignettes of fantasy and kitschy self-mockery coming at you with such fervour they 

coalesced into a kind of sense. Here, the mood demands something totally different, and if Boyle 

had been less concerned with re-establishing his hip bona fides he might have tethered this tale to 

an artistic palette rooted in the bleak feeling of being washed up after a shipwreck. Instead, 

Boyle‘s style settles into weak self-imitation, replete with canted camera angles and freeze-frames 

of no function, and random film references – Spud imagining himself as the hero of Raging Bull 

(1980), and a finale that spoofs Blade Runner‘s (1982) climax. Boyle pulls off one great shot 

when Renton first approaches Simon‘s pub, a monolith in the midst of an apocalyptic landscape, 

remnant outpost of an age and a culture that has literally upped sticks and moved on. Indeed, 

Anthony Dod Mantle‘s photography is perhaps the best thing about the film, even when Boyle 

makes him do nonsensical things. The film does still offer its occasional comedic coups, like the 

sequence with the Protestant clique, and the cleverly deadpan sequence in which Renton and 

Begbie finally encounter each-other, sharing cross words through a toilet stall without initially 

recognising the other‘s voice, only then for the penny to slowly drop for both. And there are 

images that sharply capture the evanescent emotions Boyle is chasing, as when Renton watches 

Diane in her office from the street, the outsider looking in and pining for all lost time. 

 

 
 

After moving in circles for what seems like an eternity, T2 finally starts barrelling towards a 

climax as Begbie finally encounters Renton, and he leaves his quarry with a gashed arm as Renton 

flees him. Soon Begbie tracks down Spud and is momentarily stalled in his quest when he starts 

making Spud read his written anecdotes to him, taking great pleasure in hearing his old sadisms 
mythologised, only then to find the same way that Renton cut Spud in on the money he stole. At 

Veronika‘s behest, Spud aids her in filching the money the lads got off the government, before 



trying to warn them about Begbie‘s murderous intentions. But he arrives too late, as Begbie has 

already entered Simon‘s pub, forcing his former friends to try and battle him. The trouble is that 

once the actual story pace of T2 picks up (as opposed to its shot pace, which remains 

stroboscopic), it stops making sense, and resolutions to the various plot lines carry unusually little 

weight. That‘s in part because unlike his younger self, Boyle, like many a recovering cynic, has 

become an indulgent and syrupy filmmaker, loathe to drag any of his characters too deep off into 

the woods. Unsurprisingly for the guy who made me sit through Slumdog Millionaire (2008), far 

from revisiting this material to shock current cinema out of its lethargic state, Boyle instead has, in 

spite of the occasional bit of male nudity and his empty showiness as director, removed the fangs 

from his creation. T2 isn‘t a bad film by any stretch, and yet I found it a profoundly disappointing, 

even dispiriting one on many levels. Not because of its melancholic streak, but because it doesn‘t 

know how to frame that melancholia. Something I‘ve long suspected is now hatching out in movie 

land: after decades whining about Boomer nostalgia, the Generation X equivalent threatens to be 

utterly insufferable. Where are the worst toilets in Scotland of yesteryear? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Song To Song (2017) 
 

Director/Screenwriter: Terrence Malick 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Terrence Malick‘s unexpectedly prolific burst of work in the second decade of the twenty-first 

century, The Tree of Life (2011), To The Wonder (2013), and Knight of Cups (2016), forms a 

loosely autobiographical, delicately interwoven trilogy exploring the sum and meaning of 

Malick‘s life experience. His latest feature film, Song To Song, quietly reframes that series as well 

as extending it, resituating the three most recent works as a triptych describing the present day, but 

can also be seen as coda, revision, or even a return to point of departure. Here we are back in the 

heat-glare and sultry airs of Texas, the houses on sun-dappled streets charged with quiet yearning 

that have predicated Malick‘s reminiscences since Badlands (1974), and returning to the theme of 

the eternal triangle that compelled Days of Heaven (1978), if in a radically different style. That 

film‘s painterly poise in contemplating the tension between human unruliness and natural 

composure has given way to Malick‘s recent, vertiginously mobile camerawork and his newly 

restless, hungry efforts to both experience and contemplate all at the same time, an option open to 

the filmmaker as it is no artist in any other art form. With his recent output, Malick has steadily 

abandoned the unique status he once had as American cinema‘s most elusive and rarefied creator, 

a teller of grand tales of national genesis and mythical parable, at least to the extent that now he‘s 

been releasing films regularly and engaging with the state of today rather than the epic pivots of 

epochs past. And yet Malick‘s concerns here are generally exactly the same ones that have always 

dogged him: love, creation, destruction. 

 

 
 



Song To Song is a movie centring, of all times and places, on the contemporary music scene of 

Austin, Texas, a nexus for messy conception and peculiar faith. The story involves a daisy chain 

of romances and seductions, some of them sexual, others artistic and fiscal. Malick‘s mixture of 

pride and bemusement that a corner of his home state has become a crossroads for modern pop 

culture is written into this work‘s texture, as he repeatedly and amusedly returns to the 

juxtaposition of modern Austin‘s new high-rise architecture looming cheek-by-jowl with 

neighbourhoods still composed of fibre cement and wood-frame houses, an outpost of super-

modernity grafted onto a parochial patch of earth. Hell, this could well even be Malick‘s metaphor 

for his own imagination. The choice of the music scene as a frame for this tale essentially 

transposes Malick‘s meditation on his early Hollywood days, already explored in Knight of Cups, 

onto another social landscape, albeit one with a transient vitality that contradicts the ponderous 

machinery and alienation of the movie industry‘s outer precincts. The previous film‘s portraits of 

the hilarious vulgarity of wealth and the corrupting effects of obtaining success at someone else‘s 

whim and in betrayal of one‘s muse are here re-engaged more directly, and so are questions about 

what drives an artist to create or not create depending on the moment, questions Malick, who 

spent twenty years out of the directing game, has obviously asked himself often. Michael 

Fassbender incarnates Cook, a music producer and recording magnate around whom the other 

characters are locked in orbit, as the person who can make or break dreams but who is himself 

beset by contradictory forces he seems unwilling or unable to identify. Rooney Mara is Faye, a 

would-be performing star who is, at the outset, Cook‘s aide and also his sometime lover. Ryan 

Gosling is BV, another musical talent who impresses Cook sufficiently to be anointed as his next 

big thing. 

 

 
 

In its initial story proposition, Song To Song calls to mind Kris Kristofferson‘s ―The Taker,‖ one 

of the many visceral yet sarcastic post-mortems that musician wrote about what it‘s like to be a 

failure in a culture-industry town – in that case, the Nashville Kristofferson haunted in the 1960s, 

musing on watching a girl you like being romanced by a successful man. Malick‘s narrative runs 

contrary to this in deed if not spirit as the artist wins over the mogul in chasing the heart of the 

lady fair, but then finds things are never quite so simple. The boiling masses of tattooed fans who 

surge around the Austin City Limits Festival stages and other venues might seem like expressions 

of riotous pagan impulse at odds with Malick‘s Augustinian sensibility, but he readily subsumes 

them into his world-view, rejoicing in the bristling energy and explosions of primal life-force on 

hand. Cook uses their performances in part as a prop in his own life, an end to his labours and also 

a means for charming both lovers and artists. The bruising yet rapturous spectacles of communal 

joy and conjuring are counterpointed with the intimate and protean world of bohemian becoming 

that is the rest of the movie, and the camera (wielded by Malick‘s invaluable recent collaborator 

Emmanuel Lubezki) locates the lead actors here with a general aura of solitude even when in the 

midst of vast crowds: to be the artist is to suffer an eternal frustration of severance from the 

freedom the crowd has to simply experience the artwork, and indeed life itself. Faye inhabits a 

limbo as a talent who, through connections rather than actual, proper committed work, lives in 

comfort and prosperity, in a sky-riding apartment in one of the downtown buildings, which Cook 

probably bought for her. 

 



 
 

Faye‘s wont to turn the world into a smorgasbord of experiential possibility and Cook‘s ability to 

offer it up that way is visualised with genius economy when, at one of Cook‘s parties, Faye finds 

herself looking over a woman used as human food platter, her naked body bedecked with hors 

d‘oeuvres (and the woman herself looks unnervingly like Faye), whilst Cook tries to interest BV 

in the bevy of beauties flocking around his swimming pool. But BV quickly zeroes in on Faye 

because of her self-declaration as someone detached from the scene, as she strides amongst the 

partiers listening to her iPod: when BV catches her eye, instead of stepping out of her bubble, she 

invites him into it by handing him one of her ear-buds, and they gently bop to the sounds she‘s 

listening to. Cook‘s methods of seduction ironically echo the great business of romance as it 

blooms between Faye and BV, and other Malick couples. The film‘s first quarter is replete with 

images of the mogul and his two pals having a good time in distinct couplets, getting drunk in the 

streets of old Mexico or spinning weightlessly in a plunging jet, matching the way the first flush of 

the thrill in being freed from the rules of gravity through the alchemy of creation and the 

lubrication of money. But this loose, semi-clandestine menage comes to an end as Cook takes both 

Faye and BV south of the border, and recognises quickly Faye has fallen properly for the 

performer, diagrammed in terms of proximity with excruciating clarity amidst the geometrics of 

the Mexican architecture. 

 

 
 

Cook quickly expiates this humiliation by flirting with Rhonda (Natalie Portman), a former 

teacher who‘s now making ends meet working as a waitress. Cook breezes into her life and storms 

her barricades with all the swagger of his success and his practiced charm, and in short order 

marries her. Her mother (Holly Hunter) cautions her to be careful, as her finances aren‘t in the 

best shape and she‘ll have no power to fight her husband if she needs to break from him: ―The 

law‘s no help for those who are ruined,‖ her mother states. Cook even buys her mother a house. 

But true to mama‘s rueful warnings, Cook uses his grip on Rhonda to draw her into his lifestyle, 

including at one point getting her into a threesome with Faye, who maintains an occasional sexual 

relationship with her boss even as she and BV move in together and share a seemingly bucolic 

existence. A rupture comes in this state of affairs when BV confronts Cook during a fraught 

drinking session over his copyrighting BV‘s songs under his own name. BV spits at Cook‘s feet 

and severs their business ties as well as their friendship. Soon Cook makes an offer of a recording 

contract to Faye, perhaps as a device to cleave the couple apart. BV advises her to take the chance 



even though he despises Cook, but soon BV also learns the real nature of Faye‘s past with Cook, 

which soon learns to their breaking up. Both quickly drift into new amours. BV, trying to re-

establish himself with declining enthusiasm for the music scene in general, encounters divorced 

millionaire Amanda (Cate Blanchett) and they have a good time together in spite of the discomfort 

some take in their age difference. Meanwhile Faye has a bring fling with a French artist, Zoey 

(Bérénice Marlohe), a steamy little affair that nonetheless quickly cools down as it has no 

emotional content. 

 

 
 

Song To Song is tantalising, infuriating, utterly distinctive but also sometimes wearyingly 

repetitious, at once richly composed and yet often curiously lackadaisical. It feels more loosely 

assembled than any of Malick‘s other recent films, but also flaunts this quality. Part of this seems 

dictated by setting and production and other parts by the matter at hand. Most of Malick‘s movies 

have all been love stories to some extent, they‘ve also been stories about the difficulties of humans 

evolving into their proper selves, even if it means leaving behind states of contentment. To The 
Wonder concluded with its errant exiled heroine giving herself up to a type of pantheistic world-

love rather than merely human; Knight of Cups concluded with a vision of its hero finding 

happiness but leaving it vague as to just how. Song To Song commits itself to speaking of the 

damage lovers can do to each-other but also patiently traces the paths that can lead them back 

together. It tells of young emotions with a youthful zest of technique but with a notably aged note 

of languorous yearning and fumbling to articulate wisdom hard-won. Malick‘s trademark use of 

voiceover is less prevalent here, the musings less abstract and more like attempts to boil specific 

understandings down to worldly sutras. It‘s also the first of his labours to be told mostly from the 

perspective of an adult woman, Faye. The urgency that has propelled his recent output, the frantic, 

daring attempts to paint entire life cycles into two hours of cinema evinced in The Tree of 
Life and Knight of Cups, gives way here to a more modest study of desire in both its momentary 

and perpetual manifestations. Malick lets us see his performers footloose in the moment, adjusting 

themselves to his directions or provoking each-other in actor-exercise improvisations. The method 

suggests Malick‘s attempt to reproduce the rough-hewn aesthetics and improvisatory lifestyles of 

the denizens of the music world, offering the technique he‘s steadily mastered on his previous 

handful of films with the work showing this time. 

 

 
 



Of course, one might be justified in regarding this as a sign Malick‘s rigour and craft are 

abandoning him in his old age and following a string of such stylistically similar films where he‘s 

worked them good and proper, especially as some of his obsessive motifs come on with almost 

self-satirising regularity – flocking birds, waving grass, infinity pools, dance-like choreography of 

everyday human activity, and sexuality that seems to do everything but the nasty – andSong To 

Song starts to feel like a by-product. Certainly some of his themes here also threaten to edge into a 

zone of triteness he‘s generally been able to avoid before, particularly in portraying Cook as 

serpent in the Edenic zone, the sponging corporate type who uses and abuses the folk about him. 

And yet Malick‘s empathy is strong enough even to wrestle this cliché to a draw, hinting 

constantly at Cook‘s sources of torment. He‘s glimpsed pouring booze into an urn containing what 

seems to be a family member‘s ashes towards the start, and he seems dogged by the absence of 

actual creative capacity itself. He can only frame it or augment it, and his habits of reducing the 

artists he encounters to prostitutes in relationship to him in part mimics his own actual reliance on 

other people to provide meaning to his actions. ―I can‘t take this world straight,‖ he confesses to 

Rhonda as he eddies in the flop-sweat-sodden, dull-eyed exhaustion after one of his orgiastic good 

times. ―I was once like you – didn‘t know what I know now,‖ he is heard uttering at one point. 

This voice of frantic, nihilistic need is projected over a fragment of an experimental film replete 

with images of lonely planets and axe murders, in an aside that curiously resembles Malick both 

engaging and satirising a generational fellow and temperamental opposite: David Lynch‘s 

similarly stark and evocative tendencies towards surreal yet visceral pessimism. 

 

 
 

Whilst it‘s not a star turn in the traditional sense, Fassbender gives nonetheless a performance 

close to career-best as he exposes Cook‘s flashes of smarmy brutality and supernal charm, but also 

the desperation in his glass-under-rain eyes. His habit of reducing his relationships to adjuncts of 

his appetites is ultimately enormously destructive but also rhymes with Faye‘s own seeker status, 

as she has dedicated herself to obtaining experience at any cost. Sexuality, a matter Malick 

notably avoided depicting in his early work, is very much a topic Song To Song tackles with 

curiosity as well as a certain censorial instinct, in a way that constantly evokes erotic fervour but 

also grazes the edges of moralism. Certainly Malick examines the problems of people reducing 

each-other to bodies whilst neglecting other forms of connection, a problem that foils Faye‘s 

efforts to grow: ―I took sex – a gift – I played with it – I played with the flame of life,‖ her 

narration sums it up at one point. Yet Malick doesn‘t disdain the vitality seen even in Cook‘s 

carnal escapades, his boyish delight commingling with screaming need for escape in being 

squeezed between two prostitutes, flesh boiling in protoplasmic forms, manifestation of a desire to 

slip the bonds of being, that most inarguable and desolately inescapable of states. Romance for 

Malick is as ever a state close to returning to childhood, driving the poised and cynical beings he 

portrays into paroxysmic motion, making them run, dance, skip, leap, screw, and cling to each-

other in tactile need, always teasing the surfaces of their lovers, even penetrating, but never quite 

gaining proper union with until a strange state Malick feels is close to divine intervenes. 

 



 
 

The solitary, wanderer-in-the-world lot of Malick‘s protagonists is bound in with their sexual 

identities here, their search for completing piece of their being. But it‘s also tethered to their own 

status as familial creatures, the products themselves of people coming together. Cook‘s possibly 

grieving rootlessness is contrasted with BV and Rhonda‘s connections to family. The fact that 

both these characters live in a place at once cosmopolitan and parochial allows Malick to study 

them in the context of family allegiances and alternative value systems, whereas the protagonists 

of many of Malick‘s earlier films were constantly cut off from native soil and their own pasts 

either by fate or design. BV is drawn back in by his family as his father has fallen into vegetative 

senescence, a reminder of imminent mortality and the bonds of identity that lend a subtle drag to 

his efforts to recover from the damage Cook did him. Faye has a solicitous father (Brady 

Cameron) who readily operates as her sounding board and confessor, as Rhonda‘s mother serves 

for her. If some of Malick‘s ways of masticating his material here feels a bit shop-worn in terms of 

his signature approach, one more original aspect of Song To Song lies in how it furthers the 

documentary element to his filmmaking that The Tree of Life mooted and Knight of 
Cups embraced. Lubezki‘s camera floats freely through landscapes noting life in its asides and 

grand stages, evinced during the many vignettes set during musical performances, where the 

actors are knitted in with music stars. Crowds of young moshers and rockers are glimpsed at the 

outset engaged in gymnastic cavorting. Music stars careen by the camera, some fleetingly 

glimpsed like Florence Welch, Alan ―Neon Indian‖ Palomo, and Tegan and Sara, whilst elder 

gods like John Leydon, Iggy Pop, and Patti Smith are lassoed in to fulfil a more intriguing 

function: they offer snatches of personal wisdom, Greek Chorus-like commentaries on the 

problems besetting Malick‘s characters gleaned from their own struggles and triumphs. 

 

 
 

Nor is this just glorified star-fucking, for Malick has time for less spectacular confessionals, as he 

wrings from two of the prostitutes Cook hires, recounting their self-perceptions and experiences in 

hauntingly exposed terms, one young and fresh, the other older and feeling the stir of life‘s colder 

winds. Malick‘s familiar approach to utilising his actors, mining their most ephemeral, essential, 

and transient gestures and knitting them into the greater pattern of his editing, catches his actors 

both extremely wary, as Mara‘s wide, alien glare absorbs her surrounds in suspicion and stoic 

remove, and also at their most unguarded, as when she launches into a dance in a bedroom, 

suddenly alight with the remembered pleasure of romantic moments. Gosling‘s comedic gifts are 



allowed some leeway, as when he tosses away a terrible meal at some social shindig he‘s been 

invited to. Val Kilmer appears in a bizarre cameo, part recreation of and lampoon on his famous 

role as Jim Morrison, as an aging rock star Faye is drafted into backing, who fires up the crowds 

with calculated barbarisms like using a chainsaw to cut a speaker in half, and scissoring off his 

own hair – pure incarnation of rock ‗n‘ roll‘s Loki-like, trickster god glee in all things antithetical 

and cathartically ruinous. Lykke Li has a substantial part as BV‘s former girlfriend who‘s become 

a jet-setting superstar, who visits him after he‘s broken up with Faye and gives the siren call of 

joining her and drifting off into wild blue yonders. But BV, feeling the nagging tug of identity and 

responsibility as well as dissatisfaction with his life, instead retreats into his affair with Amanda, 

one that demands nothing but persistence in the moment. Faye seeks the same easeful time with 

Zoey, but her demanding, sensual, yearning face with its vulpine brows and teeth anxious for the 

red meat of love proves too potent for such a casual arrangement and an interloping straight lover, 

and the relationship quickly sunders. Meanwhile Cook‘s indulgence of his many habits drives 

Rhonda to despair, and finally death, probably by suicide. 

 

 
 

The Pre-Raphaelite image of Rhonda‘s dead body splayed in water identifies her as a sacrificial 

victim for the cult of art, but the images of her mother wailing in banshee-like despair in a carpark 

identifies banal consumption of the soul as another trade of modernity. As Rhonda‘s body is 

scooped up by a shocked and terrified Cook, Malick confronts an image of cold, cheerless death 

he has avoided in its last few films – even the crucial death at the heart of The Tree of Life, of the 

hero‘s brother, was suggested rather than seen. It‘s a logical end for an undercurrent of 

interpersonal violence witnessed continually but never evinced in blows or wounds. BV‘s split 

from Cook is in itself as a fleeting yet gruelling vignette that precisely measures the meaning 

behind such acts as stealing someone else‘s credit and smashing a bottle for cataclysmic 

underlining, whilst Rhonda‘s squirming through the sessions of sexual adventuring her husband 

draws her into constantly prods with the spectacle of her reduction to concubine. Malick is also 

merciless in his understanding of a Buddhist philosophical truism, that what appear to be actions 

are in fact only ever consequences. BV‘s understandable rejection of Cook nonetheless creates the 

circumstances that lead to Rhonda‘s death because Cook is left untethered to any amity. BV and 

Faye‘s journey by contrast eventually sees them reconnect and finally settle down, albeit it in quite 

different terms. BV abandons his music career for a simpler existence as an oil driller, swapping a 

frustratingly ethereal accomplishment for engagement with the physical world in a manner tied to 

his reclamation of his family identity, whilst Faye finally regains her musical fire even whilst 

settling into a more lucid and composed existence as a mother. 

 



 
 

Song To Song is a striking and enriching collage on so many levels, and littered with gorgeous 

fragments that still bespeak of Malick‘s capacity to find an arresting image in any setting and 

scatter intricate rhymes and patterns throughout. Like in a moment, close to the film‘s start, when 

BV caresses Faye with Christmas lights, the accord of their nervous systems given a beautiful 

visual simile, rhymed to a shot much later of Faye lying sprawled alone on a coiled length of 

fluorescent lights, drifting in the ether of her own melancholic dreaminess, BV‘s touch a memory. 

Or the sequence of BV and Cook‘s first Mexico venture, a rollicking interlude of boozed-up good 

cheer that sees the two men following the old Beat trail, in the Indian summer of their mutual 

reliance and excitement at finding a second musketeer, giving way to the sorry sight of Cook 

trailing after BV and Faye as they spin off into their ecstatic union. And yet the film as a whole 

fails ultimately to cohere on several levels in a manner none of his other works quite fail, except 

perhaps his hippy-dippy war movie The Thin Red Line (1998). The reason why seems bound up 

with the absence of that aesthetic and expressive urgency that drove along Malick‘s other recent 

works, the need to get at some vital fact of existence that had to be articulated no matter what 

damage was done or discomforting memory was parsed. Part of this failure is linked to the 

careless approach Malick takes to his characters‘ actual business as artists. That facet could be 

neglected in Knight of Cups because its screenwriter was patently detached from his hack line of 

work, whereas here the business of making music is supposed preoccupy and define everyone. 

Malick‘s polyphonic cinema on the other hand can‘t sit still long enough to engage with creation 

and performance in any kind of meditative feeling. 

 

 
 

Another problem is that none of these characters quite dominate the screen, and so they remain 

relatively remote as identification figures. The urges of Malick‘s dramatis personae towards their 

destinations in the other films of this unique quartet gain momentum through and because of the 

pressure-cooker intensity of the filmmaking, mimicking their own impossible urges to move in 

every direction at once, to feel and know and be and conquer themselves and become unbound. 

Olga Kurylenko‘s Marina and her desperate urge to chase ultimate liberty in To The Wonder had 

this persuasive, tidal intensity; in Knight of Cups, although the dramatic landscape was even busier 

than the one here, Christian Bale‘s Rick remained key to all we saw, and understood his 

perpetually Sisyphean existence, so his flight into the wilds at the end also retained cathartic 

impact. Rhonda‘s plight has the stuff of high tragedy but she‘s only a minor character in the film 



when all is said and done, whilst BV and Faye remain comparatively muted figures, avatars for 

what Malick is trying to say but not quite gaining the stature of archetypes Malick pushes them to 

attain. But it also must be said that Song To Song also wears its imperfection on its sleeve, its 

(relatively) ragged, offhand feel as a war banner. Malick‘s late oeuvre has stood as a general 

rebuke to the small-mindedness and watery technique of too much serious contemporary cinema, 

particularly that coming out of an independent film scene taken as natural heir to the American 

New Wave, an era Malick stands as one of the last standing warriors from. Song To Song is less 

rebuke than an act of leadership, signalled through the synergy Malick is chasing between his 

medium of film and the subculture he studies; just as the elders of the music scene like Smith offer 

their own counsel to the young artists on hand, this is Malick‘s. Song To Song is about its own 

making and its message is that making, as Malick presents to independent filmmakers a template 

for creativity that makes virtues out of seeming limitations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The Lost City of Z (2016) 
 

Director/Screenwriter: James Gray 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

James Gray has failed to wield commercial success equal to his critical standing, which is 

significant, particularly in Europe, but also tellingly divisive. Perhaps a greater part of the reason 

for this lies in the key underpinning of his aesthetic, from his steely debut Little Odessa (1994), 

through his curiously elegiac crime films The Yards (2001) and We Own The Night (2007), and 

the mature, mutable drama of Two Lovers (2008) and The Immigrant (2014), is they resist familiar 

rules of screen drama in refusing to emphasise urgency or agency for its characters, but instead 

constantly nudge them along with the ineluctable quality of fate. They are, in essence, ghost 

stories set amongst the living. Gray‘s oeuvre consists of tales of outcasts and troubled inheritors as 

much stricken and burdened with their ambitions as compelled by them, shot in sombre, moody, 

yet inescapably authoritative panoramas. Gray is often described as an old-fashioned talent almost 

without peer in the contemporary cinema landscape, but the truth is his kind of filmmaker was 

never particularly common or popular, crafting rigorous, lushly shot but essentially told tales of 

the emotionally thwarted and the life-beset. 

 

 
 

Gray‘s influences seem to include the stately gravitas of Luchino Visconti, the streetwise tragedies 

of Martin Scorsese, the sombrely artful side of Francis Coppola, the hymns of repression and 

freedom of David Lean, and the subtler side of John Ford, the one obsessed with social rituals and 

the problems of maturation. The Lost City of Z, Gray‘s latest, is a venture into new territory for the 

director, as a film recounting the life of a British adventurer in exotic climes, and yet it pushes the 



ghost story aspect to Gray‘s tales to an extreme. Every action of the central characters in The Lost 

City of Z is tethered to inevitable dates with obsession and doom. The story he takes up here itself 

immediately evokes such an mood of eerie transience and doomed embarkation, in recounting the 

life of Percy Fawcett, a controversial and much-mythologised figure who met a mysterious end in 

his attempts to penetrate the innermost heart of the Amazon jungle in search of a lost city he had 

become convinced once flourished there. Fawcett‘s adventures were the stuff beloved of Boy‘s 

Own magazines and early mass media hoopla, as Fawcett‘s willingness to feed those beasts with 

tales of giant spiders and snakes as well as lost civilisations fed the lurid dreams of generations. 

Recently history has caught up with Fawcett in seeming to vindicate his wildest flights, as the 

remains of just such a civilisation around where he thought it might be have emerged, discoveries 

that cast a new light on the theories of a man who had been, at different times, dismissed as a 

charlatan, a eugenicist, and an Ahab-liked madman who lured his son and others to ignominious 

death in the jungle. 

 

 
 

Gray presents him rather as a smouldering social rebel, driven along by the disgrace of his father, 

who, straining against the tight leash of high Imperial Britain‘s social prescriptions, finds a way to 

give them the slip and strive to touch something grand. In this regard, The Lost City of Z takes up 

the little-considered but powerful spiritual side of Lean‘s later epics like Lawrence of Arabia 

(1962), and strips away the more sensational elements to makes this pining desire for a 

transcendence tinged with pantheistic sublimation the focus of the journey. Fawcett, when first 

introduced, is seen gaining victory in a deer hunt held by British officers stationed in rural Ireland. 

Much as D.H. Lawrence identified Hawkeye in The Last of the Mohicans as the embodiment of 

the western death-dream, Fawcett has the same gift for the chase and touch with death, but he is 

doomed to hunt something much more rarefied, nominated by chance and temperament as a 

knight embarking on a grail quest. His swashbuckling prowess is in the meantime undoubted, but 

he‘s still held at arm‘s length by superiors who disdain meeting with him at the soiree following 

the hunt. Fawcett‘s attempts to be a model soldier and citizen are contradicted by his broader mind 

and deeper emotional reflexes than most of the people around him. He‘s married to Nina (Sienna 

Miller), a Victorian New Woman and free-thinker. Fawcett, pushing into his mid-thirties without 

any significant distinction to his name, finally gains a chance for advancement when his map-

making skills, honed in doing surveying work for the army, are requested for use by Sir George 

Goldie (Ian McDiarmid) and Sir John Scott Keltie (Clive Francis), chieftains of the Royal 

Geographical Society. 

 



 
 

Goldie selects Fawcett to head to South America and plot the precise parameters of the border 

between Brazil and Bolivia, to head off a brewing war between the two nations in the hunger for 

the riches produced by rubber. On his passage there, Fawcett meets the man who has volunteered 

to join his mission, the hirsute Henry Costin (Robert Pattinson), who‘s joining him purely for 

adventure, but who soon proves a stalwart out in the wilds. He picks up a third comrade in Arthur 

Manley (Edward Ashley), a ranking British soldier sent to meet him in the jungle rubber planters‘ 

town of Fazenda Jacobina, ruled over as a kingdom by petty potentate Baron De Gondoriz (Franco 

Nero). The Baron gives Fawcett an enslaved native as a guide, Tadjui (Pedro Coello), who 

tantalises the Englishman with tales of mysterious people who live in the jungle in their large and 

sophisticated cities. 

 

 
 

The Lost City of Z represents a sharp digression for Gray in some ways as the first time he‘s ever 

ventured out of New York, let alone a North American setting, and his intricate grasp on the lost 

souls of the urban landscape, even as it slots into his oeuvre stylistically speaking with ease, and 

Gray methodically disassembles several of the potential genres the film belongs to. Gray 

orientates himself in the jungle by referencing a pair of his favourite films, Werner 

Herzog‘s Aguirre, the Wrath of God (1972) and Apocalypse Now (1979), both tales of self-

appointed supermen with egos unchecked in the jungle, as Fawcett and his pick-up expedition 

venture into the wilderness only to find themselves beset by a nightmarish sensation of being 

unmoored from all familiar yardsticks of life and society. They become targets for native tribes 

who pepper their barge with arrows, and beset by maladies, like one that causes a team member to 

vomit up black blood. The forest proves near-desolate as a source of food, until Fawcett finally 

manages to shoot a wild pig. A brief attempt at revolt by a subordinate sees Costin shoot the 

mutineer‘s ear off. But Gray also contends with such evocations and similarities and moves 

quickly past them, particularly as although as obsessive as the antiheroes of those canonical 

works, Gray‘s Fawcett latches on to a dream of the landscape that beckons to the higher part of his 

mind rather than the black part of the id, and his journey becomes more one of diffusion into the 

landscape than resistance to it. He makes contact with tribes who have known only the thinnest 

connections to the outside world but soon learns of their capability in existence and the subtle 
harmonies of their lifestyles, which range from cannibalising dead tribe members to cultivating 

food and catching fish with special drugs. 



 

 
 

Fawcett begins to glimpse haunting signs of long-ago habitation in the jungle, remains of pottery 

and other fragments of civilisation, and faces carved into trees and rocks, gazing out like the 

spiritual eyes of the land, a lost part of the collective memory, an idea that gives rise to his 

decision to name the city out in the jungle ‗Z‘ as the last piece of the human puzzle. Fawcett‘s 

return to civilisation sees him mocked at a Royal Geographical Society meeting when he presents 

his findings and he angrily defends his theories against a reaction he interprets as contempt for the 

Amazonian peoples. One of the Society‘s senior figures, Sir James Murray (Angus Macfadyen), 

proposes they venture back into the Amazon together to look deeper, and Fawcett eagerly agrees. 

But Fawcett soon finds he‘s made a poor bargain, as Murray proves not only too old and unfit for 

the arduous exploration, but bilious and recalcitrant too, proving a terrible drag on the expedition. 

Murray presents a different order of nuisance to the men from Fawcett‘s previous expedition, so 

rather than continue to suffer his insolence and unable to blow a hole in his ear in deference to his 

standing, Fawcett gives him their only horse and some provisions to head back to the nearest 

outpost. 

 

 
 

Shortly after, Fawcett catches glimpse of another carved face in the rock, and realises he‘s finally 

made his way back to the realm of Z. But a flash flood nearly kills him, and then he‘s called back 

to Costin to camp, and the sickening discovery that Murray sabotaged their supplies before 

leaving, a petty revenge that might also be intended to forestall any achievement of glory that 

sidelines him. The bedraggled party make their way back to civilisation and then to Britain, only 

to find Murray has beaten them there. After mutual recriminations and accusations between the 

two men, a charged meeting of the RGS sees Goldie and the other society bigwigs pressuring 

Fawcett to paper over the cracks in their unity and apologise to Murray, but Fawcett refuses and 

quits the society. Fawcett seems to have crashed headlong into a barrier of class and credibility 

even on the path of his elevated mission. The outbreak of World War One soon erases all other 

concerns. In the trenches Fawcett, Costin, and Manley, who fight together, soon learn that Murray 

has pulled the same tricks on another expedition, leaving no debate as to his treachery. 

 



 
 

Fawcett‘s tale of real-life daring and fixation has all the hallmarks of a type of adventure tale that 

feels all but by-gone, but Gray‘s approach pointedly disassembles the Boy‘s Own side of 

Fawcett‘s ventures, bending them to his own purpose and placing emphasis not on derring-do so 

much as on personal states of seeing and understanding. The Lost City of Z finishes up as much a 

portrait of a time and place as of Fawcett himself, an old world teetering on the edge of collapse, 

with Fawcett far out in front of its spiritual plane, hunting for signs in the wastes that once there 

were not just dragons here. Although an intrepid soul who seems far removed from the drab 

victims of life in Gray‘s earlier films, Gray nonetheless sees shared traits with them, including We 
Own The Night‘s Bobby Green, Two Lovers‘ Leonard Kraditor and The Immigrant‘s Ewa 

Cybulski, because like them he is both well aware of how much his place in society and his 

identity, imbued by genetics, reputation, nationality, and all the rest of it, define him, and drive his 

simultaneous need to find a place in the world and desire to escape it altogether. Upon return from 

his second expedition Fawcett finds his son Jack (Tom Holland), born when he was away on his 

first expedition, has grown into adolescence with a smouldering resentment for him by the time he 

comes back from the second. But that resentment soon enough evolves into eager desire to join in 

his adventures, whilst Percy himself obeys the urge to pursue a habit, one that imbues a feverish 

high whilst risking extermination all too similar to the one his gambling addict father chased by 

other means. Both men feel an urge towards honouring identity that nonetheless will destroy them, 

recalling the brothers in Little Odessa and We Own The Night who similarly find bonds of love 

and emulation become crushing chains. 

 

 
 

What Gray signals is important about people like Fawcett is less the specifics of their own manias 

but the way they inhabit the shape of our dreams at large, as Percy becomes a popular hero and 

celebrity for much the same reasons the establishment figures are obliged to constantly close ranks 

against him, for letting his imagination get away from him, and encouraging others to do the same. 

The limitations of will against identity are also crucially illustrated when Nina, beset by anxiety 

and resentment at being left at home when her energies and capacities cry out for better use, 

suggests that she accompany Percy on an expedition. But the idea horrifies her husband and 

reveals the limitations of his radical principles, as he declares allegiance to the idea of gender 
equality of mind but not body, particularly not hers in the gruelling reaches of the jungle, a place 

where, in fairness to him, he‘s seen hardened trekkers and warriors crumble. This is a vital scene, 



not just for Hunnam and Miller‘s all too volubly human incarnation of an essential modern 

problem, but also in offering a scene all too left out of this breed of film, encompassing two 

entirely understandable but diametrically opposed points of view between people who love each-

other whose life circumstances and internal battles keep pulling them in different directions. Each 

time Percy returns to his wife she‘s older and has more children rooting her securely to a world 

she‘s in even more conflict with than he is. 

 

 
 

Percy‘s encounters in the jungle with the fringes of his own society and what he finds beyond 

them come as a series of pierced veils that reveal new truths but also new mysteries and tantalising 

prospects. The pretences to grafting European culture onto a primal shore first glimpsed when 

Percy finds opera in the jungle gives way swiftly to the backwoods warlord stances of De 

Gondoriz and the network of scars on Tadjui‘s back, whilst the apparently blank malevolence of 

the tribes who try to wipe out the intruders soon reveal faces and rich gifts for cultivation and 

nuances of lifestyle. They yield to Percy‘s determination to communicate: at one point he gets his 

men to sing ―Soldiers of the King‖ and waves a Bible and handkerchief before him as signs of his 

friendliness, signs and song the keys to human interaction, and doesn‘t let an arrow that pierces 

part-way through the Bible break his gesture, even as the sickening proximity of death sends his 

mind scurrying back through memories of baptising his son. The act of unveiling and discovery 

gains a new context when Percy is left temporarily blinded by poison gas and rediscovers his 

family whilst lying bandaged and sightless in a hospital bed, prompting reconciliation between 

father and son. Survival and reconciliation are themselves a false ending before the quest calls 

again, and when news comes to Percy a new expedition might be chasing Z, this time Jack 

convinces his father to let him come with him to the Amazon, and a reluctant Nina acquiesces, and 

joins her other two children in farewelling them when they set off, in a sequence of unforced 

rapture, with daughter Joan (Bethan Coomber) chasing after the van carrying them away. 

 

 
 

Gray‘s repute for crafting films with great visual beauty and concision on tight budgets reaches an 

apogee here, as every frame The Lost City of Z, thanks to Darius Khondji‘s photography, comes 

on a muted yet cumulatively delirious beauty. And yet there‘s a fragmentary quality to them as 
well, like pictures trapped in amber, managing to evoke the sensation Gray constantly reaches for 

as more remembered than witnessed. The sequence when Fawcett first enters Fazenda Jacobina is 



staged as a rapturous string of discoveries, as the bush parts to suddenly reveal an opera stage in 

the wilderness with singers mid-performance, and they tread the streets of the outpost, a warren of 

flickering firelight, an emanation from the physical and mental outskirts of the human world. This 

scene is rhymed later on when Fawcett returns to it with Jack only to find the place deserted, the 

jungle swiftly clenching it and drawing back into its heart. The town has become an instant and 

frightening example of just how fast nature can erase the imprint of human achievement once it 

ceases to be cared for, and thus providing in miniature a thesis statement for Fawcett‘s concept for 

Z itself. Gray carefully violates the texture of his steadily paced, classical outlay of images with 

flashbacks, as when Percy, exposed before the arrows of a potentially hostile tribe, recalls 

baptising his son with Nina in a country church, a moment more dream-like than anything he finds 

in the jungle, which seems to be a trap for time but is actually a rigorously straightforward place. 

 

 
 

The cyclical construction and collapse of civilisations is a historical phenomenon Fawcett 

becomes privy to as he and his mates are shoved into the eye of the Great War‘s furore, the 

battlefield studded with splayed corpses and a lonely statue of Jesus jutting from the wasteland, 

just as the remnant artworks and wares of Z dot the jungle. Z is Fawcett‘s own world, hammered 

into mud and splinters, whilst he clings on to his Edenic dream, sketched upon a paper scrap he 

carries with him; Gray locates the science fiction film lurking within the rough-hewn veracity of 

Fawcett‘s adventure, diagnosing Fawcett as a proto-modern with eyes fixed uneasily on a new 

state of being that is also unknowably ancient, appropriate for an age when history will undergo a 

violent and wrenching reboot. Fawcett‘s command is visited by a fortune teller who grasps the 

essence of his ambitions and the attractive power of the world he dreams of, ―A vast land 

bejewelled with peoples,‖ whilst Gray‘s pivoting camera matches the stark and filthy mugs of 

Percy‘s battered soldiers with the visages of the Amazonians amidst the primal green. The 

devolution is completed as Percy leads his men into battle, envisioned in a war scene reminiscent 

of the one Stanley Kubrick conjured in Paths of Glory (1957) as the Germans become a mere 

blank force of extermination randomly picking off men around Fawcett. The hawkeyed hunter of 

the opening deer chase is reduced to ineffectually firing off his pistol at unseen enemies, the 

cavalier tradition Percy both exemplifies and nettles at finding its ultimate cul-de-sac. Z, a place 

he senses is real even as it seems to exist beyond any liminal reality, has become not simply a 

preferable place to be but the only place. 

 

 



 

There‘s incidental pleasure to be had in the way Gray utilises and disrupts the movie star 

wavelength of Hunnam and Pattinson, both of whom had been dismissed as pretty boys in their 

past roles and whose paths to proving themselves lend subtext to their characters here. This is 

particularly true of Pattinson with face smothered by great wispy beard, playing the oddball Costin 

who gains his introduction to Fawcett when the officer assaults him, believing him to be some 

ruffian dogging his footsteps, only to find he‘s a tippling Edwardian bohemian looking for a life 

less ordinary. Costin eventually finds his own limit for Quixotic adventures after the war, when 

Fawcett tracks him down to a club where he doesn‘t want to abandon his soft leather chair and 

whiskey. Hunnam‘s own quality is one several directors have tried and failed to quite harness – 

Anthony Minghella came closest casting him as a vicious albino gunfighter in Cold Mountain 

(2003), an ironically villainous role for an actor sent down from matinee star casting, one that 

understood the tension between his standard, Nordic good looks and his slightly alien intensity as 

an actor. But it‘s this tension that allows him to inhabit both Fawcett‘s ready embodiment of the 

magazine hero type and the contradictions roiling around under the surface, the suppurating anger 

and spice of special lunacy that sends him again and again into the valley of death. Indeed, there 

are witty and intelligent casting choices throughout, particularly as Gray employs the likes of 

Nero, McDiarmid, and Macfadyen, actors with strong and specific associations in the modern 

movie canon. Murray Melvin, best known as the effete minister and gatekeeper in 

Kubrick‘s Barry Lyndon (1975), appears briefly in a similar role here as one who warns a grandee 

that Percy had an unfortunate choice of parentage. And yet the movie fan aspect to incorporating 

such actors has been carefully smudged into the landscape. Miller‘s part critiques the many loyal 

wife roles Miller has played lately by inflicting that lot on Nina even as she does her best to 

escape it. 

 

 
 

Gray‘s patience as a filmmaker often pays off in climactic moments that strike hard as they 

resolve the themes of the films in ways words cannot, like the contact between the brothers inWe 

Own The Night, and the schismatic last image of The Immigrant that sent its protagonists on their 

differing ways to paradise and purgatory respectively. Here Gray goes himself one better as he 

tracks Percy and Jack into the bush on their date with destiny, being caught between two warring 

tribes and being caught by one, who, deciding to help them on the last leg of their quest, feed them 

what might by medicine or poison, and carry them through a jungle alight with fire, an image 

hinted throughout the film and now abloom with atavistic glory for a crossing of the river on the 

way to oblivion. Nina keeps a faith at home, handing over a totem – Percy‘s compass – as a sign 

they might still be alive in the jungle, living now with the natives as the ultimate mutineers against 

civilisation. Gray revises the last shot of The Immigrant as Nina leaves the Royal Society building, 

filmed in a mirror, vanishing into crepuscular light through greenhouse fronds as the sounds of 

Amazonia arise on the soundtrack. Gray here signals Nina‘s fate to be held arrested by the 

mystery of her husband and son‘s fates, subject to the same vexation in being spiritually if not 

physically reclaimed by the same cruel and beckoning promise of subsistence within the 

wilderness, Pandora left nursing hope as the last and most mocking evil, and as ever the most 

desperately needed, in the box that is the modern world. 
 

 



 

 

 

 

Dunkirk (2017) 
 

Director/Screenwriter: Christopher Nolan 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Here there be spoilers… 

 

The evacuation of the British Expeditionary Force from the beachfront of the French coastal 

region of Dunkirk remains one of the most legendary intervals of World War II. The beaten, 

bedraggled force of 400,000 men, left without recourse after the infamous Nazi blitzkrieg attacks 

that invaded Belgium and outflanked the Maginot Line, had to be rescued in a military operation 

that saw the Royal Navy mount a frantic ferry service, with hundreds of smaller craft, borrowed 

from civilians and even crewed by them, pressed into service to get men off the beaches. As a 

result, the core of the British army was saved, the Nazi advance found a limit in Western Europe, 

and the seeds were sown for eventual resurgence and victory. Or as the comic writer and 

performer Spike Milligan once reported a veteran of the event telling him soon after, ―It was a 

fuck-up, son – a highly successful fuck-up.‖ Not that you‘ll encounter such brusque and irreverent 

description of it today. Today, the appeal of Dunkirk as an event has an obvious wellspring as a 

moment of great communal action, one not without its dark side and its ahistorical mythologising 

attached, but still essentially true, an epic event that allowed the future to happen. It is the first act 

in the modern world‘s creation myth, with D-Day the second, the turning of the worm. It also has 

a less agreeable facet now, as the rhetoric of Churchillian resolve and the epic stature of the age 

have been highjacked by sectors of contemporary society to service how they fondly imagine 

themselves and their quarrels with the realities of our common inheritance. But perhaps the 

event‘s other aspect speaks equally to others, the background of calamity and resolve, the need for 

this-far-and-no-farther grit in the face of adversity. 

 

 



 

Perhaps that‘s part of the reason why Warner Bros. felt reasonably comfortable expending a huge 

sum of money on recreating the event. That, and the fact that Christopher Nolan is now fully 

testing the near-unique reach he‘s gained as one of the few popular auteurs standing in 

contemporary Hollywood. Whatever else one thinks of Nolan, it is certain he‘s a distinctive, 

ambitious talent who wants to reach a mass audience but in terms that don‘t compromise his 

specific vision and methods. Either way, Dunkirk hasn‘t had a particularly good time when it 

comes to movies. The event was encompassed but not depicted in William Wyler‘s Mrs. Miniver 

(1942), and the subject of a torpid and flimsy Ealing Studios production, Leslie Norman‘s Dunkirk 

(1958). Although the film around it was wounded by the half-hearted pretensions of its source 

material, Joe Wright‘s 2007 adaptation of Ian McEwan‘s Atonement contained a mini-movie 

depicting the event that has stood as certainly the finest to date, a five-minute tracking shot of 

extraordinary choreography and artistry following the film‘s tragic hero in the midst of the 

evacuation chaos, a scene of cruelty and camaraderie, bleak immediacy and woozy surrealism, a 

desperate search for a locus of order and meaning only to be faced with its dissolution. The overt 

technical conceit succeeded in its aim of reordering the viewer‘s sense of reality. 

 

 
 

By comparison, in the first minutes of Nolan‘s film, when one of his main characters stumbles 

onto the beaches, Nolan‘s eye surveys great expanses dotted with soldiers spaced and grouped into 

the kind of geometric compositions Nolan is extremely fond of. Although Nolan‘s Dunkirk 

proposes to plunge the viewer into a hectic event, even at its most madcap, this film is rather the 

by-product of a relentless eye and mind, one always imposing calculation and mechanistic 

contemplation upon the happenstance business of popular art. Nolan takes a familiar conceit from 

this kind of panoramic drama in depicting action from three different viewpoints – one from a 

soldier on the beach, one a pilot in the air, and one the owner-captain of a boat pressed into the 

citizens‘ flotilla – but gives it a tweak by presenting them in different time frames. Thus the aerial 

swashbuckling of RAF pilots Farrier (Tom Hardy) and Collins (Jack Lowden) takes place over a 

one-hour period; the voyage of Mr. Dawson (Mark Rylance), son Peter (Tom Glynn-Carney), and 

their young friend George (Barry Keoghan) unfolds over a day, and the survival run of battered 

soldiers Tommy (Fionn Whitehead), Gibson (Aneurin Barnard), and Alex (Harry Styles) lasts a 

week. All intersect eventually during the flux of events, with Nolan cross-cutting between the 

three different time frames, thus finding a real-world way to recycle the dream-state levels 

of Inception (2010). 

 



 
 

The humans in these scenes, many of whom are scarcely invested in specifics of character or 

identity and quite often unnamed on screen (thank you, internet), are intended in part deliberately 

as blank slates and avatars, clotheshorses for Nolan to drape the experiential finery of his 

filmmaking on: Tommy‘s very name signifies him as the essential British soldier. Kenneth 

Branagh and James D‘Arcy pop up, looking windswept and uncomfortable as two officers, 

Commander Bolton and Colonel Winnant, who stand in for the higher rank‘s perspective and to 

offer fillips of exposition for an event that is otherwise left sketched only in the vaguest of terms 

as to why and how it came to such a pass. The mission statement here is to thrust the audience 

headlong into gruelling situations alongside these avatars in events that present, in their 

microcosmic way, extrapolations of the drama as a whole, in its various layers of eye-level 

experience. Great history is given a man-sized makeover (and I do mean man; no weepy mothers 

or sultry French hookers a la war movies of decades past get in the way here; a couple of nurses 

do get the odd line). Tommy and Gibson are two young privates thrust into each other‘s company 

on the beach, when Tommy, who has just managed to beat a gauntlet of German besiegers on his 

route to the British pocket, sees Gibson burying the body of another soldier. Although Gibson will 

not or cannot speak, the two men join forces to try to find a more expeditious route onto a rescue 

ship, and so volunteer as stretcher bearers, carrying a man aboard a hospital ship, dodging the 

queues and the bomb craters punched in the long wharf, or ‗mole.‘ 

 

 
 

Although they‘re then kicked off the ship, the two men clamber down onto the underside of the 

mole to await a chance to slip back aboard this craft or another. But a Stuka bombing raid sinks 

the ship, and the pair help pluck Alex and other men from the water before they are crushed by 

lolling weight of steel. The trio flee down along the beach and take refuge with other soldiers in a 

beached boat, hoping to sail it for home when the tide dislodges it from the sand. But this plan 

goes awry when Germans beyond the British perimeter start using the boat for target practice, and 

the tide starts to flood the hold instead. Meanwhile Dawson, a gentleman of the coast who seems 

to have experience from the last war, sets to sea with a desire to help with his son and his friend 

aboard, having lost his elder son, an RAF pilot, already in the conflict. They pick up a soldier 

(Cillian Murphy) who‘s survived the sinking of a rescue ship and is suffering badly from 

traumatic stress. The soldier panics when he realises his rescuers are heading on back to Dunkirk. 

During a tussle for control of the vessel, George is knocked back down into the boat‘s interior and 

hits his head. Blinded at first, George soon dies of an aneurysm, but Dawson continues with his 



mission to save more men. Above their heads, Farrier and Collins try to ward off the Luftwaffe 

bombers playing havoc with the rescue; Farrier can‘t tell how much fuel he has left after bullets 

knock out his gauge, so his fight is defined by uncertain guesswork as to how long he can continue 

it, whilst Collins is shot down over water. 

 

 
 

I‘ve had many issues with Nolan‘s films in the past, but I had started to come around with him 

after the messy yet fitfully interesting third chapter to his very profitable Batman trilogy, and the 

sometimes excellent science fiction epic Interstellar (2014), a film that eventually foundered on 

Nolan‘s uneasy attempts to fuse Kubrickian grammatics with Spielbergian emotionalism and a 

glum retreat into sub-2001 mind-bending, but conjured a genuinely epic brand of realist scifi 

along the way. It was a real movie, as opposed to a cinematic conjuring trick or pseudo-

intellectualisation of genre and comic book fodder. Dunkirk sees Nolan venturing into historical 

drama and factual portraiture for the first time in his career, a choice that promises in abstract to 

discipline the writer-director within new parameters. And yet for better and worse, Dunkirk is a 

Nolan film through and through. Few contemporary filmmakers are as confident in wielding the 

infrastructure of a big-scale movie production in such a way that it remains touched with a strong 

personal aesthetic, which in Nolan‘s case means scene after scene shot in a dingy colour palette, 

showy editing patterns, and cunningly orchestrated sound effects. Never in the history of cinema 

have the sounds of men‘s muffled screaming as they drown been so peerlessly communicated. 

 

 
 

A fascinating disconnection lays at the heart of Dunkirk, as it did with Interstellar. Nolan is a 

filmmaker who wants to engage in a voluble sense of human vulnerability, and yet he has little gift 

as a dramatist, and his human figures tend to stand in for states of mind and feelings rather than 

experience them. Many said that about Stanley Kubrick, one of Nolan‘s evident and oft-cited 

inspirations, as well, but there were qualities to be picked up in Kubrick, from his coal-black 

humour to his sarcastic sensuality and the genuine rigour of his shot-for-shot cinema, that are 

totally absent from Nolan. Take, for instance, the early scenes that see Tommy escaping German 

bullets, and, when he gets his first time out on the beach, squats down to shit. No worry about 

mess. Nolan offers this sequence like a bonsai tree, lovely and potted and carefully groomed of all 

offensive detail as a sop to the supposed grit of his vision, and yet like everything else we see 

here, it‘s preeningly aestheticized. Still, Dunkirk is very much a work of contemporary cinema 

style, and for a time, this is bracing: there‘s no nostalgic gloss or air of antiquity to proceedings 



here even as the technology tends to look quaint now, like the Spitfires drilling the sky, battling 

opponents only with a pair of machine guns and their own good eyes to give them effect, and the 

Lee-Enfield rifles that seem so paltry a defence in the face of mechanised war. 

 

 
 

Nolan stages action scenes as a constant scruff-of-the-neck scramble, as when Tommy and 

Gibson, apparently delivered upon a rescue ship only then to be torpedoed, are forced to survive 

near-drowning, or later, when a different ship is sunk and we‘re treated to a harum-scarum 

cacophony of images as some manage to swim for safety and others are cooked by spilt fuel oil lit 

up by a crashing Nazi bomber. Nolan‘s images come on coolly at first but soon begin to pile on 

with ferocity as hell breaks loose. Yet to make a film about such an event takes a streak of 

madness, of understanding of what it feels like to have the world drop out beneath your feet, and 

the capacity to revel in it. And if there‘s one thing certain about Nolan, it‘s that he doesn‘t have a 

mad bone in his body. This is, after all, the man who remade the id-shaped heroes and villains of 

the Batman tales into creatures of witless literalism and who structured tales of romantic tragedy 

and adventures into the mind‘s recesses as puzzles with placards at their hearts in Memento (2001) 

and Inception. The trouble with this approach steadily unveils itself, stripping out such niceties as 

personality, context, and interest in the authentic players of history and replacing them with these 

pasteboard exemplars who wear looks of hangdog gravitas. This suits what Nolan actually does 

with his account of Dunkirk, which is to essentially reduce the event to a particularly gruelling 

fantasy adventure camp and theme park. Survive the sinking ship. Shoot down the Messerschmitt. 

Crap on the beach. Dodge the broken pier of death. It‘s no wonder Nolan is a god for millennial 

film buffs; he speaks fluently the language of video game. 

 

 
 

In Spielberg‘s Saving Private Ryan (1998), the famous D-Day beach opening had its calculated 

side but successful realised a maelstrom of chaos and gore; death comes from every direction, in 

every manner. Here, Nolan winds up one shot of a creeping barrage of Stuka bombs advancing 

towards Tommy and blowing up a neighbour with the precious, self-satisfied smirk of a talented 

child arranging the elements on stage for a puppet theatre. Nolan compensates for his cynicism 

towards traditional drama by conveying dread through his films‘ constant steely mood lighting. 

Hoyte Van Hoytema‘s photography is fine and crisp but plays the same relentless game as Hans 

Zimmer‘s scoring. Before going into the film I kept in mind the way Nolan uses Zimmer‘s music 

to propel his drama and quite often provide it, and with such awareness in mind I became acutely 



conscious of how marvellously the music is used to high-pressure the viewer, as Zimmer mimics a 

ticking clock and surging tide. Much like James Brown made his band into a giant percussion 

instrument to fuel funk‘s polyrhythms, Zimmer‘s orchestrations are less music than metronome, 

shunting the images along with false urgency, Pavlovian cues steamrolling us into obedience. The 

crowds of extras are supposed to be stoic and sullen in patient anxiety whilst occasionally showing 

their humanity, mostly by roaring approval of certain acts of bravery. But in fact they‘re as subject 

to Nolan‘s relentlessness as a moulder of elements as any of Fritz Lang‘s crowds depicting 

citizens of medieval Europe or futuristic Metropolis, devoid of raucous communal life. 

 

 
 

Nolan‘s dedication to studying the event through more of a communal than individual lens has a 

certain worthiness and aesthetic potential, but in comparison to a filmmaker like Miklos Jancso 

who really could realise historical events in a way where the mass enacted a tale (e.g., Red Psalm, 

1972), Nolan is a clodhopper who reduces characters to switchable pieces of a crowd rather than 

finding character in the crowd. No one swears, plays cards, tells dirty jokes, sings a ditty, gets 

drunk. This is our contemporary realism: the stuff of life in the margins is excised. It is not 

important. Importance is now measured in venturesome suffering. Nolan‘s attempt to synthesise a 

restrained emotional palette suits the material, and Rylance in particular handles this well. But 

dialogue barely serviceable as expressions of human communication drops from the characters‘ 

lips on occasions, as when Branagh‘s Bolton stares out to sea and pronounces, ―You can almost 

see it from here.‖ ―See what?‖ asks Winnant. ―Home.‖ Later, he stares out to sea (he does a lot of 

this) and, beholding the small boat flotilla heading to the rescue, he‘s asked, ―What do you see?‖ 

―Hope,‖ he replies. Nolan got paid to write this stuff, folks. Occasional flickers of anger are 

displayed, mostly with the RAF for their sparse attendance of the festivities, and by the finish 

Nolan suddenly makes a thing out of the soldiers‘ shame in defeat only then to find they‘re being 

greeted as heroes anyway. 

 

 
 

Nolan makes some effort to invest some complexity in his portrait of the situation, particularly in 

the scenes on the beached boat where Tommy, Gibson, and Alex have taken shelter with a gang of 

similarly unmoored men from the Highlander regiment. The young soldiers quickly reveal 

unreasoning ferocity in the face of blind terror. As the boat starts to flood with the rising tide, they 

turn on each-other. One soldier (Brian Vernel) gets it in his head, in Nolan‘s efforts to generate a 

moral crisis, that they need to throw someone overboard to lighten the boat, in spite of the fact 



they‘re on a sizeable craft where such an action would be utterly useless: they pick out Gibson in 

his silence as the odd man out, forcing the man to admit that he‘s actually a French soldier who‘s 

put on an English uniform to make his escape, his silence a ploy rather than a manifestation of 

shellshock. Tommy still bleatingly defends him: ―It‘s not fair.‖ This sequence reminded me of the 

similar moral quandary of the two bomb triggers Nolan deployed in The Dark Knight (2008), and 

it‘s just as wince-inducing in its clumsiness as a story device and facetious as a depiction of the 

panicky idiot lurking under the surface of all men. Even as jittery and desperate as the men here 

are supposed to be, no-one in his right mind could possibly think through one man off so large a 

boat is going to stop it sinking. Here Nolan reminded me of some other films with blind spots in 

this regard, like Joseph Losey‘s King & Country (1964), proposing to stick up for the little man in 

the face of great men‘s games but ironically, in portraying that little man as gallant and those 

others as bestial primitives. When Nagisa Oshima cast David Bowie in his POW drama Merry 
Christmas Mr Lawrence (1983), it was to exploit a pop star‘s strange and alien beauty and use it 

ironically, to make him emissary of the human race in a way a Byzantine religious artist might 

have appreciated, as a vision of the rarefied soul. Nolan casts Styles, likewise a pop star foraying 

into acting, and buries him in the avalanche of lookalikes, a nobody in a sea of nobodies. 

 

 
 

The same weakness is evident in another of narrative‘s strands, as young George collapses and 

dies, killed in part by the war and its effect on people. If we actually, properly knew who George 

was, his end might offer some pathos. Peter doesn‘t let the man responsible know George has 

died. He chalks it up to a fortune of war instead, choosing rather to seek memorialisation for 

George as a young hero of the great event. Nolan makes a nod here to John Ford‘s famous dictum 

of ―print the legend‖ evinced in The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance (1962). And yet for all its 

avant-garde visual force and desire to communicate survivalist urges as an overriding 

trait, Dunkirk is actually astonishingly square as an historical portrait, the exemplification of ―print 

the legend.‖ There is no political or institutional anger evinced here, or attempt to assess the 

failures of a mindset as a way of learning what goes wrong in war and why, as there was in, say, 

Richard Fleischer‘s Tora! Tora! Tora! (1970) or Richard Attenborough‘s A Bridge Too Far 

(1977). Dunkirk may well have invented a new cinematic genre: the history movie without history. 

When the great flotilla turns up, envisioned by Nolan as the cavalry running to the rescue, their 

crews stand upon the decks, chin cocked at noble angles, like they‘ve all escaped from some 

Soviet Realist poster. Rylance‘s performance as Dawson is both exceptionally good in its reserve 

and concision of emotional effect, but it also exemplifies Nolan‘s assimilation of cliché: he‘s an 

archetype of everything homespun and simple, soft-spoken and naturally gracious, exactly what 

we‘d fondly like to imagine everyone engaged in this enterprise was like. Hardy‘s handsome mug 

is hidden behind a mask most of the time, elected as stand-in for the Few. 

 



 
 

It feels particularly tempting to compare Dunkirk to Michael Bay‘s Pearl Harbor (2001), a 

lumbering and ridiculous melodrama that at least signalled some understanding of itself as such, 

an attempt to visit the past through the lens of that past‘s own methods of mythmaking – sweeping 

cinematic romance and archetypes. Nolan‘s efforts here pose as deep and true, but commit the 

same fraud as Bay did, reducing warfare to an obstacle course whilst affirming movie star 

credentials through flyboy antics, as Hardy‘s masked but dogged hero shoots down about six 

German airplanes. Man, Tom Hardy is cool. The aerial combat scenes are easily the best thing 

about Dunkirk however, as Nolan, usually not a director who gives any great thought as to where 

and why he places a camera, here often tethers his perspective to that of the pilots, their enemies 

appearing as flashes in the rear-view mirror to the clatter of bullets on the fuselage, or trying to 

catch a glimpse of a friend or enemy in the water far below. There are only pure equations to 

survival up here – what you can and can‘t see, how long until the fuel runs out. Nolan manages 

something reasonably original in this way, but then undercuts the exacting practicality as he 

strains credibility by having Farrier continue to shoot down enemy planes even when he‘s run out 

of fuel, and then barrels in for a perfect landing on the beach, struggling with recalcitrant landing 

gear all the way. 

 

 
 

Whilst Nolan‘s temporal gimmick is engaging on some levels, inviting the viewer to piece 

together how everything fits in the mind and feel the pleasure of certain actions gaining context at 

length, I wish it didn‘t often provoke to wonder if it wasn‘t a great ruse on Nolan‘s part to cover 

up how bad he‘s been in the past at tracking action. Dunkirk both held my attention but constantly 

frustrated it, and by the end left me cold in a way that infuriates. Once, ambition and vision in 

Hollywood could mean works like Apocalypse Now (1979) and Heaven’s Gate (1980), giant, 

shambling, endlessly rich mosaics composed of history, dreams, ideas, and fervent emotion. By 

comparison, Dunkirk reveals how small-minded and blankly impersonal such cinema can be even 

as Nolan expands the limits of his frames and the impact of his sound and 

vision. Dunkirk demands to be described in hip clichés like ―immersive‖ and ―experiential,‖ but 

the cause such aesthetic aims are supposed to serve, in sensitising us to the meaning of individual 

perspective and placing us in the shoes of people overwhelmed by circumstances, are swiftly 

transmuting into the opposite, a method used by contemporary filmmakers to turn the art form into 

something more like virtual reality, sapped of dramatic – and therefore human – values. Along 

with it, history becomes fodder for a simplistic action-survival thriller – one without the pleasures 



of pulp or the tatty, bratty cornball of folk history, but instead decked out in its own borrowed 

finery of import. Kubrick could give you both a moment of profound sentiment like the famous 

singalong at the end of Paths of Glory (1957) and also a stinging moment of personal rage and 

black comedy like the anointed martyr who makes his prayers to wine rather than gods. Nothing 

like that subsists here. This is a cold, barren, sterile beach to die on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The Immortal Story (Histoire Immortelle; TV, 1968) 
 

Director/Screenwriter/Actor: Orson Welles 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

An adaptation of a story by Karen Blixen published under her pseudonym Isak Dinesen, The 

Immortal Story is also a story of two immortals, Orson Welles and Jeanne Moreau. Welles‘ career 

as a director had long since become a victim of his own clarion work Citizen Kane (1941) and the 

stature it had gained him the film world. For too many, Welles was more valuable inhabiting the 

role of defeated hero, the great artist and colossal talent defeated by commercial concerns, than he 

was as a working director. Many of the films Welles had made since Macbeth (1948) had been 

pieced together over years, funded from piecemeal sources including his own earnings as an actor, 

and sometimes abandoned altogether. A brief return to studio filmmaking with Touch of Evil 
(1958) had concluded in box office failure, and by the late 1960s Welles, who had long been a 

footloose creature with artistic roots planted on either side of the Atlantic ever since he bluffed his 

way into working for the Gate Theatre in Dublin in the early 1930s, had essentially become a 

European auteur. Even then he could not gain traction even as he had found new champions in 

younger critics and filmmakers like those of the French New Wave. 

 



 
 

Chimes at Midnight (1966) was to be the last of Welles‘ completed and released full-length, 

fiction feature films, but not for lack of trying. Amongst a clutch of projects that finished up as 

piles of unspliced celluloid, there was his long-gestating version of Don Quixote, the thriller The 

Deep, a film version of Blixen‘s The Heroine, and the perpetually promised The Other Side of the 

Wind. Welles‘ final works completed to anything like his satisfaction proved to be the deliriously 

entertaining and inventive documentary-cum-conjuring act F For Fake (1974), and another Blixen 

adaptation, The Immortal Story, financed by a French TV channel although also shot with 

theatrical release in mind. Welles had intended this as the first part of a Blixen anthology film, but 

Welles‘ unease over the second instalment‘s looming shoot in Budapest eventually saw him 

abandon the project, leaving The Immortal Story as a curtailed but viable effort. Welles had 

collaborated with Moreau on The Trial (1962) and Chimes at Midnight, where she had played Doll 

Tearsheet, Falstaff‘s mistress, the first of her two roles for Welles that see her playing whores who 

snatch at sources of affection in a degrading world. Blixen‘s story must have instantly appealed to 

Welles, a work treading the edges of what we know call meta-fiction in the way it is both the act 

and art of storytelling and also a contemplation of these, an inward-folding story about stories, 

about how they mimic and make life sometimes, formed as they as a mimesis from the stuff of life 

both waking and dreamt. 

 

 
 

Welles approached it with a cinema raconteur‘s own understanding, turning it in part into a 

mystical burlesque on the arts of the director, a Promethean act that give strange semblance of life 



to fictions. At the same time it‘s a bite back at the forces that had harried Welles and constantly 

thwarted his creativity in the medium that suited him best, however much it might have frustrated 

him. The protagonist of his testimonial work is the sort of figure Welles visited again and again, a 

man of great power enthroned in his Xanadu, but stripped of the fascinating qualities and fluid 

natures that made earlier variations on this figure, like Charles Foster Kane, George Amberson 

Minafer, and Gregory Arkadin something like tragic figures, or at the very least charming devils. 

Here the tycoon figure is Mr Clay, an American businessman who has made his fortune in Macao 

and now resides in a house built for his former business partner, a man named Ducrot. Clay lives 

entirely alone apart from employees, and now that‘s he‘s dogged by gout and ill health at the age 

of 70, all Clay does now is sit around whilst his sallow and shy clerk Elishama Levinsky (Roger 

Coggio) reads him old ledger books. 

 

 
 

One night, when Levinsky realise he‘s read the same ledger to Clay before, the ponderous old 

businessman suggests Levinsky find some other sort of material to read. The clerk immediately 

learns the problem with this suggestion: Clay despises any sort of fiction or material that does not 

relate to immediate matters of sense and profit. He reads Clay a scroll containing words of the 

Prophet Isaiah, given to him by fellows Jews when they were being chased out of Poland by a 

pogrom, but clay irritably dismisses ―prophesies.‖ Instead, he begins to narrate a story he heard on 

his one voyage, the one that brought him from America to Macao: the tale of a young sailor once 

picked up off the beach by a rich but decrepit old man, with the offer of money if he‘ll spend the 

night with the rich man‘s much younger wife on the chance it will provide him with an heir. 

Levinsky shocks Clay when he finishes the story for him, before patiently explaining he heard the 

same tale, only from four different mouths on four different voyages, a commonplace fantasy with 

strictly delineated rules and form and courses of events. Clay is infuriated to learn that he‘s been 

taken in by an untrue tale, and his immediate solution to his vexation is to make the story take 

place. Obviously cast by providence for the role of rich man, he tasks Levinsky with finding 

someone to play his young wife, before they then head out to locate a real sailor who, when 

presented the same apparent facts necessary to the story‘s essential form, will then be able to 

recount it as true history. 

 



 
 

From its opening images of Macao‘s streets, through which Erik Satie‘s piano music echoes in 

ghostly strains, The Immortal Story wields a strange effect, like a tale told underwater, submerged 

and echoic, as if being remembered and experienced all at once. Welles manages this feeling of 

dialogue between hazily remembered past and equally hazy present without need for the elaborate 

mechanisms of flashback and framework he had utilised on Citizen Kane, instead conveying his 

disorientating mood through the gently insistent music and the concise yet elusive flow of his 

images. Welles, who amongst his many gifts was also an enthusiastic magician, dressed up areas 

in and around Madrid, where he was living at the time, and staged The Immortal Story as an 

elaborate conjuring act, a visitation to a time and place both authentic and legendary. In The Lady 
from Shanghai (1946), Welles‘s Irish sailor hero had referred to Macao as the wickedest city in 

the world, an idea The Immortal Story revisits as if with a mind to explaining the comment, 

identifying the island city as a place between places, a locale of veritable myth where old forces 

still reign, and the wickedness he had in mind was not so much one of petty vices so much as the 

possibility of calamitous gluttony of the spirit too often mistaken for success and power. Welles 

had always balanced schismatic sensibilities within his increasingly great girth, the brash 

American who kept all the world‘s culture at his fingertips, a leftist artist who found himself 

utterly transfixed by spectacles of power and greed and offered half-willing empathy for men 

caught out of time, dreaming of vanished romantic and hierarchical pasts. 

 

 
 

The longing for the past and the unbearable state of the present defines the collective of exiles 

who play out the tale – the Chinese citizens of the city are glimpsed only as servants and street 



faces, the appeal of colonialism for those who practice it seen as the chance to become petty 

emperors. Only Clay has no apparent nostalgia, but he ironically is in complete stasis. Only the 

triumphs and losses of the past, recorded and described through cold lines of numbers, have any 

meaning to him. The house he inhabits, intended as a home for a family, is a captured castle. Clay 

purposefully bankrupted and destroyed Ducrot in the course of his business dealings, purely to lay 

waste to just another rival. Ducrot, before killing himself, set to work on the house with the 

nihilistic ferocity of a biblical patriarch, removing every feature and piece of furniture save 

mirrors affixed to the walls, to reflect Clay‘s monstrousness back at him in occupying the 

mansion, the familial happiness they had once reflected left as corrosive background radiation. 

The legend of the house is reported by a random onlooker in the street (Fernando Rey), to other 

men like him, a revisit to the chorus-like groups who flock in Citizen Kane and The Magnificent 

Ambersons to contemplate the heroes and villains of their time. Kane, as he had surrendered to the 

gravity of his own fatuousness, had like Clay become cocooned by similarly yawning spaces and 

mocking, infinitely self-perpetuating mirror images, but unlike Kane Clay never seems to have 

fought the temptation, who seems a psychopath who kills and orders with money rather than 

knives. 

 

 
 

Certainly Clay seems indifferent to all symbolic curses, and probably unaware of them. Levinsky, 

coolly described at one point as ―another Wandering Jew,‖ has memories of being flung out of his 

homeland and now wants nothing more than to entirely retreat from the world without the pressure 

of having to speak to another soul. In this regard Clay suits him as a boss perfectly, but his new 

assignment pushes even the most detached yes-man to think Clay is about to commit such an act 

of hubris it will destroy him. Nonetheless he sets out to be play casting agent for Clay‘s opus, 

nominating for the role of young wife the not-so-young Virginie (Moreau), the mistress of another 

one of Clay‘s employees. Levinsky soon finds he‘s accidentally stumbled upon a far more perfect 

actor in this farce than he thought at first, as Virginie reveals to him, after initially flinching in 

offence at his job offer, that she was Ducrot‘s daughter. Her father had made her vow never to set 

eyes upon Clay or enter their stolen home, and when she realises that‘s exactly what Levinsky 

wants her to do she slaps him and walks away. Nonetheless Levinsky convinces her to break the 

vow in the hope of regaining something like her former station with her pay. 

 



 
 

Levinsky‘s courtship of Virginie for her ready-made role takes up much of the film‘s first half, a 

study of personalities at once tellingly similar and fascinatingly oblique. Both are people thrust far 

out of their original lives, subsisting in cheap rented rooms. But whereas Levinksy‘s space is 

absent personal details in his desire to erased from the eyes of men, Virginie‘s is an islet of tatty 

splendour, where a photo of the Empress Eugenie fills in for her own lost and fondly imagined 

mother. Clay‘s house, her father‘s construction, stands taunting amidst its splendid grounds on the 

far side of town, a lost inheritance like the Amberson mansion. Virginie recounts with bitter 

sarcasm the myths of her childhood as her father had raised her on promises she would become a 

great lady and equal of royalty, as she now subsists as kept woman in a city utterly indifferent to 

her fate. Virginie is the ultimate nexus of so many of Welles‘ obsessions. Like Bernstein inCitizen 
Kane, she‘s a person haplessly locked into reminiscing on a past idyll (whilst Levinsky resembles 

Bernstein as dwarfed yet oddly happy toady). Like the Ambersons, she‘s toppled royalty, doomed 

to forever to wander darkening, spreading streets of alien cities. She‘s Tanya, the wearied sortilege 

of Touch of Evil, given backstory. She‘s Duncan and Prince Hal, the avenger of her breed. 

 

 
 

Moreau had never exactly been an ingénue in cinema, having made her name on the stage for the 

Comédie-Française, and she was thirty when she became a movie star proper, in Louis 

Malle‘s Elevator to the Gallows (1958), fully-formed as, at once, muse of filmmakers and entity 
existing within and slightly apart from their labours, flicking the odd dubious gaze at the cage of 

fantasies about her. This late-to-the-party quality was part of her unique allure. She inhabited the 



post-war French spirit expertly – glamorous but kicked around a little, gnawed at by subtle but 

constant discontents. She stood between the plebeian, insolent humour and knowing cosmopolitan 

scepticism of her predecessor as queen of French film, Arletty, with a more open sensuality and a 

wince about her large, urgently expressive eyes, conveying wary, wounded gravitas and 

fathomless soul, and the blank jet-set chic of Catherine Deneuve. Moreau wandered further from 

home more often than either. She was existential adventurer for Malle, Tony Richardson‘s 

embodiment of the cauldron of the irrepressible, a brittle and raw-nerved exemplar of the occupied 

era for John Frankenheimer in The Train (1965), the symbol of culture bowing before industry in 

Paul Mazursky‘s Alex in Wonderland (1970), and, eventually, a director herself of personally-

inflected, self-reflexive dramas like Lumiere (1979). Her most famous role as the mercurial, 

waywardly sensuous yet insubstantial Catherine in Jules et Jim (1962) for Francois Truffaut had 

nonetheless not been a typical part for her. Moreau‘s provocative wit and air of louche desire were 

earthier, and yet somewhere in there was a wounded nymph. She is both spirit of air and creature 

of earth in The Immortal Story, wafting into frame swathed in tight white clothes like a breeze 

through a window curtain, in shots filmed by cinematographer Willy Kurant with sunlight 

deliriously bright on her white clothes, confronted by Levinsky in his black top coat, butterfly and 

beetle dancing through the stony old streets that have shrugged at a thousand such dramas. 

 

 
 

Virginie‘s face itself is a map of crushed dreams and loss borne and partly masked for the needs of 

survival. Like an actress, Virginie is in the business of looking perpetually youthful under powder 

and rouge. Levinsky‘s smooth, wan, untroubled visage contrasts her vividly, detached from all 

apparent care, in conviction of its hopelessness. Virginie finds him impossible to shame as he asks 

her to do the most shameful things. The peculiar atmosphere imbued by the Spanish locales 

dressed to look like a never-never Chinese shore exacerbates the unexpected feeling of connection 

to Sergio Leone‘s westerns. Although in story and style it‘s hard to think of more diverse 

creations, nonetheless like Leone Welles here grasps for a world on the fringe of the memory, the 

tattered fever dream of a genteel age, the last echoes of the Gilded Age and the belle époque, eras 

to which Welles so often looked in pining. Another peculiar similarity is with Italian gothic 

maestro Mario Bava – the haunted, shattered streets of Macao, the tatty remnants of nobility and 

caverns of monstrous egotism, as well as Welles‘ evocative colour palette, call to mind Bava‘s 

labours on works like I Tre Volti della Paura (1963) and Operazione Paura (1966). Like Bava, if 

in less overtly supernatural and generic terms, Welles tells tales of people caught in traps of time 

and memory. Welles‘ meteoric ascent as a youth had been the partial result of essentially losing 

his family at an early age, his brilliant inventor father ruined by alcoholism and his mother dying 

when he was nine, and even from Citizen Kane onwards it obvious that as the avatar of mercurial 

youth Welles was constantly looking over his shoulder at the past. Here he cast himself ironically 

as the embodiment of all forces that rob people of their own innocence, whilst Virginie is the 

robbed. She sits down with tarot cards, trying to divine the future, but as Levinsky promises, as far 

as she and anyone else in Macao is concerned, there‘s only one deity to pay homage to and look 



for favour from. Her self-consciousness over her inability to fit the role of young and virginal 

bride proves a strange felicity for the project; the same act of arch make-belief will transform her 

for the part. 

 

 
 

One defining characteristic of Welles‘ cinema until his last few works was his brusque 

indifference to the usual niceties of pacing and parsing of effects found in Hollywood film. His 

films come on instead as delirious visual ballets where the images and sounds often seem to be 

battling like horses in a race to beat each-other to the finish line. His first two Shakespeare 

adaptations, Macbeth (1948) and Othello (1952), are both dazzling and jarring for precisely this 

quality of discord between the experience of listening and that of seeing, vision always winning 

out except when Welles purposefully reduced all vision to rippling mist for the ―Tomorrow and 

tomorrow and tomorrow‖ speech in Macbeth. The vertiginous effect of Welles‘ cinema was 

sometimes enforced by the catch-as-catch-can manner in which some of them, like Othello, were 

shot and patched together like action collages. This is part of their great and eccentric worth, of 

course, but also readily explains why Welles was constantly frustrated in his efforts to regain his 

standing – they‘re works that refuse to wait for the slow kids to catch up. By the time of Chimes of 

Midnight however his temperament was cooling noticeably and The Immortal Story sees balance 

restored, to the point where it fits a cliché, as an aged master‘s melancholy and contemplative 

summative work. Indeed, it might well be the most perfect example of it in cinema. There‘s a 

deceptive aspect to this, of course. The Immortal Story marches along with a deft and precise 

sense of image flow allowed by the story‘s thrust and the brief running time that requires no 

padding or subplots, an aspect that allows the simplicity of the plot to retain its quality of 

subtraction and abstraction. 

 



 
 

The Immortal Story was also Welles‘ first work in colour. Welles had disdained colour in the past, 

arguing it took something away from performances, and besides, his filmmaking style was based 

in the expressionist model of cinema, a style etched in the stern, textured yet authoritative 

monochrome. To think of Welles‘ cinema in general is usually to envision works filled with 

riotous configurations of chiaroscuro light and dark, alternating looming, carved faces and 

environs turned into cavernous dreamscapes. And yet the use of colour in The Immortal Story has 

a care to it that ironically makes a superlative case for colour as a medium, sometimes desaturated 

to a nearly monochrome degree, but at other times lacing the images think as perfume. Scenes in 

Virginie‘s apartment offer a space where shades of amber yellow, saturated red, and sickly green 

battle with corners of darkness, suggesting her attempts to maintain a fecund little bole of private 

subsistence turning fetid and corrupt. These scenes contrast the later consummation of the project 

as Virginie assembles herself and her settings to create a florid and rapturous space amidst glass 

and gilt, flowers and gauze, perfect cradle for a virginal bride, ironically in what surely was once 

her bedroom and potentially the actual scenes of such nuptials, deep within Clay‘s mansion. 

Exteriors are largely bled of colour, save the bold hues of bill posters and signs covered in 

ideograms, as the outdoors areas here are arenas where people are exposed and preyed upon. 

 

 
 

Many of Welles‘ shots obtain a virtually diagrammatic simplicity and implicit meaning, in a 
manner aptly reminiscent of Chinese scroll painting. Barred gates seal off the levels of admittance 

to Clay‘s imperious, solitary grandeur, through which Virginie peers from far off and Levinsky 



much closer but just as alien from the centre of worldly motive and theistic power. Perhaps the 

film‘s wittiest and most crucial shot comes when Kurant pans up from the tarot cards Virginie 

urgently lays out, urgently looking for a future, to the sight of Levinsky watching her from the 

square below, standing stark upon the pale, dusty earth, the bringer of that future in sleazy, 

inescapable garb. Levinsky walks through deserted streets like the last man on earth, a carrier of 

scraps of the Torah into distant lands and the deaf ears of gnome kings. Later Levinsky finds for 

Clay the last player in his gruesome play, a young sailor named Paul (Norman Eshley). Paul, his 

clothes bedraggled and filthy and his hair bleached by salt and sun, is only too perfect a heroic 

young ingenue, who‘s not only beached and broke but has just been rescued after spending months 

alone on a remote island, where he was stranded after his ship sank. Paul is a romantic and 

quixotic figure, spreading out the collection of shells he accumulated on the island before Clay‘s 

feet as if it‘s a sprawl of treasure greater than anything Clay has, and quite obviously it is, a trove 

harvested from nature, each item invested with totemic lustre. Paul, like any good member of the 

audience, quickly begins to deduce the story he‘s faced with here, and starts to walk out the door, 

only for Clay to draw him back with the same method, more bluntly delivered, his underling used: 

fulfil my dream and the wage will buy yours. 

 

 
 

It‘s hard to remember that Welles was still only 54 when he made The Immortal Story. Life was 

starting to catch up with the version of himself he often constructed, ageing, grizzled, corpulent, a 

figure not of youthful bravura but premature worldliness. The caricature then rapidly encasing 

Welles cast him as a once-great figure too easily seduced now by fine things, immobilised by 

indulging incidental splendours, and the part of Clay stoops to make use of the image. Welles‘ 

heavy make-up turns Clay‘s American visage into a Noh mask, fierce but rigid and somnolent, as 

if Clay is fossilising by the minute. Casting himself as the manipulative ―director‖ of events, 

imposing his lurid fantasies on actors only to leave himself calcified and impotent, seems all too 

apt a self-burlesque. But of course, just as Welles could make a movie like this and then come 

back a few years later with a work as effortlessly energetic and spry as F For Fake, Welles refuses 

to be just one thing. And here he stands behind all the characters at hand. He is as much hurt and 

dreaming Virginie and Paul laying out his glistening baubles before disinterested pragmatists and 

philistines and Levinsky hoping for an escape from expectation, as he is mouldering puppeteer. 

It‘s hard to escape the feeling Welles ultimately agrees with Clay in thesis if not intention, that to 

make a film is crudely and hubristically turn imagining into crude form of reality, a reality created 

by the actors inhabiting roles and a mastermind orchestrating events, in defiance of nature and 

obedience instead to the fancies of the mind, a recourse for artists who engage in cinema as in no 

other. Harry Cohn had once purportedly been furious with Welles for marrying Rita Hayworth on 

the grounds he wasn‘t good-looking enough to be paired with the woman he set up as fertility idol 

for all. Welles knew what it was like to be miscast in life. Clay is imposer and mediator of 

fantasies, mogul rather than the artist, constructor of weary pornographies, an appetite that 

enervates in being satisfied. 



 

 
 

And yet Welles had made the careers of many actors he‘d worked with over the years, and 

likewise Clay‘s conjuration ironically gives his actors a chance to become better versions of 

themselves. Virginie and Paul, thanks to a few hazy drapes and smoking candles and aspects of 

frustrated desire within themselves, readily become the heroes out of fable they‘ve been appointed 

to play. Welles finds not falsity but truth in the night Virginie and Paul spend together, after the 

young sailor uneasily treads into her bedroom, glimpsed through veils that soften the hard edges of 

Virginie‘s face. Welles makes a splendid miniature rhapsody just before this, out of the simple act 

of Virginie stripping naked and blowing out candles, the cutting suddenly turning fast, the 

framings pressing in but the images becoming vaguer and softer, the act of setting the stage a 

transformative moment, replete with magical inferences. Virginie‘s nakedness is of course also 

Moreau‘s, and there are few moments where any actor seems as utterly exposed and vulnerable as 

Moreau does as the moment of performative truth approaches. And yet Moreau pulls off the 

ultimate conjuration that even Welles can‘t contrive: she becomes a woman ageing in reverse, 

rediscovering the blanched and virginal girl of the story. Is The Immortal Story perhaps in part an 

exploration for Welles as to what is preferable, the lordly art of directing or the intimate and 

protean one of acting? It seems his answer is acting, all the way. 

 

 
 

Virginie rattles the seemingly unshameable Levinsky when she starts to strip down before them, 

kicking off a tantalisingly erotic sequence in which the clerk hovers at the door to her bedroom 



set, the clerk‘s own deeply suppressed and eternally disappointed erotic side stirred – after all, did 

he not cast her for his desire for her? – but also merging with hers as she stands on the other side 

of the door, the two of them commingling in the half-dark. In such moments Levinsky seems 

much more the director, symbiotic creature with his actor, collaborating to remake the world. 

Levinsky‘s plots the play out with meticulous detail because he half-hopes, half-fears it will bring 

about Clay‘s downfall, the grotesque old tyrant a force of gravity that, like it or not, makes 

everything else happen. Part of the immortality of a story lies in its inevitability – Achilles will 

always kill Hector, Macbeth will always grasp his fate and fall victim to it, Lizzie Bennett will 

always marry Mr Darcy, Superman will escape the kryptonite and keep hope alive – in a way that 

defies the obsession today with ―spoilers‖ and the illusion of novelty, for it is precisely the 

moments that are not surprises, the pieces that click into place with most telling finality, that strike 

with most profundity. The Immortal Story plays out in perfect obedience to the precepts of the 

story Clay lays down, but in dimensions beyond what he saw. The young enact the basic business 

of the young to replenish the well, allowing the old to die. It‘s immortal because it happens over 

and over again, even without Clay‘s postures of godlike design, because the names of the parts 

imposed upon the story are mere guises in themselves, for the role of youth and age, death and 

birth. 

 

 
 

Levinsky sees a flash of the divine in the events that unfold, theorising that possibly Isaiah strikes 

down Clay for failing to heed his prophecy. The difference between myth, even religion, and mere 

story lies in there somewhere, in the aspect of the inevitable, the pattern that returns inexorably to 

its starting point. Either way, the aftermath of the night of magic is the fresh dawn where mist 

rises amidst parkland trees, the fleeting lovers kiss and part, and the triumphant tycoon savours his 

victory and then expires. The mood of morning is quietly ecstatic and expectant: lives have been 

renewed, connections made, will reclaimed. Paul presents Clay with a shell to give to Virginie, 

unaware the man is dead, a trinket of rubbish that carries the music of the sea with it, retrieved by 

Levinsky as he settles to down before Clay‘s cold bulk to contemplate the meaning of it all. ―It‘s 

very hard on people to want something so badly,‖ he murmurs, considering Clay‘s success: ―If 

they can‘t get it, it‘s hard, and if they do get it, it‘s even harder yet.‖ It‘s a line that echoes one in 

in Citizen Kane, just as the dropped shell recalls the snow globe in that film: ―If I hadn‘t been 

really rich, I might have been a really great man.‖ There‘s a basic contradiction torturing us all, 

Welles so often inferred, that to achieve and gain is a basic drive of life but also a bane, for to gain 

too much is to lose what drives. For Welles, and for any artist truthfully, perhaps even any human, 

it is only the struggle, the act of becoming, the always doomed but ever-perpetuating state, that 

has reality. 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

Le Samouraï (1967) 
 

Director/Coscreenwriter: Jean-Pierre Melville 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

The initial, defining image of Le Samouraï is held for a long time, about two and a half minutes, 

as the credits unspool across its face, with a fixity that becomes in turns nearly unbearable and 

then mesmeric. A man lies on a bed, smoking a cigarette, in an apartment that seems forgotten to 

the memory of humankind. A title gives the time with the exactitude of an official record. Tones 

are muted and crepuscular. Rain gushes against the window. The only noise we hear is one that 

recurs through the film with needling insistence: a bird‘s chirping. The animal is kept in a cage of 

surprising refinement but tarnished by time and neglect, something once fine retrieved from a flea 

market, used to house an animal that‘s not so much a pet or companion as a proof of life, an alarm 

system, and the embodiment of its owner‘s inner self. The camera makes an ever-so-slight move 

in, subtly reframing the same scene from an illustrative space reminiscent of ukiyo-e art into a 

performing zone. The man on the bed is Jef Costello (Alain Delon), a man who exists in a zone of 

pure transience, the abode he dwells in a shell he‘s occupied like a crab, ready to vacate again at a 

moment‘s notice. There is no future, no past, no state of being that is not purely of the moment, 

the existential being laid bare in all his futile determination. So begins Jean-Pierre Melville‘s great 

etude in genre film aesthetics – not in action but in repose. The film‘s opening quotation, 

supposedly from the Bushido code of the samurai, nudges us to understand what follows as a tale 

of a man dedicated in silent, stoic manner to a certain creed, a way of life that precludes other 

considerations: ―There is no greater solitude than that of the samurai, unless it is that of the tiger in 

the jungle, perhaps.‖ A bogus quote, of course: Melville made it up purely to illustrate his theme. 

 



 
 

The romantic lustre of such a legendary historical likeness in discipline seems to stand in 

heightened contrast to Jef‘s actual job, as an underworld hit man, an imp of society‘s abysses. 

Certainly, Jef was not the first assassin to be the focus of a thriller film, but he has become the 

archetype of the version of the character we‘re now quite familiar with as the example of Le 

Samouraï, and its maker, Jean-Pierre Melville, have permeated popular cinema. Like Sergio 

Leone in Italy, Melville was a filmmaker who developed a powerful and specific imprimatur 

based in dichotomous creative references, mating a very European sense of style to an unabashed 

love of American pulp stories, lending them such stature in texture and spectacle they rise far 

above grubby roots to seem akin to neo-mythology. There similarities between the directors end 

there, of course. Where Leone was a high if ironic romantic at play in the primal arena and the 

theatre of death, Melville was cool and pitilessly rational, and his ardour for the stern, implacable 

dramas found in pulp crime tales and Hollywood gangster dramas accorded with Melville‘s 

personal experience on a vital level. Melville made his filmmaking debut with the grim and eye-

catching submarine drama Le silence de la mer (1949), emerging a little later than the clutch of 

major talents who arose in French cinema during the Nazi occupation including Rene Clement, 

Robert Bresson, and Henri-Georges Clouzot. Yet he shared with them a rigorous sense of how to 

purvey his vision and an edge of technical mastery that earned him admiration from the next 

generation of French filmmakers, the Nouvelle Vague directors. They followed Melville in 

subjecting their love of Hollywood cinema to an exacting nativist eye and mind and their 

exhibiting the results. 

 

 
 

Melville surely remained the most colourful directorial personage of his place and era, however, 

fond as he was of cruising about Paris in a massive Cadillac and sporting a Stetson hat. Melville, 

whose real last name was Grumbach, had served in the Resistance during the war before he fled to 



Britain, joined the Free French forces there, and returned with them to liberate Paris in 1944. In 

the Resistance he had chosen as his codename the name of his favourite author, the writer 

ofMoby-Dick, and found it stuck even when he didn‘t want it to any longer: Jean-Pierre Melville 

thereafter became a kind of fictional character at large in the real world. It‘s also not hard to detect 

a note of rebellion in Melville‘s practiced appropriation of American aesthetics. His affectations 

and his cinema both speak of a man who no longer felt he had much in common with the society 

he had helped to liberate. The condition of his characters is one of being jammed between a 

cosmic rock and a social hard place. Le Samouraï is perhaps his most distilled and iconographic 

vision of such a condition. Melville offers up Jef not simply as a man in a despicable profession 

but a man who invites being seen as a philosophical paradigm, the life instinct whittled down to an 

essence: Jef can only be brought to life by missions that send him out to kill. Jef‘s habits are those 

of a man at once aimless and eternally waiting, for a job or for the law, either a motive or the 

coming of death, that is, freedom from motive. Whereas Army of Shadows pinned that state down 

to a specific moment in history and experience, Le Samouraï has the advantage of articulating it 

free of such associations, boiling the legend of a lone wolf down to a perfect ideogram. 

 

 
 

Jef‘s slow rousing from his initially prostrate state sees him fondle a bundle of cash, the notes 

sliced in half, a promise and also a compulsion to perform the job before him. The job, the 

motives for which are barely elucidated in the course of Le Samouraï, is to kill a nightclub owner. 

Jef accomplishes this task swiftly and without difficulty, even giving his mark a fair chance to 

defend himself before shooting him behind his desk. The real art of Jef‘s trade is depicted in 

exacting, near-fetishist detail before and after the moment of truth, is one of setting up alibis, 

obtaining a gun and car that cannot be traced to him, and weathering the inevitable ordeal of being 

netted by the cops as they round up the usual suspects. So, Jef‘s work day commences with 

leaving his apartment and looking for a car to steal. He gets into a Citroen and pulls out a ring 

loaded with car keys, and tries them one by one until one starts the car. He meets with a woman, 

Jane (Delon‘s wife of the time, Nathalie Delon), a prostitute who will form part of his alibi, and 

then with some poker players who will provide the rest of his cover. He takes his stolen car to a 

man (André Salgues) who lurks in a shed in a dreary and crumbling sector of town, waiting for 

people like Jef to come for his services. He provides Jef with clean number plates for the car, and 

a gun. 

 



 
 

The alertness to detail and the patience with which Melville documents forms both the film‘s 

backbone of cinematic exposition and gives context to the story it is telling on more than a literal 

level. The process of criminal enterprise is viewed with a precise and lucid eye for the minutiae a 

man in Jef‘s profession must orchestrate with utmost care, whilst also accumulating cinematic 

images based around these details that can only work in the way they do as film. Such details can 

be listed in prose, but they can‘t be tracked and studied in all their laborious glory, consuming 

time and energy, demanding an exact and inescapable attentiveness to the ticking clock and the 

itinerary of necessary acts. Jef‘s pet bird isn‘t just there for companionship, but as a natural alarm 

system, for intruders into his apartment send the bird into of fits of panic, shedding feathers as it 

flits about its cage – exactly the sort of overt display of distress Jef keeps himself from offering, 

and yet which Melville forces us to intuit and comprehend. Melville‘s feel for life as a series of 

labours and swerves in the face of a hostile universe has a certain intriguing generational 

sympathy with Clouzot‘s similar outlay of agonising problems for his characters to solve with the 

tools at hand in movies like The Wages of Fear (1953) and Les Diaboliques (1955), and Bresson‘s 

crucially similar interest in characters trapped within their world and themselves. It‘s tempting to 

conclude that the exigencies of surviving the war had instilled in such filmmakers a rigid sense of 

practical consequence. Unlike his fellows, however, Melville is pointedly non-psychological. We 

are never told who Jef is, where he has come from or what his experiences have been, except for 

clues that dropped, like the fact that some cops who break into his apartment to bug it wield just 

like Jef a ring of many keys – might Jef once have been a cop himself? 

 

 
 

Such questions don‘t really matter, though. All that matters in Jef‘s life are the cold equations of 

what‘s in front of him, and to keep swimming like a shark. Jef‘s carefully wrought plan unfolds 

near-flawlessly. Many people see him in the club, including jazz pianist Valérie (Cathy Rosier), an 



entertainer in the club, spies him emerging from the assassinated owner‘s office. Jef simply walks 

past her and out of the club, and once he‘s paraded before the employee witnesses in the police 

line-up a mysterious affliction seems to descend upon them all, so that only one definitely 

identifies him, whilst Valérie emphatically denies he is the killer. This tips Jef off to an interesting 

and eventually consequential detail, that the club employees have all been ordered not to identify 

him, and that forces are working he is not aware of. Otherwise Jef‘s plan works like the 

clockwork, but this is in itself a fault, one that sets in motion a chain of events that will eventually 

destroy him: the very perfection of Jef‘s cover story, which included contriving to be seen by 

Jane‘s fancy man, Wiener (Michel Boisrond) as he left her apartment building, tips off the 

investigating Commissaire (François Périer) that he must be the assassin, because no-one else 

netted in the police dragnet has such a beautiful alibi. The Commissaire does his best to shake Jef 

and find some hook to hang an excuse to keep him in jail on. At one point he obliges Jef to swap 

hat and coat and stand in a room with a dozen cops, and asks Wiener pick him out. Wiener‘s 

precision as a witness in this feat, after telling the Commissaire that he‘s not particularly 

perceptive, leads the cop to quip ruefully, ―Just imagine if you were observant.‖ The Commissaire 

releases Jef after obliging Valérie to double down on her denial that he is the killer, but continues 

to have him followed, and has a bug concealed in his apartment. Melville offers an ice-cold joke 

when the men who secret the bug turn on their listening gear, only to hear the bird‘s endless 

chirping. 

 

 
 

Melville‘s time in the Resistance would be chronicled more directly and exactingly in Army of 

Shadows (1969), but it feels self-evident that Le Samouraï is his first draft for capturing the sense-

memory of that time, the feeling of being an exile within one‘s own society, duelling with 

authority and inexorable fate. It‘s so very tempting to read Jef and his lifestyle as a mere 

transcription of Melville‘s time as an insurgent. Like a spy or a provocateur or member of a 

terrorist cell, Jef awaits orders, asks nothing about the whys of his business that he might divulge 

if he‘s caught and tortured. He looks for only the immediate matters before him, and then proceeds 

out into a world that he necessarily supposes is a place of hostile occupation. Another of the film‘s 

few fillips of humour is also a visual statement along these lines, as Jef walks across a street, a 

poster behind him showing a man on the telephone seeming to track his movements, with the 

camera panning over to find a man who actually is phoning in his report on his movements. A 

lengthy sequence late in the film, one that seems inspired by a similar vignette in Raoul 

Walsh‘s White Heat (1949), depicts the cops‘ efforts to track Jef around Paris with surveillance 

equipment, the reports of each agent registering as a glowing bulb on a map on the police station 

wall. One crucial aspect missing from Jef‘s life that might otherwise sustain the spirit of an agent 

or radical is that sense of purpose, a larger cause. Jef seems to hold himself together with a 

resolute code of personal honour, detached from motives beyond doing what he does perfectly. 

But that ethic can only carry him so far. 

 



 
 

Jef‘s almost surgical excision from the regular world of people is illustrated in a haunting episode 

early in the film, as he steals the car for the job. He sits bolt upright, trying not to make any move 

to attract attention as he tries each key on his ring, the rain water smeared on the windscreen, as if 

he‘s losing form and solidity. When he gets the car started he drives off only to pull up at an 

intersection, and an attractive woman tries to catch his eye from a neighbouring car, only for Jef to 

turn his gaze away in declared disinterest. In scenes like this, Melville‘s work with 

cinematographer Henri Decaë creates a specific ambience of romantically picturesque, even 

elegant alienation. Jef‘s solitary melancholy registers constantly in Delon‘s stringent blue stare, 

and indeed the very frames of Le Samouraï. Paris becomes a bleak and seamy labyrinth under 

Melville and Decaë‘s eyes, variously rain-drenched or oppressed by grey skies. François de 

Roubaix‘s scoring winds itself into such images like smoke, like the throbbing organ theme that 

chases Jef around, neurotically describing his crawling-ant nerves when he‘s staying calm 

committing crimes. Melville delves into forgotten corners of the cityscape, like the ironwork 

railway bridge where Jef meets a contact, and other places of decaying infrastructure and run-

down, workaday blandness. Fittingly for Jef‘s algorithmic method, Melville repeats several scene 

in variations, including one incidental shot he offers twice, as Jef drives the then super-modern 

Citroens DSs he steals up a back alley to a garage. The environment Melville maps here is so 

magnificently cheerless, drab, shattered, and crudely anonymous, the car so sleek and chitinous, 

it‘s as if a flying saucer is winging its way through the ruins of a lost civilisation. 

 

 
 

There‘s an echo in this motif, moreover, with the way Melville shoots scenes of Jef‘s encounters 

with Valérie in the club, and her apartment, both of which are spaces of haute-moderne blandness, 

like sets for a science fiction film. Melville gives hints not only about individual identity and 

unspoken loyalties through such touches but also hints at tensions between the worlds he sees 



cohabiting. Jef belongs to an older age, a vanishing world, being busily colonised by newness and 

novelty, playthings of a new breed, cynical and deracinated. Perhaps Jef hopes to make enough 

money to one day be one of them. But he seems more often like the remnant spirit of that age, 

subsisting as a reminder that behind every flashy, polished surface is something turned tarnished 

and weathered. Delon‘s face embodies the dichotomy perfectly, his sleek, almost alien 

handsomeness and his limpid, bleakly inferring eyes. Such visual patterns, matched to a narrative 

that emphasises the hero‘s disconnection from the world, betray Le Samouraï as indebted to the 

recent examples in art cinema like Michelangelo Antonioni‘s filmsas it is to classic Hollywood 

crime dramas, similarly transfixed as they were by modernity grafted onto tatty cityscapes. 

Melville‘s specific genius was in purposefully setting out to fuse the two. 

 

 
 

Some other filmmakers had predicted the same movement, including some of Melville‘s 

influences and rivals, like Don Siegel, whose own doomed hitman drama, The Lineup (1958), 

staged a similar drama amidst the jagged geometries of California, Robert Alrdich‘s radiation-noir 

epic Kiss Me Deadly (1955), and White Heat, which walked its antihero from the age of medieval 

titans to finally be snuffed out amidst explosions declaring the atomic age. John Huston, on The 

Asphalt Jungle (1949), and Jules Dassin, with Rififi (1954), had similarly predicted Melville‘s 

fascination with method and hyper-professional attentiveness to the little bits of business, but not 

his attempts to render the drama on a near-abstract plain. It‘s that aspect of Le Samouraï that has 

surely made it an obsessive object for cinephiles ever since, particularly for other filmmakers who 

have taken inspiration from Melville‘s cool blend of stylisation and authenticity and methodical 

paring away of regulation dramatic functions. Melville‘s love of American noir doesn‘t entirely 

conceal the fact that Jef also readily evokes the traditions of the ‗30s poetic realist strain in French 

film, as an upright and impassive underworld hero who attempts to stave off fate only to finally 

embrace it. Melville‘s careful use of colour and décor, worked in confluence with art director 

François de Lamothe, reinforces his visual language. Almost the entire film is painted in hues of 

blue, grey, and green. Michael Mann, one filmmaker whose oeuvre has obviously been deeply 

inflected by Melville‘s work here, drew upon a similar scheme for dictating the sunnier but no less 

controlled palette of the TV show he provided the design blueprint for, Miami Vice. 

 



 
 

One of the few elements that defies the colour scheme is the presence of Rosier, whose brown skin 

and flashy wardrobe, like the fur coat she wears in the police station scenes, appear like islands of 

exotic promise, a voice from yet another world, one that‘s creative, zesty, sexy, and fecund. Jane 

tries to claim Jef‘s romantic attention, but he remains indifferent to her, whilst Valérie is an 

unwitting femme fatale. She is lover to Olivier Rey (Jean-Pierre Posier), a business partner of the 

club owner who‘s arranged his killing and who‘s been pulling the strings jerking Jef around. She 

seems to pull Jef through some indescribable magnetism that first manifests when they nearly 

collide just after his killing, a magnetism that is has an erotic edge but which soon reveals a 

different, altogether graver aspect: Valérie is the embodiment of Jef‘s fate, beckoning him on to 

his end. Jef‘s near-subconscious interactions with women are contrasted by a dry scene in which 

the Commissaire attempts a form of seduction on Jane that might also be the more traditional kind, 

turning a mixture of vague threat and cajoling appeal on her as he tries to pressure her into 

removing Jef‘s alibi with the promise that if he can prove he killed the club owner she‘ll go down 

for perjury. The Commissaire‘s air of savvy knowing and dogged, instinctive method are similar 

to Jef‘s ways of working, even as his person could not be more different, emissary of official 

French life in his three-piece suit. Like that most eminent of fictional French detectives, Maigret, 

it‘s very easy to imagine him going home at night to a wife and three kids. But his job is too 

onerous, the police station his natural habitat as much as seedy apartments and alleys are Jef‘s: 

―That takes care of our Sunday,‖ he says as he‘s faced with nine more protracted interrogations 

after releasing Jef. Police work is a painstaking shuffle towards a desired goal. 

 

 
 

Whilst Jef successfully, even easily defies the forces of official justice, he finds his job turns 

complex and threatening in his interactions with the cabal employing him. Not understanding that 

being arrested was part of Jef‘s plan, Rey sends a blonde hood (Jacques Leroy) to meet him for the 



pay-off, who instead tries to shoot Jef when they meet. Melville stages this rupture in the film‘s 

sleek and nerveless rhythm as a sudden and spectacular pivot from charged stillness, conveyed in 

close shots of the actors, whose similarity of appearance suggests they‘re all but doppelgangers, to 

lunging motion and violent disorientation, as he suddenly cuts to a shot from the perspective of a 

passing train, as if this is just another moment of life in the raw to be glimpsed from the Metro. Jef 

is wounded by a bullet but he manages to drive the goon away, and returns to his apartment where 

he cleans up the wound. Jef is left to improvise as a vice tightens about him, left broke and 

betrayed and unable to get the cops off his back. He attempts to use Valérie to contact the boss 

behind the operation. The blonde man returns to ambush Jef in his apartment, not to kill him but to 

explain the misunderstanding and offer him more money to complete another hit. Jef takes 

exception, stating he never speaks to a man holding a gun (―Is that a rule?‖ ―A habit‖). The goon 

puts his gun away, only for Jef to then spring on him and beat him until he gives up his employer. 

―That‘s how you end up unemployed,‖ Jef tells him after he breaks easily. Jef is the pure 

practitioner of his faith. Jef however saves his real wrath for Rey when he finds him, clarifying 

Jef‘s subsequent actions as being, on some level, a serve of necessary retribution for violating the 

rules of his trade, rules that, however tenuous, construct something like a tenable existence for 

those who live by them. 

 

 
 

The theme is, of course, honour amongst thieves and the necessary punishment of any who violate 

such an arcane creed. The ultimate crime fiction cliché has been carefully alchemised here into an 

essential proposition, a runic scrawl denoting the obvious and pointing the way forward for 

filmmakers dabbling in this kind of movie forever more. Le Samouraï‘s imprint has been 

tremendous on genre cinema in the intervening fifty years, beyond overt homages like Jim 

Jarmusch‘s Ghost Dog (1999) and stated fans like Mann, Walter Hill, and Johnnie To, who have 

remixed themes and images and essential qualities throughout their careers. Something of its sway 

was already observable in Hollywood a few years after its release amongst younger directors 

attentive to European cinema – it‘s there in the procedural finesse and gritty urban adventures 

of The French Connection (1971) and the earliest entries in the icy criminal professional subgenre, 

like The Last Run (1971). But a deeper influence can be discerned on The Godfather (1972) and 

its legion of imitators, an influence built more around its stated thematic presumption that the 

crime world is worthy of comparison to bygone cultural phenomena, the code-driven professions 

of warriors, left adrift in an impersonal modern world inimical to basic values amongst certain 

sectors of society. Where Melville offered this concept as a piece of cool jazz, Francis Coppola 

and others would inflate it on a epic stage, proposing its heroes as inheritors of the state-of-siege 

mentality of Roman equites and medieval warlords. 

 



 
 

In that regard Le Samouraï‘s influence might be considered pernicious in introducing this dubious 

if attractive romanticisation of criminals into the pop cultural lexicon. That said, the fact that 

Melville made up the quote at the start of his film suggests a level of puckish sarcasm to the 

likeness. Yet Melville also takes the comparison a step further than most followers. He certainly 

takes Jef seriously as a man who sustains a code, his downfall and his ultimate march to self-

destruction, which echoes that in Sam Peckinpah‘s The Wild Bunch (1969) two years later but 

which pays off in a radically different manner: where Peckinpah‘s criminal knights choose to go 

out in an orgiastic act of self-immolation, Jef chooses to erase only himself, with an aspect of self-

abnegation that does actually finally render him worthy of a Zen consideration. Aware that the 

second contract the blonde man offered him was to kill Valérie, and equally aware that she‘s 

protected by hidden police, he approaches her with a look of bottomless of sorrow and exhaustion, 

and takes out his gun, only to die in a hail of bullets. 

 

 
 

The Commissaire soon learns his gun was empty, his death something like seppuku, an 

honourable way to go out when the suppositions that made his existence tenable if not fun have 

one by one been kicked out. Jef turns the spectacle of his own futility into a kind of rite, given 

strange final solemnity and import by the exchange he has with Valérie – ―Why Jef?‖ ―I was paid 

to.‖ Jef cannot complete the contract, and so he must pay his own price Melville‘s camera retreats 

to a deadpan long shot of Valérie seated in the midst of the club whilst the mess is cleaned up, as 

if to take bewildered stock of a drama that has been both radically simple and impossible to fully 

grasp. This shot closes a rhyme with the opening, but with telling contrasts – past has yielded to 

future, male to female, killer to artist, one life lived as running improvisation giving way to 

another. Le Samouraï wields a cumulative impact that defies dissection, the undercurrent of 

piercing sadness all the more powerful for Melville‘s refusal to weep for a killer. It is precisely the 



sense that Jef knew he didn‘t deserve anyone‘s tears, the portrayal of a life nullified, that provokes 

sorrow, for the sense that anyone should exist in such perfect solitude and pain is almost too awful 

to face. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The Shout (1978) 
 

Director/Coscreenwriter: Jerzy Skolimowski 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Jerzy Skolimowski was born in Łódź, Poland just before the outbreak of World War II, and like 

many film talents of his time and nation, his life was doomed to be a strange tale of exile and 

wandering. After enduring a terrifying childhood in the midst of war, Skolimowski found repute 

early in his early twenties as a writer with a sideline passion for boxing. Skolimowski encountered 

Andrzej Wajda, then at the forefront of his generation‘s film talents in Poland, and Wajda 

challenged him to rewrite the script of Innocent Sorcerers (1960), in which Skolimowski also 

acted, playing a pugilist. A spark of passion for a new art form lit in Skolimowski, who started 

attending film school and studied under Andrzej Munk, and graduated with a near-complete 

feature film to be assembled from all the fragments he had shot in that time. Skolimowski wrote 

the dialogue for Roman Polanski‘s debut film, Knife in the Water (1962), before he began to make 

a name for himself with his autobiographical tales of growing up in post-war Poland, 

particularly Walkover (1966), about a boxer who defeats an opponent in the ring but is felled by 

him in a street fight. The political commentary of Hands Up! (1967) got him in trouble with 

authorities, and he found himself unable to return home. He drifted around western Europe for a 

time, and washed up in London, where his experiences would eventually be transmuted much later 

into his acclaimed 1982 film Moonlighting. Skolimowski debuted in English-language cinema 

with Deep End (1970), a story about a teenager‘s sexual obsession with a slightly older woman 

that unfolds in tragicomic fashion. Sinking instantly from sight at the box office upon 

release, Deep End soon gained a dogged cult following. 

 



 
 

Skolimowski‘s follow-ups, adaptations of Arthur Conan Doyle — The Adventures of Gerard 

(1970) — and Vladimir Nabokov — King, Queen, Knave (1972) — were also flops and critically 

derided to boot, so Skolimowski did not get to make another film until 1978‘s The Shout, an 

adaptation of a short story written by Robert Graves. Graves, best-known for his poetry and his 

diptych of erudite and blackly witty historical fiction I, Claudius and Claudius the God, is not a 

name usually associated with fantastical literature, but The Shout was an eerie and bizarre tale 

about magic and madness, one that was to prove a perfect springboard for Skolimowski‘s talents. 

The resulting film captured him the Grand Prix at the 1978 Cannes Film Festival (shared with 

Marco Ferreri‘s Bye Bye Monkey). The Shout stands today as a lonely island in cinema, one of a 

handful of entries in the history of the cinefantastique that evokes vast possibilities with a spare, 

even abstract, method. Then again, to call The Shout a fantasy film might be to misclassify it. 

Actually, most any description of it runs the same risk. It also isn‘t quite a horror film, not quite a 

domestic drama, not quite a sex farce, not quite a shaggy dog story that both describes and enacts 

abuse of credulity as to how convincing a well-told story can be even when it seems utterly 

lunatic. 

 

 
 

Skolimowski starts the film with images of a woman, Rachel Fielding (Susannah York), driving 

quickly through the countryside, springing out of the vehicle in a nurse‘s uniform, and dashing 

inside an institutional building to behold three corpses laid out on tables under sheets. Checking 

the faces of each body, she comes to the last, and just as she draws the sheet back, Skolimowski 

teasingly dissolves into an eerie and tantalising shot of a man advancing slowly over a region of 

sandy dunes that could be deep desert, a sandy beach, or the cold and lonely stretch of the mind 

Dali constantly tried to paint. The figure advances on the camera until it can be seen properly as a 
black man wearing an old military jacket and clutching a pointed bone, a being of strange 

shamanic power and menace. From there Skolimowski leaps again in time to focus to a man riding 



a motorcycle, Charles Crossley (Alan Bates), passing the same Citroen mini Rachel drove earlier. 

This time Rachel is in the company of her husband, Anthony (John Hurt). Rachel drops a glum-

looking Anthony at the same institution his wife was speeding to at the start. Both Anthony and 

another young man – Tim Curry, playing the role nominally that of Graves himself as ears to the 

story – advance into the institutional grounds wearing cricket gear. All this splintered time has 

more than mere arty intent, as it sets up a zone where identity, time, cause, and effect are all in 

flux. Graves has been asked to keep score of a cricket match between a team from a nearby town 

and a team partly comprised of people from the institution, which is a hospital for the mentally ill. 

 

 
 

Graves speaks to the chief psychiatrist (Robert Stephens), who seems to be encouraging the match 

for therapeutic reasons, and anticipates Graves‘ encounter with the other man who‘ll be scoring 

with him. When Graves asks if this man is mad, the psychiatrist illustrates the lack of a clear 

dichotomy by pointing to a tree that has a sane appearance and another one with less leaves and 

twisting limbs that is not quite so commonplace. Graves soon finds his companion is Crossley. 

The game of wits that persists between Crossley and the psychiatrist is suggested as each 

describes the other as the most intelligent person in the place and Crossley guesses that the doctor 

has used the line about the trees on Graves: ―Very repetitive fellow.‖ Crossley spies Anthony 

walking out to the cricket pitch and becomes excited, and proposes to Graves to tell him the story 

of how Anthony lost his wife. Crossley‘s story quickly proves to be his own as well, and the 

reason behind his agitated eagerness in seeing Anthony again proves to be contained within it. The 

earlier shot of the shaman marching across the dunes is deployed again, joined with Crossley on a 

subliminal level, a spirit-shape sneaking up upon Anthony and Rachel where they lay sunbathing 

on sand dunes near their Dorset home. They both snap into wakefulness in quivering alarm, as 

they think they‘ve shared a dream of the same advancing figure. Rachel soon finds she‘s missing a 

buckle from her sandal. 

 

 



 

On one level, under its atavistic hints and air of inscrutable numinous threat, The Shout is a 

portrait of a very English nightmare: the guest who invites himself in and won‘t take the hint to 

leave, and swiftly proves so much more charismatic and interesting that he claims everything 

about him by right of psychic conquest as domestic courtesy is extended and abused. This facet is 

reminiscent of the sorts of stories of middle-class infidelity and marital tension often sarcastically 

referred to as the ―infidelity in Hampstead‖ genre, as Anthony squirms regardless of his double 

standards at the spectacle of his wife being seduced by another man. But there‘s also a crucial 

likeness with Knife in the Water as a tale of a troubled marriage given new and competitive zest 

by the inclusion of a third party, as well as sharing with Polanski a fascination for the fringes of 

the settled, civilised world, a place where all sorts of transformations, both lovely and repugnant, 

can occur. As a transplanted artist in a foreign culture, Skolimowski foregrounds the very 

Englishness of the story he tells here even as carefully portrays the feeling of being alienated from 

the landscape, and conveys that sense of hazy horizons through Crossley as a man who smudges 

the barriers between places and people. The rituals and uniforms of cricket are given totemic 

importance for a reason, for the psychiatrist tries to use them as a way of securing his patients in 

the game‘s bucolic unfolding. But as anyone who knows the game well, it is actually defined by 

tension and the constant provocation of frustration by its jittery, trying rhythms. So Skolimowski 

drolly observes an underlying edginess under the equable surfaces of the match, and The 

Shout constantly rubs raw nerves in the same way. The asylum‘s star player is a former test cricket 

bowler who loses his temper easily, and has it quickly stoked to boiling point by bad umpiring. 

One patient-turned-player (Jim Broadbent) has to retrieve a ball from a cowpat, getting shit all 

over his hands, and he becomes increasingly jittery and hysterical as the match proceeds. As 

Crossley recounts his narrative, the atmosphere constantly darkens and becomes more pregnant, as 

a thunder storm approaches, its dull rumbling thunder echoing through the leafy hospital grounds. 

 

 
 

Anthony is an experimental musician who spends his days creating new and unusual sounds in a 

makeshift studio in his house, whilst occasionally filling in playing organ in the church in the 

nearby town. Skolimowski depicts Anthony at work with a mesmeric fascination for the 

techniques he uses to make his effects, each creation an act transmuting a commonplace object 

into something extraordinary, like a haggard sardine tine scraped with a violin bow, or a fly 

trapped in a bulb taped to his microphone. When Anthony dashes to town on his bicycle after 

getting so wrapped up in his work he nearly forgets he‘s due at the church, he pounds on the keys 

whilst making eyes at his lover in the town (Carol Drinkwater). When he returns to his bike, he 

finds the tyre flattened, an act performed by Crossley to contrive their meeting. Anthony tries to 

dodge Crossley‘s angular, unwelcome conversation, but after gallivanting around the countryside 

with his lover finds him waiting for him again outside his house. Crossley claims to be on a 

walking holiday, and having only recently returned to England after spending eighteen years in the 

Australian outback. He invites himself to tea and entertains the bewildered Fieldings with his 

accounts of life with a remote Aboriginal tribe, and gives his testimony to having taken advantage 

of the tribe‘s law and killed the four babies he had with his tribal wife, so that he would leave 



nothing of himself with them when he departed their society. This report drives a distraught 

Rachel from the room, in part, she admits later, because the Fieldings‘ own marital unease is 

sourced in part in their own failure to have a child. 

 

 
 

Crossley also speaks about various magical feats he has witnessed or mastered himself when he 

submitted to the schooling of the indigenous sorcerers, referring to his soul as split in four pieces, 

and describing the shaman of the Fieldings‘ nightmare, who was his principal teacher and a man 

even Crossley describes as ―a genuinely terrifying figure.‖ Crossley recounts that man‘s greatest 

feat of magic, in which he sliced the skin of his torso right around his navel and pulled the skin up 

like a shirt, an act that brought on torrential rain to end a long drought. Anthony sees that Crossley 

himself has a scar just like this around his belly. Crossley turns himself into a house guest with a 

fainting spell. He later offends Anthony by telling him he‘s listened to his music and found it 

empty, but Anthony, though he throws a private tantrum, can‘t quite work up the proper pith to 

toss his guest out. Distracted as he keeps dashing off to see his mistress, Anthony returns home to 

find Crossley developing a connection with Rachel that soon shades into outright erotic 

domination, a grip that might be facilitated by his possession of her sandal buckle, a personal 

trinket that he claims allows him to bend another to his desire. Another of Crossley‘s claimed 

skills is his mastery of the Shout, which allows him to kill by releasing an ear-splitting cry. 

Anthony declares his disbelief, so Crossley agrees to demonstrate it for him. After leading him out 

on a long march to the centre of the coastal dunes and advising him to plug his ears with wax, 

Crossley draws a deep breath, and performs the Shout. 

 

 
 

The very 1970s quality of The Shout is a part of its appeal, the sense of eccentricity and 
experimental attitude inherent in both the storyline and Skolimowski‘s expostulation of it, and its 

exemplary status as perhaps the greatest entry in a peculiarly British brand of fantastic filmmaking 



that‘s mostly been buried in the intervening decades. As near-forgotten a quantity as The 

Shout has become, some filmmakers clearly remember it however. Peter Strickland‘s Berberian 

Sound Studio (2012) referenced it several times, whilst The Duke of Burgundy (2014) took on a 

similar proposition of melting realities amidst a self-sequestered couple. Recent works of arthouse 

note like Carol Morley‘s The Falling (2015) and Hope Dickson Leach‘s The Levelling betray its 

remnant spirit in trying to evoke the primal, hostile, protean aspect of the countryside and the 

spaces between people. David Yates nodded to it in a very unexpected context, in the sequence of 

alienated wanderings of a British landscape turned alien and desolate in Harry Potter and the 

Deathly Hallows: Part One (2011). Skolimowski uses seemingly very casual scenes to begin 

knitting the unique mood that defines The Shout, as one game gives way to the equally calm yet 

increasingly overwrought process of Crossley entering and influencing the lives of the Fieldings. 

Graves‘ story was written in the late 1920s, but updating it to the present day of the 1970s allowed 

Skolimowski, whose contexts are usually sharply observed even when his dramas are usually 

more interior, like the swinging London backdrop to the portrait of painful adolescent neediness 

in Deep End, to encompass a host of pertinent likenesses. Although apart from the cars and 

Anthony‘s technical gear there‘s little to nail down the period, nonetheless The Shout incidentally 

records the shaggy, shambling, depleted spirit of the post-counterculture era: the refugees from 

city life permeating the countryside, their former lustre of revolutionary adventures transmuting 

into fiddly obsession and petty rather than exploratory sexual dalliances, confronted by a figure 

who both threatens and appeals in wielding mystic power, a guru figure teasing constantly with 

the suggestion of wisdom hard-won and rigorously applied. 

 

 
 

Crossley‘s air of command and acumen burn beneath his veneer of shambling, unkempt, almost 

tramp-like look. The Shout came out in the same year as the infamous Jonestown cult‘s mass 

suicides and murders, and Crossley has the stature of a cult leader who needs only to find apt soil 

to plant himself in, wielding dangerous magnetism and the ability to fixate and unnerve others 

until they put faith in his strength, needing to be cut down quite before he can work up the right 

wild verve to enthral more than just the Fieldings. In making The Shout, Skolimowski took 

advantage of the relatively new Dolby sound recording technology, which had been before that 

only been a tool for large-budget blockbusters. This allowed him to toy with his film‘s sonic 

dimensions in a rich and layered way. The audio is pitched throughout with a restrained hush 

occasionally punctuated by a violent or peculiar sound in the same way that a random shout of 

―Out!‖ during the cricket match breaks the spell of Crossley‘s narration, and the cry is taken up 

like a chain bark, the illusion of sense and placidity turned into an echo chamber of lunatics. Part 

of the challenge of making The Shout clearly lay in conveying the awful power of the eponymous 

concept, the idea of a Shout that can set the world‘s spirit in chaos. And Skolimowski pulls it off. 

The quelled soundtrack persists until the fateful moment when Crossley shouts, a noise that 

explodes with shattering force, as if raw sound might punch its way out of the screen, Bates‘ 

yawing mouth filmed like a great cavern as he releases the mighty cry. Sheep fall dead at the 

impact, and even with his ears blocked Anthony contorts and faints. When he awakens, he 

clutches a totemic stone in his hand, and is momentarily convinced he‘s a cobbler — which 



happens to be the profession of his lover‘s husband. Skolimowski casually reveals a shepherd 

lying dead near the sheep, his death unnoticed by the two men, incidental victim of the conspiracy 

between heedless will and equally heedless curiosity. 

 

 
 

Skolimowski‘s touch of making Anthony a musician compelled by process and fascinated with 

what wonders simple tools can produce is preffectly apt on the thematic level, but also allows 

Skolimowski to make a spectacle of his own intents and effects evinced throughout. Much as 

Anthony labours to create his noises, Skolimowski here stretches cinematic sinews, conjuring a 

sense of potent mystery and the advancing pressure of the irrational, and terrifying eruptions of 

preternatural power, purely through means naturally available to his camera and his editing desk, 

with scarcely any special effects. The Shout anticipates the Andrei Tarkovsky‘s Stalker from the 

following year in attempting to create credulity of a destabilised reality on screen purely through 

carefully parsed use of basic film craft. Aiding Skolimowski immeasurably in creating his mood is 

the droning, otherworldly electronic music soundtrack provided by Michael Rutherford and Tony 

Banks, aka the other guys from the band Genesis. The scoring suggests Anthony‘s head-space in 

the course of his labours, whilst touching the landscape the Fieldings inhabit in the same way 

Crossley does, turning it from homey pastoral stretch into a zone where the coding of nature 

seems to be pixelating – rocky shores reaching fingers into the ocean, the grass-thatched sand 

dunes, the old house tucked into the folds of the land, at once a perfect English landscape and an 

outpost on the moon, a land hovering on the edge of nothingness. 

 

 
 

Anthony‘s studio sports clipped-out art work like Munch‘s painting ―The Vampyre,‖ and an 

artwork depicting a perverse imp on all fours, suggesting the zones of surreal and sublime 
perversity Anthony retreats into in his mind, whilst his exterior life remains timid and largely 

conventional, even in his tawdry affair. Crossley turns up like a demon to torment him precisely 



for his transgressions, whilst in the course of turning into a rampant, even mindless sensual being 

under Crossley‘s influence, Rachel mimics the crawling imp figure. Although Crossley is 

nominally telling the story here, Anthony‘s own psychic mindscape seems to be blurring into the 

drama we see, perhaps harvested by Crossley as he ventures into Anthony‘s studio. The framing 

sequences are true to Graves‘ story whilst also situating the film in a cinematic tradition kicked off 

by The Cabinet of Dr Caligari (1919), as a tale whose inferences cannot entirely be trusted 

because of who is telling the story, even as evidence accumulates that Crossley is not merely 

entertaining his fascinated companion with sick and stirring fancies. Storytelling itself is an act of 

conjuring in The Shout, and an untrustworthy weapon. 

 

 
 

The question as to whether or not Crossley is merely a madman and manipulator or actually 

possesses the sorts of power he claims is a narrative mystery to be solved by the end, but it‘s also 

connected with Skolimowski‘s deeper objective, as the way The Shout is pieced together makes 

the way reality is represented on screen, as a usually seamless flow of images linked by codified 

grammar, becomes a nebulous zone through straightforward touches – a simple cut from one 

action to another can completely unmoor a viewer from a sense of cause and effect. The synergy 

Skolimowski finds between the various layers of his story and his method of telling it means that 

even at only a very trim 82 minutes, The Shout is near-endlessly rich. Crossley‘s preamble to 

telling his story could be Skolimowski‘s own: ―It‘s always the same story but — I change the 

sequence of events and — I vary the climaxes a little because I like to keep it alive.‖ In the same 

way, although films are static things, Skolimowski‘s games with the unfolding his story, his flash 

cuts forward and back in timeframe, sometimes for good reason and other times just to stir 

bewilderment. 

 

 
 



Casting Bates as Crossley was a particularly inspired move on Skolimowski‘s part, for he had the 

right kind of verbal dexterity for the role of a man who must compel the viewer as well as the 

characters about him with his conviction and ability to intrigue, in addition to the necessary cobra-

and-rabbit mystique of sexual threat. Bates‘ pale-hued eyes, so strikingly expressive and romantic 

in films like Zorba the Greek (1964) and Women in Love (1969) still glow out from behind his 

grizzled four-day-growth, whilst his tongue is able to twist the metre of his speech from intimate 

confidant, as he plays for Rachel, to maniacal prophet out of the wilderness, as he otherwise 

readily postures. The Shout plays upon a quality in Bates Ken Russell had exploited well 

in Women in Love whilst also incidentally depicting the decay of the messianic figure from that 

film‘s prophet of a new age to a shifty bum whose great ambition for his tremendous gifts consists 

of cuckolding a hapless musician. Hurt, with his pale, rubbery physique and York with her stark 

blue eyes and tensile, honed body, round out a major cast notable for their physically palpable 

qualities, counterpointing the hovering mood of mystic peril with one of immediate corporeal 

anxiety. 

 

 
 

That anxiety is sometimes played for laughs, as when Graves is met upon arrival at the asylum by 

a woman who‘s paranoid he‘s going to peek up her dress. Anthony tries to negotiate a 

conversation with a naked Crossley, and later he is plucked out of the bath where was getting 

amorous with Rachel, obliged to converse with the village priest (Julian Hough) about performing 

at the shepherd‘s funeral whilst struggling to hide his erection. But the undertones of sensual 

strangeness build to electric and unnerving moments too, as when Anthony catches a glimpse of a 

tell-tale scar ringing Crossley‘s belly, and when Crossley appears to Rachel in his room as she 

tries to pull on a shirt, staring down through the folds of linen at her blankly adoring face, and her 

moments of ecstatic undressing and seeming transformation into an animal, York offering visions 

of carnal identity suddenly freed and given reign. Skolimowski also makes memorable use of 

animals as barometers of human activity. The staring, disinterested cattle who watch the cricket 

players mimic the ideal of bovine calm that game is supposed to engender. The sheep who pitch 

limp and very dead after being pulverised by the Shout. A bird that slips into the Fieldings‘ 

kitchen and flits about madly over the head of Rachel, who weeps as she senses her marriage and 

sense of self dissolving in the face of infidelity and Crossley‘s compulsion of her affections, her 

distress embodied by the animal overhead. 

 



 
 

Crossley‘s very arrogance, his desire to prove his power as well as possess it, proves to be his 

undoing, however. When his lover‘s husband reveals to him that he experienced a similar 

dissociation as Anthony knew when Crossley performed the Shout, Anthony intuits the stone he 

awoke with in his hand after the event might have become invested with some of Crossley‘s 

power, so he goes back to the dunes to dig it up. When Crossley makes it clear he intends to stay 

on in his house and subjugate Rachel to his will, Anthony calls the police, who try to arrest and 

charge him with murdering his children, and when Crossley tries to kill his harassers with his 

Shout, he only manages to fell one before Anthony shatters the stone, robbing Crossley of his 

power and allowing him to be captured. By now the import of what we‘ve seen at the outset has 

become clearer: Rachel works at the hospital to be close to Crossley, who still holds some power 

over her, and Crossley is excited to see Anthony because he hopes to get a chance to enact 

revenge upon him. But the arrival of the thunderstorm sets the cricket match in chaos, whipping 

up Broadbent‘s hysteric until he strips naked and begins pushing the score box back and forth 

around the pitch, whilst the psychiatrist and Crossley struggle, and Gaves wisely darts off. 

Crossley tries to peform the Shout, and a bolt of lightning strikes the box, killing both him and his 

medical nemesis as well as the hapless patient. Has Crossley‘s Shout called down the lightning 

and felled them all, or was it just a coincidence? Either way, Rachel‘s dash to the scene as 

glimpsed at the opening gains proper ending, as she removes her shoe buckle from Crossley‘s 

neck, his influence finally ended. It‘s typical of Skolimowski‘s ingenious touch that he‘s able to 

retain a note of ambiguity underneath what we‘ve seen even as it seems all has played out to its 

literal end, and equally indicative of his refusal to indulge any familiar triteness that he fades out 

upon the sight of Rachel restored, yet still lingering over Crossley‘s body – did he really control 

her, or did he simply claim her affections in all his mad stature? The Shout can still tantalise, 

madden and perplex. It‘s certainly a film of great craft and art that badly needs rediscovery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The Ladies Man (1961) 
 

Director/Screenwriter/Actor: Jerry Lewis 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Jerry Lewis‘ partnership with Dean Martin had terminated in 1956 as Lewis increasingly 

dominated their movie collaborations. For every filmgoer who found Lewis a testing presence, 

there seemed to be another who adored him, and his slapstick talents were so spectacular, so 

percussive in their cinematic impact that Martin, for all his suave, romantic stature, was 

increasingly out of place beside Lewis‘ one-man-band vibrancy. Herein lay an irony, a strange 

victory for a man seemingly cast by life as ridiculous second-fiddle, as the Jewish impersonator of 

male America‘s neurotic, semi-infantile Atom-age id outpaced the slick Italianate mouthpiece of 

its ego. Lewis gave the classic figure of the farceur an added, potent dose of modernist mania, but 

was nonetheless obviously in the screen tradition of film comedy heroes like Charlie Chaplin, 

Buster Keaton, and Jacques Tati, so it might have seemed logical that soon enough Lewis would 

follow them and begin making his own movies. Lewis the director made his first foray with The 

Bellboy (1960), a modestly crafted debut shot in black and white, that allowed him nonetheless to 

articulate his abilities both behind and before the camera through a basic premise, casting himself 

as a bellboy romping through the halls of the Fontainebleau Hotel, the manifold rooms and jobs 

presenting him with a gallery of types to monkey with, from sexpots to celebrities. For his second 

project, Lewis exploited a higher budget and his own swiftly developing skills to attempt a similar 

concept in a radically different fashion. A script initially penned by Mel Brooks was mostly 

thrown out and rewritten by Lewis himself. Rather than utilise a real location, Lewis built a vast 

set to exploit, and The Ladies Man arrived as a monumental act of vaudevillian chutzpah mating 

with authentic cinematic vision in weird and intricate ways. 

 



 
 

Lewis‘ comedy style of course was never for everyone. Rather than the unflappable everymen 

Chaplin and Keaton played or the bewildered outsider trying to be sociable Tati affected, Lewis‘ 

characters were usually closer in mould to the persona of Harpo Marx, if representing a slightly 

later stage of development, having achieved verbal facility. The opening scenes of The Ladies 

Man work as both a challenge and a sensitising process to the meaning of Lewis‘ sense of 

comedy, as he portrays his hero Herbert Heebert, a young man just graduating from college, who 

is broken-hearted by the spectacle of seeing his girlfriend in the arms of another man, and so vows 

to his parents that from now on he‘s going to entirely give up on women and love. The 

expenditure of jokes and precepts here comes on with such speed and dexterity it‘s hard to 

process. The short, gangly, excitable nerd finds himself outpaced by a towering, anonymous jock 

– Lewis cuts off the man‘s head in his framing, reducing him to a body that says all – in a basic 

riff on Lewis‘ familiar persona as a man all too aware he hasn‘t been cast by nature or society as 

the star. Lewis mediates this through the acting and film styles he quotes, as Herbert‘s distraught 

reaction mocks the hammy affectations of Yiddish melodrama and silent film, whilst also 

converting them into a strange kind of android body language. This collides with a third level of 

referencing as Herbert runs to his mother, who is played by Lewis himself in drag: the stock figure 

of the Yiddisher mamma is given a Freudian makeover and a dose of drag chic as Herbert‘s 

instantly born neurosis sees him turning inwards in a hall of psychological mirrors. 

 

 
 

The very first shot of the film depicts the sign outside Herbert‘s home burg of Milltown, with a 

hand reaching into frame to shakily revise the population count, and a statement underneath that 
describes the town as ―a very nervous little community.‖ Lewis segues into a tracking shot moving 

through the quiet streets of Milltown, following a little old lady as she makes a morning 



promenade, only to stumble and set off a chain of accidents amongst her townsfolk, all laid out in 

their tight little boxes, the shops and stalls and vehicles on the main street. Lewis here offers both 

a kind of explanatory history not only for Herbert but his persona in general, the product of a 

cordoned little society defined by nerve-induced clumsiness – there really are more like him at 

home – whilst also hinting this is now an existential state of being. The slightest nervous tic and 

misplaced motion can disturb a delicately poised equilibrium and set this entire little universe in 

chaos. Although The Ladies Man eschews overt social satire, it‘s not so hard to see why many 

commentators since have seen him as a true poet laureates of the Cold War‘s first phase. The 

Ladies Man somehow manages to point the way forward to the way Dr. Strangelove, or; How I 

Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb (1964) would take up the idea of marrying the 

banana peel gag to unstoppable exigencies of nuclear war to illustrate the psychic landscape of the 

age. Lewis deals with the symptoms as well as the cause, and mixes in other aspects of cool 

mockery played as harum-scarum farce too, especially the constantly arousing and frustrating 

tease of mass media evolving in the era of television. 

 

 
 

Lewis also finds a way here of giving his perversity as a performer, the total stylisation of his 

comedy method, a quality of depth gained precisely by rejecting depth, like a Japanese painter – 

an aspect of Lewis‘ art echoed by the way he utilises the massive set that will soon be the 

playground for Herbert‘s gradual recovery, which opens before Lewis‘s camera in a manner 

reminiscent at various points of the theatrical stage and ukiyo-e-like illustrative sprawl. Herbert is 

presented for the early part of the film as a series of totally contrived and excessive gestures, 

screaming and running off from women, curling up in a foetal ball when someone advises him 

there‘s ―always hope,‖ and generally reacting like a man-sized mass of hysterical tension. The 

basic concept of The Ladies Man offers up a ripe male fantasy – a hapless nebbish finds himself in 

the centre of a veritable harem of lovelies – that‘s the basic stuff of sex farce, whilst also making 

such sarcastic sport of it, the fantasy borders on cruel instead. Lewis takes on another stock 

character, that of the spiky, lovelorn woman who‘s sworn off men, and inverts the gender 

expectations. Herbert‘s anxiety and mistrust of women leads him to constantly attempt to leave 

what‘s supposed to be the average Joe‘s idea of dream gig. 

 



 
 

After answering a number of job advertisements that see prospective female employers seeing him 

instantly as a potential love object, Herbert is attracted by a sign in a window of a boarding house 

calling for a ―young bachelor‖ to apply within. Venturing inside, he‘s put at ease to see this time 

the woman interviewing him, Katie (Kathleen Freeman) is middle-aged and matronly, and when 

he makes Katie teary with his tale of woe, she presents him as an ideal candidate to be the new 

houseboy to the owner of the house, retired operatic star Helen Wellenmellen (Helen Traubel). 

Both Helen and Katie suppress the truth about their establishment out of a peculiar brand of 

therapeutic intent, for the boarding house is filled to the brim with comely young ladies. Herbert‘s 

arrival in the boarding house sees him installed in a bedroom where appearances are deceiving. A 

bunk bed proves to be a magnet for the boyish savant, but the top tier proves to be false, and then 

the lower one also gives out on him, resulting in Herbert slowly sinking into the bed frame in a 

manner at once utterly hilarious and curiously heartbreaking. By morning he‘s glimpsed simply as 

a blunt posterior jutting out of the frame. Around his obliviously sleeping self, the boarding house 

comes to life to the tune of a swinging jazz trombone, played by one of the resident girls, who 

provides musical accompaniment to the morning rituals of her housemates. 

 

 
 

Although Lewis‘ famous vanity as a performer-director is often evinced throughout The Ladies 

Man, this sequence is the core set-piece of the film and doesn‘t involve him at all except in 

negative inference, as Herbert sleeps in blissful ignorance that his greatest nightmare is looming 

all about him. The awakening household is choreographed in sinuous and slippery fashion, the 

women riding from bed and doing their morning routines of exercise and make-up before slipping 
out into the halls in jive-hipped ranks, a sultry radio voice rapping out cool missives to get the day 

started. This sequence is reminiscent of the musical accumulation of street sounds at the outset of 



Rouben Mamoulian‘s Love Me Tonight (1932), whilst also playing out in manner that can only be 

likened to a hip be-bop artist‘s deconstruction of a big band tune in relation to the flashy, filled-out 

musical sequences of rival directors of the time like Vincente Minnelli. Indeed, the comedy of The 

Ladies Man always feels like bebop, skipping when you expect it to stride and ambling when you 

expect it to gallop, hitting a sour note and then pivoting into a passage of delirium on a dime. 

 

 
 

Lewis extends the musical motif as Helen leads the girls in choral greeting of Herbert when he 

first claps eyes on the dining room crammed with breakfasting tenants. Helen‘s background as a 

singer helps explain the boarding house‘s rich trove, as it‘s plainly a natural way-station for girls 

chasing performing careers. Herbert is put through a training process that sees his natural 

bafflement by the physical world given free and calamitous reign as he shatters priceless décor 

and accidentally unleashes a prize collection of butterflies – a priceless joke of pure surrealism 

(one of Brooks‘ few touches left in the film, apparently) as the pinioned and seemingly very dead 

insects spring out of their frame when Herbert opens the glass over them, only to then return and 

snap back into place at a whistle. But the ladies are still eager to have Herbert around because 

they‘re desperate to keep someone in the houseboy job, and at Helen‘s encouragement in the 

belief Herbert only wants to be wanted and will be cured of his misogyny this way, the tenants 

weigh him down with requests to perform odd tasks and chores, which Herbert works up all his 

pluck and nerve to fulfil. Such tasks include play-acting opposite one perpetually rehearsing 

actress who pivots from seductive to friendly to face-slapping abusiveness within seconds, and 

trying to feed the house‘s unseen but apparently monstrous pet Baby. Herbert‘s attempts to feed 

Baby, which releases the roars of a lion from its private room, see him try and feed it first with a 

tub full of milk that gets spat back in his face in a torrent of white, and then with a huge leg of 

beef that gets swiftly gnawed to the bone. Baby not so subtly represents Herbert‘s terror of, well, 

the pussy, a ravening monster hidden behind a door that he can only satisfy with spectacular and 

abasing effort. 

 



 
 

Throughout his life, over and above his sometimes prickly nature and gauche public statements, 

Lewis was dogged by accusations of egocentrism and self-indulgence, qualities that seemed to 

stand in stark contrast to his officially boyish, even self-demeaning comedy act. And yet it‘s hard 

to deny The Ladies Man gives its auteur scope to show off in highly impressive fashion, 

particularly when you consider some of the people who call themselves comic actors today. To 

watch The Ladies Man is chiefly to watch Lewis working hard throughout, trying to show off 

every facet of himself and his talent, whether it be hanging upside-down from a door-frame or 

balancing on a mantelpiece whilst trying to clean or managing to totally destroy a collection of 

precious glassware, and to watch this is to see a great comic actor at the top of his game. The 

motif of work is a telling obsession of Lewis, his interest in what his characters work at and his 

love of building his comedy around it. This topic became the central motif one his later 

films,Hardly Working (1981), where life takes him through a series of brief spells of employment 

constantly stymied by clumsiness and happenstance – a film that was also a sour charting of his 

own waning career and obligation to find new ways to make things happen, looking forward to a 

last decade of his directing career mostly expended on random TV episodes. His interest in the job 

of work as locus of comedy was also once again clearly following Chaplin and Keaton, whose 

heroes were also similarly defined by their travails in trying to hold down employment and 

stumbling from life phase to life phase in such a manner. Ironically for an artist who so often 

enjoyed burning natural orders to the ground, Lewis celebrates the work ethic in many 

dimensions, whilst also exploiting it for the ore of his comedy, noting like Chaplin and Keaton 

how such shifting scenes provoke new and ingenious problems and solutions from a nimble 

protagonist. 

 

 
 



Lewis‘ approach combines elements of both comics, but also defines itself against them. Like 

Chaplin‘s Little Tramp, Herbert is a stranger in a strange land. Lewis‘ approach couldn‘t be more 

different to Keaton‘s even as both were sublime physical performers who knew how to direct 

themselves. Keaton‘s stoicism in the face of a universe constantly attempting to destroy him cast 

him as the perfect American, whilst Lewis is his perverse and impish twin, constantly close to 

tearing apart a settled order by dint of his discomfort within it. Lewis‘s sarcastic disavowal of both 

men‘s variations on the sad clown persona is also constantly evinced throughout, as is his 

contempt for a certain brand of gooey, platitudinous sentiment, one that contextualises his 

approach to comedy, for he constantly pushes his sarcasm into the realm of physically enacted 

hyperbole. Lewis pushes his cheek and joker‘s license to the point of ending the film with a title 

card reading, ―We wish to thank the United States Armed Forces… (But only if they came to see 

the picture.)‖ And yet Lewis zeroes in on the quality that defines his understanding his 

characterisation when Herbert converses with one character on the subject of loneliness, a state 

that can subsist even in the midst of many others, to be ―alone with noise.‖ The interludes of 

outright earnestness that usually punctuate his works, like an underlining of the moral of the story 

delivered towards the end of The Ladies Man, seem jarring in their contrast to this cynical streak, 

but really work in adjunct to the hyperbolic quality, a winnowing down of the point to a basic 

epigram even as the true energies of life explode every which way. Lewis‘ work with Frank 

Tashlin had also left a powerful imprint on his method. Like Tashlin, Lewis‘ engagement with the 

artifice of cinema in the context of comedy, where any disrespect of otherwise rigid rules of 

popular narrative cinema was permissible, found ebullient release in its sense of freedom and 

delight in ignoring traditional narrative flow. The lack of a developed story structure in The Ladies 

Man is an aspect that might strike some as a flaw and others as one of its most mischievous and 

subversive qualities. Although it stumbles through a kind of story to a form of conclusion, The 

Ladies Man is more a series of blackout comedy sketches strung together by a central conceit. 

 

 
 

In the same mode as its grand central set, the dramatic architecture is more psychological and 

emblematic than traditionally narrative, and aspects of the boarding house‘s random access portals 

that make a new form of sense in the age of computing and the internet. Many saw Lewis‘ most 

famous work as director, The Nutty Professor (1963), as a travesty of Lewis‘ relationship with 

Martin. Whilst that was probably an aspect of Lewis‘ intentions, it misses the degree to which the 

two performers‘ act had always been a purposefully dichotomous creation, two halves of a 

functioning human being split into two bodies, an idea The Nutty Professorsimply made more 

literal. The Ladies Man uses the same essential idea whilst commenting less on the shape of the 

male ego than the bewildering threat of woman to it, fragmenting many possible images of 

femininity, all given designations like Vitality, Hypochondriac, Intellect, and Sexy Pot. Herbert is 

repeatedly warned not to venture into the innermost sanctum of the kind, the room of Miss 

Cartilage (Sylvia Lewis), and just like the bride of Bluebeard Herbert is afflicted with the kind of 

curiosity that must eventually take him across the fateful threshold. 

 



 
 

Pierrot finds his perfect Pierrette in the form of Fay (Pat Stanley), a wannabe actress who‘s a 

comparatively shy and unschooled figure amongst all these other flashy and accomplished ladies, 

one who unveils an empathic look when Helen explains Herbert‘s hang-up, and connects with him 

as another lonely and outmatched outsider in the big city who daily has to face the rejection 

Herbert conscientiously avoids. Not only does Fay bring out Herbert‘s calmer side but also offers 

him a human project, and the otherwise frantically clumsy man suddenly finds his mojo helping 

Fay master various arts like playing the trombone and jive dancing. Fay eventually gives her 

fellow tenants a chewing out over their rather too ready willingness to exploit Helen‘s advice and 

make Herbert a flunky. Meanwhile the household around Herbert offers not merely a bounty he‘s 

incapable of taking advantage of but a psychological landscape of compartmentalised hang-ups 

mediated through pop cultural images, as Lewis‘ deconstruction of his own hysterical sexism as 

matched to an exploration of his own ways of looking. Lewis‘ greatest coup in depicting this 

aspect of himself comes when Herbert is confronted the by the massed ladies in the boarding 

house dining room. Where Martin would‘ve grinned like all his Christmases had come at once, 

Herbert runs screaming from the room, and Lewis cuts to a long shot that sees Herbert seeming to 

split apart into multiple, madcap incarnations running up and down the stairs and corridors of the 

house, his character split into pieces, his being literally disintegrating in the face of all that taunts 

him and tantalises. 

 

 
 

The elaborate set that Lewis spent a great deal of time, effort, and money on fashioning – at a 

reputed $1 million cost – is as much a player in the film as any of the actors, a multi-tiered, multi-
dimensional stage for Lewis and his cast romp around in. Lewis constantly reminds the viewer this 

is a creation of theatrical artifice, even contriving, as a television crew invades it, to let the viewer 



see the elaborate, messy, cacophonous business that goes into creating the façade of well-oiled 

entertainment. In his next film, The Errand Boy, peeking behind the scenes of Hollywood 

infrastructure became the overt theme. Here, much as the windows in Rear Window (1954) project 

the hero‘s hopes and anxieties for a looming life of marriage and commitment, the boarding house 

becomes an open gallery, bedrooms without walls and mirrors without glass. All of Lewis‘s 

actress crushes are actualised, and a panoply of Hollywood stars processed into a certain set of 

codified behaviours, in various impersonations, as performers offer jokey impressions of the likes 

of Marilyn Monroe, Marlene Dietrich, and Carol Channing. Traubel‘s Helen maintains an obvious 

sense of connection with type of dowager dames Margaret Dumont played for the Marx Brothers, 

only Lewis offers her the foil not of Groucho‘s patented demimonde shysters but a gawky man-

boy thrilled by rather than disaffected towards the apparatus of pop culture. Other women in the 

house offer various types and traits, from rowdy rock-‗n‘-rollers to glamour pusses to bespectacled 

intellectuals. Lewis‘s worst nightmare of being infantalised before such a bevy is swiftly fulfilled 

as, after protesting he never eats breakfast, is stuck in a high chair and spoon-fed by Katie. 

 

 
 

Lewis extends the game of emasculation as Herbert in the course of his job encounters the 

boyfriends of some of the women in the house, including a scarred and fearsome heavy, Willard 

C. Gainsborough (Buddy Lester), and a man famous for playing the same types, George Raft. 

Herbert is intimidated by Gainsborough, who bosses him about and warns him off paying any 

attentions to his girl. But when Herbert sits on his hat and he awkwardly attempts to restore it to 

shape, he steadily ruins Gainsborough‘s sharp façade and his hyper-macho persona dissolves into 

delirious pathos, tough guy utterly defeated by a few swift and efficient revisions to his 

appearance. This casually brilliant piece of physical business also serves as a master class in 

comedy costuming, as Lewis shows the audience here a key part of his art even in the course of 

making hilarious comic capital from it. Raft meanwhile finds himself frustrated when he can‘t 

convince Herbert he‘s really himself, failing the crucial test of reproducing his own coin-spinning 

trick from Scarface (1932). Instead obliged to prove his identity by demonstrating his dancing 

skills, takes several turns around the parlour with Herbert in his arms, their turns lit with a 

spotlight. Lewis‘ nods to movie history and the complications of a movie star‘s projected persona 

here pivot on Raft‘s willing conspiracy to mock his own aura of bulletproof machismo and 

readiness to show off his gift for dance, a gift he shared with James Cagney and was perhaps long 

frustrated not to utilise more on screen, now pressed into service in Lewis‘ games with gender, 

offered not with overt mockery but instead as interlude of witty, oddly romantic grace. 

 



 
 

As if to let the viewer know that he‘s well aware of his own absurd streak even if he can‘t quite 

conquer it, Lewis makes his tendency towards attention-hogging becomes a major component of 

the film‘s last third, worked out with peerless comedic invention. The boarding house is invaded 

by a TV crew for an episode of a show called Up Your Street – a spoof of Ed Murrow‘s roving 

interview show Person to Person, complete with a gaunt and intensely serious host constantly 

hidden behind a cloud of his own cigarette smoke. Herbert turns into an instant camera hog who 

desperately tries to stay in the camera frame whilst Helen is interviewed, at first hovering by her 

side and then scampering into the rear of the shot. Lewis makes fun of his own reputation for 

loudness as he blows a TV sound man out of his seat whilst helping him test his microphone 

setting, inspiring the sound technician to avenge himself only to soon be subjected to the same 

aural pummelling from one of his colleagues. Herbert also appears in a selection of pre-recorded 

performances he and the tenants have thrown together to show off their talents and celebrate the 

ethic of show business, the common cause of most of the people in the boarding house. Herbert‘s 

antic enthusiasm and sparked desire to get in the spotlight also has the positive effect of giving 

some exposure to the women as well, even as they find they‘ve bitten off just a little more than 

they can chew, like a frantic tap-dance and a prissy ballet routine. 

 

 
 

The film‘s apotheosis of strangeness, and of Lewis‘ unique blend of the farcical, metaphorical, 

and aesthetic, comes when Herbert finally ventures into Miss Cartilage‘s room, a surreal space 

with melting white walls and a veiled bed. Here Miss Cartilage dangles from the ceiling in a black 

cocoon sack, and greets Herbert with a lusty, ―Hi, honey!‖ as he tugs down the covering on her 
face, revealing a deathly white pancake of make-up and a pair of yawing, red-lined lips. 

Suddenly The Ladies Man is skirting the edges of a horror film with Miss Cartilage as man-eating 



spider-woman whilst Lewis also somehow weaves this into a setting more like a Fred Astaire-

Ginger Rogers art deco musical fantasy. Lewis tips a nod to Edgar Ulmer‘s The Black Cat (1934) 

in the sight of Cartilage withdrawing behind the veiling curtains of her bed and reclining stiffly in 

mimicry of Boris Karloff‘s mate-mesmerising villain in that film. Cartilage pursues Herbert 

around in a chase that is also a dance, to the blaring strains of Harry James‘ big-band orchestra 

which magically manifests on her balcony. Here Lewis and the film make ultimate entry into a 

rhapsody of sickly erotic delirium under cover of spry absurdist effrontery. The film‘s twinned 

punch-lines must inevitably involve Baby, as the monstrous beast is released only to prove a small 

dog with a mighty roar. But just as he‘s convinced to stay at the boarding house and give up his 

attempts to leave, Herbert is confronted by a real lion strutting through the dining room, one that 

sets all the women scurrying in panic and which drives Herbert to scream for his mother again. 

Though he may finally be regaining his ease around women and even have love in his future, 

Herbert will still have to learn to tame the beast one day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Baby Driver (2017) 
 

Director/ Screenwriter: Edgar Wright 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Here there be spoilers… 

 

A heist scene, both in life and in movies, is traditionally a scene of fear, ferocity, chaos, and 

sometimes bloodshed. Edgar Wright‘s Baby Driver kicks off on the other hand with a sequence of 

startling formal artistry and glib humour as its hero, who remains for nearly the entire film known 

purely by the sobriquet of Baby (Ansel Elgort), sits behind the wheel, waiting in a car whilst 

criminal associates pillage a bank, bopping and miming along to the Jon Spencer Blues 

Explosion‘s thunderous rocker ―Bellbottoms.‖ Once the proper bandits, Buddy (Jon Hamm) and 

his wife Darling (Eiza Gonzalez), and ally Griff (Jon Bernthal), dash back to the car and cry for 

Baby to step on it, the young ace takes off and leads the cops on a merry chase through downtown 

Atlanta, wreaking choreographed mayhem, the raucous yet fleet and graceful action carefully 

interwoven with frenetic music. Pile-ups are neatly contrived, a row of tyre spikes neatly flicked 

from under Baby‘s wheels under the the tyres of a pursuit vehicle like a soccer player flicking a 

ball off their heel, rules of man and physics casually subverted in a car chase that exploits the 

layout of Atlanta‘s streets to turn them into a zone akin to Pac Man‘s classically boxy, 

labyrinthine field of action. 

 

 
 

Baby eventually delivers himself and his charges in safe, slick fashion to their rendezvous with 

fence and heist planner Doc (Kevin Spacey). When performing his usual post-job ritual of 

fetching coffee for all, Baby strides down the street, now to the swing-and-slide saunter of Bob 

and Earl‘s ―Harlem Shuffle.‖ The streetscape snaps into the groove filling Baby‘s ears, the whole 



world taking on a funkified rhythm, the actions of the pedestrians and the variegated colourings of 

the street suggesting the choreography in a Vincent Minnelli or Jacques Demy movie without 

quite bursting out into proper song and dance. It‘s more as if Baby‘s immersion instead helps him 

see the natural music of life about him, keen to the manifold forms expression intersecting in 

metropolitan life. Baby halts for a moment to mimic the pose on a sprawling work of public art, 

and the lyrics to the song he‘s listening to are written on street lamps. All setting the scene for a 

moment that will change Baby‘s life, as he sees the girl of his lifetime, Debora (Lily James) 

striding past the coffee shop. 

 

 
 

Edgar Wright‘s directorial feature oeuvre to date – A Fistful of Fingers (1995), Shaun of the Dead 

(2004), Hot Fuzz (2007), Scott Pilgrim Vs. The World (2011), and The World’s End (2014) – 

testifies to a talent whose gifts emerge in a devious fashion, realised best when taking seriously 

things many other people would never pause to think too hard about. On top of formidable visual 

skill, his films have been thus far both burlesques upon and valentines to beloved movies, music, 

games, and comics, but are also case studies of people caught in varying stages of development, 

often arrested but not always unhappily or unproductively, commenting with a good–natured 

humour that often belies the concision of his satiric streak on the state of modern being in which 

the tests of character and fortitude that come our way in contemporary life tend to be random, 

even surreal. Shaun of the Dead reprocessed the basic notions of George Romero‘s zombie movies 

but critiqued their critique, negating the appealing edge of macho fantasy and stern, straighten-up-

and-fly-right tenor of most such survivalist horror tales, to celebrate our right to be slouchy 

slackers when life offers little else that‘s more satisfying. Hot Fuzz, the most overt spoof amongst 

Wright‘s films, walked cop and horror clichés through the anxieties of characters who feel 

stymied in their careers and cheated of the best uses of their gifts, whilst Scott Pilgrim Vs. the 
World described the problems of trying to reconcile the drug-like power of romanticism with hard 

truths and the hunt for authenticity via a series of gaudy comic book situations and virtual reality 

adventures. The World’s End introduced an edge of middle-aged hysteria to his template as it 

mocked Invasion of the Body Snatchers-style tales but also analysed its heroes‘ bilious refusal to 

change in the face of their own abused and decaying flesh and intractable natures. 

 

 
 

Wright is one of the few filmmakers to take heart Quentin Tarantino‘s most interesting facet, the 

one intrigued by the tension between lived experience and the cheering embrace of our cultural 



touchstones and obsessions, icons in a life journey that lend coherence to the way we see 

ourselves and orchestrate our days. Wright‘s comedic touch has native aspects too, however, in 

such diverse fields as the sardonic, parochial touch of the Ealing comedy styles, the neurotic 

potency of the British sci-fi and horror schools, and the puckish, kinetic buoyancy of Richard 

Lester‘s early swinging London adventures. For me, The World’s End failed to quite bring Wright 

to a new threshold of maturity, as it was also his most curiously misshapen and tonally indecisive 

work to date. Baby Driver, named for the saucy Simon and Garfunkel song that plays over the end 

credits, declares with its title an intention to conjure a legend of youthful vivacity, and sees Wright 

returning to North America for what is in part a romp through a landscape of cultural canards, and 

like Scott Pilgrim Vs. The World, his last foray there, focuses on a hero in the awkward space 

between childhood and manhood. One difference between Baby Driver and Wright‘s earlier work 

however is its new approach to genre storytelling; Baby Driveris a tale of crime and revenge given 

a day-glo paint job, but still one that takes its pulp imperatives seriously. 

 

 
 

Baby Driver‘s antecedents are fairly obvious, as the film belongs to a subgenre of crime film that 

owes many of its tenets and essential ideas to Jean-Pierre Melville‘s Le Samourai (1967), which 

essentially created the modern archetype of the stoic and emotionally uninvolved crime 

professional who is pushed at last into a personal struggle. Wright‘s more immediate touchstone 

here, like Nicolas Winding Refn‘s Drive (2011), is Walter Hill‘s The Driver (1978), which 

retranslated Melville‘s precepts back into native American noir traditions (Wright gives Hill a 

cameo late in the film), and which owed a debt itself to Richard Fleischer‘s first attempt to meld 

these styles, The Last Run (1971). Wright gives this a distinctive twist, of course, in his approach 

to Baby, whose veneer of detachment is not that of a world-weary pro but a happy-go-lucky kid 

who‘s somehow gotten himself into a deadly line of work. The gimmick at the heart of the film 

revolves around Baby‘s love for music, a love that has practical, even therapeutic aspects. He‘s 

dogged by tinnitus and haunted by the death of his parents, particularly his chanteuse mother, both 

the result of a car accident that occurred during one of their many, often violent arguments. But 

music is also his way of keeping a clamouring, insistent, rather evil world at bay, of ordering and 

structuring his day, of imposing coherent limitations on jostling chaos and impositions. As long as 

the music is playing, Baby‘s universe makes sense. 

 

 
 



It‘s very plain what Wright actually has in mind with Baby even as he conveys his experience 

through the trappings of thrills and spills: the experience of being a creative young man trying 

urgently to maintain equilibrium and a bubble of personal space when surrounded by thugs, 

bullies, and other energy vampires. Other criminals look askance at Baby‘s habits. Griff takes on 

the role of schoolyard creep in trying to break into Baby‘s private world, harassing him, tugging 

out his earbuds, slapping off his sunglasses, and trying to make him flinch with false punches. 

Baby successfully maintains his glaze of cool in the face of such predations, however, as he 

always has another pair of sunglasses and another iPod stocked up with killer tunes to retreat into. 

Wright contextualises Baby‘s strange life as the film unfolds, revealing him as orphaned at a 

young age, placed into foster care with a deaf and elderly black man, Joseph (C.J. Jones), whom 

he now cares for in response. Baby grew up with a predilection for stealing cars, and developed 

his miraculous driving gifts eluding the cops that way. The notion of a white boy brought up by a 

black man has an overtone of cultural inference in addition to servicing character development. As 

well as evoking a sense of natural empathy between outcasts, as an avatar of pop culture in 

general, Baby is son of a rich and fecund sprawl of cosmopolitan artistic heritage, rejecting the 

brutal inheritance of his biological father, who beat his mother, in favour of celebrating his 

mother‘s creativity and his adoptive father‘s soul, making literal Jim Morrison‘s comedic boasts 

about being the son of an old blues man. Baby has obtained his second, rather more Fagin-ish 

patriarch in the shape of Doc, who deliberately allowed Baby to jack a car of his with some 

valuable property aboard simply to admire his form and then announced to him he was going to 

work for him until he‘d paid off what he cost him. 

 

 
 

Baby expects to go his merry way once he‘s finished working off the debt, and even confidently 

takes a job driving pizzas to please Joseph, who detests Baby‘s involvement with crime. 

Meanwhile Baby sublimates his way of interacting with the world into fashioning pieces of 

artisanal, purely personal art: he records conversations and uses a pile of dated machinery to create 

brief, groovy mixes that turn the stuff of his life into art. Baby also mediates his own social 

dysfunction by utilising the same methods of sampling and remixing to fake his way through 

conversations, as when he uses some dialogue out of Monsters, Inc. (2001) to mollify Doc. Baby 

of course soon learns Doc has no intention of letting such an asset go, as Doc delivers threats to 

his person and loved-ones unless he keeps driving for him, a pivot that seems to render Doc‘s 

status as his defender and arbiter entirely false. Baby‘s emotional imperative to find a way out of 

his predicament gains new impetus as he falls under the spell of Debora, when he encounters her 

working at the diner he frequents because his mother once worked there too – from the moment 

Debora walks in singing the refrain of Carla Thomas‘ ―B-A-B-Y‖ it‘s plain Debora is the woman 

for our hero, and it helps she‘s a charming chatterbox who readily falls into a rhythm with the 

usually silent young man. Wright offers a vision of Debora hovering before a mural depicting a 

couple in a car racing for the sunset in a vintage roadster and Baby begins to experience faintly 

David Lynchian fantasies in black and white involving realising the moment with Debora. Wright 

conjures idealised girlfriends better than any director since Cameron Crowe, and some of the 

pictures he offers of Baby and Debora‘s romancing, their feet bopping in sublime accord to the 

tune they‘re listening to through shared earbuds and their fingers making music with the glasses 

on a restaurant table, are both expert pieces of observed behaviour with an added lustre of 
romanticism that plugs into the film‘s almost religious sense of musicality. 

 



 
 

The idea of making an action film that works like a dance film has an obvious magnificence to it, 

and the best and most frustrating aspects of Baby Driver are wound in with this idea, as Wright 

sets up the conceit but never follows through on it in quite the kind of mighty, silent movie, 

Keystone Kops-esque set-piece it seems to demand. Wright instead keeps the musical motif more 

like a metronomic pulse for the action, in keeping with Baby‘s specific use for the music to 

structure and time his escapades. Baby gains what seems to be an exact polar opposite and natural 

adversary in the form of Bats (Jamie Foxx), a flashy hard-ass who quickly reveals a paranoid and 

ruthless, murderous streak. Bats commands a crew on the heist that marks what Baby thinks will 

be his last, also consisting of Eddie No-Nose (formerly Eddie Big-Nose; played by Red Hot Chili 

Peppers bassist Flea) and hapless JD (Lanny Joon). JD‘s various screw-ups on the job, including 

leaving his shotgun in a car they flee and accidentally buying Austin Powers masks instead of 

Michael Myers of Halloween fame masks to wear in their robbery (―This is Mike Myers!‖) earn 

him a brutal death at the hands of Bats (can anyone whose nerd lexicon is so poor survive long 

today?). Baby is handed the job of disposing of body and car in a junkyard press. Baby‘s 

unavoidable humanity is the one roadblock he can‘t navigate, natch. 

 

 
 

Wright‘s method of developing emotional involvement in Baby Driver is relatively smart and 

supple: Baby keeps gaining short, judicious glimpses of obscene violence, the stuff he‘s so 

urgently trying to tune out whilst taking care of business. And yet he also shares with his director 

a quick and lucid eye for the stuff of everyday life that puts no-one in contempt until they earn it. 

His world is essentially one that‘s kindly, filled with beaming cashiers, mothers with children, and 

other, casual passers-by, the people who tend to be knocked over, if they‘re lucky, by careening 

and careless criminals. Baby is even so decent that in one scene when his life‘s depending on it he 

delays his getaway a few moments to give the old lady whose car he‘s stealing her purse. Even 

JD‘s pathos is noted as Baby asks him about a tattoo that‘s been altered from ―hate‖ to ―hat‖ to 

increase his chances of employment (―How‘s that working for you?‖ ―Who doesn‘t like hats?‖). 

Baby is left standing staring at the metal beast chewing up JD and the car, with nothing to do 

except drift away into the day, turn up the Commodores (has any other film ever wrung such 

poetic grace from the easy-listening manifesto that is ―I‘m Easy‖?), and get on with the business 

of being alive. 

 



 
 

Baby Driver is of course at heart a fun and carefree entertainment, but it‘s not one that‘s mindless. 

In fact it often struck me as having more to say about how many live now than quite a few more 

serious films, in its blithe and zipless fashion, faithful to the ephemera of behaviour – who hasn‘t 

sat behind the wheel of their car bopping to a favourite song? The modern world offers a peculiar 

ability to us now, to be at once at large in the world but also to keep it at bay, something an 

invention like the iPod made easier, more freewheeling, less tethered than ever, and Wright 

plainly reveals a great affection for this invention (one whose era already seems to be ending) that 

at last realised the audiophile‘s dream of carrying their record collection with them and never 

having to submit to the indignities of muzak and muffle the abuse of the world to a dull rumble. 

Wright even seems to gleefully court the diverse reaction people in the audience will have to 

Baby‘s affectations, which will strike some as like self-portrait and others life a mass of 

infuriating tics and traits, reactions that might depend, perhaps, on one‘s age and life experience – 

anyone who‘s been ticked off at a teen relative who won‘t divest themselves of their headphones 

or sniffs at hipster affectations like Baby‘s craft-art collection of outmoded technologies might 

well react in a phobic manner to him. But Baby Driver isn‘t merely about such cloistered 

pleasures. It‘s most fundamentally about the moment that comes, or should come, in every life, 

when you have to turn the music off and abandon the personalised survival mechanisms that one 

develops when young, and pay proper attention to what‘s happening in front of you. This even 

seems to me to be a general existential state at the moment. 

 

 
 

As Doc forces him to continue with his life of crime, Baby nonetheless finds himself plunged back 

into the company of an all-star team of Doc‘s pet badasses, including grizzled and wary Buddy, 

bombshell-in-both-senses Darling, and batshit Bats. Doc assembles this crew as he intends a 

robbery of a downtown post office to get hold of blank money orders, and gets Baby to scout the 

post office in the company of Doc‘s young but already canny nephew Samm (Brogan Hall). 

Where the bullish and impatient Bats can barely restrain his contempt for Baby, Buddy seems to 

feel a certain affection for him, asking him about his tunes and revealing a similar youthful love 

for cars, a love that always has to be accompanied by a lucky driving song, which Baby reveals to 

him is Queen‘s theatrical epic ―Brighton Rock.‖ Bats puts the crew through a multiplicity of 

ordeals, seeming to kill a service station worker to make a robbery, snidely grilling Buddy about 

what he presumes is a yuppie lifestyle that‘s slid into less dignified crimes (―Y‘all do crimes to 

support a drug habit, I do drugs to support a crime habit.‖), and threatening to shoot Debora when 



the crew visit the diner when she‘s working there, an act Baby forestalls at risk to himself. Bats 

has already forced Buddy, Darling, and Baby to aid him in massacring an outfit of gun sellers they 

meet in an abandoned warehouse, upon the realisation they‘re cops, without also realising they‘re 

crooked lawmen in league with Doc (Paul Williams plays the showy frontman of this team, a 

character dubbed the Butcher, which could be the most unlikely match-up of actor to role since, 

well, Williams played the Mephistophelian Swan in Phantom of the Paradise, 1974). 

 

 
 

The dichotomy of Buddy and Bats as they relate to Baby proves a miscue, at least to the extent 

that Buddy eventually proves far more dangerous to Baby. Although nominally a shift of ground 

into a less fantastical style than Wright has offered to date, Baby Driver picks up the running idea 

of all of his films, in which the adventure offers a coherent metaphor for the maturation, or lack of 

it, for the heroes, and even presents a variation on the essence of Scott Pilgrim Vs. The 

World where he must face and defeat a doppelganger, and Buddy is Baby‘s, with similar 

background and loves, but one hardened into an underworld swashbuckler. Buddy‘s potently 

carnal relationship with the younger but more than equally loco Darling sits in stark contrast with 

Baby‘s tentative flirtations with Debora whilst also suggesting what they both might become a few 

years down the track if they are given up to a seedy and destructive world and lose all moral 

compass. Trapped between varieties of threat, Baby has to run a gauntlet as his beloved, utterly 

private hobby is exposed and subjected to merciless inspection by his confederates, as when he 

tries to sneak home to see Joseph he‘s caught by Buddy and Bats, who also finds his tape recorder, 

and enlarge upon their roles as schoolyard bullies engaging in a glorified game of keep-away as 

they raid Baby‘s apartment, steal his tapes and Joseph‘s wheelchair, and force Baby to play his 

tapes and prove they‘re merely harmless fodder for composition. 

 

 
 

Baby‘s attempts to be true to his own code even whilst swimming with sharks eventually forces 

crisis, as he warns away a pleasant cashier he spoke to whilst casing the post office. The cashier 

promptly fetches a cop, who arrives by Baby‘s car just as Bats, Buddy, and Darling emerge with 

their haul. Bats shoots the cop dead, and the appalled and enraged Baby for a long moment refuses 

to move the car even as Bats points his shotgun in his face. When Baby does finally gun the 

motor, he slams the car into the back of a truck, impaling Bats upon steel poles and setting all hell 

loose. Police cars arrive and Buddy and Darling start a gunfight in the street, machine guns 

blazing in downtown as Baby flees on foot, desperately attempting to elude the pursuing cops in a 



parkour-tinged sequence that readily finds the same electric sense of motion and staging as the car 

chases. Baby inadvertently prevents Buddy and Darling‘s escape again when they both try to steal 

cars in the same parking lot, and Baby rams the couple‘s car, an accident that results in Darling 

being gunned down as she turns her own weapons on the approaching cops again. Buddy blames 

Baby for her death, and even though both manage to elude the law at last, Baby finds himself 

outcast and hunted with no-one to turn to but Debora, and finally Doc reveals his truest colours by 

melting in the face of true love. It‘s more than faintly amazing to me that Wright manages to get 

such an effective lead performance out of Elgort, who had seemed like the biggest hunk of white 

dough not yet even baked in the first couple of parts I saw him, whilst the rest of the cast about 

him delivers superlative work, particularly Foxx in all his character‘s supine aggression and 

Gonzalez as a pocket full of crazy, plus Hamm finally unleashing that long-suppressed edge of the 

maniacal he constantly hinted but kept buttoned down in his Mad Men days. 

 

 
 

It would be fair to say that Baby Driver starts to run out of ideas in its last twenty minutes, and 

like The World’s End it betrays Wright‘s uncertainty about where exactly to draw a line with his 

narratives, as he insists on following through to a coda that eventually delivers a happy ending 

after making Baby (whose real name is finally revealed) jump through hoops of law and prison. 

And yet the finale proper manages to build up such a note of frenetic, maniacal confrontation that 

subsequent hesitations don‘t matter too much. Buddy and Baby battle in an increasingly 

pathological manner, Hamm‘s glowering visage of vengeance bathed in red light, lethal blue stare 

glaring through shattered glass and flecks of water. Although still nominally in noir-action 

territory, Wright‘s staging here is reminiscent in its colouring and plumes of steam and smoke of 

sci-fi works, including THX 1138 (1971) and Aliens (1986), whilst also reminding me of a near-

forgotten film, Metal Skin (1994), the ill-fated second feature of Romper Stomper director 

Geoffrey Wright, which similarly resolved its tale of freedom-seeking hotrodders in increasingly 

gladiatorial surrounds. Although villain is defeated and heroes left to lick their wounds and find a 

future, Wright delivers a moment of exacting and totemic punishment, as Buddy robs Baby of his 

hearing by shooting off his gun on either side of his head. This cruel exacting recalls some of the 

film‘s less noted antecedents, particularly two other tales young hotshots going up against the 

world only to pay a harsh price in physical coin, Marlon Brando‘s One Eyed Jacks (1960) and 

Robert Rossen‘s The Hustler (1961). Here, in this vision of youth and age in conflict and the 

spectacle of losing something you love but learning how to live with it, Wright signals that he 

might be finding his way through to a new maturity with more elegance than he managed withThe 

World’s End. But it‘s finally most apt that Wright‘s final image returns to fantasy realised as a 

reunited Baby and Debora drive off in a roadster, pop cinema and pop music rediscovering their 

place of birth, out on some dusty southern back road. It might not prove the best film of the year, 

and yet Baby Driver left me with the feeling that it might well be the only one they‘ll be teaching 

in film schools in twenty years. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

Me, You, Him, Her (Je, Tu, Il, Elle, 1974) / All Night Long 

(Toute Une Nuit, 1982) 
 

Director/Screenwriter/Actor: Chantal Akerman 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Chantal Akerman‘s death in 2015 at the age of 65 was a wrenching moment for many movie 

lovers, and closed curtains on a career beloved in the most studious corners of the world cinema 

scene. Akerman staked her claim to such loyalty with her most famous work, Jeanne Dielman, 23 
quai du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles (1975), a three-hour situational study of a woman slowly 

succumbing to inchoate and murderous impulses even whilst seeming to subsist in a humdrum life 

of domestic trifles interspersed with casual prostitution. The film‘s implications as a tract against 

domesticity and determination to place the minutiae of such drudgery at the centre of the 

cinematic focus made it a clarion work of feminism as well as artistic ambition. Akerman herself, 

queer, Jewish, daughter to holocaust survivors, knew very well she could represent an outsider for 

every occasion, even as she sometimes fought to avoid being pigeon-holed by such moulded 

identities, instead using them as vantages for peering, alternately fondly and ruthlessly, at the 

world about her. The depression that finally ended Akerman‘s life seems to flow through her work 

like a subterranean river, but so too does a note of spry and endlessly fascinated contemplation of 

the habits of humans being, whether alone or in pairs or as communities. The essence of a creative 

person‘s life, which involves a great deal of being alone and wrestling with webs of memory and 

thought, became a key component of Akerman‘s often self-reflexive approach to her art, and many 

of her films are, if not necessarily autobiographical, quick to foreground themselves as self-

portraiture. With the inevitable extra dimension of awareness that quite often an artist is never 

being more elusive than when seeming to put themselves at the centre of their art. 

 



 
 

Akerman, born in Brussels, began a peripatetic life, first heading to Israel and then to New York 

for a time. She took inspiration from filmmakers including Jean-Luc Godard, whose Pierrot le 

Fou (1965) sparked her desire to make movies, Jonas Mekas, and Michael Snow. According to 

legend she financed her early short films like Saute ma ville (1971), by trading diamond shares in 

Antwerp and even stealing cash from a porn theatre where she worked. Akerman‘s labours soon 

advanced to over the one-hour mark with the quasi-experimental feature Hôtel Monterey 

(1972). Je, Tu, Il, Elle, or Me, You, Him, Her, looks like a crude sketch for the aesthetics she 

would advance on Jeanne Dielman, although it would not see proper theatrical release, ironically, 

until the year after the subsequent movie. The subject is isolation amidst a theoretically bustling 

world, and the fate of those whose habits and hungers seem to exclude them from a supposed main 

flow of life nobody is sure actually exists anyway. Je, Tu, Il, Elle wears its limitations on its sleeve 

as reportage from the fringe, with the faintest echoes of literary progenitors ranging from 

Charlotte Perkins Gilman‘s ―The Yellow Wallpaper‖ to Fyodor Dostoyevsky‘s ―Notes from the 

Underground,‖ but stripped of overt neuroticism and all but the faintest dramatic development and 

sociological inference. Whilst undoubtedly distinctive and an original force, there are qualities to 

Akerman‘s filmmaking that calls readily to mind that peculiar trove of Belgian surrealism 

practiced by painters like Rene Magritte and Paul Delvaux and the writer Jean Ray. Their creative 

worlds were replete with strange, transformative mythologies in the midst of an utterly banal and 

buttoned-down urban landscape, apt for a tiny country pointedly cut off from the greater 

continents of self-mythologising that are luxuries of bigger nations, where stolid surfaces and 

crepuscular indistinctness gave rise to somnolent fantasias where sensual selves threaten to bust 

the fabric of overwhelming stultification. 

 



 
 

Je, Tu, Il, Elle plays as something of an accidental companion piece to, and temperamental 

inversion of, another major French-language film shot around the same time, Jean Eustache‘sThe 

Mother and the Whore (1973). Both films share a harsh, basic monochrome visual palette and deal 

implicitly with the ramifications of upheaval amidst young bohemia following the end of the ‗60s 

and resettlement with a fresh but thorny set of problems of self to overcome, particularly in the 

realm of sexuality, played out in bland rooms and confines of the new cityscapes. That said, the 

differences are as marked as the similarities. Where Eustache‘s film is gabby and floridly 

intellectual in its approach to the politics of lust, Akerman wends at an opposite extreme, with an 

artistic approach she dramatizes in the first half-hour of Je, Tu, Il, Elle. Akerman plays her own 

protagonist, Julie, her lucid eyes jewel-like in the black-and-white photography and traces of 

sceptical humour always sketched around the corners of her mouth. The film‘s first spoken words, 

―And so I left,‖ sarcastically suggest we‘re watching the end of something rather than the start, 

and Julie spends a great bulk of the film in a state of retreat, boxed up in the tiny room she has 

rented. The title offers a basic map of the narrative, such as it is. We have the Je, that is, Julie (J-

E). Il and the Elle come later. Tu remains vague, a missing fourth party, which could be whoever 

Julie has left at the start, or who she begins writing a very long letter to, or the composition itself. 

It‘s also, of course, the audience, watching her through the screen. 

 



 
 

Akerman‘s early works had been defined by her fascination with and unease in those functional 

spaces, the average room – not for nothing had she made two shorts both titled Le Chambreduring 

her first sojourn to New York in the early 1970s. Julie begins a rigorous process of divestment, at 

first getting rid of some items of furniture, then all of it, including her drapes and only leaving 

herself a mattress to sleep on. She even supposedly changes the colour of the walls, although that 

can‘t register to the camera. ―I thought the space looked bigger,‖ is the only explanation she offers 

for this process. Akerman‘s activity here mimics her own approach to cinema, in trying to strip out 

affectations and reduce the proposition of the art itself to a basic matter, to give its expression the 

new lexicon she sought. Scenes flit by in a succession of lengthy shots where Julie‘s voiceover 

describes all the action that will occur depicted in quick missives and then play out duly and at 

length, with the pace of shots only timed by what Akerman confessed was her purely instinctive 

internal clock. At the same time, Akerman also satirises her efforts, as Julie tries to write a ―letter‖ 

that seems to become thesis, confession, and manifesto as it goes on, and after several pages – 

perhaps a reference to her own juvenilia as a director – she realises she‘s been saying the same 

thing over and over. Slow fade outs punctuate most shots as time loses function and space 

becomes a mere containment for exploration of the interior world. As time ceases to exist for 

Julie, so does any notion of sociability or propriety. By the end of the process she‘s become some 

kind of entomological phenomena, existing purely on raw sugar whilst scribbling down her 

thoughts. 

 



 
 

The biggest event on one of her days comes when she accidentally spills some of the sugar over 

her pages and has to scoop it back in spoonful by spoonful. When she finishes writing her epistle, 

she spreads the pages out on the floor and reads them, and then takes off her clothes. Akerman 

proceeds to film her nude self in postures and compositions reminiscent of Degas, Botticelli, 

Vermeer. The act of communication leaves one entirely naked, and yet still not defenceless. 

Julie‘s window remains her portal on the world, and also the world‘s portal on her. When she sees 

a man pass by the window, she remains close to the glass for hours attempting to attract 

someone‘s else‘s eye to verify her existence. The window becomes the cinema screen itself, 

actualising the problem of trying to create something interesting enough to fill it with Akerman‘s 

stark tools. All Julie‘s view offers is a dull and snow-crusted suburbia, where humanity barely 

ever appears, whilst the view from without for anyone who might notice is of a near-naked 

woman. Akerman turns her very body into a canvas and yet reveals nothing. There‘s also has the 

added aspect of a joke about forlornly frustrated sexuality, a joke that echoes on through her work. 

Julie‘s free advertising yields no customers but when she ventures out into the world she finds an 

agreeable sexual transaction to make. Finally Julie is driven out of her room after realising she‘s 

been there for nearly a month without excursion. Her entry into the world is represented by a 

single, hilariously cheerless vision of a highway junction on a rainy day, traffic flowing this way 

and that in the grey and hazy morning. This is the first proper exterior shot of the film, 33 minutes 

in. Julie hitchhikes into inner Brussels, and is picked up by a truck driver (Niels Arestup, in his 

film debut; he would much later star in films like Jacques Audiard‘s Un Prophet, 2009, and 

Steven Spielberg‘s War Horse, 2011). 

 



 
 

Julie and the driver find mutual accord in their initial disinterest in any form of conversation, as 

both are engaged in a form of sanctuary involving their labours, Julie as someone who‘s excised 

herself from common reality by her creative perspective, and the driver as a workman who‘s used 

to the silent, solitary vicissitudes of his job. The funniest vignette in the film comes when the 

driver pulls over and the two eat in a diner whilst watching an American thriller on the television, 

the blaring sirens, gunshots, and funky music filling both diner and soundtrack (I‘d swear I heard 

Clu Gulager‘s voice in there somewhere). Julie and the driver eat wordlessly as they gawk at the 

action playing out on the screen, saving them from the tyranny of human beings‘ propensity to 

remain utterly alien to each-other. Akerman is both wry here about the frenetic business of 

entertainment whilst also acknowledging its appeal in a landscape that is otherwise entirely devoid 

of stimulation. Julie spends most of the time travelling with the driver admiring his neck, which 

seems to her beautiful in its firm and rigorous masculinity, whilst he‘s hunched over wrestling the 

wheel of the truck. Later the driver takes Julie into a roadside bar he frequents and introduces her 

to this little world of working men. Finally, she jerks him off when they‘re parked. ―You see,‖ the 

driver gasps as she works away, face contorting in pleasure-pain: ―The only thing that matters.‖ 

When he ejaculates, he narrates the experience with a deft poetry: ―It came in little waves.‖ 

 



 
 

Akerman shoots this scene in such blazing intimacy the sound of the camera can be heard on the 

soundtrack. The poetics of banality are Akerman‘s field of play throughout Je, Tu, Il, Elle, as she 

offers this transient world of incidental intimacy and grimy, quotidian peregrination with a 

perverse fondness for the desolate environs she surveys, rendering all the more intriguing, and 

frustrating, the free-floating atolls of humanity she encounters. Julie‘s time with the driver is both 

amiable for the most part but also desultory: the driver demands nothing more from Julie than that 

salutary hand-job and offers no more than a cheap ride to wherever. He does finally become chatty 

afterwards, and describes his life in a long monologue, recounting his happiness in his early 

married life when he and his wife were frantically horny, but bit by bit he‘s had his sex life choked 

off by his work and his children. He finds himself both amused and annoyed by his insolent 

eleven-year-old daughter‘s nascent, taunting sex appeal, so he takes whatever pleasure he can with 

hitchhikers like Julie. Julie listens to all his story, even the perturbing parts, with a grin of 

midnight solidarity and patience. Later, Julie watched the driver shave with an electric razor in a 

truck stop bathroom, finding something epic and sensually gratifying in the act of witnessing this 

arcane male ritual. 

 



 
 

Finally the driver drops her off in a town, and Julie seeks out a female lover (Claire Wauthion) 

who lives in the vicinity. The lover tells Julie she can stay the night but has to be gone in the 

morning. Julie accepts the condition and then speaks aloud for the first time in the film: ―I‘m 

hungry.‖ So the lover make her a sandwich. ―More,‖ Julie demands. Love is making someone else 

a sandwich. Or is it? Julie‘s reduction to a strange kind of barely-speaking beast by this point, 

ejaculating blank requests, suggests the odd kinship between her and the driver. In the end, all that 

matters is who can sate one‘s hungers. The film‘s last fifteen minutes is almost entirely devoted to 

the spectacle of Julie and her lover in bed, lost in a gleeful tangle of limbs, providing a climax in 

both senses of the term. This sequence probably had some confrontational kick in the context of 

1973 in offering an unblinking view of lesbian sexuality unparsed by pornographic impulse. Now 

it‘s a perfectly straightforward and charming depiction of physical joy and evident emotional 

fervour painted on the faces of Akerman and Wauthion. Even here however Akerman, whilst 

seeming finally to resolve the ache at the centre of the film in its contemplation of the spaces 

between people, maintains ambiguities. Akerman‘s sparing approach to giving any dramatic 

context forces questions as to why the lover is so insistent Julie cannot stay. She seems to live 

alone, but may have other lovers, or she might simply have great affection for Julie that isn‘t quite 

enough to blind her to Julie‘s self-involvement. Perhaps as well as ―her‖, she‘s also the ―you‖ of 

the title. 

 



 
 

The film closes off with a quotation from the poet A.E. Housman – ―We‘ll to the woods no more. 

The Laurels are all gone.‖ – that gives the film both a grinning quality as another sex joke, for 

Julie has gathered the laurels and then some, but also a covert note of despair, for Housman‘s 

poem is one of prospective death for an elderly man, and even in the wake of great pleasure and 

fulfilment Julie is all too aware that solitude and fate are still stalking her. Nine years later, 

Akerman would return to the theme of watching people try to connect in a twilight world with 

Toute Une Nuit, when her style had much matured and her budgets had at least increased enough 

to shoot in colour. Toute Une Nuit‘s approach to coupling and the life nocturnal is radically 

different in other ways to that in Je, Tu, Il, Elle, as here Akerman, instead of offering 

monomaniacal focus upon a version of herself, now moves at high speed through an entire 

panorama of vignettes, most describing some particular moment and method of loving. The setting 

is an inner suburb of Brussels. Some of the vignettes are returned to as the film unfolds, eventually 

coalescing into a disjointed quasi-narrative, but most are not, left as precise thumbnail sketches of 

what could be called moments of truth. Some moments are comedic, others tragic, still more 

wistful and sexy. 

 

 
 

Although her narrative approach retains an edge of abstracted essentialism and her visuals remain 

stark and unfussy, the mood Akerman weaves in Toute Une Nuit has a peculiarly classical feel, 

calling back to a bygone romanticism of directors like Max Ophuls, Vincent Minnelli, Billy 

Wilder, Jean Renoir. Ophul‘s La Ronde (1950) seems a particular touchstone, or, if you prefer a 

less high-falutin‘ reference point, call it all Love, Belgian Style. Her women are quite often seen in 

flashes of retro chic, swathed red dresses and silk nightgowns, and sport heels that crack out a 



nervy beat wherever they tread. Men wear baggy suits ready to perform a Gene Kelly dance 

routine in. The film‘s dark palette and Akerman‘s mostly removed camera, with a paucity of 

close-ups, means that many of the people remain vague. Their interchangeableness as well as their 

pining specificity is part of the point, and their adventures overlap and intermingle like charts of 

logarithmic variants. A couple of familiar faces flit by – Aurore Clement, who had already played 

another Akerman avatar in Les Rendez-vous d’Anna (1978) is in the mix, as is a young Tcheky 

Karyo. Otherwise we‘re navigating here less by faces than by landmarks, the places that become 

lynch-pins for the dance of night – the square at the heart of the neighbourhood, the tavern and 

apartment buildings and shops that front it, and a host of houses a distance down radiating streets. 

 

 
 

The film‘s title comes from dialogue in one vignette, in which an infuriated husband walks out on 

his wife; she chases him, he embraces her, and as they stand clutching each-other on the pavement 

she murmurs, ―We can‘t stand here all night long.‖ To which he replies, ―The hell we can‘t.‖ The 

intensity of the need for others that drives people wild is a basic and insistent note sounded 

throughout the film in its daisy-chain of fierce embraces and ruptures. The concentration on a 

nocturnal atmosphere, the visions through windows at brief sketches of behaviour, evoke Edward 

Hopper‘s gently suggestive blend of naturalism and surrealism and fascination with the gallery of 

the urban as a window into manifold souls. The first few episodes quickly establish a comic 

rhythm and temperament for the film which the rest of it shades and revises without spurning. A 

woman (Clement) in a red dress treads fretfully in her room, calls up a man, but hangs up without 

saying a word: she murmurs desperately, ―I love you—I love you,‖ and then catches a taxi and 

stands in the square, gazing up at the silhouetted object of her affection as he paces about his 

apartment. Later, after returning to her room, she hears a knock on her door, and opens it to find 

another man who‘s in love with her. She invites him in in spite of her disappointment it‘s not the 

other man. 

 



 
 

In the bar, a woman in a coat the same shade of red sits waiting alone at a table. Her man turns up 

at the door, clutching a suitcase, and embraces her. Meanwhile a young man and young woman 

occupy nearby tables, obviously both lovelorn and in their body language intensely aware of each-

other. The man gets up to leave and walks out of the frame, then dashes back and embraces her. 

They dance around the bar in close and clingy fashion. A trio of teenagers occupy a booth in the 

bar, two boys and a girl. One of the boys irritably gets up to leave, the other two follow him onto 

the pavement, and the first boy makes a demand of the girl to choose between him and the other 

boy. The girl‘s silence drives both boys off in different directions, and she waltzes on her own 

path. A small girl leaves home with a suitcase and her pet cat in hand. Another insists on dancing 

with the bar owner to a cheesy Italian pop song that recurs throughout the film, beckoning, like the 

cop show in Je, Tu, Il, Elle, with fantasies of a larger, more intense way of living. One teenage girl 

flees her family home with her boyfriend, glimpsed hopping the back fence through a window. 

 

 
 

The shrugging, carefree, protean spirit of such youth contrasts the generally older, more fretful 

tenor of the unions Akerman surveys. Some happy and tranquil couples are noted, whilst people 

who are feeling the pinch of solitude or sweltering in troubled relationships are also portrayed. 

Akerman casually allows queer relationships space. A lesbian couple is sundered when one 

woman finds her partner has a man in her room. A gay male couple are awakened in the night as 

one has to make an early start on a journey, and his partner gets up again a few hours later to a 

dismally empty apartment, so he settles down to write a letter to his absent lover. One middle-aged 

wife turns off the television and suggests to her husband they go out dancing, and he happily 

agrees, so they head out hand in hand. Another husband packs up and walks out during the night. 



A wife does the same thing, leaving her sleeping mate in bed, donning some lipstick, and then 

marching out into the dark. She‘s glimpsed occasionally throughout the rest of the film. She rents 

a room at a hotel, and flops down on the bed in her room, only to then abandon this domicile too 

and wander about the square, and at last returns home. She slips back into bed next to her husband 

who has remained oblivious throughout her odyssey, seconds before her alarm clock goes off and 

stirs her to start her day proper with pitiless regularity. 

 

 
 

This lady might well be the most luckless and forlorn in the film, her homecoming charged with a 

bitter taste, although the seamlessness of the chain of motions that puts her in bed and then draws 

her out again gives a grand comedic aspect too, like a Jerry Lewis or Jack Lemmon character 

who‘s bitten off more than they can chew in their lifestyle. And how many times has she traced 

the same roundelay, obeying the call to some other life and then trundling wearily back to the old 

one that at least offers structure, even in such voyages? Akerman notes a similarly phenomenon 

with another couple who, after knowing a night of passion, propose to run away to Italy together, 

only for the woman to dash off whilst the man pays his hotel bill. Like Julie in Je, Tu, Il, Elle, who 

comes from nowhere and returns there as far as the camera is concerned, so too do the people 

witnessed in Toute Une Nuit. On one level the film is a sleek and lovely entertainment, but it‘s 

also one that sees Akerman finding an honourable, even revolutionary way of mating the 

theoretical bent of her early work with more populist impulses. The contained and singular self 

Julie offered Akerman as avatar in Je, Tu, Il, Elle is here also split across manifold persons, as 

different characters repeat gestures seen in the earlier film. 

 

 
 



Akerman‘s reticence in revealing much about the hows and whyfors of what we‘re seeing, carried 

over from her earlier work and instead insisting merely on observing moments in all their random 

and fleeting fascination, might make such vignettes seem lightweight, but somehow their 

concision instead imbues a sense of privilege upon their witnessing. The artistic process of 

plumbing the mysteries of things glimpsed and voyeuristically observed is both exposed and also 

imposed upon the audience, an openness that invites the viewer to paint in their own assumptions 

about what drives many of these characters and define their problems. Like Julie, they‘re both 

contained safely in and tormented by the spaces about them, the oppression of walls and windows, 

and eventually most flee their confines to snatch at their chances in a shared zone. Romance isn‘t 

the only thing Akerman scrutinises, as she also contemplates the drives and motives that lead 

some to be alone. She notes a man who seems to run a textile store putting his accounts in order, 

working into the wee hours, tapping away remorseless on his adding machine. Eventually he falls 

asleep at his post and awakens later to wander the store, surrounded by the stuff of his trade, rough 

and unmade sheathes for the bodies at large in the film sprawled ghostlike about him. A writer 

awakens in the darkness and sits in sleepless agony as he parses his artistic problems. Matched 

patterns and unconscious acts of mimicry are noted as Akerman trains the camera up from the 

square to notice two men in stacked apartments, both perched upon their balconies in meditative 

angst. Perhaps the most magical moment comes when a couple who may be splitting up hover at 

separate windows as a thunderstorm approaches, lightning strobing upon their semi-clothed 

bodies, the curtains billowing as ethereal beings as they would in a Delvaux or Hopper painting, 

the couple facing each-other in charged physical awareness that cannot quite transmute into 

intimacy. 

 

 
 

The storm that threatens to break upon the town proves mild, however, and the night‘s epiphanies 

are interrogated in the morning. The writer who hovered in angst during the night settles down and 

attack the page with new zest. The very end of the film circles back to the same woman it started 

with, still dogged by her obsessive fascination with her tormenting non-lover even as she dances 

with the real one before her, and an ambiguous final phone call she receives sees her finally fall 

into an embrace with him on a mattress just as stark and paltry and essential as the one Julie lolls 

upon throughout Je, Tu, Il, Elle, declaring the connection between the two films in the processes 

of Akerman‘s mind. Akerman‘s influence on some filmmakers is laid bare by both Je, Tu, Il, 

Elle and Toute Une Nuit, particularly upon Jim Jarmusch, who‘s spent his entire career pursuing 

Akerman‘s attitude of wistful, crepuscular dispassion. The imprint of Je, Tu, Il, Elle is notable on 

Jarmusch‘s early efforts like Stranger Than Paradise (1984) and Down By Law (1986), whilst the 

collective vignettes and starkly filmed nocturnal settings of Toute Une Nuit echo 

throughout Mystery Train (1989) and Night on Earth (1991). Claire Denis paid tribute with 

her Friday Night (2002), whilst Kelly Reichardt and Sofia Coppola have admitted their debts. 

There‘s even a dash of the Toute Une Nuit in Stanley Kubrick‘s Eyes Wide Shut‘s (1999) 

insomniac hunt for love to the end of night, and Sang Song-Ho‘s behavioural studies like The Day 

He Arrives (2011). The laurels grow and bloom still to be picked. 



 

 

 

 

The Mummy’s Hand (1940) / The Mummy’s Tomb (1942) / 

The Mummy’s Ghost (1944) / The Mummy’s Curse (1944) 
 

Directors: Christy Cabanne, Harold Young, Reginald LeBorg, Leslie Goodwins 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Karl Freund‘s legendary film The Mummy (1932) presented its title entity, Boris Karloff‘s 

Imhotep, as a sorcerer and antihero defying time and the gods to wield vast magical power. More 

recent filmmakers like Stephen Sommers and Alex Kurtzman have taken up this idea for the sake 

of spectacle and drama better fitting the age of the special effects-driven blockbuster. But I‘d be 

willing to bet good money most people, when they think of the mummy as movie monster, 

probably instead think of a lurching, ghastly, sluggishly advancing yet relentless engine of murder, 

swathed in grave wrappings. For the source of this image of the mummy, we must look instead to 

the four films Universal Studios made about the mummy Kharis. For lovers of vintage horror 

movies, the Kharis films remain an evergreen trove. Not because they‘re deep masterpieces of 

gothic poetic, richly composed metaphor, or galvanising terror – indeed, part of their appeal is that 

they‘re patently none of these things, or, at least, only offer such qualities as small, shiny gems 

amidst a whole lot of entertaining ore. They‘re lovable relics of an era of filmmaking and a brand 

of horror that retains a modest brand of charisma, deft ideograms compressing all the freewheeling 

energy and craftsmanship of 1940s Hollywood cinema. Somehow, the Kharis films manage to 

incorporate all the major motifs and stylistic quirks of the Universal school within their brief, 

zippy, unpretentious duration, and stand as perfect exemplars of what can be called ―fun‖ horror. 

They‘re the sort of movies you see as a kid and love, and see again as an adult and still love, even 

if they can no longer compel in the same way. 

 



 
 

Each movie in the series is barely an hour long, as quintessential B movie features, made to 

support other, more ambitious but often less well-remembered movies. All four were made by the 

smithies of Hollywood film. Only one of these directors, Reginald LeBorg, can be described as 

any kind of familiar hand in horror cinema, whilst all four directors handled many a diverse genre 

in their long, factory-line careers. Christy Cabanne, who helmed the series opener The Mummy’s 

Hand, had been making movies since 1912. And yet the Kharis films testify to the peculiar 

integrity of the Universal horror mode, as well as the problems that would eventually choke off 

their brand. In spite of being cheaply produced, the Kharis films all betray the technical resources 

and effortless class of Universal‘s production teams and their gifts for quickly and smartly 

constructing little, cordoned universes where the shadows are deep and black and things move in 

the night that should not be moving at all. Universal had a particularly effective ethos when it 

came to making its B movies, also evinced by the perennially popular Sherlock Holmes series 

starring Basil Rathbone. These films, although very often tacky and repetitious, usually had solid 

writing and a template for atmospheric visuals that could be easily applied by different production 

teams. The limitations to their strict hour-and-a-bit running times were as usually sharp as the 

advantages: too many stories develop fruitfully over about 50 minutes and then suddenly careen to 

a close. This is true of the Kharis films as well. 

 



 
 

The series was doggedly popular in its day regardless, at a time when their cheery, restrained 

approach to generating a healthy frisson stood in stark contrast to the harsh facts of wartime.The 

Mummy’s Hand gave the waning Universal horror brand a shot in the arm, whilst also laying 

down a template most of the entries the studio would purvey over the next six years until running 

out of steam again, in dispensing with most of the outsized Expressionistic effects in sets and 

lighting and rendering their attendant themes of tragic stature far more muted, if not entirely 

jettisoned. The series also accidentally helped point the way forward for the horror genre as a 

whole, in a manner that unfolds over the four instalments, which begins rooted in the mystique of 

foreign threat and exotic nightmares welling out of a distant, mythical past, but soon shifts ground 

to portray murderous forces at large in the balmy eves of the good old USA.The Mummy’s 

Hand introduces the lore and legend of Kharis (played in the first instalment by Tom Tyler), a 

former high priest under the Pharaoh Amenophis, who fell in love with the Pharaoh‘s daughter 

Ananka. Following Ananka‘s early death, Kharis attempted to revive her by stealing a supply of 

the sacred, long-extinct herb known as the tana leaf, with its mystic qualities for restoring and 

sustaining life. Caught in the act, Kharis had his tongue cut out before burial alive, doomed to 

spend eternity serving as protector of Ananka‘s tomb. This story is recounted by the wizened and 

decrepit High Priest (Eduardo Ciannelli) of a sect called the Priests of Karnak, who still subsist 

within modern Egypt and have dedicated themselves to protecting Ananka‘s undiscovered tomb 

above all. 

 



 
 

The High Priest is visited by his anointed successor, Professor Andoheb (George Zucco), an 

archaeologist who uses his position as a respected figure in his field to either fend off other 

Egyptologists venturing into Arkam, the area where their temple and Ananka‘s and Kharis‘s 

tombs are all located, or else arrange their mysterious disappearance. The High Priest explains to 

Andoheb his essential duties, of which the most vital is sustaining Kharis‘s heartbeat by stewing 

three tana leaves each night of the full moon and feeding it to him. Whenever Ananka‘s tomb is 

threatened and interlopers dare to violate her sacred surrounds, the Priests revive Kharis by 

feeding him the the juice of nine leaves, sufficient to get him up and walking around, able to kill 

and overpower any mere mortal. Once the High Priest finishes his exposition, he gratefully settles 

upon his throne and dies. In this opening, the basics of the Kharis series are sketched out, and all 

four films revolve around these legendary details, carried over from episode to episode as essential 

as a superhero‘s back story. One detail mentioned here, constantly teased but never fulfilled in the 

series, are the dire results of what might happen if Kharis is fed more than nine tana leaves, as a 

greater dose of the mystic herb would render him a rampaging monster. The Priests of Karnak 

merely keep him alive as a useful tool. 

 



 
 

The first film depicts the discovery of Ananka‘s tomb by a gang of footloose Americans. 

Archaeologist Steve Banning (Dick Foran) and his pal, Babe Jenson (Wallace Ford), have come to 

Egypt when Steve is hunting for a new career break after being fired from the Scripps Museum, in 

spite of a string of impressive discoveries. Babe is itching to get back to the States, but Steve finds 

a damaged urn that seems to depict directions to Ananka‘s tomb in a bazaar. Steve takes the urn to 

another esteemed man of the field, Dr Petrie (Charles Trowbridge), who agrees with him it is 

genuine. But Andoheb, who is Petrie‘s boss at the Cairo Museum, dismisses the relic as a fake and 

contrives to drop it, whilst refusing the stake an expedition to the site indicated. Not dissuaded, 

Steve and Babe get backing from a good-natured nightclub magician, ‗The Great‘ Solvani (Cecil 

Kellaway). Andoheb tries to foil this recourse by approaching Solvani‘s daughter Marta (Peggy 

Moran) and warning her about conmen trying to sucker her father. Marta threatens Steve and Babe 

with the revolver she uses for trick shooting in her father‘s shows, and she resolves to accompany 

her father on the expedition to make sure he‘s not being robbed. 

 

 



 

It takes quite a while until The Mummy’s Hand gets out into the Egyptian wilds, an aspect that 

betrays a certain level of uncertainty about what level to pitch the movie on. An inordinate amount 

of screen time is soaked up by Ford and Kellaway‘s comedy, although both men were 

accomplished farceurs and they‘re fun to watch. The real pleasure of The Mummy’s Hand, 

however, comes once it gets going properly and changes scene to the desert. Here Babe 

accidentally uncovers Kharis‘s tomb when he prematurely sets off a dynamite charge, just after 

the bodies of some of the expedition‘s ill-fated predecessors are uncovered by the Egyptian 

diggers. The archaeologists are astounded to find Kharis‘ remarkably preserved body in his casket, 

but the diggers flee in fear as the black legends about the area seem to be coming true. Meanwhile 

Andoheb and his agent, a fake marketplace beggar (Sig Arno), keep watch over the camp and 

when the time comes, Andoheb surprises Petrie alone in the tomb, and feeds tana juice to the 

mummy, bringing Kharis fully to life. At Andoheb‘s behest, the fiend strangles Petrie, the 

expedition‘s chief porter Ali (Leon Belasco), and Solvani during one long night of terror. Soon 

Andoheb is tempted by beauty and has Kharis kidnap Marta, forcing Steve and Babe to hunt for 

her. Following Marta‘s own theory based on Steve‘s urn, Steve finds a secret passage linking 

Kharis‘ tomb to the priests‘ temple, and ventures along it. 

 

 
 

The Mummy’s Hand is an object lesson in how old Hollywood could conjure something 

substantial out of virtually nothing. The budget was a preposterously low $80,000 dollars, and the 

running time is filled out with interpolated scenes from the Freund film depicting Kharis‘ disgrace 

and doom, spliced with new footage of western star Tyler, who, in addition to his suitably strong 

stature, looked enough like Karloff to sustain the illusion. Smart use was also made of a set left 

over from the production of Frankenstein (1931) auteur James Whale‘s jungle adventure Green 
Hell (1939) to fill in for the temple. The script also bears traces of such repurposing, as it offers a 

slight variation on the famous ―Children of the Night‖ line from Dracula (1931). Otherwise the 

film relies almost entirely on Cabanne‘s long-honed filmmaking skills to make the best of minimal 

sets, transforming the one, basic soundstage set depicting a crook of the desert abutting a 

mountain into a fantasy landscape flooded with shadow, occasionally punctuated by the 

bloodcurdling sight of the mummy‘s silhouetted form looming through tent canvas over 

unsuspecting, sleeping victims. 

 



 
 

Part of the success and entertainment factor of The Mummy’s Hand lies in its straightforward 

blend of gothic business, with the free-and-easy tone of an adventure movie. It‘s probably one of 

the many influences on Steven Spielberg‘s Indiana Jones films, portraying archaeology as a kind 

of puzzle work as the characters utilise keys gleaned from relics to open up ancient tombs. The 

mummy, although blessed with a tragic backstory, is offered mostly as a threatening spectre, a 

spooky threat lurching in and out of the shadows, informed with character only via Tyler‘s eyes, 

showing flashes of fretful, desperate hunger for the tana leaves that sustain his existence. Foran is 

charming and stalwart, Moran is cute and plucky, at least until the compulsory finale where she 

swoons to be carried about by Kharis. The film careens through a last reel in which Babe shoots 

down Andoheb when the priest threatens him, and Steve enters the temple, frees Marta, and sets 

fire to Kharis when he stoops to try and lick up a pool of spilt tana juice. 

 

 
 



Mummy stories belong to a motif common in storytelling date back to Victorian-era fiction and 

the vicissitudes of the high colonial days, in fare ranging from a mystery tale like Wilkie 

Collins‘The Moonstone to tales of the supernatural like The Monkey’s Paw. Such stories revolved 

around the dread fate awaiting those who monkey about with sacred objects of other cultures, and 

hinged upon Western anxieties in the face of contending with those cultures, both warning about 

the necessity of respecting those cultures whilst also reinforcing the necessity of stoic detachment 

in the coloniser over the colonised. The Kharis series reframes this subtext to a certain extent 

whilst also making it more overt, for the series revolves around the clash between the forces of the 

old world and the new, the echoing memory of millennia of instilled cultural identity as 

represented by the powers of Ancient Egypt, and the new wind of Americanism starting to blow 

about the world. There‘s an element of absurd but revealing racial profiling, too, as just about 

anyone who wears a fez is quickly outed as a supporter of an esoteric and murderous death cult. 

This aspect is often conjoined with finales in which mobs of the citizenry come out with fiery 

torches to hunt down the monsters. When Frankenstein had offered this trope, it had come as a 

criticism of the lynch mob mentality. By 1942, it had evolved into a heroic event, based on around 

communal guarding against threatening foreign invaders. 

 

 
 

But there‘s also a theme to the series invoking a schism of faith and desire, identity and yearning. 

Steve and the spirit he represents is at once passionate about the arcana he digs up but also 

detached from the spiritual world it represents, the deep wellsprings of other cultural precepts. The 

Priests of Karnak, including Andoheb and successors Mehemet Bey (Turhan Bey), Yousef Bey 

(John Carradine), Dr Ilzor Zandaab (Peter Coe) and his disciple Ragheb (Martin Kosleck), are 

beset by the same diverging desires as Kharis himself. That‘s the schism between fulfilling their 

creed, which revolves around the literal worship of the dead and valuing of them above the living, 

and embracing their sensual needs, inevitably represented by the young women who fall into their 

clutches. This pays off in images close to those popular on pulp magazine covers of the time, 

heroines strapped to altars, threatened with phallic intrusion as the fallen priests threaten them 

with injections of tana fluid to make them immortal, with the priests intending to join them for an 

unending life of erotic pleasure. 

 



 
 

Quickly and inevitably, Kharis, embodiment of the past‘s insidious persistence in the presence of 

all modernity‘s glaring light, is brought to American shores, to haunt the outer precincts a modern 

land lacking much consciousness of such a deep past. The Mummy’s Tomb, the second episode, 

easily manages this change of scene, whilst also introducing some peculiar aspects to the series. 

Although The Mummy’s Hand was demonstrably contemporary if the clothes the characters wore 

were anything to go by, the sequel is set thirty years after the first film, but again seems entirely 

contemporary to 1942, to the extent of one character receiving a commission during the film. The 

fourth film is set twenty years after the third, which means over a half-century passes in the course 

of the series, making it a science fiction tale of sorts.The Mummy’s Tomb also anticipates aspects 

of modern franchise cinema, as it brings back Steve and Babe, now thirty years older, but with the 

brutal intention of killing them both off. Steve is now reclining in happy retirement after Marta‘s 

death, living with his sister Jane (Mary Gordon), recounting his old adventures to his indulgently 

disbelieving doctor son John (John Hubbard) and his girlfriend Isobel Evans (Elyse Knox). 

 



 
 

Turns out Andoheb survived the bullets Babe filled him with, and that Kharis was only lightly 

singed by fire. Andoheb, now old himself and palsied (a great touch from Zucco), still lurks in the 

old Arkam temple, handing over responsibility to Mehemet Bey, his successor, with the 

assignment of taking Kharis to America so he can kill the Banning clan in punishment for 

plundering Ananka‘s tomb. Mehemet secures a job as caretaker of the cemetery of Mapleton, the 

small New England town where Steve has retired. He sends out Kharis, who strangles Steve in his 

house. The following night, the mummy does the same to Jane. Babe comes to town to attend their 

funerals and recognises the tell-tale mark of mould upon the victims‘ necks as mould from Kharis‘ 

bandages (―A greyish mark…a greyish mark!‖). Babe fails to make the police listen to his 

warnings so he feeds the story to some interested newspaper men, but soon finds himself cornered 

in an alley by Kharis and killed. An academic researcher, Professor Norman (Frank Reicher), 

certifies from a scrap of bandage John finds that there really is a living mummy on the loose. 

Mehemet, unable to suppress lecherous designs upon Isobel after glimpsing her in the woods with 

John, has Kharis snatch her out of her bed. When the Mapleton sheriff (Cliff Clark) organises a 

posse, he‘s alerted to the presence of the Egyptian at the cemetery. Mehemet tries to stab John and 

gets a bullet in his gut for his pains. Kharis seems to be burned up along with the Banning house 

when he‘s driven there, Isobel is rescued, and all ends well. 

 



 
 

The Mummy’s Tomb is the most sketchily written and disposable entry in the series, bumping off 

the likeable protagonists of the first film with a remarkable lack of compunction. The film kicks 

off laboriously with nearly ten minutes‘ worth of flashbacks to The Mummy’s Hand to pad out an 

exceptionally simple storyline. But it‘s still entirely enjoyable, in part for reasons that feel mildly 

consequential in horror cinema history. This episode was directed by Harold Young, who surely 

had the best movie to his credit of any of the series captains, The Scarlet Pimpernel (1934), and 

there are flashes of the spacious, lushly lit, carefully pictorial style he brought to that film here and 

here. Shots late in the film of Kharis carrying Isobel through the night are often reproduced in 

books of genre history, and for good reason: they retain an iconic form of beauty and 

encapsulation of the mystique of swooning, silk-draped femininity in the clutches of a septic, 

perambulating id. Transposing Kharis into the leafy, pacific environs of Mapleton allows this 

exotic monster, avatar of cultural and religious unease, to lurch about in quaint, very normal 

surrounds. Kharis keeps perturbing the perfectly ordinary New Englanders, be they couples in 

their beds or young mashers parked in their cars, as his shadow falls upon them and each feels the 

discomforting sensation of death passing them by. 

 



 
 

Whilst this was hardly the first horror film set in a modern western setting, I can‘t really think of a 

precursor that utilised such quotidian environs, and Young‘s visuals, emphasising Kharis melting 

in and out of the shadows in humdrum streets and semi-rural surrounds, capture a quality that 

would pass on through ‗50s sci-fi works like I Married A Monster From Outer Space and The 

Blob (both 1958) and then back into horror movies as diverse as Halloween (1978) and the works 

of artists as diverse as Stephen King and David Lynch, in placing a malevolent force in the midst 

of suburbia, a portal of pure surrealism astride the banal. The film is also fleshed out by the 

Austrian-Turkish actor Bey‘s fascinating presence. One of the few actors of Middle Eastern 

heritage to gain any prominence as a Hollywood actor in the day, Bey‘s dashing, matinee star 

looks and ability to project an air of silken menace make for a rare combination in this sort of 

thing. Bey reportedly liked the role best amongst his performances, and he plays Mehemet less as 

a glowing-eyed fanatic than as a meditatively religious being willing to do what it takes to restore 

a key tenant of his faith, but brought down in the end by his inability to suppress his sensual self. 

 

 



 

Another significant introduction for this entrance came in Kharis himself. Tyler had been replaced 

by Lon Chaney Jnr, who had become a fully-fledged horror star in the previous year‘sThe Wolf 

Man, and Universal sought to capitalise by casting him across the full roster of their familiar 

monsters – he would also play Frankenstein‘s Monster and Dracula. The irony of this is that, at 

least at first, Chaney makes much less impression in the role than Tyler managed, as his Kharis 

isn‘t allowed even to show the character in the eyes that Tyler could. That said, what could be the 

first real moment of proper characterisation for Kharis arrives here, as the mummy retreats 

fretfully whilst Mehemet tells him of his plans to mate with and impregnate Isobel: Kharis‘ 

memory of the terrible wrath of force beyond in the face of such blasphemous acts is strong 

enough to momentarily make this zombified remnant cringe in fear. The Mummy’s Ghost, the third 

series instalment, saw directing duties taken over by former Max Reinhardt assistant LeBorg. 

LeBorg had already directed Chaney in a neat little chiller, Weird Woman (1944), an adaptation of 

Fritz Leiber‘s great black magic tale Conjure Wife, and would occasionally return to the genre 

over the next twenty years, including for the interesting Diary of a Madman (1963). LeBorg‘s 

background with Reinhardt and European sensibility apparently familiar with the Germanic 

imaginative world of the liebestod might explain why his entry emerges as the oddest and most 

intriguing of the quartet. 

 

 
 

Whilst not violating the already well-settled series formula until its final few minutes, The 

Mummy’s Ghost is the first entry to make itself more explicitly about Kharis‘s search for Ananka, 

and also needs no flashbacks to pad out its crisp, well-developed storyline. In an ingenious little 

vignette, Kharis, after breaking into the Scripps Museum where her body and other artefacts are 

collected, attempts to touch her bandage-wrapped form, only for her mummy to disintegrate into 

dust. Meanwhile, miles away, a young woman, Amina Mansori (Ramsay Ames), awakens with a 

cry in her room, having felt the touch of the mummy: Ananka‘s spirit now inhabits her body, as a 

distant descendant. Amina is attending college in Mapleton, and her boyfriend Tom Hervey 

(Robert Lowery) is a student of Professor Norman. Norman likes to regale his students with tales 

of the mummy that terrorised the town a few years before. Norman himself is still trying crack the 

secret of the artefacts and specimens of the tana leaf retrieved from Mehemet‘s possession. Finally 

translating some inscriptions and boiling up nine tana leaves, Norman is shocked to see Kharis 

burst his way into his rooms. Kharis, after lying dormant since the fire, has been revived by the 

scent of the tana juice, and he kills Norman before drinking it. Amina, drawn out in a 

somnambulant daze by Kharis‘ presence, collapses near the scene. Meanwhile Andoheb 

dispatches another acolyte, Yousef Bey, to America to track down Kharis. Yousef attempts to lead 



Kharis in recovering Ananka so they can both be transported back to Egypt, but realisation that 

Ananka is now living within Amina leads them to track and kidnap her. 

 

 
 

If the guiding tension of the series is between the inflexibly arcane and the blithely, obliviously 

modern, then the figuration of Amina/Ananka is a clever new dimension for it, affectingly 

embodied by Ames. Amina carries inscribed in her genes and spiritual heritage the memory of a 

land stretching back to the dawn of human kind, inhabiting the spry, clean-cut environs of the 

college and her American lifestyle like a suit of easily discarded clothes. Unease about the 

possibility of an interracial marriage is mediated through the prism of Amina‘s anxiety that her 

identity, bound up with her strange fits of detachment and sense of living in two different times 

and worlds. LeBorg makes atmospheric use of the old, abandoned mine where Yousef operates 

from, the modern, industrial equivalent to the tombs and temples of Egypt, equally desolate and 

deserted and forsaken by the ways of men, equally cyclopean in the scale of both construction and 

ruination. Here Yousef, once he actually has Amina in his grasp, again succumbs to the desire to 

possess her. This time however, knowing that Amina is really his beloved, Kharis rebels, throwing 

off the yoke of the priests and hurling Yousef from a great height to his death. After he fends off 

an attack by Tom, Kharis carries Amina off into the countryside. Since her first meeting with the 

mummy, Amina‘s hair has become increasingly streaked with coils of white, and now in his arms 

turns swiftly into an ancient, parched, white-crowned mummy. Tom and another posse, this time 

led by canny New York detective Walgreen (Barton MacLane), give chase, only to see the 

benighted duo of ruined creatures sink into a swamp. 

 



 
 

This coda blends truly odd romanticism and faint but definite morbid sexuality with heartbreak, as 

Tim and his pet dog are left staring into the black waters where Kharis and Amina vanished. It‘s a 

forlorn ending, an overtone new to this series, although it does revive the spirit that had been 

central to Freund‘s film and the first wave of Universal horror films in general. Chaney‘s casting 

in the role, which seemed to negligible on The Mummy’s Tomb, also proves worthier inThe 

Mummy’s Ghost, as Chaney wields enough expressive intensity in body langauge to charge Kharis 

with a deep and implacable will, his stumbling, grasping forward motion achieving a sense of the 

genuinely remorseless to his wanderings and killings, fingers curling and limbs twitching when 

victims give him the slip. It‘s a fascinating example of what an actor can accomplish in such 

strictures. The last episode in the series, The Mummy’s Curse, is the first to offer a jarring lapse 

with established continuity rather than merely bending it. Somehow the chase witnessed at the end 

of the previous movement covered a few thousand miles, for now Kharis and Amina supposedly 

last vanished into a Louisiana bayou. That said, the shift in locale is mined for all the 

magnificently corny atmosphere and Cajun accents director Leslie Goodwins could muster. 

 



 
 

Years after Kharis and Ananka vanished, a new federal operation is underway to drain, clear, and 

build a road through the same swamp, stirring the disquiet of locals who have kept the memory of 

the mummy and his bride alive. Two archaeologists, Zandaab and James Halsey (Dennis Moore), 

arrive with official permission to dig for the two mummies, to the irritation of the project manager 

Pat Walsh (Addison Richards) and the intrigue of his daughter and secretary Betty (Kay Harding). 

Zandaab is of course the latest of the Priests of Karnak (by this point in the series always called 

the Priests of Arkam), and he has an acolyte, Ragheb, posing as one of the road workers, stirring 

up fright amongst them and stabbing the occasional busybody as he searches for Kharis. Ragheb 

does locate the mummy, and stashes him in a ruined nearby monastery, but Ananka remains 

missing. Until, that is, an excavator partly uncovers Ananka (now played by Virginia Christine). 

Digging her way out of the ground and stumbling through the swamp, she‘s picked up by Halsey 

and Betty on their way back from a date. Apparently without any memory of either of her previous 

lives, the worker camp‘s doctor Cooper (Holmes Herbert) diagnoses her as amnesiac, and 

encourages Halsey to use her an assistant to keep her occupied. Ananka proves to have intensive 

knowledge of archaeology and Egyptology without any idea where it came from, but when she 

attracts the attention of Zandaab, the priest recognises her as the princess, and sends Kharis out to 

hunt her down. 

 



 
 

Although not quite as intricately lit and decorously framed as The Mummy’s Tomb, The Mummy’s 
Curse is nonetheless the most visually engaging episode in the series, as the setting allows 

Goodwins to exploit that mist-riddled foliage of the bayous and rough-hewn rural buildings, and 

generate some proper creepiness, in a manner looks forward to the later phase of regionally-made 

and set horror movies. One scene stands as legitimately unsettling in a manner virtually nothing 

else from the Universal horror cycle can match today, in which Ananka and Cooper listen to the 

sound of Kharis approaching, a mere scuffling sound that portends the arrival of a force that 

refuses all reason and annihilates anything that stands in its path. Cooper steps through the tent 

flaps to behold something from the back corners of a nightmare looming out of the dark. Several 

scenes take place around a cafe run by Cajun chanteuse Tante Bertha (Ann Codee) and her 

diminutive husband Achilles (Charles Stevens), a zone where a fecund folk culture and old-world 

atmosphere still subsist even as the labours of the work crew pierces and cleanses the fetid reaches 

of the swamp. The ruined monastery is a floating world of crumbling delight, thrust up over the 

swamp on a rise, crumbled walls and roof again mimicking the ruins of Egypt. Here Zandaab and 

Ragheb set up base but first have to contend with a zany local (William Farnum) who is the ―self-

appointed caretaker‖ of this monastery, demanding the duo and their pagan paraphernalia depart 

instantly, obliging Kharis to strangle him. Ananka, when she first sees Zandaab, seems to 

recognise him as a fellow, approaching him in a daze and striking a pose with hands jutting from 

the sides of her hips, a gesture suggesting the subsistence of an ancient and mysterious creed. 

 



 
 

The film‘s best scene, and perhaps the most arresting in the series, is Ananka‘s revival: first seen 

as a clay-smeared hand thrust out of the soil, followed quickly by the rest of her, Ananka sheds the 

earth (and her mummified appearance) as she gropes her way through the trees, following the 

glow of the sun, rejoicing in the heat as it bakes dry the mud on her and restores her life as a 

descendant of the sun god. This moment has a genuine charge of the strange and numinous, 

imbued in part through Christine‘s excellent physicality in this scene, worthy of comparison in its 

way with Boris Karloff‘s work as Frankenstein‘s Monster for conveying the idea of flesh and bone 

reanimated against all will and sense, but finding a balm in the glow of the sun as it feeds her and 

restores her. Christine proves the most interesting of the lovely young ingénues Universal placed 

in the series (except for future The Big Sleep star Martha Vickers, although she only appears for a 

very few moments in The Mummy’s Ghost). The only real problem with this entry is a lack of any 

more new ideas, sending Kharis around the block a few times for a few more random 

strangulations. The theme of lechery amongst the Priests is palmed off onto Ragheb, who kidnaps 

Betty in his desire to make her his immortal bride, and when Zandaab censures him, Ragheb stabs 

him, stirring the wrath of Kharis. 

 



 
 

The filmmakers seem to have been aware this was likely to be the last entry, so at least the ending 

works to bring a proper close to the series. But it does so in a way that lacks much thrill: Ananka 

is finally, rather lamely dosed with tana fluid and restored to a mummified state, whilst Kharis is 

buried under a pile of rubble when trying to kill Ragheb, who is also killed, ending the line of 

priests and all who know the secret of the tana leaves. It‘s worth noting the film‘s consistent 

stylistic feature: Frank Skinner‘s endlessly repeated musical themes, most of them written for Son 
of Frankenstein (1939) and slightly adapted, constantly throbbing and surging on the soundtrack 

like an erratic heartbeat. The Kharis films never quite capitalised on the wealth of potential 

encoded in their fascinatingly specific and rich trove of folkloric detail and recurring detail, and 

the dark fantasies of love through the ages and twisted eroticism that slide inkily through its 

bloodstream. To a certain extent, Terence Fisher would draw these out more in his concatenated 

remake, The Mummy (1959). But the Kharis series, once again, is one you love for what it is. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The White Reindeer (Valkoinen Peura, 1953) 
 

Director/Coscreenwriter: Erik Blomberg 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

It could be argued that all stories we generally refer to under the bracket of ‗horror‘ today are in 

essence a type of folklore, rooted as so many are in storytelling modes descended from ancient 

cultural forms. To trace the genre‘s persistence is to track it backwards through stages in the 

development, from the age of the urban myth to Freudian symbolic imagery to the haunted mood 

of Enlightenment-born gothic tales, on through medieval morality plays to the campfire tale. Such 

stories generations once narrated and sustained to keep themselves entertained and to keep the 

kids close by the warm and flickering firelight. Such a story could blend a warning about the eyes 

glowing in the dark beyond the limit of the hearth‘s glow and also of other varieties of wolf, the 

kind hiding behind familiar faces and friendly smiles. As far as horror cinema goes, however, 

works that engage in authentic folkloric motifs and tales are relatively thin on the ground. The 
White Reindeer straddles the zone of such arcane storytelling precepts and more immediately 

recognisable generic necessities, offering what is in essence a werewolf tale, adapted to specific 

cultural climes, in this case the folklore of the Sami peoples of northern Finland, and mediated 

through the sorts of figurations one would expect from the setting. 

 



 
 

True to its roots in such a tradition, The White Reindeer is more than a ghoul story. It‘s also an 

anthropological recording and observation that has some resemblance to the style of documentary 

Robert Flaherty had made, capturing a powerful sense of life on the outermost fringes of European 

civilisation. It‘s a creation that manages to bely the inevitable fact that it was fashioned by a 

collective of technicians and actors, and instead give you the feeling it‘s been dreamt into 

existence. Of course, it‘s actually an artful and carefully fashioned work of film craft. Director 

Erik Blomberg had been working in the Finnish film scene since the 1930s, and his readiness to 

step between roles as screenwriter and cinematographer perhaps testifies to a jack-of-all-trades 

necessity in the Finnish film scene of the time, serving in both capacities on the 1938 film The 

Stolen Death, for instance. Blomberg started directing documentaries in the mid-1940s, and 

with The White Reindeer made his feature debut. Blomberg‘s documentarian experience and eye 

are evident in the film, as the film serves in part as a time capsule and piece of reportage looking 

at the lifestyles of the frozen north and its inhabitants, capturing social and communal rituals as a 

reindeer-drawn sled race and a bonfire night. 

 



 
 

The White Reindeer contains relatively little dialogue in the usual dramatic movie fashion, and 

commences with a sequence where the story unfolds as a silent film with narration offered in 

song, a chanted account of the events that result in the birth of young Pirita (Mirjami Kuosmanen). 

Pirita‘s mother Maarita (also Kuosmanen) laboriously forges a path through snowy wilderness, 

and gives birth to her daughter in a hut belonging to a frontier family who give her refuge. This 

approach helps The White Reindeer gain traction in its desire to evoke and reproduce a tradition of 

oral storytelling, whilst also making a show out of the method Blomberg adopts in converting that 

tradition into cinematic terms. A rhapsodic chain of images as Maarita flees across the endless 

expanses pursued by wolves, finds shelter with the family, and gives birth to a healthy girl before 

expiring, resolves in the matriarch holding the stranger‘s child in her arms as the flames of the 

hearth surge high, dissolving into a vision of the snowclad land riddled with veins and caressed by 

veils of spindrift. 

 



 
 

A tale of fire and ice is in motion, in which the landscape charted veers between the transient 

warmth and security of human habitations, huts and tents, lovers‘ arms and family embraces, and 

the blasted reaches of Scandinavia‘s extreme latitudes. Unseen forces rule out there, old gods that 

ignore the intrusion of Christianity and scarcely tolerate civilisation, offering prizes to the hardy 

and extracting punishments from the foolhardy with haughty will. The lyrics sung over the 

opening sequence describe the story that‘s going to unfold, imposing a frame of eerie and 

disastrous fate. Blomberg‘s approach here suggests he was taking some ideas from Sergei 

Eisenstein and his similar method for mediating the present‘s vision of the past through layers of 

filmic conjuring and aesthetic devices on Alexander Nevsky (1938), which similarly forged such a 

bridge with lyrical music. Once the story moves on a couple of decades to when Pirita has grown 

into a woman, the hushed and ominous choral recitation gives way to immediate experience, 

collective clamour, and sensual excitement. Fierce and unflinching young Pirita participates in a 

sled race, and finds herself battling Aslak (Kalervo Nissilä), who only just manages to best her in 

the race after all other competitors have been left far behind. The thrill of competition instantly 

transmutes into erotic excitement as Aslak lassos the dark beauty and draws her in for an embrace. 

The couple are quickly married after the industrious reindeer herder Aslak offers an impressive 

bride price to her adoptive father. The wedding proves a scene of drunken merriment and general 

randy energy as the closest thing the local community has to a nob declares, ―There is no more 

booze, the bread and salt are eaten,‖ so it‘s time to clear out and let the couple get down to 

business. The young women of the village have to be cleared out forcibly in their delighted 

attempts to get an eyeful. 

 



 
 

Pirita soon finds her marital bliss despoiled when Aslak must go off into the countryside for long 

stretches to round up wild reindeer. As a sign of devotion, Aslak brings back a white reindeer calf, 

a valuable and lucky find, and gives it to her as a pet. But Pirita finds herself lying awake at night 

even when Aslak has returned to her bed, as he falls asleep in exhaustion, leaving her pining for 

sexual pleasure. She elects to visit the local shaman, Tsalkku-Nilla (Arvo Lehesmaa), to find a 

way of forcing her husband and other men to find her irresistible. Pirita‘s naughty peccadilloes 

quickly start to reap a cheerless reward. Tsalkku-Nilla performs a rite for Pirita and informs her 

that she will have to take the first living thing she encounters after leaving his hut up to a remote 

altar in the countryside consecrated to the goddess Maddar Ahkk, and sacrifice that thing if she 

wants the spell to work properly. Tsalkku-Nilla beats upon a decorated ritual drum, bouncing 

around a rune stone upon its taut face, but when the stone begins to dance spontaneously as Pirita 

touches the drum in what seems a momentary fit of incantatory detachment, the shaman realises 

she has the powers of a witch. 

 



 
 

Pirita treks back to her home and finds Aslak has returned from his trip, and stands before their 

hut caressing her white reindeer. Electing to take the chance of sacrificing the reindeer, she leads 

the animal out to the altar, which is surrounded by reindeer antlers jutting from the ice from the 

other times people have attempted such invocations. Pirita slaughters her pet, but an icy wind 

starts to blow and assails her, the first sign that she has offended the gods. Pirita soon establishes 

her magic has worked, as she now easily compels male eyes, but finds she now has the unbidden 

power to transform into a white reindeer. Heading out into the countryside in an attempt to find 

her husband, Pirita accepts the offer of some herders to camp with them for the night. But she 

turns into a white reindeer under the full moon and stalks the land about the camp. A herder 

named Niilo sees her in the night and gives chase, tracking her into a remote ravine referred to by 

the locals as the Demon‘s Valley. When he catches her, she transforms back into human form. 

Niilo is dazzled by her beauty until she rips his throat out with sprouting fangs. Soon she commits 

more vampiric killings, all following the same pattern, and the locals become increasingly wary 

and vengeful. Pirita is lucky not to be outed as the monster when one of her victims, a hunter who 

was lucky to survive one of her attacks, sees her face looming in the flicker of firelight during a 

village celebration and recognises her. He goes berserk and tries to chase her down, but he‘s 

tackled and restrained by his friends, who think he‘s delirious. 

 



 
 

Blomberg and Kuosmanen collaborated on the screenplay of The White Reindeer, exemplifying 

what seems to have been a productive romantic collaboration that ended when Kuosmanen retired 

from acting in 1956. She later died lamentably young at 48 in 1963. The film‘s ironic study of 

romantic disaffection and marital grief suggests a sarcastic form of self-analysis, laced with irony 

in its realisation and sparked by Blomberg‘s evident and obvious obsession with Kuosmanen‘s 

face, an instrument with the same cast of dark, sharp, vulpine charisma that would soon make 

Barbara Steele a horror icon. Blomberg‘s success with The White Reindeer earned him and 

Finnish film a level of international attention it had not known before, especially after Jean 

Cocteau and the Cannes jury he headed gave it a special prize. And yet Blomberg would only 

make four more features before the Finnish movie scene fell into a rut in the late 1950s. It‘s not 

hard to see why The White Reindeer made such an impression in its time, over and above its raw 

cinematic qualities. A kind of pop anthropological and internationalist cultural interest boomed in 

the post-war years, fuelled by newly open channels of travel and communication, a process that 

would help many international filmmakers like Akira Kurosawa find worldwide audiences. 

 



 
 

This accorded with many national movie industries both trying to relocate a sense of history and 

advertise themselves to the world with vignettes of localised flavour. The White Reindeer bolsters 

its standing as authentic product of a burgeoning culture by sporting a score by the country‘s most 

notable composer of the period, Einar Englund. True to his creed as a cinematographer, Blomberg 

generates some extraordinary visuals throughout The White Reindeer, including a breathtaking 

shot of a Sami tent, aglow in firelight, framed against a dark plain and iron sky, studded with 

abstracted trees. This vision of an islet of human society subsisting in the face of a cold and 

indifferent universe quickly segues into Pirita‘s transformation into the reindeer, visualised 

through the expedient of turning the image into a photographic negative so that white beast skips 

across black snow, a simple trick reminiscent of F.W. Murnau‘s Nosferatu: Eine Symphone des 
Grauens (1922). The bonfire night sequence sees characters wheeling in and out of the fields of 

firelight, punctuated by an eruption of fearful violence, as the troubled witness sees Pirita‘s face 

looking stygian in the flicker, causing him to leap up, clutching a fiery brand, sparks flying and 

bodies wheeling within the little galaxies of the hearths. 

 



 
 

The White Reindeer was released at a time when the genre was almost entirely fallow, supplanted 

by the science fiction craze of the early decade, presenting as it did avatars for an age busy 

congratulating itself on its rationality whilst inflating its neuroses to colossal, city-smashing scale, 

all the better to be cut down to size. The White Reindeer, on the other hand, betrays knowledge 

that it‘s dealing in a metaphorical coin, but might also be the first major horror film to essentially 

reject the suggestive model of Val Lewton‘s psychosomatic etudes and return to essential 

figurations, even as it tells a story with evident similarities to Cat People (1942). Lewton liked to 

smudge the borders between the liminal and the subliminal, to ask the question whether the 

menace of the supernatural is real or a construction of credulity. Blomberg and Kuosmanen‘s 

approach instead uses the inherent symbolism in the idea of the shapeshifting woman to 

communicate its ideas, and so finds new power, ironically, in an archaic way of explaining human 

nature. The heavy emphasis linking supernatural manifestation and erotic anxiety, and its 

relatively unabashed confrontation of sexuality as a governing theme, could even make The White 
Reindeer a vital nexus in the history of the genre. Here might well be the point where horror film 

began reinventing itself, with a newly modern understanding of the forces at play in the genre‘s 

symbology, and the understanding that the greatest source of terror even in the atomic age is the 

lurking irrationality lying within the human frame. 

 



 
 

In more concrete terms, it‘s hard not to see Blomberg‘s images of Kuosmanen‘s terrible beauty 

studded with vampiric fangs, eyes alight with a lust that conflates hunger for both blood and 

sexual excitement, and not see the germ for Terence Fisher‘s approach to his vampires in works 

like The Brides of Dracula (1960). Likewise the lifetime-spanning narrative that traces an 

individual‘s entrapment and destruction by predestined forces seems to have left a mark on 

Fisher‘s Curse of the Werewolf (1960). Blomberg shot the film himself, and the intensity with 

which his cinematography weaves in with his vision of remote and legendary climes anticipates 

Mario Bava‘s similar capacity. Closer to home, Blomberg might well have encouraged Ingmar 

Bergman to look closer at Scandinavian mythology and come up with his own peculiar version of 

them in The Virgin Spring, which looks precisely at the time when the pagan world Blomberg 

records met and was uneasily replaced by Christianity. The White Reindeer is also striking as one 

of the relatively few horror movies made before 1960 to sport a feminine monster, and the essence 

of the film‘s baleful power lies in the collaboration that sees Blomberg‘s gaze turned upon 

relentlessly upon Kuosmanen‘s face and her performing with it, tracing out all of Pirita‘s 

careening emotions, as both demonic entity and ordinary woman. 

 



 
 

The White Reindeer describes one of the eternal fixtures of folklore, the demon lover. It also 

records a basic anxiety about female sexuality, timorous in the face of satiating it and 

apprehensive that it might drive any lady afflicted with greater than normal appetites to satisfy 

them in ways that betray herself and her assigned social role. But Blomberg and Kuosmanen‘s 

approach to it makes Pirita no mere temptress. The struggle between the two forces opposite and 

equal within her is enacted in a manner that‘s less like the clear-cut dichotomy of good human and 

wild beast as witnessed in The Wolf Man (1941) than it resembles characters in later generations 

of horror cinema like protagonists of David Cronenberg‘s early work or Andrezej 

Zulawski‘s Possession (1981), those who are driven to fashion their terrible interior struggles into 

new and perverse forms of flesh. Pirita‘s nature is manifold, both child of the surging sky and the 

embracing hut, and her actions, whether cringing in shame or unleashing her dark side, are all a 

part of her. The reindeer is source of all industry and a great deal of human cultural activity in 

these blasted climes, and the fusion of the two has an inevitable quality in this place of flux, where 

the sun bristles low on the horizon and the landscape loses form amidst snow drifts and skeletal, 

thrusting branches, a place where it‘s hard to get one‘s bearings. Blomberg still contrives to shoot 

his pictures seeking out covert geometries, as if suggesting the unseen powers and subtle 

influences that shape the lives of these people, found in lines of skiers diagonally dividing the 

frame, or, in the film‘s most reproduced imagery, viewing Kuosmanen through the frame of dead 

reindeer antlers jutting from the snow just as she‘s on the fateful threshold of committing her 

blasphemous act. 

 



 
 

Aspects of the story that resonate throughout other mythologies are particularly tantalising – the 

animism and motifs of transgression and transformation, the fatefully fused but doomed lovers, 

the act of forging a special weapon with a care and intention that transcends mere craft to become 

a totemic object. The necessary but failed sacrifice of a loved-one resembles that found in the tale 

of the Lambton Worm, another story of monstrous reckoning and legacy. The white hue of the 

monster obviously calls to mind Moby Dick and his many descendants, with the same inference of 

spectral stature, the haunting tone of bloodlessness, here also rhymes with the snow that cakes the 

earth itself, a constant fact and sometime enemy in the lives of the Sami, the hard natural order 

that claims its price heedless of human feeling. The locals discuss how only ―cold iron‖ can be 

used to kill a phantom reindeer when bullets won‘t hurt it, so all the villagers begin forging their 

own lances, and Pirita wanders the commune hearing the hammers on forges beating out her doom 

with bloodcurdling music. She soon almost loses control and attacks her husband when he‘s 

dozing after finishing off his own iron lance. Aslak awakens with a fearful cry when, in bleary 

half-sleep, he thinks he sees his own wife‘s face transformed into a leering, demonic visage – 

which is exactly what he has seen, but assumes he‘s been dreaming. 

 



 
 

One incidental problem The White Reindeer has to deal with is that even the largest and most 

bullish reindeer doesn‘t really look that ferally threatening, which probably explains Blomberg‘s 

decision to have Pirita turn back into a human before her killings – the sight of Kuosmanen‘s 

vicious teeth is more alarming than the frankly huggable deer. Although The White Reindeer is a 

short and deftly compressed piece of storytelling, Blomberg still conjures some tremendously 

rhythmic sequences, and forges images that seem to claw at the edges of all intellectual awareness 

in trying to evoke a distant, submerged past still to be found in some Jungian netherworld. This 

sensibility is particularly apparent in the build to Pirita‘s sacrifice of the pet reindeer, in the 

splendidly odd scene when she sits down with Tsalkku-Nilla where what seems like boastful 

eccentricity and peasant magic shade quickly into something altogether more abnormal and 

threatening until the shaman recoils from Pirita in fear. The sequence of Pirita‘s journey to the 

shrine of Maddar Ahkka is a delirious conjuration of image and sound, Englund‘s music painting 

wild sonic textures as Pirita struggles through the snow to reach a hill top where dead reindeer 

antlers sprout from the ground like a crop. Here a stone cairn capped by more antlers seems to 

stare out upon the land with stark and sinister promise, and Pirita withers and faints in the sudden 

tempest that falls upon the mountain. 

 



 
 

Equally good are the climactic scenes, after Pirita is finally driven to flee the village after 

accidentally turning into the reindeer: as in many variations on the Jekyll and Hyde story, her 

ability to control when and why she changes form is steadily eroded until she transmogrifies in a 

public place in the middle of the day, and is then hunted across the countryside by the massed 

village menfolk. Pirita first tries to return to Tsalkku-Nilla and get him to help her, only to find 

him dead in his hut, glazed in ice, his drum smashed, as if the spirits he stirred have avenged 

themselves brutally. Pirita then heads to the pagan altar, but there her pleas fall upon deaf ears, 

and she is once again driven back into the wilds. Blomberg shoots Kuosmanen loping across a 

ridge with a fascinating, predatory gait, achieving a quality of unnaturalness that David Lynch has 

often instilled in his actors when depicting similar breakdowns in the walls between the tangible 

and the subliminal. True to many werewolf stories, Pirita is doomed to be destroyed by the 

unthinking hand of a loved one, in this case her own husband. Aslak corners her in the Demon‘s 

Valley and skewers her with his lance, only to be confronted with her splayed human form on the 

snow. Blomberg returns for a brief, meditative glance at the winnowing spindrift flowing over 

frigid snow, before fading to black, as if to say our rent on Earth is brief, and how the time we 

have upon it treats us often has little to do with how we will it, but which forces have conspired to 

bring us into being. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

The Velvet Vampire (1971) 
 

Director/Coscreenwriter: Stephanie Rothman 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

At a time when women directors were still excruciatingly thin on the ground even in Hollywood‘s 

least reputable quarters, Stephanie Rothman forged herself an intriguing place in movie history. 

Rothman had proven herself a stalwart operative for Roger Corman and his low-budget movie 

factory at AIP during the 1960s. She made her credited directing debut when she helped patch 

together a releasable film from a mishmash of footage left after Jack Hill was sacked from a 

project that involved splicing new footage into a Yugoslav movie, one of many such cunning 

retrofits Corman‘s crew were called upon to perform. With Rothman‘s third hand in the pot, the 

result, Blood Bath (1966), emerged as an incoherent yet tenaciously likeable, free-form collage of 

images and artistic temperaments. Rothman was given her shot at handling a film in her own right 

and after her solo debut It’s a Bikini World (1967), she gained a significant hit with The Student 

Nurses (1970). Rothman followed Corman to his burgeoning New World studio and producer 

Larry Woolner asked her to make a vampire movie. Rothman and her husband Charles S. Swartz 

punched out a screenplay built around Rothman‘s idea of making a movie centering on a female 

vampire, a project that would become The Velvet Vampire. 

 



 
 

Although it was destined to become her most admired and well-known film, The Velvet 

Vampire was initially a box office disappointment, and it sped up Rothman and Swartz‘s decision 

to leave Corman‘s fold and work with Woolner in setting up a rival production company, the 

short-live but relatively prolific Dimension Films. Rothman managed to direct three more movies 

there in between overseeing the company‘s filmmaking operations, before her career ran out of 

steam, and she failed to follow the likes of Francis Coppola, Jonathan Demme, and Peter 

Bogdanovich into more exalted filmic spheres. Now chiefly associated with horror cinema thanks 

to Blood Bath and The Velvet Vampire, most of Rothman‘s works were sexy comedies, chiefly 

distinguished by the tense but fruitful way Rothman‘s unabashedly feminist ambitions blended 

with the down-and-dirty prerogatives of genre cinema, working to offer equal-opportunity nudity 

whilst offering spry examinations of the shifting social more the late 1960s and early ‗70s. The 
Student Nurses kicked off a successful series for Corman, whilst Terminal Island (1973) looked 

forward to dystopian tales ranging from Escape From New York (1981) to The Handmaid’s 
Tale in envisioning a future where death row inmates are stranded in a wilderness prison and a 

brutally medievalist social set-up quickly evolves and then devolves into outright war between the 

sexes. Group Marriage (1973) contemplated the possibility of an idyllic polyamorous union 

between an increasing number of people. If the basis for most of Rothman‘s films was the comedy 

of manners translated for the age of Sexual Revolution, The Velvet Vampire redeploys the same 

idea in a context where the stakes of conquest are much more alarming. 

 

 
 

Rothman quickly announces a real eye with the shot of downtown Los Angeles that opens The 

Velvet Vampire, a vestigial crucifix jutting high above a precinct of modernist architecture like a 
remnant of old faith in an otherwise oblivious world. Zoom back to reveal the busy thrum of 

midday in the city, and then a slow dissolve into the same shot at night, cars and pedestrians 



becoming ghosts and then fading into oblivion, the buildings readily transmuted into a field of 

Neolithic standing stones, an arena ready for a primal blood rite. A small squiggle of red strides 

across the frame upon the pavement: our antiheroine, Diane Le Fanu (Celeste Yarnall). Diane sees 

a parked motorcycle and correctly anticipates danger. A wild and hairy biker, some escapee of 

Corman‘s The Wild Angels (1967) at war with all civilised mores, quickly obliges as he tackles 

and tries to rape the chicly dressed lady. But Diane quickly turns the tables, jamming the biker‘s 

own knife into his gut. Diane picks herself up, washes off in a nearby fountain, and casually 

proceeds on her way. She enters an art gallery where her friend Carl Stoker (Gene Shane) is 

curating an exhibition, and encounters a young couple, Lee and Susan Ritter (Michael Blodgett 

and Sherry Miles). Lee and Susan amiably play at being strangers who flirt over the art works 

whilst trying to fit in with the arty crowd: ―I get a lot of sensual energy from it,‖ Susan comments 

in regarding a sculpture that resembles the lower half of a bisected female body with legs splayed. 

Carl introduces them to Diane, whilst old blues man Johnny Shines (playing himself) regales the 

uptown crowd with elemental tales of evil ladies and demon lovers. Diane invites Lee and Susan 

out to her home in the California desert with a flirtatious intensity that easily hooks Lee, and the 

couple, who uneasily fancy themselves swingers, accept the invitation. 

 

 
 

They drive out to the remote locale, stopping for gas and directions at a lonely service station, 

where they encounter anxiously snooty hippy car mechanic Cliff (Paul Prokop), who‘s too uptight 

over his status as a qualified tradesman to stoop to filling up their tank. The station owner Amos 

(Sandy Ward) reluctantly gives the Ritter directions to the house they‘re after, but their car breaks 

down on the way. Fortunately Diane appears in her dune buggy to rescue them, and spirits them to 

her house, where she maintains a posh lifestyle with her Native American manservant Juan (Jerry 

Daniels). Promising to get their car fixed, Diane charms the couple into staying several days, 

whilst getting Juan to fetch Cliff from the service station. But Cliff quickly learns he‘s been called 

over to be eliminated, and he finishes up accidentally impaling himself upon a pitchfork as Juan 

chases him about Diane‘s garage. Diane introduces Lee and Susan to the environs about her home, 

including a remote graveyard where her husband is buried, as Diane explains that although she 

dislikes the desert sun and heat she feels obligated to remain close to his grave, as he was carefully 

preserved through a method of the local Native American tribal folk. Juan comes from the same 

tribes, and Diane explains she grew up with him after her parents rescued him as a foundling. But 

Juan confuses Susan by suggesting Diane saved him when she was already an adult. Diane gives 

the couple a tour of an abandoned mine that fell into disuse a century earlier after many murders 

were mysteriously killed, apparently by some sort of feral beast. Susan freaks out when she‘s left 

alone by both Diane and Lee as they stumble about in the dark looking for each-other, and Diane 

seems poised to attack Susan from the shadows, but is forestalled when Lee abruptly returns. 

Needless to say, Diane is a vampire. 

 



 
 

Diane‘s designs on Lee are patent, but she slowly unveils her intention to also seduce Susan, as 

Rothman makes sly sport of the liberated mores of 1971 and their tendency towards double-

standards, as Diane practices divide-and-rule between the couple. She takes the direct approach 

with the husband but makes charged overtures to Susan: ―Have you ever noticed how men envy us 

– the pleasure we have, that only we can have?‖ Whilst Diane leads Lee off into the secluded 

aisles of a ghost town to grab his crotch, a rattlesnake slithers upon Susan as she sunbathes, and 

bites her leg, cueing a moment of sexual frisson as Diane sucks the poison out of her pink, nubile 

thigh. What neither Lee nor Susan knows, as they bed down for their increasingly strained 

connubial nights, is that Diane watches them from behind a glass mirror inset in the bedroom wall, 

measuring their characters, assessing their anxieties, transmitting dreamscapes into their sleeping 

minds. They both experience the same fantasia in which their bed is transposed into the midst of 

the desert, gleaming curves of brass and blood red sheets stark against the roiling dunes. Diane is 

seen in the distance through haze and dust like a Sergio Leone character, only to then step out of a 

mirror, suddenly switching to a Cocteau film or Wojciech Has‘s The Saragossa Manuscript 

(1964) as interlocutor for protean adventures. The dream, which progresses further each night Lee 

and Susan spend in the house, unfolds in torpid slow motion, punctuated with liquidinous 

dissolves, sees Lee drawn out of bed by Diane‘s commanding presence, but then replaced in bed 

by her as she claims Susan by carving a cross upon her chest. 

 

 
 

These sequences, startling in their hallucinatory beauty and hearty embrace of surrealist design 

sharply composed to a degree rare even in the trippiest reaches of the era‘s cinema, are surely the 

essence of The Velvet Vampire‘s cult appeal. And yet the entire film is a work of admirable craft 
and art worked on a low budget and within the parameters of an exploitation film of the early ‗70s 

zeitgeist and the New World imprimatur. Rothman‘s films have gained admiration for the expanse 



of her efforts to consider the cultural landscape of the day within those parameters, the shifting 

mores, the quicksands of rapidly evolving laws of sexuality and coupling and the advent of the age 

of lifestyle as a personal religion. The Velvet Vampire makes mischievous commentary not only 

on cool-kid gimcrackery but on low budget cinema‘s efforts to exploit it, offering up Diane as 

fashion plate and new age idol, mistress of her domain in her perfectly tailored mod clothes and 

zipping about in that ultimate period symbol of Californian luxury consumer status in such 

movies, the dune buggy. Rothman offers Diane as a commanding, intelligent, cultured, motivated 

woman who, if she wasn‘t a ghoul forced to live off other human beings, would stand as an 

idealised fantasy figure of feminine self-sufficiency. Rothman contrasts her with the Ritters, who 

both tread the outer edges of caricature at first, with Lee obeying the call of his own dick and 

Susan, with her high, throaty voice faintly reminiscent of Judy Holliday gone bikini-clad hipster, 

or perhaps akin to Doonesbury‘s Boopsie getting cast as Van Helsing. 

 

 
 

Miles and Blodgett, who had played the hunky object of pansexual affection Lance Rock in Russ 

Meyer‘s Beyond the Valley of the Dolls (1970), are the most awkward aspects of The Velvet 

Vampire, as both are pretty one-note presences. But their very lack of depth as actors to a great 

extent suits their characters, with their whiny, edgy, facetious postures as hip and cool young 

things and appearance as a classical west coast Ken and Barbie set, even as their marriage is badly 

strained by subtle disconnections, and bit by bit they emerge as well-considered characters. Both 

retain a certain level of sympathy as we see they‘re essentially two babes in the pansexual woods, 

greedy and needy but fatefully poor at articulating their desires. Susan has a habit of freezing Lee 

out sexually by rarely being in the mood for his amorous advances, and he acts out by turning over 

and ignoring her as he goes to sleep. After Susan spies on him and Diane making love in her 

parlour, he barks in the morning, ―All right – I got laid last night.‖ Ironically, Lee properly 

committing infidelity actually lets the couple reconnect, in part through Lee‘s decision Diane is 

playing games with them. But Susan can‘t entirely resist the chance for payback, and a possible 

adventure with the alluring Diane, nor can Lee bring himself to resist what Diane is putting down. 

Meanwhile their host continues to delay their departure by pretending their car can‘t be fixed yet 

even as Lee becomes frustrated he can‘t return to the city for necessary business. 

 



 
 

Events begin to build to crisis point as Diane finds herself increasingly unable to control her 

appetites. Her dead husband‘s grave has never been filled in, covered instead with a camouflage of 

wooden boards hidden under sand, so now and then she can lie upon its coffin lid or even cuddle 

up to his embalmed body stark naked, an image right out of the visual lexicon of the Decadents 

and Surrealists. Juan, kneeling by the grave in close attendance, is sympathetic as she confesses to 

him from the pit, ―I need more and more now – something is speeding up inside me.‖ When Juan 

offers to help by finding her ―one of my people‖ to feed on, Diane reaches up and pulls him into 

the grave to dine on him. Diane‘s tragedy as Rothman sees it lies in her doom to constantly devour 

anyone and anything that loves her. Rothman grants her the stature of a pining romantic, still 

mourning her beloved mate a century after his death, but then undercuts it with the ultimate 

revelation that she killed him less than a week into their marriage through her bloodlust. Diane is 

also avatar for the forces of colonial exploitation that crashed upon the American landscape, 

playing Samaritan to Juan, saving him from massacre and starvation, but also fostering him as 

subservient and finally, casually claiming his life when Diane‘s insatiable hunger proves too great. 

The same fate lies in wait for Lee and Susan, extending to them the illusory possibility of mutual 

erotic fulfillment, but doomed only to engage in murder. There‘s a note here that‘s similar to one 

Rainer Werner Fassbender would sound the following year in The Bitter Tears of Petra Von Kant 

(1972), in warning of the potential in sexual liberation of reproducing the crimes of dying 

paradigms by refusing to look beyond the ego‘s wants. 

 

 
 

Rothman‘s tale has telling similarities to a clutch of other movies released around the same time 

employing the same essential theme, including Hammer Films‘ Karnstein trilogy, Jesus Franco‘s 
Vampyros Lesbos (1970), and Harry Kuemel‘s Daughters of Darkness (1971), all stories revolving 

around female vampires with Sapphic tastes. This aspect of the metaphorical had long been visible 



in the genre since Coleridge‘s ―Christabel‖ and Sheridan Le Fanu‘s Carmilla (Rothman makes the 

connection between her variations on both Le Fanu‘s book and Dracula plain enough with her 

character names), and suddenly, after a brief and furtive flourish in the mid-1930s with Dracula’s 

Daughter (1935), had to wait until the easier mood of 1970 to suddenly bloom. The appeal of this 

small continent of queer-themed vampire dramas, most of which have retained a strong following 

if not usually free of a touch of smirking nostalgia, lay in the way they made incorporating soft-

core thrills easy whilst also appealing to horror fans with overtones of the genuinely transgressive, 

the crackle of outlaw sexuality according perfectly with horror cinema‘s beyond-the-pale status. 

Where Kuemel‘s film lolled in a lush conjuration of retro camp whilst contemplating his vampire 

lady as ageless, parasitical diva, Franco officially defined his as a reborn misandrist, and the 

Hammer films played Carmilla as a sort of female, antiheroic James Bond offering to all the 

chance to both get their rocks off and fulfil their death wish. Rothman presents Diana in yet 

another key, tracing the outer edges of lesbian desire both more delicately in terms of what she 

shows but also more directly and challengingly in how she states it. There are no languorous 

lesbian make-out scenes, and Rothman acts on her credo in eroticising Blodgett‘s body as much 

more than then actresses, but also frames Diane‘s come-on to Susan as an outright appeal to come 

to the isle of Lesbos, kingdom of multiple orgasms. 

 

 
 

Islands of peculiar beauty flow by Rothman‘s camera from those early frames of the film, with 

such visions as the frontier graveyard with its crude wooden headstones, and the environs of 

Diane‘s house, where California modern meets Latin manse with plush, décadent overtones. 

Yarnall‘s hypnotic, cut-glass beauty and cool charisma – curiously unexploited by any other 

filmmakers subsequently – gleams over the brim of her crystal goblets, and burns white against 

the red Rothman often swathes her in, hovering like a desert rose against sandy environs, or else 

lounging a naked, pale sylph against her husband‘s body. Yarnall, whose best-known role apart 

form this is probably an episode of Star Trek she guest-starred in, struts across Rothman‘s desert 

landscapes with sombrero cordobés perched upon her head, reminiscent of the way Rothman‘s 

fellow Corman alumnus Monte Hellman costumed Millie Perkins in his desert trip-out, The 
Shooting (1965), and inhabiting the same role as death incarnated in beauty. Indeed, there‘s a 

curious synergy between Rothman‘s approach to her version of horror cinema, with its desert 

vistas and sense of sun at once stark and hallucinatory, with the vogue for ―acid westerns‖ around 

the same time, and suggests potential for overlap between western and horror cinema where the 

few other directors who have tried finding common ground between the two resolutely usually fail 

utterly. 

 



 
 

Likewise Rothman sees no disparity between the open, light-flooded surrounds of the desert and 

the hard geometric forms of modernism when the film returns to the city: there are wildernesses 

devoid of human life and those filled with it. Amidst sequences of Diane stalking Susan through 

bus terminals and malls of LA, Rothman‘s eye finds cold abstraction in the rows of telephone 

booths and escalators, places that seem to mimic the mystical portals and planes of her imposed 

dreams. Rothman‘s eye betrays traces of Michelangelo Antonioni‘s imprint throughout, the whole 

thing could be read as another sun-struck daydream of the protagonists of Zabriskie Point (1970), 

whilst also mediating between him and the way other eyes like Alan Pakula and Sydney Pollack 

would read a similar incongruity and alienation in the implacable forms of the new urban 

landscape. The brief but pathos-charged scenes involving Cliff and his girlfriend evoke the fallout 

of the Easy Rider (1969) epoch, countercultural exile Cliff desperately trying to stick up for his 

hard-won status as a mechanic still served up as lunch, and his loyal girl (Chris Woodley ), who 

swears black and blue that Cliff was off the dope for good, makes a valiant effort to track him 

down but meets the same fate of being assaulted and sucked dry. 

 

 
 

Susan manages to fend off Diane once she finds Lee‘s vampirised body in her bedroom, and 

escapes her villa, fleeing back to LA on a bus only to find Diane has beaten her onto the 

transportation and silently hovers behind her all the way into the city. Susan finally defeats her 

tormentor by learning she‘s vulnerable to two classical traits of a vampire, fear of the crucifix and 

pained by strong direct sunlight, and so encourages a mob of spaced-out hippies to aid her in 

cornering Diane and exposing her, a task the crowd takes to in dissociative enjoyment as if it‘s a 

schoolyard game. Rothman‘s cruel sarcasm here sees her worldly and powerful antiheroine, avatar 
of ages, felled by giggling dopers and crucifixes from a street vendor‘s stall, broken by the very 

real shock of the taboo still wielded by such objects in spite of their mass-commercial debasement, 



and the devolution of a revolutionary moment and its actors into paltry anti-climax reminiscent 

less of any Hammer horror finale than of King Kong (1933), which also saw its great monster 

exterminated by motorised insects. Susan defeats the vampire, but soon finds herself possibly at 

bay before another, as she visits Carl only to see signs he might well have been Diane‘s comrade 

or acolyte. Perhaps vampirism is about to be the new big thing in bohemia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Night of the Demon (aka Curse of the Demon, 1957) 
 

Director: Jacques Tourneur 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Headlights, burning the night like eyes of a spectral beast, light the way along a country road at 

night, branches etched in slivers of brightness against vast darkness. The car arrives before a great 

old house, and its driver, Professor Harrington (Maurice Denham), meets with the house‘s owner, 

Julian Karswell (Niall MacGinnis) in a state of clammy desperation. Harrington claims to have 

seen something, something terrifying enough to make the peerlessly rational researcher, who has 

been investigating Karswell and his cult worshipping black magic and old gods, come begging for 

his quarry‘s aid in exchange for public apologies and repudiations. Karswell asks some seemingly 

calm and placatory questions, including about the fate of a scrap of parchment covered in runic 

symbols Karswell gave him. After learning the parchment was burned, Karswell assures 

Harrington that he should go home and leave everything to him. Harrington drives back home 

through the night. But as he‘s pulling into his driveway, Harrington sees a spectral figure 

manifesting in the distance that drives him into a wild panic, causing him to crash his car into a 

power pole. The last thing Harrington sees as he twists up in the midst of power lines is a colossal, 

ferocious demon lurching over him and reaching down… 

 



 
 

This opening has fineness sufficient unto itself, a miniature essay in form and style in a horror 

movie – the war of inky blacks and dazzling whites and grey shades in between, the judicious 

glimpses of a monstrous being at large in the quiet embrace of the English country night, the 

layered ironies of soft-spoken gentlemen bringing down ruinous forces from beyond. Although 

director Jacques Tourneur was frustrated by having to show the demon in literal form, the way the 

film handles its appearance still stands, 60 years later, as perhaps the best and worthiest ever use 

of a special effect in a horror film, a ne plus ultra in genre spectacle – the strange apparition 

appearing vaguely in the distance, wreathed in smoke and fire, two massive legs astride the 

writhing, desperate Harrington, and then a great, looming close-up of the demon‘s snarling visage 

and terrible clawed paw splayed to grip its prey and prize. 

 

 
 

Charles Bennett, who had been a top screenwriter for many years and is still perhaps best 

remembered for his collaborations with Alfred Hitchcock on projects like The 39 Steps (1935), 

laboured on penning an adaptation of M.R. James‘ ―Casting the Runes‖ for many years, and 

harboured hopes of directing the completed script. Bennett couldn‘t get any studio to back him in 

this until, agonisingly, just after he had signed over the script to producer Hal E. Chester, who 

then proceeded to amplify his frustration by rewriting it to better fit Chester‘s idea of commercial 

interests. Chester nonetheless proved himself wise in one regard, when he turned to Tourneur, 

recommended to him by another producer, to handle this tale of gruelling anxiety. Tourneur had 

not made a horror film in 14 years, although it was the genre that had made his name working with 

RKO maestro Val Lewton. Tourneur and Lewton‘s partnership had laid down a blueprint for a 



style of horror not only followed by Lewton‘s other stable-mates Robert Wise and Mark Robson, 

but which made a subtle but pervasive impact on the genre as a whole. The duo‘s clarion work Cat 

People (1942) even purportedly saved RKO from bankruptcy. After extending the series with I 

Walked With A Zombie and The Leopard Man (both 1943), Tourneur had been rewarded with a 

swift rise to handling larger-budgeted and more prestigious films, turning out excellent noir 

thrillers like Out Of The Past (1947) and Berlin Express (1948). Once Tourneur‘s RKO contract 

expired he was free to pick and choose projects from different studios. But far from burnishing his 

reputation, the string of westerns and adventure movies he made throughout much of the 1950s are 

generally far less well-known than his foundational work. 

 

 
 

Tourneur and Lewton‘s collaboration had been rooted in their mutual status as immigrants who 

had each followed famous elder relatives to the US for work. In Tourneur‘s case, his director 

father Maurice Tourneur, and in Lewton‘s his aunt, the silent screen star Alla Nazimova. Both 

men found accord in this sense of tension between their experiences and their lives in Hollywood, 

as well as a shared humanist outlook. But they also diverged as Lewton‘s romantic rationality was 

pitted against Tourneur‘s interests in the mystic, a division that ultimately synthesised a penchant 

for ambiguity in their approach to the creepy tales they were obliged to create. Tourneur‘s visual 

palette, influenced by his father‘s famous and innovative use of light in his films, was delicate yet 

firm in its gradations and depth of field, aiding him in his gift for creating a sequestered mood, a 

state of subtle alienation and isolation from the everyday world. This talent was most famously 

evinced in such scenes as the swimming pool sequence in Cat People, but Night of the 

Demon quickly offers a less spectacular, but equally vital example of this touch at work after its 

fanfare opening. Harrington‘s niece Joanna (Peggy Cummins) and colleague Dr John Holden 

(Dana Andrews), who don‘t know each other in spite of their connection, frustrate each other as 

they fly over the Atlantic to London. The incidental meet-cute here is a bit arduous on the 

dramatic level, but also a model of mood control and audience conditioning: Tourneur evokes a 

hushed and somnolent corner of a noisy, zippy modern act, in flying aboard a propeller-driven 

passenger plane, introducing a story where the tension between the modern and ancient, seen and 

unseen, defines all. Joanna‘s light, which annoys Holden, is an ironic beacon of wakeful vigilance 

where everyone else is trying to sleep, setting in motion the battle between her credulity as to the 

possibility of supernatural menace versus Holden‘s conviction of its impossibility. 

 



 
 

Holden is heading to London to chair an academic conference of investigators into anthropology 

and folklore, at which Harrington intended to discredit Karswell, whose cult activities seem to 

have driven at least one member of the faithful to go mad and commit a murder. Both Joanna and 

Holden are met with the news of Harrington‘s death upon touchdown, but Holden wastes no time 

in retracing Harrington‘s steps in pursuit of Karswell. Trying to track down some of the research 

tomes Harrington had listed in his investigations, he goes to the British Museum‘s reading room, 

but cannot find the book listed entitled The True Discoveries of the Witches and Demons. A 

stranger claims to overhear and offers to show Holden his copy. The stranger is Karswell, who 

introduces himself in affable manner and gives Holden a card as well as a bundle of his own 

papers accidentally toppled from his work desk. The card promises, ―Allowed three days‖ in 

handwriting that vanishes without trace even to a chemist‘s eye. Intrigued, Holden decides to 

accept Karswell‘s invitation, taking Joanna, who visits his hotel room to warn him about her 

uncle‘s slow-mounting dread before his untimely end. Holden thinks he has Karswell pegged as a 

―harmless faker‖ when he sees Karswell entertaining children as a clown and magician, so 

Karswell attempts to wipe the smugness from his face by taking credit for a vicious windstorm 

that suddenly descends and churns the party to chaos. 

 

 
 

Karswell claims success in translating portions of the encrypted True Discoveries and gained 

unique insight into and power over the supernatural world with it, power he has wielded to gain 

himself a flock of intensely credulous yokel followers, and enriching himself in the process. He 

also predicts Holden‘s imminent death. The stage is set for an extended battle of wills between 



Holden and Karswell, the stiff-necked rationalist slowly whittled down to size as he finds himself 

dogged by mounting signs that something terrible really is now dogging his footsteps, manifesting 

in menacing sounds in his hotel corridors, fits of blurry vision and hallucination, pages vanishing 

from his diary after the date of his anticipated demise, and pursuit by a smoky apparition when he 

ventures alone through the woods neighbouring Karswell‘s house. Joanna becomes convinced 

quickly that her father‘s dread was based in something substantial; Holden resists her entreaties to 

pay heed to his example whilst also trying to romance her. Karswell‘s elderly mother (Athene 

Seyler) also attempts to convince Holden he‘s in danger, and invites him and Joanna to a session 

with a medium, Mr Meek (Reginald Beckwith). Meek seems to channel Harrington and his 

desperate implorations from beyond, but Holden is left more annoyed and sceptical than ever. 

Meanwhile Holden‘s colleagues, O‘Brien (Liam Redmond) and Kumar (Peter Elliott), are 

arranging to medically examine the mad cultist, Rand Hobart (Brian Wilde), and use hypnosis and 

drugs to extricate the truth of what happened on the night of his supposed murder. 

 

 
 

Night of the Demon was released at almost the same time as Terence Fisher‘s pivotal work for 

Hammer Films, Curse of Frankenstein, and like that film it reclaims the imagery of looming, 

destructive chimera from the world of science fiction and restores it to the embrace of horror‘s 

darker, more intimately troubling world, announcing horror‘s resurgence as a vital genre. At the 

same time, where Fisher‘s gore-spiked, gothic fairytale approach was actually a jolt of harsh 

modernism, Tourneur‘s film mediates two eras with intricacy and also some strain. Part of the 

power of the approach Tourneur and Lewton took in their horror trilogy was rooted in their 

exploration of the consequences of modern rationality with its weapons of science and 

psychology, grappling with old figurations for the understanding of the world. Their template 

refused to entirely demystify those figurations but more often fighting them to a draw in 

recognising that the cold light of reason never dispels the power of the irrational, even if it only 

lurks in the recesses of the mind. The possibility of supernatural action in Cat People and I 
Walked With A Zombie was mediated through the very real and immediate conspiracies of 

damaged and damaging people, whilst the storyline of The Leopard Man self-consciously invoked 

the notion of a human lunatic using a primal force, in this case an escaped wild animal, as a black 

alibi for his predations. 

 



 
 

Night of the Demon, by contrast, allowed Tourneur to step back into horror cinema by making that 

tension between the rational and irrational worldviews the basic matter of the drama. The story 

concerns the constant dialogue of belief and scepticism that is at the heart of so much of the genre. 

James‘s stories were usually built around such a gap in understanding, mediated through James‘ 

own scholarly habits, his fascination with dust-caked esoterica, transmitting through layers of 

media a sense of a world lost and just beyond grasping where the laws of the universe was 

understood in a different way. James‘ approach, with his falsified testimonies and second-hand 

accounts, borrowed from and also augmented the epistolary style of writing, a mode with much in 

common with contemporary cinema‘s love of found footage gimmickry, in terms of trying to 

convey a charge of verisimilitude. Night of the Demon doesn‘t try to reproduce this layered effect, 

but Bennett did an expert job of transposing James‘ story from a late Victorian setting into the 

mid-1950s. Perhaps, indeed, it found the setting it always demanded, the age of planes and atomic 

bombs and bright, sterile lights, amidst which the shadows sometimes seem all the darker, more 

abyssal and witholding. Holden‘s conversations with O‘Brien and Kumar, who are rather more 

metaphysically-minded than him and variously open to belief in the supernatural – Kumar in 

particular – see them engaging in jocular but weighty manner on the ways of understanding such 

phenomena. Kumar refuses a drink O‘Brien offers, calling alcohol the ―devil‘s brew.‖ Later, when 

O‘Brien jokingly notes the devil has something with his pleasant drink, Kumar notes ―That‘s 

when he‘s most dangerous – when he‘s being pleasant.‖ And of course, Karswell is the most 

pleasant gentleman around. 

 

 
 



The charm of the English story, acknowledged early in the film when a local journalist wryly asks 

Holden to ―go easy on our ghosts – we‘re rather fond of them,‖ exudes from a land where the 

modern lives cheek by jowl with the works of unseen generations, moulded into the everyday 

habits of the land, dogging memories of ancient convictions and loyalties still infesting the edge of 

a world otherwise getting on with business. Many moments in Night of the Demon record the 

essence of this parochial style, particularly the riotously strange séance sequence in which Meek‘s 

wife (Rosamund Greenwood) and Mrs Karswell sing the chirpy ditty ―Cherry Ripe‖ to induce the 

right spiritual mood, seeing the medium begin to grunt and toss as he connects with the astral 

plane. Meek passes through a variety of possessions, including of a kindly Scottish gentleman and 

a small, frightened girl in search of her doll, before finally Harrington enters him and frantically 

tries to warn Holden and Joana about the demon even as he screams in terror at its looming 

presence. Holden shatters the mood, and Meek‘s trance, by getting up and turning on the lights (―I 

feel sick.‖ ―You‘re not the only one.‖) in a conscientious act of effrontery to the construction of 

credulity enforced by the showmanship of the séance. The film‘s most vital performance is also 

the best conduit for this contrast of English eccentricity and the truly uncanny, in MacGinnis as 

Karswell. 

 

 
 

The Irish-born actor, once a rugged heroic type in films like Michael Powell‘s The Edge of the 
World (1938) and Anthony Asquith‘s We Dive At Dawn (1943), was balding and portly by the 

time this film came around, and so he slipped into the skin of this character to present conjure 

master and necromancer, patterned after that eternal fount for horror writes Aleister Crowley, not 

as sepulchral supervillain (a la Boris Karloff‘s Hjalmar Poelzig in The Black Cat, 1934) or suavely 

sinister man of the world (Charles Grey‘s Mocata in The Devil Rides Out, 1967), but as a bluff and 

genial former performer who‘s nice to kids and helpful even to mean, old scholars who want to 

persecute him. Truth be told, Karswell bears more likeness to L. Ron Hubbard than to Crowley, as 

entertainer turned religious leader, carefully feeding out fragments of his revelations gleaned from 

supposed ancient texts. Bennett and Tourneur seem to have noticed grounds for such a figure to 

flourish in an age increasingly wary and inclined to reject modernity‘s apparent lack of order and 

calm. 

 



 
 

Karswell also anticipates Psycho‘s (1960) Norman Bates as a figure of destruction lurking in a 

big, old house with his mother, one who could be seen as coded queer (though he seems to gain 

designs on Joanna eventually). But Psycho would announce the proper birth of the modern horror 

film with its knife-wielding serial killer as monster, Night of the Demon still has a foot in an 

atavistic world, its momma‘s boy headcase bringing down death with justified conviction that he 

holds the secret reins of the world, whilst, of course, living with the risk they might be tugged 

from his grip. Karswell makes plain to his mother his way of thinking and his motivation for 

destroying Harrington and Holden – to protect the worldly and otherworldly success he‘s 

obtained. MacGinnis is great fun as he veers through conversations with alternations of affability 

and tossed-off threat (―Unfortunately you won‘t be able to explain away your death on the 28th of 

this month so easily, with my prediction of it at this moment,‖ he mentions airily whilst taking off 

his clown make-up). He manages to simultaneously imbue Karswell with a genuinely malevolent 

edge, shading his sweetly tempered voice into deeper, sterner intonations, fixing Holden with 

cold-blooded stares and triumphant smiles as he stands unmoved during the pulverising wind 

storm he conjures. MacGinnis also expertly traces Karswell‘s undercurrent of genuine awe and 

trepidation, his all-too-credulous certainty that the terrors he can wield are dangerous, and his 

awareness of the basic law of magic, ―nothing for nothing,‖ that every cause has an effect and 

every cup taken from the well must be refilled one way or another. 

 

 
 

Holden meanwhile visits some of Karswell‘s followers, who seem to live in an entirely different 

epoch to him and everyone else, when he needs permission from Rand Hobart‘s relations to treat 



him. These people subsist on a farm without any sign of technology, speak in ye-olde-isms, and 

seem sternly subservient to the old forces of the earth and beyond Karswell has facetiously 

mastered but they have adopted with iron belief. There‘s an intriguing echo throughout Night of 

the Demon of one of Tourneur‘s best-regarded, if least well-known films, Stars in My Crown 

(1950), as that film‘s gentle and empathetic portrayal of a religious warrior trying to win over a 

rustic community gives way to a man of staunch disbelief confronting an enclave of septic 

holdouts from a radically different faith. Aptly, Holden‘s attitude slowly reveals itself as every bit 

as monomaniacal as any religious fanatic‘s, and sourced in a similar anxiety as to what mysteries 

an alternative world view open up. This dichotomous aspect is evinced as Holden expressly 

detests the sensation of being robbed of not only certitude but also forthright sovereignty by the 

possibility of the supernatural: ―It‘s easy to see a demon in every dark corner – if this world is 

ruled by demons and monsters we may as well all give up right now.‖ To which Joanna ripostes 

that the existence of forces that cannot be repressed doesn‘t necessarily mean being ruled by them. 

If the essence of the ‘50s science fiction film had often been conjuring colossal fears to be 

defeated by the end, Night of the Demon pointedly refuses the notion that all anxieties can be so 

defeated, but also suggests the evil forces tend to consume those who invoke them. 

 

 
 

Without going too far out on a limb, it‘s possible to regard Night of the Demon as a vital signpost 

in the souring in the postwar sensibility, counterpointing Curse of Frankenstein‘s ruthless 

commentary on unhinged science conjuring monsters where none existed before. The feeling 

that Night of the Demon was pitched in part as something of a commentary on the waning scifi 

creed and flagship for horror is bolstered, as Holden is given explicitly Jungian attitudes linking 

the sightings of flying saucers with the many similar types of demons O‘Brien keeps a collection 

of as evidence of the possibility the demon is real, branding them common archetypes. Holden 

himself is of the same species as the square-jawed, he-man scientists who could solve all the 

world‘s problems in such films. Night of the Demon hinges on the observation that just because 

not all fears can be plumbed doesn‘t mean they cannot be controlled or reckoned with. The object 

at the heart of the narrative, the paper inscribed with the mystic runes that serve as summons and 

beacon for the demon, is a blind tool of supernatural forces, capable of bringing down the demon‘s 

wrath on anyone who holds it, a device that ultimately gives Holden his ticket to defeating 

Karswell. 

 



 
 

Night of the Demon has always been a knotty work to me. I‘m often left with the feeling after 

watching it that with a few tweaks it could have been an unrivalled pinnacle of the genre, but a 

few vital elements consistently frustrate me. Some of this seems to stem from the tension between 

the three main contributors to its making, Bennett, Tourneur, and Chester, whose revisions to 

Bennett‘s script resulted in a story flow that doesn‘t always seem properly structured, and 

awkward switchbacks in the style and attitude of the characters, like Holden‘s oilier efforts to 

romance Joanna. Clifton Parker‘s often crashing score is another facet that annoys, as well as the 

frustratingly overpitched performances by the usually reliable Andrew and Cummins. That said, 

the mood of strained and brittle self-consciousness both actors exude accords with the slowly 

ratcheting, jump-at-shadows disquiet inherent in Holden‘s plight. Moreover, Tourneur‘s direction 

relentlessly accumulates signs of menace, pulling jolting moments out of his hat just as Karswell 

plucks puppies from his, like a famous moment when two small boys wearing creepy masks leap 

out from a tree, interrupting Karswell‘s quietly menacing conversation with Holden: just two kids 

at play, but it comes with such perfectly unexpected jaggedness that it still startles after umpteen 

viewings. Less agreeably, Tourneur‘s method here, revising the art of the ―bus scare‖ he 

developed with Lewton that hinged on utilising jarring cues of sound that prick the audience‘s 

susceptibility with false scares, also anticipates the modern reduction of horror cinema to a series a 

jumps induced by assaults with volume. 

 

 
 

The failure of the séance to convince Holden of his danger leads him to try breaking into 

Karswell‘s manse to get a look at the True Discoveries. It proves an abortive mission, as Karswell 



senses his intrusion, and Holden is mauled by what seems like a terrible monster in the dark, but 

proves to be only a pet cat when the light is switched on – or, as Karswell mockingly suggests, a 

cat possessed by a guardian spirit to protect the house. Holden takes his obtuseness to a new level 

when he declares his determination to leave the way he came, treading back through the woods 

neighbouring the house in spite of Karswell‘s appeals not to. But his journey becomes a 

magnificent opportunity for Tourneur to stretch his scaremongering sinews. Holden becomes 

increasingly jumpy and finally starts running in panic as mysterious footprints of an invisible fiend 

start pocking the ground, and a glowing ball of smoke seems to chase the panicky scientist 

through the aisles of skeletal trees and clinging bushes. There‘s another echo of a recent scifi film 

here: the invisible ―monster from the id‖ in Forbidden Planet (1956) left the same footprints, even 

though the structure of the scene is far closer to the scenes of phobic isolation and anxiety that had 

been a hallmark of the Lewton series. Like the opening, this sequence is an island of perfection, an 

ideal representation of a horror filmmaker‘s art, conjuring conviction of threat from the most 

minimal of signs and hints, conveying the way the secure bastions of Holden‘s mind are giving 

way before the spell of the dark. 

 

 
 

Tourneur‘s irritation in being obliged to make the demon appear is entirely understandable in this 

regard, because it seems to diffuse the opacity he had laboured carefully to engender through such 

sequences. That said, just as the ball of fire that chases Holden could be a figment of his 

imagination, so, too, could the demon itself. The contradiction Tourneur doesn‘t shy away from is 

the problem of knowing, whether the mind creates its demons or merely records them, and 

ponders if the difference is actually all that important. The modern medicine turned upon Hobart 

(a performance of incredible, sweat-sodden intensity from Wilde, who would later become well-

known playing an amusingly different part on the TV show Porridge) excavates primal terror 

from the pathetic man who proves to avoided his own, ordained fate to die by the monster by 

passing the runes onto a fellow. Hobart imbues Holden with vital knowledge for avoiding his own 

fate, but at the cost of his own life, as Hobart hysterically attacks the doctor in thinking he‘s trying 

to pass his own runes on, and hurls himself through a high window. Holden makes a dash to catch 

Karswell, forewarned by his mother about his travel plans, and catching him aboard a train with 

Joanna under his hypnotic control. Holden soon measures the level of Karswell‘s fear of him, and 

when two policemen, tracking Karswell, ironically because of Holden‘s complaint about him, 

barge into their compartment, Holden successfully returns the runes to Karswell under the guise of 

handing him his coat. The sorcerer immediately realises what has happened and is forced to chase 

after the parchment, which seems to have a life of its own, until it seems to spontaneously catch 

fire and burn by the railways tracks. 

 



 
 

Karswell finds himself caught between the demon and an oncoming train, a circumstance that 

allows Holden and Joanna a chance to withdraw from the scene with at least a sliver of ambiguity 

still in their minds – ―Perhaps it‘s best not to know,‖ Holden says, echoing the ―they tampered in 

God‘s domain‖ homily at the end of many a ‘50s scifi film. But, of course, the film privileges the 

audience with Karswell‘s viewpoint of a colossal monstrosity that picks him up and claws him 

with vicious, punitive disdain. The climax delivers a truly nightmarish image; the demon, viewed 

towering behind a speeding train, wreathed in smoke, Karswell‘s body jangling upon its 

claws before being tossed lifelessly down to lie smoking and bedraggled upon the rails. Again, 

this moment is so spectacularly achieved I just can‘t find it in me to condemn it. Today, most 

genre filmmakers would much rather have their monster even if they have no conviction about the 

supernatural or deep feeling about its metaphorical potency. These things have all become tropes 

now. Demystifying endings were, however, rather common back in the day in fare like the various 

versions of The Cat and the Canary and other films with their proto-Scooby Doo endings. At 

least Night of the Demon sustains a note of voluble dread from its manifestations. It might even 

have helped give it the potent effect it had on the resurging popularity of horror as a movie genre, 

as it imbues the film with a lively, gleefully ferocious aspect in hindsight. Night of the Demon, in 

spite of its faults, still stands as one of the truly great horror films. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The Shining (1980) 
 

Director/Coscreenwriter: Stanley Kubrick 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

A yellow Volkswagen Beetle winds its way along a vertiginous mountain road, a route that leads 

from the rational lowlands to the mountains of madness. We‘ve already been introduced to Jack 

Torrance even though we haven‘t seen him, a being enclosed in a tight bubble of metal, an 

economic and cultural refugee from the larger human world, entering a zone where his existence is 

viewed with implacable disinterest by the soaring, jagged peaks and silently abiding pine trees, 

merely waiting for winter‘s hammer to fall. Wendy Carlos and Rachel Elkind‘s pulsing, droning 

synthesiser version of Berlioz‘s Symphonie Fantastique resounds on the soundtrack. Torrance in 

the flesh takes the shape of Jack Nicholson, authoritative Oscar winner flashing his trademark 

zesty grin. But the eyes are slightly fixed, the smile a tad strained, as he speaks with the manager 

of the Overlook Hotel, Stuart Ullman (Barry Nelson), a conversation punctuated with Ullman‘s 

uneasy revelation that one of the previous caretakers, a man named Delbert Grady, killed his 

family during the long winter isolation with an axe, whilst Jack grins and responds it will be a 

topic of delight for his horror film addict wife. Mutually agreed subtext: Torrance is desperate for 

a settled job and a chance to break his writer‘s block, and Ullman urgently needs someone who‘ll 

take on a job that has a nasty history of chewing up human life. 

 



 
 

Like the conversation of scientists in 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) who represent the urges of 

rational cooperation and irrational partisanship, Jack and Ullman‘s exchange here manages to be 

at once perfectly bland, yet also conscious of standing on the edge of an adventure into the 

unknown where mysterious forces can already be sensed slowly gathering new strength. Down in 

the flatlands, where the mountains loom in the dreamy distance, wife Wendy (Shelley Duvall) and 

son Danny (Danny Lloyd) wait for news on Jack‘s luck with the job. Wendy reads that eternal 

tome of the sensitively literate and rebellious, The Catcher in the Rye, whilst Danny has 

conversations with an invisible friend, Tony. But there‘s more to Tony than simply providing a 

slightly detached and creative little boy‘s outlet: Tony is an internal voice, a spirit guide, a 

doppelganger who hovers within and beside Danny, mediating his powerful psychic gifts. Danny 

senses Tony‘s unease over the coming journey to the Overlook. When he asks Tony to show him 

why, the only image needed is one returned to again and again throughout the film like a pictorial 

leitmotif – a colossal torrent of blood spilling out of the hotel‘s elevators, as if the heart of the 

building has stored up every drop of gore ever spilt upon the soil it stands upon. 

 



 
 

The story has it Stanley Kubrick, looking for a strong commercial property to film after the weak 

reception of Barry Lyndon (1975), sat day in and day out in his office working through piles of 

recently successful novels, and one day the sound of the books thudding against the wall ceased 

when Kubrick took up the third novel by a fast-rising horror writer named Stephen King. What‘s 

fascinating about this vignette is how much it resembles some moments in the film, the anguished 

search for a story to tell, an idea worth hanging years of mental and physical effort upon, stoking 

the sensation that Kubrick was drawn to the book because it reproduced aspects of his own mental 

landscape. Then again, that‘s probably true enough for any creative person. Kubrick had not 

tackled an outright horror movie before, although much of his earlier work had suggested some 

affinity, in his fascination for humans devolving into imps of the perverse, and moments 

measuring the precise impact of violence. Kubrick, penning the script with novelist Diane 

Johnson, entirely sublimated King‘s story into his own sensibility, an aspect of the film that still 

rankles the author. What we watch when we watch The Shining is not just adaptation, but 

something more like translation, a tale remade through new methods of communication, and 

inevitable imprint of the new artisan. Kubrick‘s The Shining, as King put it perfectly correctly, is 

cold where the novel is hot, the writer‘s guilt-ridden, morbid fantasy of his own worst side 

unleashed by his drinking problem, transmitted via Kubrick‘s contemplation of his own tendency 

to withdraw and struggle through endless phases of creative genesis, drifting through pentimento 

layers of past and present and future in contemplating civilisation and its discontents. 

 



 
 

Kubrick had already stepped back and forth through the Ages of Man from the horizon of human 

time to the gilded pretence of a recent past and on to a gleaming technocratic future, evolving 

somehow towards both divine perfection and primal resurgence all at once, the benign 

indifference of the Star Child and the savage grins of Dr. Strangelove and Alex De Large the 

Janus faces of evolution and poor old Barry Lyndon the beaten and curtailed by-product. Kubrick 

knew very well the human race‘s capacity to put on its best face whilst committing its worst 

crimes, his singular, most obsessive theme. All found a logical terminus in the Overlook, a place 

where past and present join and twist and the present dissolves like white sky into snow. The 

Overlook Hotel. The description King‘s idol Shirley Jackson gave to her Hill House could 

describe it just as well – ―Within, walls continued upright, bricks met neatly, floors were firm, and 

doors were sensibly shut; silence lay steadily against the wood and stone…and whatever walked 

there, walked alone.‖ An outpost of affluent white civilisation, a bustling hive of activity when 

filled with staff. Imposed upon the crown of the American landscape, so offensive to the dispersed 

and decimated native inhabitants they even tried to stop its construction upon a burial ground. The 

Shining is the contemporary nightmare rising out of the dream of ‘70s shambling westerns 

like Little Big Man (1970) and Jeremiah Johnson (1972). The mountaintop burial place whose 

invasion stirs the massacre of Jeremiah‘s family in the latter film is the unavoidable touchstone. 

Folk cultural remnants decorate the hotel walls, whilst the art deco interiors quietly mimic and 

refine the simple, jagged geometries of the Indian artefacts. A common motif in late ‘70s horror, 

of course – the Amityville house was also perched upon an Indian burial ground. A hedge maze 

adjacent, a feature strayed over from one of the Enlightenment gardens of Barry Lyndon, the 

orderly compression of space and time into a devious sprawl of false hope. 

 



 
 

Jack‘s already simmering instability is merely stoked rather than imposed by the Overlook, his 

fantasies of godlike control over his mental world meshing with a locale that serves as the last stop 

on the psychic river flowing through a land won in harsh contest. Danny‘s reassurance of his 

parents that he knows all about cannibalism from watching TV stirs a most unnervingly strained 

and lunatic grin from Torrance as he repeats his son‘s words, testifying to a mind already frayed 

by being long outpaced by other modes of media communication even in the process of shaping 

his son‘s mind. Methods of communication are a secret plane of warfare in The Shining. Jack‘s 

inability to communicate meaningfully, represented by his writing or failure therein, is matched to 

his urging Danny to suppresses his psychic gifts, perhaps out of concern for the way people will 

think of him and perhaps jealous of them. Some vital mechanism in Jack has broken down, 

perhaps from the same process, of having to contour himself and his expectations into a workaday 

world, or perhaps from suppressing the gift in himself – if the two processes can be extricated at 

all. Jack hopes to dislodge the clog to his ambitions in the Overlook. Wendy, meanwhile, cute and 

gawky and ever so chipper, wears her identity like a baggy sack dress, the woman with a 

shrivelled sense of self-esteem who convinced herself she married a genius. 

 



 
 

The Overlook provides the struggling writer and his family with a little kingdom with a brief 

illusion of possession, reminiscent on one level of the similar smorgasbord of consumer delight 

George Romero sent his heroes careening through in Dawn of the Dead (1978), albeit slightly 

more upmarket. Head chef Dick Hallorann (Scatman Crothers) gives Wendy and Danny a tour of 

the hotel‘s larder, stocked for a long winter and a veritable horn of plenty, a wonderland of space 

and illusory wealth backed up by an authentic aura of history. The Torrances settle into life in the 

Overlook, but after initial celebration of their new world, nothing goes right. Jack becomes 

increasingly tetchy and offensive. Danny keeps seeing strange and terrible things in the hotel 

corridors, and finally, fatefully ventures into Room 237, where something leaves him bedraggled 

and traumatised. This assault sparks suspicion and diverging responses of concern and infuriated 

frustration in his parents. Nature conspires to force a crisis. A terrible snowstorm falls upon the 

Colorado Rockies. Jack displays increasing signs of falling into a cabin-fever-driven frenzy with 

dangerous intentions. Soon Jack will also destroy the radio and snowmobile that offer the chance 

of rescue or escape. 

 



 
 

The horror artist‘s imaginative landscape is transposed onto the locale, filling up space with 

illustrations of events gruesome and strange, the many crimes and lost histories straying out of 

their boxes into the halls and corridors. Trauma clings to the place like a subtle stink of rot, 

particularly infecting the notorious Room 237, a space Hallorann detests so absolutely Danny can 

sense it in him, obliging the chef to warn him away from it at all costs. Danny and Hallorann find 

instant accord, for Hallorann has the psychic gift too, and he seems to be the first other psychic 

Danny has encountered. Hallorann calls their shared gift ―shining,‖ and gives nostalgic account of 

his ability to communicate with his mother without moving their mouths. There‘s a hint here that 

Jack probably has the shining too, but has suppressed it so deeply he becomes a mere conduit for 

the psychic evil in the hotel rather than a bulwark against it, as Hallorann and Danny are. It‘s also 

suggested that the building‘s latent evil is often sparked by the intrusion of such preternaturally 

super-conscious people into its zone. Grady‘s slaughter of his family was occasioned by the 

attempts of one his daughters to burn the place down in her awareness of what it is. 

 

 



 

Time quickly begins to break down once the family is ensconced in their private abode within the 

hotel, a space that serves as a kind of mocking simulacrum of a proper family hostel sealed off 

from the rest of this cavernous space. Kubrick‘s deployed intertitles seem to precisely delineate 

the time but actually hack up the film into random shards, units of measurement without rule. 

Days dissolve into one-another; character actions take on a kind logarithmic variability, moving 

according to programs laid down by the Overlook. One of the most famous flourishes, the endless 

repetition of the phrase ―All work and no play make Jack a dull boy,‖ testifies to an illusion of 

forward motion when in fact the some moment is repeating. Young Danny makes endless tours of 

the hotel corridors on his tricycle, a system that seems to depend on the same Byzantine logic as 

the hotel‘s beloved hedge maze. The monstrosity at the heart of the labyrinth is no longer a 

fanciful Minotaur – it‘s a suburban father. Kubrick reverse-engineers cinematic language in the 

course of the film, as if mimicking his time-warp theme. The stark, squared-off, rectilinear shots 

attune themselves to the hard blocks and angles of the decorative motifs and forms around the 

hotel, but also call back to early cinema and the work of Fritz Lang and other movie pioneers, 

their deadpan gaze upon severe and unyielding compositions. As in Lang‘s Die Nibelungen 

(1924), the implacable regard of order and fate is invoked through such rigid figurations, as is the 

rectangular frames of the photos that in the very end prove to contain and cage the spirits of the 

dead in the Overlook. The eye of the camera is a mocking form of immortality, locking time in an 

eternal frieze. 

 

 
 

Part of the unique stature The Shining has acquired over recent years, which has evolved to the 

extent that a whole movies has been made the obsession with this one, seems rooted in just this 

aspect of The Shining. It‘s a movie about looking, in much the same way as Blowup (1966), 

mediated through a master filmmaker‘s eye, one whose visual style was based in his background 

in still photography. The very last shot reveals, unnoticed amongst the hotel‘s keepsakes of a lost, 

glittering past a photo of a suited Jack standing before a large group of Independence Day 

revellers, a detail observed by Kubrick in a systematic journey in closer to the image, much like 

in Blowup. The truth is available if you look hard enough. Small wonder some folks scour the film 

in urgent hunt for details that might act like the small map of the hedge maze, a map that blends 

imperceptibly into the real one as Jack studies it. Jack‘s own pretensions of omniscience are 

invoked here as he seems to see his wife and son wandering in the aisles of the maze. The shining 

is a way of seeing, reading, experiencing – ―It‘s just like pictures in a book,‖ Tony tells Danny in 
coaching him through the seemingly manifold terrors of the Overlook itself, which seems to lack 

sufficient power to actually hurt anyone, therefore requiring a pliable amanuensis like Jack to do 



it. Kubrick strips the games of look and reality down to brutalist essentials throughout, constantly 

hinting at unseen things. The Shining invites you to look closer but also observes the breakdown 

of order and logic, and the closer you get the faster this process speeds up. 

 

 
 

The broadest variation on this motif comes when Jack ventures into Room 237 in search of an 

apparent interloper who has roughed up Danny. Jack sees at first an extremely beautiful woman 

climbing sylphlike out a bath, encouraging Jack to embrace her, but then transforming into a 

garish hag covered in terrible burns and stigmata of disease. This scene mimics the forms of 

horror with the heartbeat-like soundtrack and steady build to grotesque revelation, but rather plays 

more as a smirking gag at the audience‘s expense, with Jack as the frustrated avatar, inviting in 

with the desire to see something sexy and then give it a right good goose. In a place where time 

folds in on itself, beauty and ugliness coexist in one frame. There‘s also a hint of in-joke to this 

scene, or at the very least a sort of knowing reference. Nicholson started in his career in the low-

budget scifi and horror of Roger Corman, and this sequence essentially compresses one of his first 

starring roles, in Corman‘s faux-Poe escapade The Terror (1963), into a few excruciating minutes. 

Poe is an inevitable touchstone for any American artist dabbling in the oneiric arts, of course, the 

saturnine poet who was found dying one day on a park bench after everything else in his life had 

slowly withered and died, lost in fantasies of a gallant past turned septic trap. Poe unwillingly but 

implacably observed the genteel fantasies of the southern planter class he didn‘t quite belong to 

regressing into blood crime, psychosexual dwarfism, and lunacy. King‘s approach to the Poe 

imprint was to use his motifs to interrogate American hierarchism – the bludgeoning effect of 

money, class, race, gender. Kubrick? Well, suffice to say Stanley seemed a little sceptical about 

everything. 

 



 
 

Sequences depicting Danny‘s habits of charging about the hotel on his tricycle are excellent 

thumbnails describing Kubrick‘s skill at compressing and paring back his style in order to land his 

effects with purified force. The director tracks the boy‘s speeding advance from behind, in shots 

that intriguingly connect them with the same sense of headlong rushing with which he shot the B-

52 bomber shooting towards apocalypse in Dr. Strangelove, or; How I Learned To Stop Worrying 

and Love the Bomb (1963), the sounds of his tricycle‘s tires alternating between hissing 

smoothness on carpet and thunderous, irritating sound on the bare wood. You can all but feel 

Danny‘s heedless release in the wealth of space after living in a copped-up apartment, but the 

cunning control of the sound instils forces the viewer to also empathise in the finest nerves with 

Jack‘s frustration with trying to chase a muse with the racket a young child can make. Kubrick 

makes you feel this aspect of his tale, to experience it, rather than be passively fed dialogue. It also 

establishes a visual pattern returned to in the finale, as the roving, pursuing camera fills in for the 

killer pursuing Danny through the maze proper. Even when the narrative seems to be spiralling 

into frenetic chaos, the visual language remains unerringly concise. The little sways of the camera 

tracking the swing of Jack‘s axe. The jolting zooms that pick out terrible details and perverse 

exhibitions. The increasingly intimate views of his actors‘ faces as they cave in to lunacy and 

distress, often with dramatically unusual angles. One example of this is a shot of Nicholson as 

Jack converses with Wendy through a doorway, filmed from below, a shot that turns him into a 

caged beast and also invites the viewer into conspiracy with Jack, like one of Richard III‘s 

monologues, as he begins to grin at Wendy‘s naive and forlorn expectations of easy escape. The 

rhythmic interpolations of that singular vision, the torrent of blood, the flash cuts to Danny‘s 

frightened face as he experiences nightmarish terrors with his shining. 

 



 
 

Jack‘s invocation to the spirits of the Overlook, uttered when he‘s first seen in the hotel‘s colossal 

function area called the Gold Room, with its chintzy splendour and gleaming, inviting bar, is, ―I‘d 

do anything for a drink – I‘d give my goddamn soul for a glass of beer.‖ This line is almost 

parodic in its reduction of Jack‘s moral and psychological collapse and enslavement to the 

Overlook to this singular formula, whilst also finally starting the process of nailing down Jack‘s 

problem, his dry-drunk‘s neurosis merely starved rather actively conquered. This is when Jack 

first glimpses the barman Lloyd (Joe Turkel), who seems at first like a fancy of the writer‘s, suave 

and correct in his old-school aplomb, a character invented to match Jack‘s remaking of himself as 

a worldly gentleman. He aids Jack in delivering verbal purgation of the motives that enforced his 

self-exile to the Overlook, not really an attempt to find creative fulfilment but instead an attempt 

to escape his alcoholism, and his guilt over losing his temper with Danny. Wendy proceeds 

through her days with a chipper, workaday front that is both entirely admirable and enabling of 

Jack‘s instability. 

 

 



 

After their drive together to the hotel, Kubrick pointedly refuses to ever offer a scene where all 

three characters are seen together, except for a moment in which Jack is a quivering mess after a 

dreadful nightmare of murdering them and Danny wanders into frame sucking his thumb in the 

traumatised wake of being attacked by something. Hallorann fulfils the role of father gently 

coaxing Danny into communication and community. One key scene here involves no overt 

violence or action but generates a mood of intense disquiet, depicting Jack, moving in a state of 

intense distraction, slovenly, unshaven, balancing his son on his knee and making weak attempts 

to communicate with the boy. This scene might seem queasily familiar to anyone who ever grew 

up with a depressive or alcoholic parent – the spectacle of a parent, supposed figure of love and 

protection and unquestioning commitment, drifting away in a haze whose attempts to mollify a 

child are desperately unconvincing. Danny‘s question in response to Jack‘s agonising expressions 

of paternal interest is ―You wouldn‘t ever hurt mommy and me, would ya?‖ 

 

 
 

But the call of the Overlook is reverberating through Jack‘s mind just as it rang out to Danny – 

come and play, forever and ever and ever. It‘s a call that appeals more to a failed adult byproduct 

than to a wary and canny kid. Danny himself as already heard the call from the pair of twin girls, 

Grady‘s daughters, who have appeared to him in the corridors, manifesting at the same time as the 

sight of their mangled and bloodied corpses. Danny‘s capacity to weather such terrible glimpses 

depends on his ability to believe in them as mere illustrations rather than as true emanations. Jack 

instead interacts with them like a man stepping into private fantasies. Wendy‘s stark, horrified 

reaction when she believes Jack might have roughed up Danny has the sorry effect of helping to 

drive him over the verge of the liminal as he stalks away into the depths of the hotel, arriving in 

the chintzy splendour of the Gold Room, where Lloyd converses with him in suave, correct old 

school aplomb, mollifying Jack‘s fiscal anxieties and eventually appealing to his desire to be 

considered important. Lloyd suggests Jack is desperately important to a great project still 

unfolding at the Overlook. Later, re-entering the same space, Jack finds himself amidst a ritzy 

celebration of 1920s high life, replete with suited gentlemen and chicly clad flappers, and is 

bumped into by a waiter, whom Jack recognises quickly is Grady (Philip Stone). Grady protests 

ignorance of his real identity as Jack grills him about it in a mordantly red-painted bathroom, until 

the guise slips and Grady assures him with cold precision that he ―corrected‖ his incorrigible 

family and encourages Jack to do the same with his, in defence of his post as the Caretaker, a role 

that has slipped any nominal bonds of merely earthly concern and become a post of cosmic 
significance within this time-space trap. 

 



 
 

Fittingly, considering such themes of type-casting and predestination, the casting imbues The 

Shining not simply with strong performances but with actors who are obliged to act out versions of 

parts they had before, or with whom Kubrick had history. Turkel had previously appeared in Paths 

of Glory (1957) playing a young and tragic soldier also sacrificed in the interests of a smooth-

working machine. Stone, who had been in both A Clockwork Orange and Barry Lyndon, had 

played a retainer shocked by the pathology of the Lyndon household who eventually played 

successful intervener. Here once more he plays major-domo to the interests of the great estate, 

although the role of intervener is passed on to Hallorann. Duvall had been the big-eyed, soulful 

lady of Robert Altman‘s Americana fantasias in the previous ten years. Thrusting Nicholson, hero 

of 1970s naturalism, back into such the zone of his early roles has a mischievous aspect to it, 

especially as Kubrick picks up and amplifies the coal-black comedy and purposefully cartoonish 

aspects of a Corman film like The Raven (1963). Kubrick‘s fascination for performances pitched 

right on the edge of overt stylisation reached an apogee here thanks to Nicholson and Duvall. 

Nicholson‘s bravura incarnation of Jack has the quality of a piece of paternal play-acting Big Bad 

Wolf or Captain Hook constantly threatening to turn into authentically ferocious violence. The 

film‘s moment of truth portrays exactly this pivot, as Jack slowly backs Wendy up a flight of 

stairs, taunting her with increasingly maniacal flourishes and threats whilst never quite losing the 

quality of someone enacting a great big joke. Wendy‘s name, of course, sarcastically twisted to 

―Wendy, darling,‖ amplifies the pantomime connection. 

 



 
 

The Shining is, of course, in spite of its stature and pretensions, a haunted house tale. An old and 

noble adjunct of the horror genre, the haunted house tale can be both a realm of subtle, evocative 

frissons and outright bloodcurdling showmanship, of gently psychologised anxiety and spectacular 

manifestation. The Shining manages to describe the range between both these poles. In many 

haunted house films from earlier times, hauntings usually proved to be illusory, as in the various 

versions of The Cat and the Canary (1927, 1939, 1976), usually remaking this hoary trope as a 

vehicle for proving the antiseptic values of modernity. But a later movement, perhaps set in 

motion by Jack Clayton‘s ponderously literate adaptation of Henry James‘ The Turn of the 

Screw, The Innocents (1961), saw the value of this trope as questions over the ambiguity of 

viewpoint became central, and the notion of a ready-made, coherent metaphor for the mind as a set 

of rooms never free of ghostly imprints of thought and memory. Examples of this mode came on 

through the 1960s and ‗70s, including Robert Wise‘s take on Jackson, The Haunting (1963), 

Mario Bava‘s Operazione Paura (1966) and Lisa e il Diavolo (1972), John Hough‘s The Legend 

of Hell House (1973), Dan Curtis‘s Burnt Offerings (1976), Richard Loncraine‘s Full Circle 

(1976), Stuart Rosenberg‘s The Amityville Horror, and Peter Medak‘s The Changeling (1980). 

 



 
 

What distinguishes The Shining over and above most of these? Kubrick‘s fastidious film language 

is one part of it, of course, the methodical yet remorseless intensification of mood and story that 

calls to mind the title of that James story – the screws are constantly tightening. But another, 

telling point of discursion is that in most of those films, the supernatural is an active threat. In The 
Shining the haunting is entirely passive, only acting through a human avatar – although The 

Amityville Horror also hinged upon the fright factor of a seemingly decent father turning brutal. 

One aspect of King‘s great success as a horror writer lies in his precise refusal of ambiguities in 

regards to his generic devices, his monstrosities and ghouls, for whilst embracing the metaphorical 

meaning of his ideas, King‘s realisation of them, from satanic lawnmowers to a girl‘s wrathful 

psychic powers, are perfectly literal. Evil when it breaks out in King‘s writer has punishing 

corporeal and moral dimensions. King liked the theme of ordinary people falling under the power 

of forces from without – even the hapless dog in Cujo is a victim of this – whereas Kubrick sees it 

as welling from within. Part of the tensions between King‘s story and Kubrick‘s realisation of it 

lies in what feels like Kubrick‘s attempts to impose a level of ambiguity about whether what we‘re 

seeing is an actual supernatural event. Much that we see here could simply be a reality created by 

claustrophobia, isolation, a depressive addict‘s sullen fantasising, and shared neurosis of the 

Torrances. It doesn‘t entirely fit: there are too many events in the story that seem to confirm the 

actuality of the supernatural‘s place in the tale, including Danny‘s communication with Hallorann 

and Jack‘s escape from the freezer Wendy locks him in after successfully knocking him out with a 

baseball bat. 

 



 
 

It might be impossible to ascertain whether Kubrick ever watched Bava‘s films, and yet the points 

of accord are hard to ignore: as in Operazione Paura and Lisa e il Diavolo, places become 

infected with the diseases in the minds of the people who live in them, who then find themselves 

doomed to act out the pathologies locked into the environs about them (Kubrick‘s affinities with 

Bava would again resurface notably in Eyes Wide Shut, 1999). One scene cut from the film 

directly quoted Operazione Paura, in which Jack picks up a ball tossed his way by a ghostly 

presence. The deliberate replacement of tension sourced in what will happen with tension rooted 

in the question of when and how, blended with the theme of Jack‘s temptations towards illusory 

fulfilment of his psycho-sexual needs whilst exterminating actual loved-ones, is similarly close to 

Bava‘s Hatchet for the Honeymoon (1970). Kubrick‘s own preferred genre, if he had one, was the 

war film – six of his thirteen movies depict warfare to a significant degree. His fascination with 

martial subordination and ritualised violence is evinced here too; The Shining is a portrait of 

psychic warfare. It‘s there in the way Jack is subordinated to the hotel‘s programme in the same 

way the soldiers in Paths of Glory are enticed to destroy themselves and others to live up to a 

patriotic ideal, echoing General Mireau‘s bullying-obliging his subordinate Dax to lead a hopeless 

and cynically motivated attack on the Ant Hill, and looking forward to the lengthy studies in 

indoctrination and terrorisation utilised in the training process examined in Full Metal Jacket 
(1987). As in Lolita (1962), The Shining is also the spectacle of a cultured and respectable being 

falling to pieces in the face of personal obsession. As in Barry Lyndon, it‘s a portrait of a man 

being slowly crushed by the knowledge he has stepped into the lap of luxury whilst never quite 

possessing it. As in Dr. Strangelove and A Clockwork Orange, the onrush of calamity is viewed 

always with a cruelly comic grin, humans portrayed less as thinking, self-aware organisms than as 

momentary embodiments of various traits, from monstrous will to wretched decency. 

 



 
 

Hallorann, a weathered and worldly black man, is the cheeriest character in The Shining, a man 

who knows how to entertain a kid and keep customers satisfied, and leaves behind the heart of 

darkness that is the Overlook to go lounge in the sun and watch TV. He initiates Danny into a new 

community, one that obeys different rules to the rest of society, a world without words. Hallorann 

calls to mind the intimacy of sharing the shine with his mother, an intimacy to which the Torrance 

family never aspires. King ironically edited himself out of the ideal nuclear family of the new age 

in killing off his own avatar and leaving Wendy and Danny with Hallorann. Kubrick concentrates 

more on the punishing reaction of the offended white male ego, an aspect of The Shining that was 

prescriptive in the climate of 1980 when Reaganism was on the advance and which today feels all 

but acutely prophetic. ―White man‘s burden,‖ Jack mutters to Lloyd, and soon the film reaches a 

zenith of deadpan black-comedy grotesquerie as Grady baits Jack, who weeks earlier was 

probably a good little liberal, with the news that his son is calling in ―a nigger‖ to stymie their 

designs. Torrance repeats these totemic words in hyperbolic distress, indicating the degree to 

which he‘s fallen under the spell of the old hates written into the structure of the hotel. 

 



 
 

Kubrick rhymes and contrasts this sublimation by Jack of the ancient communal hates encoded in 

the Overlook‘s timbers with the amusing sight of Hallorann in his hotel in the midst of black 

erotica, a touch that also says something about the two men as men, as Hallorann is a bachelor off 

enjoying his sojourn whilst Jack is entrapped with his family. Making Hallorann somewhat older 

than Jack and Wendy removed any hint of sexual threat, but Hallorann is still closer to an 

idealised figure of paternal care. After all, he‘s the sort of guy who will drop everything, fly across 

country, and venture into a blizzard the moment he senses Danny and Wendy are in danger. Jack‘s 

devolution meanwhile sees him increasingly bullying and abusing Wendy for placing her concerns 

for Danny ahead of his anointed place and responsibility as caretaker and litterateur. Jack‘s brutal 

murder of Hallorann as soon as he arrives is Kubrick‘s starkest deviation from his source. This 

might well have been made to offer at judicious dash of traditional horror in the story – it‘s the 

only actual death in the film – but it also powerfully intensifies the film‘s increasingly maniacal 

mood and sense of exposure. Danny and Wendy must save themselves, for no white (or black) 

knights are on the march. But it‘s also plain in this sequence, in which Jack hides behind a pillar 

and springs out at Halloran as if to shout ―Boo!‖ whilst slamming his axe into his chest, that 

there‘s still a sick element of play to Jack‘s homicidal rampage. 

 



 
 

The darkly comic streak of The Shining might be identified as Kubrick‘s signalling to the audience 

he feels himself above the genre on some level, except that, as well as coherent with the rest of his 

oeuvre, the humour entwines with the fervency with which Kubrick delves into this little 

imaginative universe he and his great team of collaborators fashioned. The atmosphere of extreme 

isolation and immersion in the subliminal is knitted together by the strength of Kubrick‘s images 

and his music cues. The note of child‘s-play-turned-murder-party is still present even as Jack is 

hunting his son through the hedge maze, which becomes a subzero game of hide-and-seek with a 

shiny axe in the mix, and of course in the most famous moment in the film, his spittle-flecked, 

mad-eyed mockery of television‘s appeal, ―Here‘s Johnny!‖ Meanwhile Kubrick goes to town in 

unleashing strange and tantalising visions, as when Wendy spies someone in an animal costume 

fellating a hotel guest, and another guest with a bloodied wound on his brow beaming at Wendy 

with a hearty greeting, ―Great party, isn‘t it?‖ Yeah, it‘s a real lark. Such dioramas of the 

inexplicable are another facet of The Shining‘s mystique, evincing episodes of teeming 

strangeness contained within the Overlook‘s embrace without ever pausing to explain and 

explicate them, rather suggesting that what is glimpsed and spoken of throughout is only the tip of 

this uncanny iceberg. Hallorann‘s ill-fated dash to the rescue does at least present to Wendy and 

Danny the means to escape in his snow tractor, whilst Jack, injured and dissolving into babbling 

lunacy, sits down in the maze, unable to find either Danny or his way out, and is glimpsed next as 

a frigid, icicle-fringed corpse. It‘s a truly pathetic end for would-be artist-god‘s designs. The last 

shot, on top of its mordant and haunting evocation of eternal entrapment and the dissolution of 

meaning in the face of time‘s eddies, begs a certain sympathetic question: is Jack happier this 

way? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

Murder on the Orient Express (2017) 
 

Director/Actor: Kenneth Branagh 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Here there be spoilers… 

 

Kenneth Branagh, damn his eyes. Few figures in contemporary film remain as eclectically gifted 

and perpetually vexing. The energetic-to-a-fault Irish-born thespian-turned-filmmaker‘s directorial 

career has provoked acclaim and irritation since his electrifying debut in 1989 with Henry 
V transformed a 28-year-old best known for his stage work into a major cinematic talent. Branagh 

confirmed with the success of his second Shakespeare film, Much Ado About Nothing (1993), that 

he had a unique way with popularising the Bard on film. But his output in this period, as he 

seemed determined to stretch and express his talents at a breakneck pace, proved hit and miss, and 

his promise never quite translated into the sort of career his debut promised even as he continued 

to go from strength to strength as an actor. His movies in the prolific decade following his gambit 

included the flop of his capital-R Romantic film of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (1994) and the 

swift submergence of his radically odd extrapolation of Love’s Labour’s Lost (2000), as well as 

the violently uneven yet truly epic-scale Hamlet (1996), interspersed with smaller, more personal, 

spasmodically effective works like Dead Again (1991), Peter’s Friends (1992), and In the Bleak 

Midwinter (1995). Branagh‘s directorial style, his adoration of oversized gestures and scarce-

restrained theatrical energy, simply doesn‘t fit into the current pop cultural paradigm any more 

than his love for Shakespeare: it‘s the antithesis of cool. The attempt to crossbreed Shakespeare 

with old Hollywood musical idealisation with Love’s Labour’s Lost did, for the six people who 

saw it including me, help bring all Branagh‘s works into focus as covert musicals – the swooping 

camerawork, the dialogue delivered in quick, dextrous, recitative-like refrains, the actors 

perpetually propelled about his frame-stages in giddy motion. 

 



 
 

Two surprisingly excellent films in the mid-2000s, a TV-debuting version of As You Like It and a 

dazzling take on The Magic Flute (both 2006) seemed to revive Branagh‘s fortunes, but the 

dismissal of his pointless remake of Sleuth (2007) proved he was still a frustratingly patchy 

creative force. Then, suddenly and unexpected ease, Branagh reinvented himself as an A-list 

director in Hollywood with 2011‘s successful yet underrated Wagnerian power ballad of a 

superhero flick, Thor. He followed it with two profitable pieces of studio hackwork, Jack Ryan: 

Shadow Recruit (2014) and Cinderella (2015), that nonetheless bore weird flickers throughout of 

Branagh‘s cavalier romanticism and melodramatic bravura. What other director could find the 

same traces of bruised humanity and noble instinct in Tom Clancy‘s dullard CIA hero as he finds 

in a Shakespearean king? Murder on the Orient Express is the latest of Branagh‘s career-long 

efforts to invest a hoary property with a new lustre, and it feels like a homecoming, and a 

restatement of personal delight in film, within the apparently cosy confines of familiar material. 

Along with Ten Little Indians, the novel is surely Agatha Christie‘s most famous, distinguished by 

one of her most cunningly crafted and ingenious plots and a great setting, one that shares in 

common with Ten Little Indians and her legendary play The Mousetrap the quality of 

claustrophobic isolation. 

 

 
 

The plot, as you probably already know: sometime in the early 1930s, Belgian-born, UK-residing 

private detective Hercule Poirot (Branagh, inevitably) departs Jerusalem after performing a swift 

and nifty piece of deduction that defuses a nascent religious riot. Travelling by boat to 

Constantinople (or Istanbul; either way it‘s a Turkish delight on a moonlit night), Poirot 

encounters the keen and lovely governess Miss Mary Debenham (Daisy Ridley) and the stoic, 

upright soldier-turned physician Dr Arbuthnot (Leslie Odom Jr) on the same boat: although 

affecting to be strangers, Poirot notes their peculiar intimacy. Once arriving in the great city, 

Poirot encounters a friend, the cheerfully dissolute Aynesworth (Gerard Horan), nephew of the 

Orient Express‘s owner. When the onerous call of duty summons Poirot back to London, 

Aynesworth promises to gain him a berth on the very next Express to London, a promise that 

proves difficult to fulfil as the train‘s first class compartment proves to be booked solid, a bizarre 

event in the winter season. Nonetheless Poirot gains a berth, and finds himself thrust in with a 

motley collective including Mary, Arbuthnot, talkative husband-hunter Caroline Hubbard 

(Michelle Pfeiffer), White Russian exile Princess Dragomiroff (Judi Dench) and her paid 

companion Hildegarde Schmidt (Olivia Colman), hot-tempered Count Rudolph Andrenyi (Sergei 



Polunin) and his drug-addict ballerina wife Countess Elena (Lucy Boynton), cheery automobile 

magnate Biniamino Marquez (Manuel Garcia-Rulfo), sternly moralistic missionary Pilar 

Estravados (Penélope Cruz), and flinty, racist Austrian academic Gerhard Hardman (Willem 

Dafoe). 

 

 
 

The greyest of these eminences is snake-eyed American art broker Edward Ratchett (Johnny 

Depp), travelling with a manservant, Masterman (Derek Jacobi), and business manager, Hector 

MacQueen (Josh Gad). Poirot‘s presence is unnoticed by some of the passengers who exist in their 

own little bubbles of angst, like Pilar and the Andrenyis, but catches the eye of others, including 

Hubbard, who seems to zero in on Poirot as an eligible bachelor, and Ratchett, who offers Poirot a 

lucrative stint guarding him from threats, as he keeps receiving threatening letters, and is worried 

about the possible repercussions of selling some suspect wares to a group of colourful Italian 

gentlemen. Soon, the train is trapped in the mountains by an avalanche, and after a night of strange 

occurrences, Ratchett is discovered in his compartment riddled with stab wounds after an 

apparently frenzied attack, and Poirot finds himself obliged to identify the killer. Soon the 

problem Poirot uncovers involves less the question of who would have the motive to kill Ratchett 

than which one of the plentiful potential assassins did not have a very good reason to kill the man, 

who was actually an infamous gangster named Cassetti. Cassetti was known to Poirot through 

underworld whisperings that he staged the kidnap for ransom and subsequent murder of the child 

of a famous aviator, John Armstrong, and caused the ensuing destruction of many lives connected 

to the crime and the benighted Armstrong family. 

 

 
 

Sidney Lumet of course filmed the book to great effect in 1975, an unexpected swerve into ritzy 

entertainment for a director more usually associated with raw-nerve realism. Lumet‘s film 

mediated old-fashioned storytelling values with an invested level of New Wave Hollywood grit, 

and opened with an inimitable prologue, depicting in monochrome visuals staging events then 

reported in newspaper headlines set to piercingly eerie music, depicting the central crime that 

drives many of the events in the subsequent story, the kidnapping of the Armstrong child and the 

event‘s evil consequences. Branagh wisely never tries to outdo this scene. More recently, the story 

had also been adapted as a telemovie showcasing David Suchet‘s beloved characterisation in the 

role of Christie‘s sublimely methodical, ever-dapper detective, although the later entries featuring 

Suchet lacked the lush, easy style of the late ‗80s TV series in which he pioneered the role. So 



what need, if any, for another take? Branagh and screenwriter Michael Green answer the question 

by taking an approach similar to the one Branagh took with Henry V and Victor Frankenstein, 

trying to see if there‘s another layer to the drama under what everyone knows about them. 

Branagh successfully located the complexity of Shakespeare‘s hero, usually drowned out by 

playing up the patriotic fervour in the play, in his moral guilt and anguished reckoning with the 

distinction between his place as man and role as king and symbol – an investigative mode that 

Branagh surprisingly returns to here. 

 

 
 

Another obvious reason to return to this material is that whodunits are everywhere again at the 

moment. This mostly true on television, whether in Britain with their many procedurals like 

Midsomer Murders, Canada, with The Murdoch Mysteries, Australia‘s The Miss Fisher 

Mysteries and The Doctor Blake Mysteries, as well as blockbuster Hollywood properties like 

the CSI and NCIS franchises. For myself, I‘m not the biggest fan of them, although I can certainly 

enjoy them when they‘re well done. But it‘s a relentlessly mechanical, formulaic fictional mode 

that often tends to boil the great drama of life and death down to mere puzzles. As critics have 

noticed long since it was founded by figures including Edgar Allan Poe, Wilkie Collins, and 

Arthur Conan Doyle, and codified by the likes of Christie, the whodunit is the most comfortingly 

structured of subgenres. The world is momentarily thrown into moral chaos by a sudden eruption 

of festering emotion that pays off in a crime, a killing more often than not, only for a detective 

with the mind of Aristotle and the purview of a priest-king to step in, identify the guilty party, and 

ensure the restoration of order follows. Christie‘s particular genius at this style rested in her grasp 

of repression as its key-note, even in foreign and exotic climes rendering the parochial, everyday 

calm and politeness of the English social landscape on a mythic level, upon which plays of 

frustration and rage unfold: chafing scions bump off greedy patriarch, outraged wives slaughter 

faithless scum husbands, tortured good men lose control and choke terrible bitch-queens. 

Authentic transgressive impulses are identified as an essential aspect of the human condition, and 

the incapacity to keep them in check is then methodically unveiled and punished. 

 

 
 

More recently, so-called Scandi-Noir, a peculiarly Scandinavian variant on the mode with roots in 

the overtly Socialist-themed Martin Beck novels of the 1960s, has found international popularity 

and prominence as it found a way to make the whodunit more socially and culturally interrogative 

whilst retaining that ever-satisfying functionality, a slant that‘s inflected much of the style since. 



Branagh himself had recently played one Scandi-Noir hero, Kurt Wallander, on television. This 

mode‘s popularity on the stage, where The Mousetrap is the longest-running play in history, and 

on television, rather than in film, is telling. Alfred Hitchcock only made a couple of authentic 

whodunits in his long career as the Master of Suspense, sensing they were inimical to his 

understanding of film. Cinema, that great oceanic space of design and movement, can so easily 

encompass the drawing room dramas of the whodunit that it tends to dwarf their little sketches of 

static decorum and deception. Murder on the Orient Express as a property invites the cinematic 

eye, with the jazz-age elegance and exclusivity of the train setting, the sweep of the Dinaric Alps 

where the Express breaks down, the panorama of fascinating types aboard begging to be filled out 

by famous faces. But it also frustrates that eye as the narrative settles down and plays out like 

most whodunits, indeed as a perfect reduction of the form to essentials: a series of charged 

interviews between canny investigator and array of suspects. This comes complete with a punch-

line that is at once the ne plus ultra of solutions – the everyonedunit – and a total dramatic bust. 

And yet how Branagh and Green try to negotiate this problem is a great part of the pleasure of 

their adaptation. 

 

 
 

Lumet managed to make an unusual project work for him because Christie‘s tale, however 

playfully, operated deep within the space of Lumet‘s career-long fascination with criminals and 

law enforcers, how the two often exist in deeply uneasy relationship with each-other, how 

wretched the avatars of both prove in the crush of pitiless circumstance. Branagh has more an old 

Shakespearean‘s fascination with the figure of the upright and exemplary individual who attempts 

in spite of their feet of clay to thrust their head into the stars. It‘s a thematic fascination he shares 

in common with a predecessor as a theatre tyro turned movie fiend, Orson Welles, and also like 

Welles he‘s constantly provoked and inspired by the way being totally cinematic also allows him 

to be, paradoxically, ever more grandiosely theatrical. Branagh‘s Poirot comes equipped with a 

glorious pennant of a moustache, and is imbued with traits that looks awfully like obsessive 

compulsive disorder, as he‘s foiled in his attempts to have breakfast by the inability of the hotel 

staff to cook two perfectly boiled and arrayed eggs, and constantly annoyed by things like crooked 

ties. This has a fashionable tilt to it – Sherlock Holmes for instance had often of late been 

portrayed as inflected with traits redolent of Asperger‘s Syndrome – but it‘s also part of a more 

comprehensive attempt by Branagh to both enlarge and engage Poirot as a more defined dramatic 

player, in a way that links up with an intriguing attempt to critique the whodunit as a whole 

without betraying Christie‘s text. 

 



 
 

Holmes was defined by his creator as ―the highest court of appeal,‖ a fantasy of near-deistic 

insight into the hearts and ways of men, a blueprint for the concept of the great detective which 

Poirot readily fell into. Branagh takes this to a logical extreme in the film‘s opening, in which 

Poirot is called upon to work out who, amongst a collective including a rabbi, a bishop, an imam, 

and a police inspector could have stolen a religious treasure from a church shared by the 

denominations. The detective swiftly reveals the culprit, defusing the eruptive religious tensions 

and exposing corrupt officialdom in one gesture, even contriving to catch the criminal by thrusting 

his signature cane into a slot in the Western Wall. It‘s quite literally a vision of the detective as 

god, peacemaker and restorer, fulfilling that role as deistic intervener to a near-absurd degree. It‘s 

an apotheosis Branagh takes as cue to bring Poirot down a few notches before re-enshrining him, 

shuffling about in the canon for hints of backstory and finding it in Poirot‘s wearied glances at the 

photograph of long-ago love Katherine, representing a ghost of human attachment perhaps stirred 

by the twinned presence of the young, beautiful, sharp-as-a-tack Mary and the age-appropriate and 

dazzlingly lovely if seemingly daffy Caroline. Meanwhile the great detective frets increasingly 

about his restless, compulsive role as archaeologist of fetid human motives and misdeeds. The 

derailing of the engine leaves the train without power for a day and a dark night, a time in which 

people both freeze and sweat depending on Poirot‘s proximity to them, stewing personal traumas 

and dependencies witnessed and stoked in numinous candlelight that thrusts all the characters 

back out of the semi-modern world and into a less forgiving, more sepulchral world. 

 

 
 

And what misdeeds he soon starts to uncover, quickly discerning links between many of the 

passengers and the deceased Cassetti, to the point where everything starts to seem either the 

product of outrageous coincidence or very purposeful design. Branagh began introducing stage 

traditions of colourblind casting into film with fresh intransigence on Much Ado About Nothing, a 

habit that was still raising hackles as recently as Thor when he cast Idris Elba as a Norse god, and 

he continues this habit, although instead of simply casting a block actor in the role of Arbuthnot 

and leaving it uncommented upon, he uses it as springboard for digging into the social landscape 

of the train passengers in a manner that moves beyond Christie‘s usual seismic examinations of 

class pretences to also prod questions about race and sex in manner that more proto-modern. There 

are intimations of romance between Mary and the good doctor given new hues of period 

transgression, particularly in the face of Hardman‘s apparent subsuming of Nazi ideals in the 

foment of the age. Aynesworth prevails upon Poirot to take up the investigation by prodding him 



with the awareness that leaving it to the local police might see Arbuthnot and Martinez persecuted 

for their ethnicity. A telling joke that lands early in the film involves Arbuthnot catching himself 

in the act of reproducing the patronising ways of the white west with some Turkish sailors. 

 

 
 

Where Branagh is more mischievous, and ultimately more himself, however, is his subtext based 

in a sense of theatre lurking behind the proceedings. His Murder on the Orient Express, for all its 

swooning camera mobility and passages of CGI epicism, is fixed securely in his sense of the tale 

as one rooted in our liking for actors plying their trade, a liking encoded in the story that demands 

a cast full of familiar faces to fill out the parts in order to render each and every suspect on a level. 

Although Lumet also had roots on the stage, such a self-aware lilt was beyond him, as it clashed 

too profoundly with his realist style. Just as Poirot sees a landscape of people pretending to be 

what they are not, that‘s exactly what Branagh sees and knows the audience sees too. The act of 

stripping off the guise is played out most outright when Poirot instructs Hardman to drop his 

Germanic affectations and unveils a Yankee former policeman, who proves to have been in love 

with a maid of the Armstrongs who committed suicide after being tried for complicity in the 

kidnapping. Dafoe pulls off the moment in which the dedicated but tiring actor is ever-so-grateful 

in being freed from the part with a deft glimmer of wit, as the prop glasses and snappy accent are 

both dropped, and the cop idly mentions the source of the role in a way that recalls Branagh‘s 

acting hero Laurence Olivier and his similar admissions of real-life models for characterisation. 

Dench and Jacobi have been regular members of Branagh‘s band of brothers since Henry V, and 

indeed Branagh‘s casting of Dench in that film almost certainly gave her movie career traction, 

and their presence lends proceedings the pleasant air of an old stock company reunited. To their 

number Branagh now adds the likes of Ridley, stretching her legs with impressive poise after her 

breakthrough in Star Wars: The Force Awakens (2015), Cruz, doing not much at all sadly, and 

Depp, who seems most appropriate in movies playing parts like this now, his formerly quirky 

male beauty hardening into a mask of ruined disdain. 

 

 
 

As well old Hollywood musicals, Branagh has worked through his admiration for Hitchcock 

before, engaging the Master‘s obsessive tropes in a thoroughly personalised fashion with delirious 

plunge into fractured identities and sharp objects on Dead Again, and there are glimmers of it 

here, with The Lady Vanishes (1938) an inevitable touchstone: the very last shot inverts the 

opening of Hitchcock‘s film. The climactic recreation of Ratchett‘s actual killing rejects Lumet‘s 



stately, ritualistic portrayal of the moment in favour of portraying a frenzy of rage from the 

carefully marshalled but finally unleashed avengers that has a more distinctly Hitchcockian feel 

for the ferocity lurking under the stoic mask of the average person. Branagh‘s camerawork, at 

once ebullient but also perhaps the most controlled it‘s been since his debut, turns the train into a 

series of rolling stages. The camera glides horizontally along the length of the carriage when 

Poirot first boards the train to analyse the conveyance, its compartments, and the passengers 

looming out from them. He repeats this shot at the very end with entirely changed meaning, the 

gazes of the people out at him charged with salutary complicity, Poirot‘s status as adjudicator of 

fates reinforced but also his separation from the almost religiously transfigured passengers 

communicated with great visual succinctness and beauty. Elsewhere Branagh tries, much like the 

actors in the Globe Theatre might once have, with restless contrivance to release himself from the 

linear confines of the stage that he‘s nailed himself to in the form of the train, be it in staging a 

brief pursuit down through the creaking, icy beams of the trestle under the immobilised train or 

picking out Poirot and Mary seated upon milk pails through the open doors of the luggage van, 

hovering in space halfway between heaven and hell in the midst of white-flanked, gold-crowned 

mountains. 

 

 
 

There‘s only so much Branagh can to do to give such a scuffed property a new lacquer of course, 

and if you know the story then there are few surprises to be had. But that‘s precisely what I found 

so enjoyable here, the murder mystery staged as a dance, an old tune wielded with a fresh 

orchestration and choreography. And the critiquing aspect of the film remains as a dogging 

footfall to the main stride of the drama, as Branagh tweaks Christie‘s denouement with just 

enough consequence to remake it more keenly as a moral crisis for Poirot, a reckoning with forms 

of justice and moral obligation, victim and criminal, beyond his usual understanding of the terms. 

It‘s a way of approaching the story that gives a level of heft to the whodunit mode it usually 

pointedly rejects: an attempt to get at the visceral nature of crime, the impacts it has on a personal 

level, and demanding Poirot play his own part. ―I see the world how it should be,‖ he admits early 

in the film, linking his obsessive characteristics with his moral viewpoint, but by the end of the 

film such easy linkages have been disrupted, finding nobility instead precisely in the boiling, 

neurotic desperation of the offended and broken-hearted, particularly Pfeiffer‘s striking 

incarnation of the seething and righteous avenger under the thin coating of courteous disguise. 

This makes for a morsel of intelligence in a film that is otherwise a blissful time out from the 

world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Justice League (2017) 
 

Directors: Zack Snyder, Joss Whedon (uncredited) 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Here we go again. 

 

Zack Snyder‘s films for the DC Comics-Warner Bros. imprimatur have provided ready whipping 

boys on the contemporary pop culture scene. Compared to Marvel-Disney‘s current stranglehold 

on the zeitgeist, with their chintzy, jolly, near-indistinguishable entries, Snyder‘s films, cloaked in 

a dusky, gothic stature, have aimed higher. I was never particularly sold onChristopher Nolan‘s 

laboriously pseudo-realist Batman films, but I found Man of Steel (2013) a truly ambitious attempt 

on Snyder‘s part to render DC‘s superhero roster distinct from its rivals by viewing it through 

lenses of both neo-mythology and the post-Alan Moore style of introspective, self-critiquing 

comic book saga. His Superman questioned his own right to do what he does before finally being 

obliged to shatter a city to save the world. Such conceits were true to the themes of DC‘s attempts 

to deepen its lexicon and complicate the world-view of their superhero comics since the late-

1980s, but many critics and viewers responded as if their understanding of the mode hadn‘t 

changed since the 1960s Batman TV series. 

 

 



 

When I first saw Snyder‘s follow-up, Batman v. Superman: Dawn of Justice (2016), I found it a 

ragged, intermittently impressive mess. Revisiting Snyder‘s director‘s cut of the film, I saw the 

themes and style had been rendered truly epic, interweaving real-world contexts – fears of 

terrorism, the fallout of war, the tattering of social and civic institutions in the face of the 21st 

century‘s atomising realities – with familiar but refreshed generic concerns and some irretrievably 

lumpy franchise development. All this was achieved through Snyder‘s patented visual muscle, 

granted a stately gravitas that stands a good chance of being remembered not as the worst moment 

of the superhero craze, as many declared it, but the finest. Patty Jenkins‘Wonder Woman earlier 

this year won popular plaudits for retaining a fair mimicry of Snyder‘s style whilst cutting out the 

complexity of theme and vision and offering a straight-up new-age heroine. And David 

Ayer‘s Suicide Squad…well, that was just crap. 

 

 
 

Justice League, Snyder‘s latest offering, is the official moment of consummation when the DC-

Warner brand arrives at its The Avengers (2012) moment in teaming up its flagship heroes. 

Supposedly, following Dawn of Justice‘s oft-withering critical reception, it was hastily redrawn, 

and Snyder‘s withdrawal during post-production because of a family tragedy saw The 

Avengershelmsman Joss Whedon, who is also credited as co-screenwriter with Chris Terrio, 

brought in to oversee reshoots and inject more of his trademark blend of gags and geekery. There 

is good reason to be nervous about such shifts in vision. Snyder‘s Sucker Punch (2011) and Dawn 

of Justice were both badly hurt by studio-mandated snipping only to be revealed more truly in 

their extended editions. Justice League also has its share of heavy lifting to do. Although these 

specific takes on Clark ‗Superman‘ Kent (Henry Cavill), Bruce ‗Batman‘ Wayne (Ben Affleck), 

and Diana ‗Wonder Woman‘ Prince (Gal Gadot) now have been thoroughly introduced to 

audiences, we also now have along for the ride Arthur ‗Aquaman‘ Curry (Jason Momoa), Barry 

‗The Flash‘ Allen (Ezra Miller), and Victor ‗Cyborg‘ Stone (Ray Fisher). These newcomers were 

briefly glimpsed in Dawn of Justice as a gallery of ‗metahumans‘ Lex Luthor (Jesse Eisenberg) 

was tracking, with the potential to create a potential line-up of heroic defenders to fill the 

extremely large gap left by the death of Superman. 

 



 
 

The start of Justice League takes up where that film left off, with its landscape of ruination and 

setback both physical and moral: in an opening that tips a self-evident nod to Snyder‘s equally 

iconographic opening for his take on Moore‘s Watchmen (2009), he sets Sigrid‘s cover version of 

Leonard Cohen‘s cynical anthem ―Everybody Knows‖ to visions of resurging patterns of crime 

and anxiety following the fall of the Kryptonian hero. Renewing his nocturnal adventures in 

Gotham City, Bruce encounters a grotesque, flying alien creature which he attracts by dangling a 

hapless criminal from a rooftop as bait. Diana returns to crime fighting, saving hostages from a 

gang of nihilist terrorists who want to restore ―holy terror‖ as a state of being for humanity in the 

face of titanic universal forces. Lois Lane (Amy Adams) has retreated into a bubble of soft news 

stories whilst trying to work through her grief following Clark‘s passing. His mother Martha 

(Diane Lane) loses the family farm to the bank. Believing the alien to be a scout for an oncoming 

assault by a powerful host, Bruce and Diana set out to track down the other metahumans. Soon 

that host arrives, flocking at the behest of interdimensional fiend Steppenwolf (Ciaran Hinds), 

who in aeons past almost conquered and laid waste to the Earth in his attempts to bring together 

three ―mother boxes‖ that when pieced together fuse into a terraforming device of unbelievable 

power. A great alliance of ancient races and alien ‗gods‘ defeated Steppenwolf‘s armies and drove 

him into exile, but now with Earth absent its great defender, Steppenwolf attacks the Amazon 

capital Themiscyra where the first box is held, battling Queen Hippolyta (Connie Nielsen) and her 

hordes of sword-wielding equestriennes. 

 

 
 

Meanwhile our earthly heroes attempt to fuse into a coherently operating unit. Barry, having been 

blessed with astonishing speed thanks to a freakish incident involving lightning, is a waggish but 

neurotic outsider living off the grid and fuelled by needy angst concerning his imprisoned father 
(Billy Crudup). Arthur is the heir to the sunken kingdom of Atlantis, but rather than hang out with 

his fellows like Mera (Amber Heard), who watches over the second mother box, Arthur prefers to 



spend his days wandering the seas, lending a hand to folks in need like a penurious Icelandic 

village and a sinking trawler crew. Victor is the newest and most troubled candidate for superhero 

status. He‘s the son of a scientist, Silas Stone (Joe Morton), who was investigating the third 

mother box, retrieved by perplexed archaeologists. Following his son‘s terrible injuries in a car 

crash, Silas tried to rebuild his boy with the box, only to result in a strange, constantly evolving 

and upgrading fusion of man and machine. Victor hides out in his father‘s apartment, fretting over 

his changing nature and battling the alien influence he constantly senses attempting to subsume his 

identity and control over the new form he‘s taken. He has the ability to connect with other 

technologies and parse information at incredible speeds, and he detects Bruce and Diana‘s 

attempts to track him down even before they properly start. Diana, who‘s attempting to come out 

of her self-imposed isolation after the death of her lover Steve Trevor in World War I, appeals to 

Victor to do the same. But when they go up against Steppenwolf and his minions for the first time, 

the team realises quickly and forlornly that they don‘t stand much of a chance without Superman. 

 

 
 

Justice League arrives on the big screen with a heavy air of compromise hovering about it. Often 

it betrays an initial intention to follow on from Dawn of Justice‘s weighty reckonings, and add up 

to a mythic-scale song of rebirth to counter the previous film‘s death trip. This aspect is borne out 

not merely by Superman‘s eventual resurrection but by a climax that pays off in the perversely 

beautiful sight of alien flowers blooming amidst devastation, capping the motifs of revival and 

synthesis. Early sequences including Diana‘s intervention in the terrorist attack and Steppenwolf 

attacking Themiscyra prove Snyder‘s chops for this sort of thing are almost unequalled in current 

film, striking momentously heroic notes Wonder Woman laboured for two hours to sound 

properly. The second sequence is a particularly giddy and momentous interlude, as the cosmic 

monstrosity beams into an Amazonian temple stronghold to retrieve the mother box, complete 

with hammer-swinging muscular giantesses bringing down the roof and a desperate relay race 

trying to keep the box out of the villain‘s hands, culminating in a colossal Amazon cavalry charge. 

It‘s a pity the whole film can‘t sustain such elephantine, madcap absurdity. 

 



 
 

Much as he threatened to do often on 300 (2006), Snyder shifts into full-bore Peter Jackson-does-

Tolkien territory for a flashback to the ancient war to defeat Steppenwolf, a gloriously weird 

spectacle of Amazons, Atlanteans, deities, and even a Green Lantern getting stuck into a colossal 

brawl. I got the feeling this scene, interpolated halfway through the film, was initially intended as 

an epic prologue like the Krypton scenes in Man of Steel. Instead it‘s reduced to mind-numbingly 

expensive exposition. The epic film originally intended has been chopped up and interspersed with 

another one, Whedon‘s more traditional matinee romp draped over the mythopoeic design. This is 

not necessarily a terrible thing, although I would‘ve preferred to watch Snyder‘s original concept. 

The relative ease with which the film incorporates the Flash, Cyborg, and Aquaman, on the other 

hand, raises the question as to whether all those long, involved stand-alone introductions were 

necessary, as we go down the Seven Samurai (1954) route of meeting new heroes with individual 

talents and angsts noted in quick thumbnails of biography and characterisation. Flourishes of 

Whedon‘s trademark stammering yet wordy humour, most of it wielded by gawky and 

entertaining Miller, actually work in the same way as those sprouting flowers, little squiggles of 

colour decorating a moody landscape. And yet it also leaves the film creaking in uneasy 

switchbacks of dramatic style and affect. 

 

 
 

Snyder is anything but a subtle filmmaker, but he has two qualities that constantly arrest me. First, 

and most self-evidently, he‘s a director who is properly and entirely visual. His images maintain 

connection with a bygone age in cinema, the time of Fritz Lang, Michael Curtiz, Cecil B. DeMille, 

F.W. Murnau, and other masters of film seen as an atavistic art of unchained spectacle. In an age 

in which cinema too often feels squeezed, cropped, and otherwise denuded by eyes too used to 

other platforms, he wants his pictures to sweep up the viewer like a physical force. Even in some 

throwaway sequences in Justice League, like a moment when Aquaman strides out onto a groin to 

let storm waves crash upon him, Snyder offers pictures of acromegaliac beauty. Snyder wants the 



audience to see every particle of water and feel its gush and enjoy the noble boner provoked by 

such manly spectacle. Secondly, he‘s developed a surprisingly rigorous chain of motifs in his 

work. Even 300, the digitally-rendered peplum that made Snyder a Hollywood heavy-hitter and 

became a dudebro keepsake, was a work compelled by the disparity between the roots of heroic 

myth and the act of transmitting it, retelling the legend of Thermopylae in a manner its 

participants would have understood, a duel of propaganda in outsized nobility and debased and 

deformed opposition. Watchmen set the infrastructure of the comic book universe at war with 

itself. Sucker Punch portrayed the ecstatic release of fantasising colliding hard with bleak 

realities. Man of Steel and Dawn of Justice mediated his critical impulses amidst the borrowed 

finery of a commonly beloved cosmology. 

 

 
 

I keep wondering what film scholars might make of the popularity of superhero tales in the second 

decade of the 21st century in a few decades‘ time. So resolute is the mode‘s grip on the current 

box office that it will certainly seem a prognosticative aspect of the age, like the popularity of 

westerns and religious epics in the 1950s or spy films in the 1960s. It‘s certainly not that hard to 

discern the reasons for their popularity. The genre – I feel it‘s safe to call it a genre now – places 

specific individuals at the centre of modern special effects techniques, and on the dramatic level 

they work the same way, enacting and complicating basic fantasies of empowerment. It seems the 

basic matter of whether or not these individual films in this style work revolves around the degree 

to which they satisfy the schism between the desire to render them dramatically coherent and 

serious enough to sustain their own weight, and acknowledge their ridiculousness. The Marvel 

brand has maintained an unbroken run of success through easily and confidently varying a basic 

formula: a few laughs, a few thrills, a few feels. It‘s both reliable and the exact opposite of any 

kind of creative risk, even the sort exhibited within the imposed limitations of genre and 

blockbuster intent. Even the superior examples of their approach, like Captain America: Civil War 

(2016) and Thor: Ragnarok (2017), only merely exemplify rather than enlarge their formula. 

Attempts to paint the superhero craze as some adjunct of a neo-fascist spirit have an accurate facet 

but also tend to get belaboured, in large part because they also fail to read their essential subject as 

being the ambivalent relationship between the individual and the community. 

 



 
 

I seem to prefer this branch of the superhero craze in part because of this sort of thing, as it exists 

in the same context as any other genre, one where bad things happen that mostly can‘t be undone 

and the distanced metaphors mean something. If superhero movies are the westerns of today, call 

these the John Ford and Anthony Mann westerns to counterbalance Marvel‘s pleasant servicing 

of The Lone Ranger crowd. I know that‘s a blasphemous way of framing this phenomenon for 

many, perhaps even to me, and yet I can‘t get away from it. For instance, most takes on Superman 

neglected his alien state before these films; Snyder put this aspect, and the question as to whether 

he can effectively defend a species who physical nature he does not share, at the centre of his take, 

a question that proved maniacally offensive to Bruce Wayne inDawn of Justice, who proposed 

that only a weaker, mortal creature can be truly brave. Snyder and Terrio blurred the lines between 

Bruce and Lex Luthor‘s motivations to a fascinating degree, suggesting the difference between 

their ultimate selves was one of personal struggle, one who emerged as Batman and another as 

supervillain. Bruce is back on an even keel inJustice League, purpose renewed by a sense of 

mission and also guttering guilt over his near-murder of his better self. He gets into a brief 

contretemps with Diana as he prods her over her prioritising her personal grief over her natural 

status as warrior leader, earning himself a wallop in the chest over mentioning Steve Trevor‘s 

name in such a fashion. Similarly, the film‘s glances over the shoulder at the travails of Lois and 

Martha keep the film rooted in the mood of bruised humanity that‘s linked the entries in this cycle. 

 

 
 

Victor‘s struggle with his new, unpredictable, unnervingly self-willed cybernetic enhancements 

offers another stage for the running psychic struggle of man and superman. Victor‘s lot as 

something not too far from the antihero of some body horror movie, glimpsed hiding in the 

shadows of his father‘s apartment in a faintly menacing and baleful fashion that recalls Jeff 

Goldblum in David Cronenberg‘s The Fly (1986), dealing with his rebelling body‘s whims in 

randomly releasing dangerous energy blasts. Victor‘s mainline into the technological marrow of 



the world swiftly proves indispensable, as he gains greater control over his ―body‖ and joins his 

natural gifts for analysis to his augmented senses. Barry, on the other hand, in spite of his troubled 

past, provides uncomplicated dash and eccentric, boyish vigour to the enterprise. Aquaman arrives 

as perhaps the least well-developed of the characters in spite of possessing legendary backstory 

and having the oceans at his command. The film offers such brief visions of his underwater 

kingdom and fellow merpeople they scarcely register, and whilst the approach to Aquaman as a 

hairy, macho outsider, a bit of rough trade covered in tattoos, intends all too obviously to rescue 

the character from his previous status in the eyes many as a fey embarrassment in this realm, but 

instead too often symbolises the film‘s awkward pandering in his swaggering faux-cool, such as 

his already immortally stilted exclamations of ―My man‖ and ―Booyah.‖ 

 

 
 

The film is also duty-bound to resurrect Superman, the figure whose presence haunts all the 

others, and this franchise in general. Superman‘s fall and rise is one of those essential motifs, 

enacted in three of Christopher Reeve‘s movies, and now taken to an extreme here, capping a 

trilogy that‘s never been shy about evoking Superman‘s status as messiah figure. Snyder‘s visions 

of Clark in his cornfields retain a dusky romanticism as sentimental as anything Richard Donner 

purveyed in his classic film. Bruce concocts a method of resurrecting the singular hero by utilising 

the technology in the crashed Kryptonian spaceship still lying in downtown Metropolis and the 

power of the one mother box still in their hands. Successfully revived, Superman proves confused 

and aggressive, tossing his would-be helpmates around like skittles and threatening to crush Bruce 

between his bare hands. Bruce only forestalls his own messy demise by bringing out ―the big 

gun,‖ which proves to be Lois; she successfully pacifies Clark and spirits him away to regain his 

bearings. Left with no choice but to venture into battle with Steppenwolf in his stronghold, the rest 

of the nascent league track the fiend to his base in an disused power plant somewhere in a former 

Soviet state, where he sets about uniting the talismanic boxes and unleashing its world-fashioning 

powers. 

 



 
 

Whedon‘s imprint on this material is apparent not just in the humour style and the quick fillips of 

characterisation, but also, more vexingly, in the resolute lack of cleverness in the storyline. We get 

elements of both his Avengers movies recycled wholesale, including a villain who beams in 

unexpectedly through a wormhole, and this kind of setting for the finale. Steppenwolf is a 

regulation comic book baddie, a big, weird, nasty alien with a demonic look whose motivations 

are never delved into beyond the obvious ―he wants to destroy our world and build his own‖ sort 

of thing, who gets what he wants and then stands around waiting before doing what he intends just 

long enough for the heroes to turn up and stop him. Again, it‘s not such a big crime to simply offer 

sufficient antagonism to spur the heroes, but it cuts against the grain of what this imprimatur has 

been striving to achieve. The only real topic The Avengers tackled was the proposition that a 

bunch of immensely talented screw-ups could unify and prove themselves an effective team, a 

theme with a certain level of self-reflexive import insofar as it clearly reflected the life of a 

Hollywood player like Whedon himself. And the essential theme of Justice Leagueis…well, 

whether a bunch of immensely talented screw-ups can unify and prove themselves an effective 

team. Hell, DC already did that with Suicide Squad. 

 

 
 

It‘s this aspect of Justice League that left me frustrated even as I enjoyed the Irish stew it finally 

served up. Until now the Warner-DC cycle had tried, in however lumpy a fashion, to engage on 

committed dramatic level and translate comic book fare into a legitimate wing of cyberpunk-hued 

sci-fi. Justice League‘s ultimate answer to the popular pressure upon the series delivers a fair 

crowd-pleaser but also jettisons the greater part of what made it interesting and distinctive. It pays 

off, but not with the heft Snyder‘s labours to date deserved. There‘s also been a noticeable 

shrinking of the horizons of this series since the truly epic opening scenes of Man of Steel, a film 

that was majestic on an audio-visual level. Now most of the fights seem to take place in sewers 

and industrial abodes, the finale drenched in ugly CGI patinas that look like the backdrops of 



computer games. The amazing thing about Justice League is that it doesn‘t just hold together but 

somehow, in spite of everything compromised and cynical about it, it still manages to count for 

me as a kind of success, if only because it remains doggedly entertaining. Justice League certainly 

appeals to that perpetual six-year-old in the back of the mind who just thinks it‘s rad to see 

Batman, Superman, and Wonder Woman kicking ass together. And those other guys too, why not. 

 

 
 

There‘s at least one great joke at the expense of these superfriends, as Barry wheezes a proud gasp 

for breath after pushing a family out of the danger zone only to see Superman swing by with an 

entire apartment block on his shoulders. The glue that holds the enterprise together tend to be 

elements already been well-proven – Cavill‘s disarmingly warm grin that lends supple charisma to 

his igneous frame, Gadot‘s statuesque glamour charged with plucky, soulful intelligence. Affleck, 

who I found a surprisingly effective Caped Crusader in his first outing, seemed less sure to me 

here, however, particularly as he seems to have walked through some of the mandated reshoots: at 

least one of his line readings made me want someone to give him an adrenalin dose. Jeremy Irons 

(as Alfred) and J.K. Simmons (as Commissioner Gordon) were in there too, bewilderingly but 

gratifyingly. It also helps that Danny Elfman‘s scoring is at least willing to service my kind of fan 

and toss in occasional flourishes of his old Batman (1989) theme and even a faint pastiche of John 

Williams‘ mighty Superman fanfare, deployed at just the right moment, when the finale finally 

delivers the kind of righteous bash-up this entire cycle has been moving towards. I expect the film 

was always intended to be this kind of capstone to the cycle, and to get there, even in such an 

awkwardly framed result, still has a charge of fulfilment. And whilst I can‘t say it knocked my 

socks off, I can‘t say it was a few dollars badly spent, either. Perhaps, yet again, what this was 

supposed to be will eventually be seen on a smaller screen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

The Shape of Water (2017) 
 

Director/Coscreenwriter: Guillermo del Toro 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Here there be spoilers… 

 

Guillermo del Toro‘s oeuvre has long come in two strands: the wistfully poetic splendour and 

infernal evocations of his Spanish-language films, Cronos (1992), The Devil’s Backbone 

(2001),Pan’s Labyrinth (2006), and the gleeful, geeky spectacle of his Hollywood work, 

including Mimic (1997), his two Hellboy films, and Pacific Rim (2013). What‘s unified both 

hemispheres of del Toro‘s work even is his plain, fervent love of the fantastical, his belief in its 

worthiness and capacity to bear up powerful emotions and connect with a point of the mind at the 

edge of shared awareness. 2015‘s Crimson Peak saw del Toro trying to unite these two strands in 

a film that proved a luscious but lumpy effort, high gothic romanticism and old-school melodrama 

melding uneasily with florid supernatural showmanship. The Shape of Water, his latest, is less an 

attempt to fuse these two modes than a fully-fledged attempt to make one of his Spanish-language 

works in Hollywood, borrowing tropes with equal zest from pop culture lore of the mid-20th 

century, the archives of fantastic literature and surrealist art, fairy-tales, and internet fan-penned 

slash-fic erotica. Del Toro signals his credo in a delirious opening sequence in which heroine Elisa 

Esposito (Sally Hawkins) dreams of being submerged, her apartment flooded, fish wiggling 

through dancing light patinas, belongings floating in languorous beauty, voices sounding muffled 

through the water, slowly drawing Elisa back to wakefulness. 

 



 
 

Elisa is mute, and communicates in sign language. She lives over a movie theatre in downtown 

Baltimore in the early 1960s, next door to a Giles (Richard Jenkins), a gay commercial artist 

who‘s become a steadfast friend. Her only other real friend, Zelda (Octavia Spencer), works with 

her as a cleaner in the OCCAM Aerospace Research Center, a grandiose den of quasi-official 

experimentation. One day, Elisa and Zelda are privy to an unusual sight, as a large tube containing 

some kind of living being is wheeled into a room prepared with an open tank as a kind of 

makeshift habitat. Intrigued by the contents, Elisa touches the tank, only for a hand to slap against 

the glass from within. The two cleaners soon encounter government agent Strickland (Michael 

Shannon), the man who captured this bizarre specimen from its South American home where, he 

reports, it was worshipped as a god by tribes there. Later, the cleaners see Strickland stumble out 

of the creature‘s room with two of his fingers gorily severed. Assigned to clean up the bloody 

mess, Elisa and Zelda retrieve Strickland‘s fingers, and Elisa catches sight of the creature through 

a glass screen, beholding a strikingly coloured and muscled amphibian humanoid. Struck not only 

by the creature‘s pathos but its similarities to herself as a non-speaking creature desperate for 

sensible contact, soon she‘s sneaking into the habitat to feed boiled eggs to the curious and wary 

being and play records to him. 

 

 
 

In much the same way that The Devil’s Backbone and Pan’s Labyrinth meditated upon Spain‘s 

troubled past, The Shape of Water casts its mind back to a time in American history at once recent 

but also retreating to the fringe of collective memory, a time of jarring disparity between the 

flashy, technocratic splendours of the burgeoning space age and racial strife, a time that promised 

so much and now stirs a twinge of regret in lost illusions. Del Toro links this echoing past with the 

very stuff of his fantastical lexicon, formative creative influences and dream-provokers glimpsed 

on movie and TV screens and read between covers churned together with the psychic landscape of 

the past. History plays out at times barely registered by the workaday characters drifting through a 



landscape, as when Elisa goes to work with the fires from riots blazing in the background, and at 

other times wilfully drowned out, as when Giles anxiously tells her turn over the TV from news 

reports on civil rights demonstrations and happily retreats into old Alice Faye musicals instead. 

One totemic image comes early on, as del Toro notes Zelda and Elisa conversing as Zelda dusts 

down a colossal jet engine. His tale of the little people who are adjuncts to great designs is boiled 

down to this perfect piece of iconography, dusted nonetheless still with a sense of the dream-like, 

of ridiculous Sisyphean tasks and worship of twisted metal gods. 

 

 
 

Strickland, by comparison, fancies himself the perfect avatar of American go-get-‗em bravura and 

fortitude of will. Properly introduced to Elisa and Zelda as they clean the OCCAM men‘s room as 

he lays down the cattle prod he uses to torture the fish-man before taking a leak in the urinal 

without touching his dick to establish his rigorous self-control, Strickland has a picture-perfect 

family he anxiously wants to move to a better city. Offering Shannon as implacable villain again 

feels like a highly unimaginative bit of casting, especially as Strickland, representative of the 

whitest of white bred authority, an Almighty-invoking avatar of septic squareness ignorant of all 

interiority, feels similar to the role he played in the TV series Boardwalk Empire. And yet it‘s also 

a wise move, as Shannon can play such a creature in a manner that evokes underlying neuroticism 

and neediness so intense it almost renders him sympathetic even before indulging behaviour that 

makes him utterly despicable. Strickland is depicted as inordinately proud of his efforts to prove 

himself the exemplary American, buying a green – sorry, teal Cadillac in a droll scene in which he 

readily falls for a salesman‘s spiel and claims his right to the essential status symbol. He‘s also a 

patronising racist and sexist, who finds himself taken with Elisa, making a play for her sexual 

attention in wolfish fashion, and enjoys torturing the amphibian when he has it at bay. Del Toro 

makes no pretence to offering Strickland as a realistic character, but existing as it does in a plain 

fantasy, he is del Toro‘s evil queen or wicked witch, the totemic figure of everything wrong with 

the era‘s self-delusions. 

 



 
 

The digits Strickland lost to the fish-man are surgically restored but the graft refuses to take and 

he‘s left with two steadily rotting fingers whose steady degrading to black stumps gives del Toro a 

mordant device to illustrate the gangrenous state of aspects of the super-duper company man. A 

cringe-inducing sex scene sees del Toro sarcastically painting ―normal‖ sexuality as obscene, 

Strickland screwing his wife Elaine (Lauren Lee Smith) with ruthless enthusiasm, clapping his 

hand with black blood leaking out over her mouth to muffle her attempts to complain. Del Toro 

interestingly revises his patient indulgence of institutions exhibited in the Hellboy films 

and Pacific Rim, where the dens of government experimentation and arsenals, with their 

labyrinthine corridors and gargantuan yet obscure fixtures, housed swashbuckling weirdos and 

stolid functionaries in relative harmony. Here, the facility is den of imperial arrogance infiltrated 

by social cast-offs and the disadvantaged, as well as foreign influences. The predominately black 

and Latino workforce of cleaners and dogsbodies in the OCCAM facility gain their little moments 

of peace and relaxation in avoiding the cyclopean eye of the security cameras, taking cigarette 

breaks in the blind spots for the cameras, a throwaway detail that nonetheless germinates into 

Elisa‘s realisation need only retrain the cameras to get the amphibian out of his den. 

 

 
 

As Elisa forges her amity with the amphibian, a scientist who‘s been assigned to understand the 

creature‘s physiognomy, Dr Hoffstetler (the inexhaustible Michael Stuhlbarg), sees her but does 

not report her, because he has his own secret: he‘s a Russian agent (real name Dmitri, as he 

reveals in an affecting aside), employed by a spymaster posing as a diplomat, Mihalkov (Nigel 

Bennett). But Hoffstetler‘s higher loyalty proves to be science, as he tries to argue to both of his 

nominal masters the necessity of keeping the amphibian alive for study, only for both to decide the 

creature should be killed. US military bigwig Gen. Hoyt (Nick Searcy) wants the creature‘s 

biology closely examined, and Mihalkov states, ―We don‘t need to learn – we need to stop the 

Americans from learning.‖ So Hoffstetler elects to aid Elisa as he realises she‘s planning to bust 



the amphibian out, after she‘s already drawn Giles and Zelda into helping her. The breakout 

succeeds, after Hoffstetler intervenes and gives a guard about to arrest Giles a dose of the lethal 

injection he was supposed to give to the amphibian, and they manage to escape without leaving 

any sign of their identities for the wrathful Strickland to track. 

 

 
 

The official inspiration here is one close to the hearts of most fans of classic science fiction and 

horror film: Jack Arnold‘s Creature from the Black Lagoon (1954) has long stirred frissons with 

its image of a grotesque yet curiously charismatic humanoid forming an attachment for a lovely 

human female who prefers, in that film, the attentions of two primates who barely seem that much 

more advanced. The connection between male sexuality and bestial impulse isn‘t new – to quote a 

quip from Mystery Science Theatre 3000 concerning another tatty monster, it‘s how all teenagers 

themselves. Del Toro had even ventured down this path before on Hellboy II: The Golden Army 

(2009), where the fish-man Abe Sapien romanced an ethereal elf princess to her unblinking 

openness, as both were citizens of a magic world indifferent to the fear of the unique known only 

be humans. Plainly del Toro didn‘t work the idea out as far as his twisted mind could there. Like 

another film that saw the light of day in English-speaking film markets this year, Polish filmmaker 

Agnieszka Smoczynska‘s loony-tunes The Lure (2015), del Toro evokes Hans Christian 

Anderson‘s original The Little Mermaid story – a very different beast compared to the 

homogenised Disney take – and even parses it through similar impulses to Smoczynska as a post-

genre hash of expressive impulses, up to and including musical flourishes. 

 

 
 

One way del Toro signals his peculiar bent, and his deep feel for cinema in all its glories, comes in 

a small detail involving the movie showing at the movie theatre isn‘t something cool like a ‗50s 

noir film or one of del Toro‘s beloved monster movies but Henry Koster‘s forgotten religious 

epic The Story of Ruth (1960). There‘s a faint but definite gesture her in the direction of Byron 



Haskin‘s The War of the Worlds (1953), which made show of Cecil B. DeMille‘s Samson and 

Delilah (1949) screening at the outset, invoking homiletic glow of religious parable and Biblical 

dimensions to the ensuing Armageddon. Strickland repeatedly uses the story of Samson as his 

mission statement, only to find out he‘s mistaken his own role in the parable. Del Toro runs with 

another notion encoded in Creature from the Black Lagoon, the idea that understanding different 

forms of life could give an edge in future adventures into space. In Arnold‘s film this idea is 

deployed instead as justification for vivisection and exploitation of something beautiful and 

incredibly rare, the pretentions of the space age another guise of colonialism. The Arnold film 

posited its gill-man as a representative of the untameable in nature, in much the same style as King 

Kong (1933), powerful and baleful and constantly seeking to breach the new citadels of progress – 

in short, exactly like the maddening sexuality that vexes both Arnold‘s characters and del Toro‘s. 

 

 
 

Del Toro seems to have in mind not merely the familiar rosters of sci-fi and monster movies from 

the ‗50s, but also a string of movies from the 1980s, including Steven Spielberg‘s E.T. – The 
Extra-Terrestrial (1982), Fred Schepisi‘s Iceman (1984), and John Carpenter‘s Starman (1985). 

Those movies stand in many ways as repudiations of values expressed in the older breed, with 

distrust in authority and cold science, and ecologically-minded sense of the preciousness of 

strangeness (del Toro isn‘t the only filmmaker of late to cast his mind back to those films, as last 

year‘s Midnight Special, also featuring Shannon, leaned heavily on their influence). The Shape of 
Water can be described without too much stretching as a romantic variation of Spielberg‘s famous 

work, although his contemporary, grounded evocation of the childlike has been swapped out for 

del Toro‘s ardour for the retro and the dreamily erotic. Del Toro might be turning a smirking nod 

to the TV series Alf when it comes to a gross gag involving the amphibian developing an appetite 

for one of Giles‘ cats. The movies of Jean-Pierre Jeunet and Marc Caro also seem prominent in his 

thoughts. One bathroom-flooding sequence pays overt tribute to their Delicatessen (1992), whilst 

Elisa and Giles are highly reminiscent of characters from Jeunet‘s Amelie (2001), although, 

fortunately, del Toro doesn‘t indulge his whimsy to the same degree as Jeunet did when left to his 

own devices: his mischievous streak, his love for throwing his audience the odd curve ball in jolts 

of violence and weirdness, keep bubbling insistently to the surface. 

 



 
 

Some qualities, running like a vein of gold through The Shape of Water, seem indebted to a more 

rarefied brand of movie dreaming than del Toro‘s genre film loves. The touch of having Elisa and 

Giles live over a cinema, the sounds of the epics and fantasies echoing up through the floorboards, 

is reminiscent of the more overt surrealism of Leos Carax‘s Holy Motors (2012). Hell, there‘s 

even a faint flicker of 8½ (1963) in Elisa‘s hallway dance moves. Where del Toro eventually 

steers this annexation of familiar material is in his literal and figurative deflowering of the 

traditional metaphorical sexuality of the monster movie with relish, as he finally has Elisa and the 

amphibian shacked up in her apartment after the successful escape. Elisa keeps him immersed in 

her bathtub, as he can only breathe out of water so long, obliging her to mix table salt in with the 

water to keep him from suffocating, and even with these measures his physical condition begins to 

decay. Del Toro has already noted Elisa‘s habit of masturbating in the bath as part of her daily 

ritual, and she sports unusual marks on her neck that look a little like the gills on the amphibian‘s 

neck, a sign that the orphan girl might be the lost heiress to some race of merfolk, a notion 

reminiscent of another melancholic fairy-tale of lost souls and marine life, Curtis 

Harrington‘s Night Tide (1961). Giles can‘t help but remark on how beautiful the amphibian is 

when he first sees him, and Elisa‘s attachment to the creature quickly steps over the line into erotic 

interest which she first shies away from but then, after trying to settle down for the night on her 

sofa, throws caution and clothes to the wind, marches into the bathroom to join the creature for a 

night of passion. 

 

 
 

There‘s a marvellous joke following this scene for anyone who‘s ever watched many a classic 

monster movie like Creature from the Black Lagoon and wondered why these monsters never 

seem to have sex organs, as Elisa mimes the opening of the amphibian‘s surprise package to 

Zelda‘s mixed repulsion and fascination. Del Toro also links one form of ―forbidden‖ sexuality to 

another as Giles‘ situation as an ageing gay man forms a counterpoint to the central tale: Giles, 



who laments the stranger‘s face that stares at him from the mirror, is anxious to return from his 

greying exile to his former workplace in an advertising agency but, whether by getting old or 

letting slip his orientation, he remains unwanted there. He forms a crush on a handsome young 

waiter (Morgan Kelly) in a coffee shop, forcing Elisa to follow him in and buy pies neither of 

them can stand eating for the sake of gaining his daily look at his idol. Sadly, Giles compounds 

humiliation after being fobbed off by his former boss by making an equally unsuccessful and 

bruising move on the young man. Del Toro links his two outside men as his camera slides from 

the window of Giles‘ apartment to Elisa‘s where the amphibian stands in a mimicking pose, 

matched in their bemusement at their place in this unforgiving world. But Giles also finds himself 

beneficiary of a bizarre talent the amphibian has. The fish-man has a bioelectric system that pulses 

as if he‘s wearing a suit made of the aurora, and this seems to be the source of a healing power he 

can wield. This gift repairs wound he accidentally made in Giles‘ arm, and stimulates the growth 

of hair on his head, allowing him to throw away his toupee. 

 

 
 

There‘s a lovely bounty of humanity in The Shape of Water in this sort of thing it almost makes 

you ache to think how little of it there is some other movies these days. The fecundity of Elisa and 

Giles apartments are carefully wrought and textured by del Toro and art director Nigel Churcher 

as an abode of escape from the shiny, chrome plated super-machines and gritty realities both 

beyond their walls. Del Toro‘s feel for way the apparatus of the past lingers in the dreamscapes of 

the mind long after epochs fade is part of the texture here. Del Toro has one of the best eyes in 

contemporary film, and his attentiveness to the little worlds here communicates in an argot of 

another age, particularly the swirling, futurist décor that permeates the OCCAM facility boldly 

grasping at an age when science and art can cohabit on the level of engineering dreams, but 

usually with the malignant Strickland hovering before them. The cold, clean geometries of 

Strickland‘s new Cadillac wield the same whiff of antiseptic modernity, at least until Giles 

accidentally slams his van into it during the escape from the facility. By contrast, Del Toro‘s early 

1960s Baltimore is as exotic as his Victorian era was in Crimson Peak, and linked unexpectedly 

with John Waters‘ Hairspray (1987) in its setting and use of Baltimore as an exemplary American 

city in a time of swift and unnerving change, not quite as blankly indifferent as a megalopolis like 

New York or Los Angeles but hardly village-like either, beset by unseen borders and a sense of 

hovering between nothing and nowhere. And, like Waters‘ film, it‘s concerned with people 

usually thrust to the margins of life suddenly and boldly claiming their place in the world. 

 



 
 

Perhaps this likeness is why, when del Toro abruptly swerves into a musical sequence, it doesn‘t 

feel at all unexpected. Elisa indulges a fantasy shot in black-and-white and gleaned from old 

Astaire and Rogers movies, where she can suddenly not only talk but sing, and launches into a 

dazzling dance number with her humanoid beau. Del Toro takes up the old canard about musicals, 

that their characters break into song when there‘s no other way to properly express and contain 

their emotion, and not only transplants it into an unexpected setting, but links it with his own 

effervescent love affair with the fantastical genres, a love the revolves around the same notion, the 

transformative potency of heightened expressive modes, the certainty mere reality cannot contain 

our manifold selves. The notion of language as something as much physical as oral, mooted 

throughout as the amphibian learns to communicate through Elisa‘s sign language, is also 

rendered here in a radically different fashion, the need to move, to transcend the limits of ordinary 

physicality and become fluid as a dream. It‘s also a moment that highlights the way The Shape of 
Water, whilst assembled with many an archetype, trope, and cliché, wields impudent originality in 

the way he patches them all together. Del Toro counterbalances this with his relatively straight-

laced portrayal of Hoffstetler‘s anxiety, provoked by the looming malignancy of Strickland on one 

side and his boss who might be planning to have him killed on the other. This subplot builds to a 

sequence that reminds me del Toro has a gift for nastiness as potent as his romantic side, as 

Hoffstetler is saved after being shot through the face by a KGB goon by Strickland who‘s been 

following him, only for the American agent to hook his fingers through the gaping wound in his 

cheek and drag him around by it before torturing the amphibian‘s location out of him (shades here 

of the infamous stitching scene in Pan’s Labyrinth). 

 

 
 

Equally charged, if not as violent, is Strickland‘s subsequent confrontation with Zelda, visiting her 

in her own and terrorising her and her husband Brewster (Martin Roach) in a disturbingly intimate 

way. Del Toro shoots Shannon like the reincarnation of Boris Karloff he‘s long threatened to 



become, deep grooves in his face picked out by deep shadow and gruelling sweat mixed with rain 

pouring off him like the natural translucent ooze of an actual beast from the deep, the angry white 

man as monster. I wouldn‘t blame Spencer if she never wanted to play another period menial 

again, but she aptly embodies del Toro‘s theme of nascent rebellion as she weathers this storm and 

moves to both warn Elisa of Strickland‘s warpath and chews out her lazy and cowardly husband at 

the same time. Jones has been del Toro‘s instrument of vital physicality in his movies 

since Mimic. His performance is expert in imbuing the amphibian with traits both recognisably 

intelligent and animalistic, and it feels like a just reward for him to at last play romantic lead, even 

if he is still swathed in latex. What‘s perhaps more surprising is that Hawkins, who‘s always a deft 

and inventive performer, nonetheless matches him and dominates the film without speaking a 

word, purely through intensity of expression and gesture. The film‘s waterfront climax is perhaps 

a little disappointing in its lack of inventive staging or action, even if it does at last deliver a nicely 

nasty punch-line to Strickland‘s hand-of-god pretences. But the very last images of underwater 

love and transcendent transformation finally thrust del Toro‘s labours into a rarefied zone, a 

rapturous embrace of the intimately surreal, and slipping the prison of the flesh. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The Disaster Artist (2017) 
 

Director/Actor: James Franco 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

When I wrote about Tommy Wiseau‘s The Room (2003) in 2011, I finished up my commentary 

with a flourish of mock-epic prose: 

 

The Room finishes, and yet its all-pervading awfulness remained with me. Everything seemed to 
grow darker, tainted by its touch. The likes of Michelangelo and Leo Tolstoy would have had their 

faith in creative endeavour shaken by it, and afterwards I started seeing the inner Wiseau in many 

a great artist, as if all efforts lead into an immense heart of crappiness. 
 

It seems I wasn‘t the only person to feel a personal implication of all artistic ambition in Wiseau‘s 

intrepid failure, and to be compelled against my will by this fragmentary, heartfelt yet farcically 

inept by-product, the misshapen offspring of an intended, serious piece of artistry. Since then, in 

the strange fate that befalls certain movies, The Room and its manifold absurdities have only 

gained ground as a common touchstone, a rite of passage for students and movie fans, and its 

inanities, so beggaring on first viewing, swiftly became old friends – the non sequitur dialogue 

and plotting, the random impulses of emotion and gesture, the screw-loose bravura and shambolic 

majesty of Wiseau‘s lead performance and the valiantly outmatched efforts of his supporting cast. 

 

 
 

After years of speculation and interest as to just how in hell this car crash of a film came into 
being, Wiseau‘s friend/accomplice/bewildered collaborator Greg Sestero worked with writer Tom 

Bissell to pen and publish The Disaster Artist, an account of the film‘s making, Sestero‘s 



adventures as a young wannabe about Hollywood, and his alternately stirring, ruinous, ultimately 

triumphant acquaintance with Wiseau, in 2013. The book dished a lot of dirt on the production 

of The Room, and the man who made it. It was also surprisingly entertaining and revealing in its 

depiction of Sestero‘s own period as a try-hard model-turned-actor, a rare portrait of coping with 

failure in the city of stars after many elusive promises and chances for success, before he 

reluctantly joined forces with Wiseau for his bull-in-a-china-shop foray into the world of 

independent filmmaking. Yet it also revealed Sestero by and large just as confused, stymied, and 

awed by Wiseau‘s enigmatic stature as the rest of us. In supreme irony, the book‘s often hilarious 

but just as often melancholy and disillusioned narrative gained accolades Wiseau might have 

dreamt of, earning Sestero and Bissell awards and now a prestigious adaptation. Yet the book 

could only have existed thanks to Wiseau‘s failure, and the transformation of that failure into an 

icon of delighted ridicule. 

 

 
 

James Franco seems to have empathised. Like Sestero and Wiseau, he‘s been the ardent fledgling 

actor who worshipped at the altar of James Dean, although Franco actually made the leap to 

playing the legendary star in a 2001 TV movie. Like them, he‘s laboured to escape type-casting 

and prove himself an adventurous and serious artist on multiple fronts, making a string of movies 

in the past few years that have often been met with withering contempt, although in Franco‘s case 

the often hyperbolic dismissal of his works far outstripped their modest merits or failings, or at 

least for those I‘ve seen. Franco‘s directorial efforts up until now seemed mostly happy as 

marginalia, using his movie star status to bankroll movies as rough drafts of creative endeavour in 

the same way a budding painter might tear through dozens of pages on sketches preparing for an 

ultimate endeavour. His film of The Disaster Artist wields ironies in itself, a ploy for a broad 

audience built around celebration of a niche cult object, working from a script by Scott Neustadter 

and Michael H. Weber. That said, The Disaster Artist plainly unites several frames of reference 

already apparent in Franco‘s work. Following in the wake of movies like The Ape (2005), Sal, 
and The Broken Tower (both 2011), it‘s a study of troubled and striving creative endeavour. 

Like Child of God (2013), it‘s a portrait of a gnarled, thwarted, inarticulate, furious outcast trying 

to stake a claim in the world. It follows Interior. Leather Bar. (2013) as a study in the cinema 

aesthetic itself, conjoined with a contemplation of cultural priorities. 

 

 
 



Franco casts himself as Wiseau and his younger brother Dave as Sestero. It‘s the sort of idea that 

seems at first like a Saturday Night Live skit writ large, but proves in practice more like a 

performance-art conceit, shaded by dint of the brothers‘ careful, convincing impersonations of 

their respective avatars. They render Tommy Wiseau and Greg Sestero as parts of a fragmented 

persona, the bland but likeable all-American boy meeting his intense, destabilising, immigrant 

partner in yearning. Not that the disparity entirely disappears, nor does James want it to. Franco 

stages Greg‘s illustrious first encounter with the typhonic force of Tommy as a momentous 

epiphany, complete with rumbling, epic scoring suggesting great forces gathering, although what 

we actually see are Greg‘s awkward, rigid performance for a San Francisco acting class and then 

Wiseau‘s unhinged, almost literally scenery-chewing rampage as he offers his own interpretive 

dance take on the famous ―Stella!‖ scene from A Streetcar Named Desire (1951). Most onlookers 

are stupefied and amused, but Greg is fascinated by Tommy‘s energy and willingness to put 

himself out there, and suggests they play a scene together in class. 

 

 
 

Tommy responds by inviting him to lunch and then getting him to read lines in the middle of a 

crowded restaurant, overcoming his shyness and discovering his inner hambone under the aghast 

and bemused attention of other patrons. The two men become fast and solid friends, as Tommy 

seems to be fired up by Sestero‘s blonde, cheery inheritance of all natural fortune, and Greg by the 

older man‘s enthusiasm and go-get-‗em energy. They watch touchstone movies together and drive 

all night to visit the scene of James Dean‘s death as a shrine after watchingRebel Without a Cause 

(1955). On the spur of the moment, Wiseau suggests they both head to Los Angeles and get busy 

making it as actors, casually revealing that he owns an apartment there they can share. Greg is too 

thrilled by the idea to pay attention to his mother‘s (Megan Mullaly) concerns about Tommy‘s 

intentions, catching wind of homoerotic interest in Tommy‘s references to Greg as ―babyface‖ and 

liking for hanging about with a handsome younger man. Later when they do shack up in Tommy‘s 

apartment he does seem to make a come-on to Greg, only to then laugh it off as a joke. Soon they 

settle back into amicable, brotherly mutual boosting, but it‘s a friendship where Tommy is well 

aware Greg can only grasp his chances with both hands because his generosity allows him to go 

for them. 

 

 
 

The two men dedicate themselves to the endless, crushing roundelay of auditions and more acting 

classes, a process that sees Greg quickly snatched up by a top talent agent, Iris Burton (Sharon 



Stone), purely by dint of his looks. Meanwhile Tommy chafes increasingly against the common 

opinion he‘s got the makings of a terrifying screen bad guy, believing himself far more the stuff of 

romantic heroism. ―You all laugh,‖ Tommy retorts to an acting coach (Bob Odenkirk) and his 

sniggering class after one of his performances and resisting their attempts to pin him as a natural 

heavy: ―That what bad guy do.‖ Soon, with neither of their careers going anywhere, Greg tries to 

keep Tommy‘s spirits up, and he hands his friend a flash of inspiration–the notion of making their 

own movie. Tommy, with his mysteriously deep pockets, realises he can make it happen. All he 

needs is a script, so he bashes out his magnum opus and gets Greg to read it over lunch. In his 

determination to ensure his production has the stature of a great cinematic enterprise, Tommy 

approaches camera equipment providers Birns & Sawyer and instead of simply renting their gear 

insists on purchasing all manner of cameras and shooting his movie on both film and video. The 

staff realise they have a major-league sucker on their hands, and convince him to utilise their 

small film studio too. 

 

 
 

An inevitable point of reference for The Disaster Artist is Tim Burton‘s Ed Wood (1994), another 

biographical drama about a much-hailed cavalier of terrible cinema. The differences between 

Wood‘s adventures as a no-budget huckster and Wiseau‘s mogul pretences are as marked as the 

similarities, however. The Disaster Artist portrays the gruelling shoot for The Room as a process 

not beset by the fly-by-night anxiety and enthusiastic fellowship Burton found in Wood‘s forays, 

because Wiseau‘s money furnishes him with largely competent collaborators and a cast of anxious 

hopefuls who, just like their self-financed auteur, are hoping to carve a niche for themselves in the 

industry. And yet the result proves to be just as deliriously out of tune as anything Wood made, 

stricken with the same fascinating blend of cynical and deeply personal impulses. Tommy tries to 

encourage the cast and crew he hires to follow him on a grand creative journey, but it soon 

becomes clear to all involved, even the ever-supportive Greg, that Tommy has no idea what he‘s 

doing, quickly earning enmities with imperial egotisms like a specially constructed personal toilet 

and turning up late for shoots. He also loses his bravado in performing when it comes time to do it 

before cameras, spending most of a single day trying to shoot a scene involving one line (All 

together now: ―I did not hit her. It‘s not true. It‘s bullshit. I did not hit her. I did not.‖). 

 

 
 

Script supervisor Sandy Schklair (Seth Rogen), who is initially surprised when his pay check 

actually clears, is obliged to take the film in hand when Wiseau is before the camera, but Tommy 



studiously ignores his directions and finally, unceremoniously boots him and some other pros 

from the production. At last, Tommy‘s overwhelming desire to realise his perfect fantasy of living 

in a movie leads to ugly moments like him clashing with the crew when he goes mental over a 

pimple on the arm of his leading lady, Juliette Danielle (Ari Graynor). Tommy is beset by the 

simultaneous need to express himself creatively and report his emotional travails to the world, 

whilst also trying to remain shielded against its prying eyes and judgements, unaware that show 

business, although a business of image and affectation, also requires a fine human touch to 

navigate. Tommy never reveals the source or extent of his fortune and steadfastly refusing to 

reveal his age, claiming to be the same age as Greg. Tommy, like some exploitation movie version 

of Jay Gatsby, believes American success and self-invention can be extended onto all stages of 

life, that the image one creates of one‘s self can become the reality, and his desire to venture into 

acting and moviemaking betrays an ambition to escape the aspects of identity he refuses to admit, 

the foreignness that‘s patently obvious to everyone else. 

 

 
 

Tommy‘s neediness extends to both wanting to use Greg as his avatar in the world but also getting 

peevish when Greg reaps the sorts of successes he wants, as when he lands a girlfriend in the form 

of cute bartender Amber (Alison Brie). Later on, when they‘re trying to shoot Tommy‘s passion 

project, Greg‘s announcement to Tommy that he‘s moving in with Amber sparks a tantrum from 

Tommy that echoes the climactic moments of The Room, except that apocalyptic desolation plays 

out in life as kicking a few vending machines and cradling a throbbing foot. Greg‘s discussions 

with the other actors about the characters and their possible real-life inspirations suddenly 

highlights that many of them could be versions of Greg himself, and beyond that, projections of 

Tommy‘s shifting ideas of Greg, possibly the one true human contact he‘s had in years. Finally 

Tommy‘s controlling streak manifests destructively for Greg when he refuses to bend from his 

shooting schedule to allow Greg to keep the beard he‘s grown long enough to shoot a role on the 

TV show Malcolm in the Middle offered to him after a chase encounter with Bryan Cranston. 

Soon Greg loses his temper with Tommy whilst shooting second-unit footage (such as it is) in San 

Francisco, prodding him over his own refusal to open up, finishing up with the two men getting 

into a scuffling, spiteful yet still rather brotherly wrestling clinch in the middle of a scene shoot. 

After time apart, Greg is stunned to see Tommy‘s mug gazing down from a colossal billboard ad 

in downtown LA, and soon the man himself comes to invite him to the film‘s premiere. 

 

 
 



With Interior. Leather Bar., Franco and documentary filmmaker Travis Mathews collaborated on 

a nominal attempt to recreate lost material filmed on New York‘s gay scene for William 

Friedkin‘s Cruising (1980), footage reportedly hacked out of that film because it was too racy, in 

the name of reclaiming the world it recorded from the realm of sordid legend. Franco‘s interest in 

film as an artefact in this fashion, the desire to capture lightning in a bottle twice, finds a vehicle 

here that allows him to extend that kind of avant-garde conceit whilst playing the entertainer. He 

painstakingly recreates Wiseau‘s footage and the hapless acting recorded by it utilising talented, 

experienced, and famous thespians, including Jackie Weaver as Carolyn Minnott, Juliette‘s on-

screen mother, Josh Hutcherson as Philip ―Denny‖ Haldiman, and Zac Efron as Dan Janjigian, the 

actor playing fearsome yet negligible drug pusher Chris R. In much the same way that Wiseau 

absorbs scenes in Streetcar, Rebel Without a Cause and The Talented Mr Ripley (1999) into his 

creative lexicon, Franco simulates and transforms Wiseau‘s images. At film‘s end Franco offers 

the original scenes alongside his recreations to compare both the success and the failure of the 

reproduction, the slight variances in timing and actor delivery and camera angles coming with 

logarithmic variance. Filmmakers who do this sort of thing rarely put their labours on the line in 

such a fashion, and I get the feeling it‘s very much part of what Franco was after in taking on the 

project, a desire to grab the raw material of this compelling piece of outsider art and disassemble it 

to see how it works, to apply exacting competence to incompetence. 

 

 
 

What Franco lacks that Burton brought to his contention with Wood‘s threadbare oeuvre is a 

definite directorial signature to utilise in mediating the stylistic mimicry. Franco‘s shooting style, 

developed on the run on his many projects, has arrived at a baseline of fly-on-the-wall realism 

conveyed with darting, often hand-held camerawork, affecting gritty and happenstance casualness. 

It‘s the exact opposite of the tony, polished, yet utterly stilted professionalism Wiseau spent about 

$6 million of his own money achieving. Franco brings specificity to the work more through the 

associations he can leverage with his casting and his contexts. But Franco does make some sport 

out of reproducing elements of Wiseau‘s visual syntax. Unsurprisingly for anyone had ever seen 

the infamous football-throwing sequences in The Room, Sestero revealed in his book that Wiseau 

barely knew how to play the game and yet fetishized it as a symbol of Americanness, so when the 

Francos‘ impersonations try to play a clumsy game of catch, Franco reproduces Wiseau‘s square-

on, middle-distance viewpoint, revealing awkward cinema is rooted in incomprehension of what 

exactly was being filmed. The sweeping view from the roof of Tommy‘s LA apartment block is 

presented as the obvious inspiration for the blue-screen panorama constantly seen in his film. 

 



 
 

A prolonged and purely cringe-worthy sequence in which Tommy spots Judd Apatow at dinner in 

an LA restaurant and harasses him with his garbled reading of a Shakespeare soliloquy, sees the 

brusque producer squirming in his seat in please-make-this-end discomfort, and then attempt to fix 

Tommy in the eye and make clear to him that he will never be the stuff of stardom. Franco‘s own 

self-mocking subtext here acknowledges Apatow as the man who gave him his break on the TV 

show Freaks and Geeks. This scene suggests a closer relative to The Disaster Artist than Ed 

Wood might be The King of Comedy (1983), Martin Scorsese‘s ruthless portrayal of obsessive 

fandom and its ambition to assimilate the vitality of the famous. Except that unlike Rupert Pupkin, 

Tommy has the money to make his own show happen, to impose his weird, theoretically romantic 

ayet actually deeply masochistic fantasies. Tommy‘s own likeness to a vampire is a repeated quip 

throughout, fleshing out the suggestion he sucks the life out of anyone fool enough to come into 

his orbit, most particularly Greg. 

 

 
 

James‘ performance as Wiseau has to walk a narrow line, because it must be integral to his 

approach, moving beyond mere skit-like impression but also conceding its status as performance, 

to find realism in artifice. He manages to walk that line with impressive fixity, nailing aspects of 

Wiseau‘s persona as his peculiar speech mannerisms where the line between old accent and recent 

nerve damage can‘t be entirely distinguished, the slightly dead-eyed gaze, the anxious, robotic 

laughs and full-on eruptions of hot feeling that suggest a barely-suppressed volcanic heat at the 

base of the man‘s belly. Dave gives a fun performance playing Sestero, but in many ways he has 

the harder job in playing the man constantly drawn in the wake of Tommy‘s eccentricity. And he 

can‘t quite inhabit Greg: the real Sestero, in spite of his general aura of real geniality and loyalty, 

looked nonetheless born to play the role of blithe betrayer, with all those sculpted planes to his 

face under ocean-blue eyes, the entitled surfer boy hunk and white-bread heartbreaker one can so 

well imagine inspiring Wiseau with existential terror, the being he wants to point to every time 

someone calls him a villainous-looking dude and say, but that‘s what threat looks like to me. The 

smile Sestero put on when first glimpsed without his beard has a quality of rictus to it; you can 

see, as he reports in the book, his sinking feeling that all his acting dreams are at an end, and no 

actor can quite reproduce such a look. Franco ultimately shies away from pushing The Disaster 

Artist to the extremes of discomforting and dismaying absurdity of Scorsese‘s film. 

 



 
 

The galling if querulous misogyny that flows through The Room is also for the most part elided, 

regarded as an aspect of the paranoid general misanthropy. When the cast of the film talk about 

what Tommy‘s trying to get at in his script, Juliette describes Lisa as essentially symbolising ―the 

Universe‖ and its treatment of him. But Franco makes sure to depict the casting process for the 

film consists of Tommy getting the young actresses auditioning for the role to jump through hoops 

of behaviour including actions like blowing on a saxophone and licking an ice cream, filled with 

salacious innuendo, suggesting Franco knows very well Wiseau displays some of the tendencies 

that attract men like Harvey Weinstein into the movie business. On the other hand, Franco also 

notes and entertains gleeful complicity with Wiseau‘s desire to objectivise himself on camera, to 

offer his own flesh, both anxiously and narcissistically, as a paradigm on manhood on screen. And 

so, of course, the moment in The Room that gains the most appalled groans of intolerance is of 

course when Franco/Tommy‘s butt is displayed in colossal detail upon screen, granting the 

viewers the sensation less of having gained an erotic moment of self-exposing bravura than the 

feeling that, well, someone‘s just forced a theatre of people to look at his ass. 

 

 
 

The book was filled with Sestero‘s musings on his pal and his shadowy past and modes of income, 

which are also left out: like many fans of The Room, it‘s the very inscrutability of Wiseau that 

compels Franco, his status as a fever dream sprung directly out of some Eastern Bloc kid‘s idea of 

an American success story made flesh and compelled by his own warring identities to both risk 

himself and hide all at once. Given that the 21st century has been so far an age of obsessive public 

fascination with celebrity, with performance of the self as enabled by technology in in all its 

illusory promise of instant and easy adoration, it‘s certainly not hard to see Wiseau as the age‘s 

court jester, its perfect and perfectly absurd embodiment. Less comfortingly, he might even be a 

fitting antihero for the Trump age as a man who uses a shady fortune to glorify himself and 

subordinate others to his will. Wiseau‘s collaboration was inevitably required in making the film, 

probably meaning Franco felt obliged to go reasonably easy on him. 

 



 
 

And also because in the end, although hopes are dashed, feelings bruised, fools made, Tommy 

himself is ultimately the one wounded most, this bedraggled yet weirdly gutsy, prosperous yet 

pathetic avatar of every weirdo who‘s longed to be anointed by a more glamorous world, only to 

become a figure of fun. ―Even if you have the talent of Brando,‖ Franco has Apatow tell himself 

as Tommy, ―It‘s a one in a million chance you‘ll make it.‖ Sestero emphasised in his book the way 

Wiseau‘s efforts added up to a form of therapeutic self-rescue, whilst in Wiseau‘s pathos Franco 

sees something more universal but also quite personal, the lot of every creative person, their desire 

to reveal themselves, to take risks, but on their own, controlled terms. Where Ed Wood had to 

imagine a sarcastically triumphant ending for its hero, Franco turns the premiere of The Room, the 

ego trip as objet d‘art no-one ever through would actually make it to a movie screen, as a 

microcosm of the film‘s journey from wince-inducing, career-killing calamity to the subject of 

horrified fascination, and on to become a source of fiercely beloved merriment and communal joy, 

its creator suffering through ultimate humiliation only to immediately reinvent himself as the 

proud maker of a deliberately shoddy piece of punk comedy. Whilst he‘s simplified and 

homogenized the phenomena of Wiseau and The Room to a certain extent, Franco can at least 

claim, in addition to making them into the stuff of a damn funny and entertaining film, to capture 

the essence of their curious appeal. And now, thanks to it, you don‘t even have to actually 

watch The Room. But I will. Again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Star Wars: The Last Jedi (2017) 
 

Director/Screenwriter: Rian Johnson 
 

 
 

By Roderick Heath 

 

Here there be spoilers… 

 

Although primed as the eagerly awaited follow-up to a hugely successful blockbuster and instant 

pop culture fixture, Star Wars: The Last Jedi had a daunting job of work ahead of it. If J.J. 

Abrams‘ franchise-reviver The Force Awakens (2015) proved as tepid as often as tantalising in its 

effort to give fresh impetus to George Lucas‘ canonical science-fantasy series, it did at least 

manage the task of introducing a new, appealing selection of heroes, and set them up as focal 

points for a grandiose cosmic drama, conveyed in lovingly produced and crafted cinema. But these 

exciting qualities weren‘t particularly well-served by a new plotline that seemed determined to 

scrub the series blueprint down to its most simplistic outlines, and recycle familiar and 

comfortable looks and sounds from Lucas‘ first trilogy without bringing any fresh ideas or 

conceptual zest to the table. 

 

 
 

New helmsman Rian Johnson took on the challenge of dragging this new trilogy, laden with 

expectation and the inertia of franchise property protection, into richer, more novel, more 

genuinely epic territory. Johnson, a very talented filmmaker, turned heads with his 2005 

gambit Brick, a film with the memorable conceit of having high schoolers play the protagonists of 

a noir film, a unique way of mediating the thrilling intensity and melancholy of teenage life. His 

second two films, The Brothers Bloom (2008) and Looper (2012), were entertaining but flawed 

attempts to expand his palette, radically different in tone and style but linked by efforts to blend 

his love of bygone ephemera and old movies with authentic efforts to tap the wellspring of 



emotions they stir in him, and his delight in telling tales of labyrinthine cunning. His best work 

post-debut was actually on several episodes of the TV series Breaking Bad, including ―Fly,‖ a 

memorable instalment regarding its antiheroes‘ efforts to catch a dogging fly in their underground 

met lab, provoking all their festering anxieties to hatch out, as well as the pivotal episode 

―Ozymandias‖ where their lives actually fell to ruins. The Last Jedi actually takes on themes 

similar to those episodes, as it puts the Star Wars characters old and new in a pressure cooker and 

slowly but surely forces them to make choices regarding their lives, their beliefs, their loyalties, 

whilst their world topples. 

 

 
 

In the wake of the briefly operational but catastrophically effective Starkiller‘s destruction, the 

pulverised remnants of the restored Republic government and their Resistance warriors are forced 

to flee base after base, pursued by the First Order, the ruthless renascent offspring of the old 

Imperial forces led by the malformed but immensely powerful Supreme Leader Snoke (Andy 

Serkis). Famed Resistance pilot Poe Dameron (Oscar Isaac) leads a determined attack on a 

formidable First Order warship of a ―Dreadnought‖ class, sporting giant energy weapons, to give 

time for Princess Leia (Carrie Fisher) and the rest of the Resistance leaders to flee. Poe ignores 

Leia‘s commands to abort the mission, and instead calls in a flight of heavy bombers to pound the 

Dreadnought until the determined, self-annihilating efforts of one bomber pilot, Paige Tico 

(Veronica Ngo), succeeds in destroying the craft. Poe is put on the carpet and demoted for wasting 

too many good fighters and ships by Leia, and the Resistance fleet eventually finds itself crawling 

through deep space with the First Order, led by General Hux (Domhnall Gleeson), in close pursuit. 

 

 
 

Desperate to come up with a way to get the First Order off their tail, Poe and pal Finn (John 

Boyega), who‘s just awoken after spending months in care having terrible wounds repaired, team 

up with Paige‘s low-ranked, hero-worshipping sister Rose (Kelly Marie Tran), who has a 

brainwave about the method the First Order is using to track them, and decides they need to sneak 

aboard their command ship and shut it down. Together, Finn and Rose take a fast, small ship to a 

nearby planet, Canto Bight, a playground for the super-rich, to find a codebreaker who might be 

able to penetrate First Order security recommended to them by Maz Kanata (Lupita Nyong‘o). 

Thrown into prison for a parking violation before they can make contact, they encounter in their 

cell the scruffy, nefarious DJ (Benecio Del Toro). DJ casually breaks them all out of their cell to 

demonstrate his own talents at subverting authority, and soon they form a pact and flee the planet 



after raising some hell. Meanwhile, budding Jedi Rey (Daisy Ridley) is trying to convince Luke 

Skywalker (Mark Hamill) to leave his hermit existence in a remote Jedi temple on a lonely island 

and return to breathe new hope into the Resistance cause. But Luke is filled with regret and self-

recrimination after his failure to revive the Jedi order and loss of young Ben Solo to Snoke‘s 

influence and the mantle of his assumed evil guise as Kylo Ren (Adam Driver). Rey finds herself 

dogged by unexpected moment of psychic connection with Kylo, whose conflicts after killing his 

father Han seem to be boiling over. 

 

 
 

If the most interesting subtext of The Force Awakens was its ―tell me a story, grandpa‖ angle in 

contemplating chains of storytelling and their personal meaning, be it old war stories in the 

context of the on-screen drama and in meta terms the movies and other artworks you loved as a 

kid, The Last Jedi makes it clear that ardour for things wrapped in the comforting lustre of legend 

and period glamour must yield to a new and often dismaying reality. So Johnson commences with 

a mischievous assault on Abrams‘ nostalgia, as he returns to the momentous final gesture of the 

first film, with Rey holding out to Luke his old lightsaber, that technocraticExcalibur: Luke takes 

the weapon, gives it a cursory look, and then tosses it over his shoulder in contempt. This is a 

great moment that signals Johnson‘s theme, worked on several levels in the movie that follows, 

that his characters and their hopes can no longer be sustained by stale myths and old paradigms, 

and must jettison all that old baggage to start again from scratch, to cleanse their temples and 

reinvent their institutions. It‘s an intelligent and appropriate and, dare I say it, timely theme. It‘s 

also, unmistakeably, a message aimed at the franchise itself. If Lucas‘s prequels chased the ye-

olde-timey ring of courtly sagas and his original trilogy evoked ‗40s screwball spark in their 

romantic scenes, Johnson‘s dialogue and humour style here bring the series to a more definitely 

current, fashionable style. A joke early in the film sees Poe mock Hux by pretending to have him 

on hold on a speaker phone. 

 

 
 

This is a funny moment that also signals, a touch annoyingly, that the Star Wars universe is being 

more exactingly annexed by a certain glib contemporaneity. Star Wars is no longer a legend of 

dreamtimes past; it‘s a wing of modern pop culture founded by the likes of Joss Whedon. I 

suppose that‘s inevitable to a degree, given that Lucas‘s shift to set his tales entirely in a pseudo-

historical zone with the prequels was the most fascinating and most ruthlessly rejected of his 

efforts. The opening sequence with the bombing raid is both thunderous spectacle but also rather 



senseless – the series has long been sustained by the unlikely notion of WW2-style aerial 

dogfights in space, but Johnson takes that here to a senseless extreme by reproducing that era‘s 

style of bombing, with bombs dropped straight down with the use of gravity that doesn‘t exist in 

space. On the other hand, the film‘s central movement involves the agonisingly slow chase 

through deep space between the Resistance and First Order fleets, the latter maddeningly unable to 

catch the former at subspace speeds but only seeming to fend off the inevitable, in a plot motif 

bizarrely reminiscent of Master and Commander: The Far Side of the World (2003) in imposing 

clear physical limitations and cold equations upon the spacefaring (there are many yawning plot 

holes in the story, but I won‘t carp on those). After Leia is almost killed in rocket attack on her 

ship, tensions mount in this agonising situation. As there doesn‘t seem to be any way out save his 

friends‘ risky plan, Poe feels provoked to rebel against acting fleet commander Vice Admiral 

Holdo (Laura Dern) when she seems to be intending a dangerous evacuation upon shuttle craft. 

 

 
 

Star Wars has always been a bricoleur‘s assemblage, defined by the ingenuity with which it mixed 

and matched classic film and pulp literary genres and and a trove of mythological motifs. Abrams 

clearly worshipped at the altar of Lucas‘ 1977 series foundation, but that seemed to be the limit of 

his referential frame. Johnson, on the other hand, is the sort of creative hand hip to Lucas‘ method, 

at least to an extent, as Looper spliced incongruous motifs – time travel and psychic powers, 

gangster and hitman melodramas, old Hollywood and Anime – into an impressive if lumpy 

chimera. His preferred modes are classic noir and expressionist dramas rather than the 

swashbucklers, war movies, westerns, and sci-fi flicks Lucas took most inspiration from – 

screwball comedy is one significant overlap in their lexicon. This new influence is immediately 

apparent in the scenes on Canto Bight, where the grand casino inhabited by the smug-ugly has a 

veneer of ritzy glamour that proves instead to be a den of iniquity in a manner reminiscent of 

something like Josef von Sternberg‘s The Shanghai Gesture (1941) or Howard Hawks‘ The Big 

Sleep (1946). A pivotal incident in the past that caused Luke and Kylo‘s break and the destruction 

of the fledgling Jedi renaissance is seen three times in revised flashbacks, a touch that echoes 

many a noir film‘s sublimation of Orson Welles‘ Citizen Kane (1941), and Kane and Welles are 

more clearly echoed in a sequence in which Rey attempts to confront her own nature as a creature 

of the force and instead finds herself confronted by an endless hall of mirror selves, threatened 

like Welles‘ antiheroes with mistaking her own ego for the state of the universe. 

 

 
 



Johnson also emphasises the inequality and sleaziness pervading corners of this universe. Lucas‘ 

vision for his future-past was always one of a society with a cynically profiteering sector – witness 

Han‘s travails with Jabba the Hutt and Anakin‘s lot as the slave of businessman Watto. Johnson 

tries to indict the forces at the centre of the Galactic community and their willingness to make 

money out of war. DJ highlights for Finn and Rose that the fortunes of Canto Bight‘s denizens 

have largely been made selling arms to both the First Order and Resistance. The visit to Canto 

Bight finds Finn and Rose observing the brutality towards both animals engaged in racing, and the 

young human thralls used to prop up the lifestyle of the rich and famous, and the plucky 

Resistance warriors make common cause with both. The sequence in which Rose releases the 

racing animals is both fun but also a little too Harry Potter-esque for this imprimatur, whilst 

Johnson‘s attempts to work up some of the sort of resurgence-of-the-repressed drama Lucas was 

so fond of – see THX-1138 (1971); Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom (1984) – manifests in 

offering up a few waifs straight out of ‗30s Our Gang shorts making gosh-jeez faces. Johnson 

wants these kids to represent the notion that the Resistance instils hope and the basis for future 

resurgence, blended once again with the notion of loving this fantastical material as a viewer for 

its uplifting and dream-stirring cache, and the film‘s very ending points directly to this process 

taking root in the minds of these young people. 

 

 
 

This notion doesn‘t land nearly as strongly as Johnson intends it, however. He wants us to feel the 

illicit rush of this rebellious spirit in his tale and also the daring in his lack of cool. Given that 

Lucas was flayed alive by the modern cool police by his choice to move entirely into the 

imaginative realm of kids on The Phantom Menace (1999), Johnson‘s efforts feel only crudely 

calculated and tacked-on in skirting the same territory. Where the film is on surer ground is Rey 

and Luke‘s tetchy, mutually frustrated relationship, which evokes but also revises Luke‘s 

encounters with Yoda in The Empire Strikes Back (1980). Luke is a shambolic, self-exiled husk of 

his former self, detached from the Force and subsisting with hopes the Jedi way will die with him. 

Confronted by Rey‘s raw natural power, he‘s both impressed and terrified, as he‘s already seen the 

same abilities in former pupil Kylo. Rey attempts to prod the Master back to action provoke scorn 

– ―Did you think I was going out to take on the whole First Order with my laser sword?‖ Luke 

questions in derision. Hamill, whose performance is often taken as a weak link in the original 

trilogy, nonetheless matured into an excellent character actor in the course of his spotty career. 

He‘s very good here, better indeed than Harrison Ford‘s much-hailed equivalent turn was in The 

Force Awakens, as he invests his aged and haggard Luke with glimmers of his old, dreamy 

romanticism even as the damage his life failings have done to him gnaws incessantly at his core 

being. Of course, the question as to whether Luke will return to the fight isn‘t really a question, 

only how and at what suitably dramatic juncture of the story. 

 



 
 

One sharp failing of The Force Awakens was Abrams‘ neglect of coming up with any genuinely 

inspired new technology or alien species. Johnson is more vigorous with the aliens, particularly on 

the temple island where Luke takes milk from giant, lolling walrus-like creatures to drink, and the 

Porgs, a race of small, furry, but relatively aware critters who object with memorably abject horror 

when Chewbacca (Joonas Suotamo) proposes to eat one of their fellows. But there‘s still a notable 

failure to do much that‘s interesting or properly, dramatically engaged with the new alien 

characters. Even Chewbacca, who has long stood vitally on the divide between sci-fi grotesque 

and beloved supporting character, is marginalised here, and his reunion with Luke is a paltry 

scene. Johnson does offer up one lovely dollop of fan service as Yoda (Frank Oz) appears to Luke 

when he‘s determined to destroy the last of the Jedi‘s founding texts. Rather than try to stop him, 

Yoda brings down a bolt of lightning to do the job for him, and patiently instructs him in the 

film‘s theme, that faith has to be in the living avatars of the creed rather than relics of the past. 

Kylo, confronting Rey, makes the same point, encouraging to spurn her past and claim the future 

as her rightful possession. 

 

 
 

This endlessly reiterated message feels as much like a poke in the ribs to cranky old fans like me 

as a dramatic imperative, and it might have had more impact if the film wasn‘t trapped resolutely 

within the resolutely unimaginative framework Abrams and Lucasfilm-Disney provided. The new 

series has not just paid attention to all the criticisms aimed at the prequel trilogy but taken them so 

deeply to heart it‘s caused creative rictus, in stripping things back to essentials: although there are 

little flourishes in the margins here, it‘s still basically just an extended chase movie. The First 

Order, whose resemblance to a Khmer Rouge, Taliban, or Daesh-like force of fanatical 

opportunism has faded to leave them purely as Empire wannabes, represent the biggest failure in 

this regard. There‘s still no inkling given of their aims, their credos, other than being the Bad 

Guys. Snoke is the Emperor without Ian McDiarmid‘s wit and relish in instilling dimensions of 

Machiavellian smarts and rancid perversity in his character; Hux and Phasma (Gwendoline 

Christie) are still just sneering snobs. One quality that distinguished the Star Wars series under 

Lucas‘ hand was the way it steadily evolved, accumulating lore, complexity, and emotional heft, 

even whilst maintaining an open, light touch for the broadest possible audience. Yes, the original 

film was a fleet, glib space western, but it laid groundwork quickly and deftly to suggest greater 

dimensions to everything we saw and felt, and then each of the following five films added 



something new. But in spite of Johnson‘s calls to bring something new to the table and forget the 

past, he resolutely avoids the hard work of actually doing this. 

 

 
 

Johnson indeed seems plainly impatient with much of the infrastructure he inherited from Abrams 

and Disney‘s focus groups – very early in the film, he has Snoke mock and Kylo destroy the 

incredibly uninspired mask Kylo wore in The Force Awakens, and the path Johnson‘s storyline 

cleaves through the set-up he was stuck with is similarly dismissive. One great task always facing 

Johnson was to try and come up with a twist as memorable as Darth Vader‘s great reveal in The 

Empire Strikes Back. Johnson does provide a twist; several in fact, but not only do they not 

approach the momentousness of the model, they don‘t really add up to much, in large part because 

they eventually cancel each-other out and leave the story precepts pretty much what they were at 

the outset. Much like Rey in her hall of mirrors, Johnson falls into the trap of merely deflating or 

offering slight tweaks on familiar moments. The flight to battle in rickety spaceships proves a 

tragicomic joke. The bad guy who becomes a good guy proves then to still be a bad guy – not 

once but twice. The pivotal scene here involves Kylo‘s assassination of Snoke, a gleefully nasty if 

not total surprise, and one that concedes Snoke was just a ranting placeholder in the role of 

ultimate evil. Johnson‘s staging of this sequence, and Rey and Kylo‘s subsequent battle with 

Snoke‘s bodyguards, is definitely the highpoint of the film, one that seems finally to engage with 

the sheer swashbuckling verve and operatic swerves of human nature of the series. And yet 

Johnson quickly undercuts its impact by having Kylo prove to be merely calculating rather than 

complex, and he ascends to the status of unchallenged bad guy, one who is apparently still enough 

of a sucker to not notice the difference when someone is projecting themselves on the astral plane. 

 

 
 

The major subplot involving Poe‘s clashes with and eventual mutiny against Holdo is another 

potentially intelligent story thread that doesn‘t quite work, particularly as its raises a worthy and 

legitimate new theme about types of leadership. Poe, used to command and chafing against his 

reduction, becomes increasingly angry with the taciturn Holdo, and both fail to a certain extent in 

arguing for their positions. Johnson seems to be pitching here to launch a thousand think pieces on 

female leadership and male intransigence, which feels in a way a bit treacherous to the series‘ 

comfort with women as leader figures (Leia, Mon Mothma, Padmé Amidala), which means 

ironically he‘s had his talking point theme at the expense of this creative universe‘s established, 

blithe indifference to contemporary gender politics (none of Padmé‘s soldiers questioned her 



commands). Dern also feels rather miscast in the role, too, as it seems to demand someone with 

thorny hauteur and icy-eyed determination along the lines of Kristin Scott Thomas. That said, 

Holdo‘s climactic act of vengeful self-sacrifice, ramming her space ship into Snoke‘s at high 

speed, shattering the First Order fleet to smithereens, is a great piece of spectacle, made more 

effective by Johnson‘s removal of all sound, simply observing the surge of pulverising energy and 

splintering metal. Here he really grips the quasi-Biblical scale of action and destruction matched 

to grandiose human will in the series forebears by the throat. And yet, again, Johnson doesn‘t 

follow through with any clear depiction of the effect this has. Indeed, it has none on the First 

Order hunt and core villains. 

 

 
 

Ridley and Boyega are still real finds for this series, and both of them display a developing touch 

in making their roles effective audience stand-ins who nonetheless have properly defined 

characters. But the way Finn and Poe are handled here makes them feel increasingly like fifth 

wheels. Finn is proved a dupe who flits about the margins and Poe‘s struggles lead him into a 

position of new authority by the end that feels more accidental than earned. Finn‘s final battle with 

Phasma aboard a disintegrating Star Destroyer is effectively melodramatic, but proves a little 

scanty. Johnson sets up a romantic triangle of sorts between Finn, Rose, and Rey – or rectangle if 

one counts Rey‘s fleeting if finally extinguished attraction to Kylo. But it‘s a long way from the 

smouldering love-hate of Han and Leia or the guilty, transgressive passion of Anakin and Padmé. 

Now we‘ve got the adorkable pairing of Finn and Rose, which does lead into a gripping sequence 

in which Rose performs a staggeringly risky manoeuvre to save Finn from his own kamikaze 

gutsiness, but otherwise feels entirely too cute. Lucas‘ characters were archetypes and naïfs, but 

they were also solid adults who had sex and dashed and dazzled. Everyone in this seems restricted, 

repressed, stymied. Part of what made The Empire Strikes Back as beloved as it is in spite of its 

nominally downbeat narrative of calamity and mutilation, was because it was the most 

authentically dreamlike of the original trilogy. The cavernous spaces and hovering beauty of 

Cloud City, dragon-riddled asteroids, haunted swamps, and spaceships roaring through twilight 

skies burned with ardour in authentic fantastical horizons. Nothing here even approaches, at least 

until the very end when Johnson evokes Lucas‘ crucial images of setting suns and dissolution of 

the flesh, such a state of transcendental beauty. 

 

 
 



Rey was and remains the best new character – I‘ve heard many invocations that hold her as the 

sole real achievement and best reason for loyalty to the new series from fans both casual and 

hardcore – and The Last Jedi does drag her evolution to interesting new places. She‘s the voice of 

a new and ardent breed who craves leadership and direction, appealing to a crusty old warhorse in 

the form of Luke in a manner that feels true to a real-world context today where the young have 

looked to older voices of undiluted radical vision. Rey is also beset by her mysterious bond with 

Kylo, with glimmers of erotic interest and tactile communion as they try to connect psychically 

(including Rey being distracted by the sight of Kylo sans shirt, a funny moment that also conveys 

a blessed note of the erotic, otherwise desperately missing from Disney Star Wars) coexisting with 

fierce and antipathy. The film‘s ultimate solution to the raised mystery of her parentage feels like 

another dodge, as her parents were just wastrels who sold her for coin, and her abilities are purely 

her own provenance. This is neat on a symbolic level, as it underlines Rey as the embodiment of 

the new and of re-founding rather than legacy, but it‘s also rather, well, lame and anti-climactic. 

Luke reiterates a belief that the Jedi must end, but what exactly what might take the creed‘s place, 

and what Rey in particularly could bring to it, again isn‘t given any thought. 

 

 
 

The Last Jedi does give Fisher a strong last go-round as Leia, who stands alone as a figure of 

stature and authority for the first time, running the Resistance cause with a sinking heart and 

guttering fire of determination. Leia gains some appropriately great moments, including one in 

which she utilises Jedi gifts surprisingly to save herself from a seemingly inevitable death. She 

also has a funny exchange with Holdo as they both admit their simultaneous irritation with Poe but 

also common love for his kind of bad boy. A running joke about Rey‘s belief that the Force is the 

ability to make rocks float builds to a punch-line at the end involving her do just that. That‘s about 

it. And this moment crystallised the way Star Wars has been vampirised by those pretending to 

reinvigorate it. There‘s painfully little wonderment or fantastical beauty left in this universe. 

Johnson‘s film looks good in a way, chasing a quality of desolate, dusky beauty, but too often it 

looks rather too often grey, dusty, and more than a little dolorous. Compared to the astounding 

opening sequence of Revenge of the Sith (2005) with it monumental, intricately staged, 

kaleidoscopically colourful space battle, Johnson‘s paltry fleets slowly chugging through space are 

clunky and dully pseudo-realist. Of course, The Last Jedi is supposed to be set in a different, more 

run-down and wearied age, but that only covers a genuine paucity of real layering and ingenuity in 

effects and world-building so far. 

 

 



 

The mantle of the Jedi no longer carries with it the scent of green bamboo shoots they inherited 

from their wu xia and samurai epic models nor the red petals of chivalric romance, and with them 

goes the very element that elevated Star Wars above its rivals in the modern special effects cinema 

arms race. And as dynamic as these cinematic inheritors try to be in filling its place, this absence 

of an elevated plane to the drama, a yearning for higher ideals and the resonance of myth, never 

mind Lucas‘ attempts to encompass his ideas on history and society and the linkages of both to 

identity, depresses me deeply, as does the refusal to engage in the creative universe beyond the 

immediate survival drama beyond canards like some of the rich are bad. I might seem to be 

castigating The Last Jedi more harshly than it perhaps warrants: it‘s still easily the best of the 

three entries (which also includes Gareth Edwards‘ mediating one-off Rogue One, 2016) in the 

reinstituted series. It boasts a handful of powerful sequences, and although it features a finale that 

goes on a few scenes too long and tries playing the same hand over and over again, and builds to a 

properly momentous confrontation of Luke and Kylo, it‘s only to, once again, reveal itself as a 

kind of a cheat, failing to deliver Luke to a consummation even close to what he (and the 

audience) deserves. The universe should shake to its foundations when Luke Skywalker dies. 

Instead, Johnson merely has him run out of puff. The new series has closed The Last Jedi tells me 

the series has plateaued in terms of what it can accomplish and how it‘s going to do it, and that 

reasons why I‘ve loved this material in the past are slowly but surely being neutered. Where the 

prequel trilogy has only doggedly and insistently earned my admiration for their achievement over 

the past decade or so, these new films lay all their cards on the table instantly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


